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Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Anaphora

For a long time the study of meaning has been concerned with single
sentences. However, sentences seldom come in isolation. For one thing,
they tend to be sandwiched in between other sentences, thus forming
a text, or discourse. In the early eighties the question arose how to
determine the meaning of a discourse and, somewhat surprisingly, it
turned out that this is not an easy question to answer. By and large,
one could say that the main problem is not so much that sentences
never come in isolation, but that sequences of sentences are sequences of
sentences for an interesting reason: they are ‘connected’, as it were, for
instance, by cross-sentential anaphors. Consider the following sentence.

(1) She kissed it.

We could say that the meaning of (1) is that some female person
happened to kiss something, but then we would be missing the point.
Sentence (1) may be preceded by (2) or (3) —to give but two possibilities—
and the meaning is rather di!erent in each case.

(2) Louis XIV solemnly o!ered his hand to a new chambermaid.

(3) Yesterday, a beautiful princess saw a regal green frog near the
creek.

Sentences like (1) cannot be interpreted correctly without taking the
context into account.

Problems such as these led Karttunen to the introduction of discourse
referents. In Karttunen 1976 it is suggested to let an indefinite noun
phrase (such as a new chambermaid or a regal green frog) introduce
a new discourse referent, which (under normal circumstances) has a
permanent life-span. That is to say, these referents remain available

1
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and anaphoric phrases (such as she and it) can always pick them up
later on.

Much research in the area of anaphora has been concerned with find-
ing constraints on the occurrence of anaphoric expressions. For example,
in the syntactic tradition it has been noted that a pronoun (him) should
not have an antecedent in its minimal syntactic domain, while a re-
flexive (himself ) should.1 Thus, assuming that in both (4.a) and (4.b)
the phrase in object-position is intended to be anaphoric on Louis, it is
predicted that the former is ungrammatical (indicated by the asterisk),
while the latter is not.

(4) a. * Louis likes him.
b. Louis likes himself.

However, the relation between a would-be anaphor and a would-be ante-
cedent is not only subject to syntactic constraints, but also to semantic
constraints, and in this book we focus on those. Karttunen already noted
that when a discourse referent is introduced in the scope of a logical con-
nective, its life-span is generally limited to the scope of that connective.
For example, indefinites in the antecedent of a conditional sentence in-
troduce discourse referents which may be taken up by pronouns in the
consequent of the conditional, but not in sentences following it. Consider
(5):2

(5) a. If a princess sees a frog, she kisses it. # In fact, it is the prince
of Buganda.

b. It is not true that Louis XIV had a wife. # He loved her madly
and smothered her with diamonds.

c. # Either Louis XIV had a mistress or he hid her from his wife.

Here and elsewhere, the symbol # is used to indicate semantic marked-
ness, like * is used to indicate syntactic markedness. Thus the second
sentence of (5.a) is semantically marked on the intended interpretation
where the pronoun it refers to the indefinite a frog. Similar observations
can be made with respect to disjunction and negation; a discourse ref-
erent introduced under the scope of a negation phrase cannot be picked
up outside that scope, as demonstrated by (5.b). And a discourse refer-
ent introduced in one disjunct cannot be taken up in the other disjunct,
witness (5.c).

1Numerous ways of defining a minimal syntactic domain have been proposed (see for
instance Reinhart 1976 and Chomsky 1981), but for the sake of exposition we may
take it to be the S or NP node immediately dominating antecedent and anaphor.
2The first example is a variant of the old donkey-sentence rediscussed in

Geach 1962. Variants of the second and third examples can be found in for instance
Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991 and Kamp and Reyle 1993.
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Observing that we need discourse referents with varying life-expect-
ations as a kind of parameters in semantics is one thing, developing a
formal system which meets these requirements is quite another. Since
the early eighties various systems of discourse semantics incorporating
the concept of discourse referents have been proposed. Of these Heim’s
File Change Semantics (fcs, Heim 1982), Kamp’s Discourse Represent-
ation Theory (drt, Kamp 1981) and Groenendijk & Stokhof’s Dynamic
Predicate Logic (dpl, Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991) are generally con-
sidered to be the most important ones. A key feature of these systems is
that interpreting a sentence is a dynamic process. When a sentence like
(3) has been interpreted, something has changed: two new discourse ref-
erents (for a beautiful princess and a regal green frog respectively) have
made their appearance and these can be taken-up for the subsequent in-
terpretation of (1). The last fifteen years have shown that the dynamic
approach to meaning is very useful when we want to study the meaning
of anaphoric pronouns in discourse, and consequently it plays a major
role in this book.

1.1.2 Presupposition

Intuitively, presuppositions di!er from other ‘parts of speech’ in that
they denote propositions of which the truth is somehow taken for gran-
ted. Suppose someone tells you:

(6) Louis’ wig is grey.

The speaker of (6) could be said to convey two propositions: ‘Louis has
a wig’, and ‘this wig is grey’. However, she also assigns a di!erent status
to these two propositions; the former is presupposed , and the latter is
asserted . In example (6) this di!erence is not clearly perceptible, since
both propositions are implications of (6). That there really is a di!erence
can be shown by negating (6).

(7) It is not the case that Louis’ wig is grey.

The proposition that Louis has a wig is still implied by example (7)
(after all: the presupposition is taken for granted), but the proposition
that it is grey is no longer an implication; the wig in question may have
any colour except for grey. The negation-phrase only seems to apply to
the assertional part, while it leaves the presupposition untouched. The
observation that presuppositions are insensitive to negation can already
be found in the pioneering work of Frege 1892, and it provides us with
a diagnostics of the presence of presuppositions: the negation test. This
test can informally be put as follows: P is a presupposition of S if,
and only if, P follows from both S and the negation of S. Following
Frege, many people have used the negation test to signal the presence of
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presuppositions. However, the negation test should be applied with some
caution. The presence of explicit denials may blur the picture somewhat
(below we address this issue).3 It is worth stressing that the negation
test is not the only test available for the detection of presuppositions.
Various other tests have been proposed in the literature, of which the
modality test is perhaps the least controversial. This test is based on
the observation that embedding a sentence with a presupposition trigger
—such as example (6)— in the scope of a modal ‘possibility’ operator
(maybe) preserves the presupposition but not the assertion of the original
sentence. Thus: Maybe Louis’ wig is grey still implies that Louis has a
wig, but not that it is grey.

Presuppositions are associated with certain (kinds of) lexical ele-
ments or syntactic structures. The following list contains a number of
these, together with examples and associated intuitive presuppositions.4

Each example is given in both a positive and a negative form, separated
by a slash, so that the reader can verify the presence of a presupposition
trigger.

definite descriptions: ‘the CN’

(8) The present king of France needs/doesn’t need a new chamber-
maid.
presupposes: there is a present king of France

clefts: ‘it was X who Y-ed’

(9) It was/it was not the butler who did it.
presupposes: someone did it

implicatives: ‘manage’, ‘succeed’, . . .

(10) Louis managed/didn’t manage to find a wig-maker.
presupposes: it was di!cult for Louis to find a wig-maker

quantifiers: ‘every’, ‘most’, . . .

(11) Every/Not every girl at the ball masqué wanted to dance with
Louis.
presupposes: there was at least one girl at the ball masqué

3Another problem is that sometimes negating a sentence is not so easy, for example
because the sentence in question contains a polarity item or is not assertional (for
instance, a question). See Van der Sandt 1988 for discussion.
4This list is by no means complete. Levinson 1983:181–184 contains a list of

thirty-one triggers due to Karttunen. See also Van der Sandt 1988, Soames 1989,
or Beaver 1997:943–944 and the references cited there.
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factives: ‘know’, ‘regret’, ‘the knowledge that’, . . .

(12) Louis regrets/doesn’t regret that the claret is in the decanter.
presupposes: the claret is in the decanter

change of state verbs: ‘stop’, ‘begin’, . . .

(13) Louis stopped/didn’t stop sipping his vermouth.
presupposes: Louis was sipping his vermouth

lexical/categorical restrictions: ‘bachelor’, . . .

(14) Louis is/is not a bachelor.
presupposes: Louis is an adult male

It is generally assumed that these phrases/constructions are somehow
marked in the lexicon/grammar as triggers of elementary (or potential)
presuppositions. The interesting feature of these elementary presup-
positions is that they sometimes survive when embedded in complex
configurations, while at other times they do not. The problem of pre-
dicting which elementary presuppositions survive in which situations is
known as the projection problem for presuppositions (first discussed by
Langendoen and Savin 1971).

We already saw one example: under normal circumstances, presup-
positions survive under negation, or as Karttunen 1973 put it: negation
is a hole for presupposition projection. Here is a di!erent example.

(15) a. If the king of France needs a new chambermaid, then his wife
will keep a close watch on the course of things.
presupposes: there is a king of France

b. If there actually is a king of France, then the king of France
needs a new chambermaid.
does not presuppose: there is a king of France

c. If Antoinette is leaving Versailles, then the king of France needs
a new chambermaid.
presupposes: there is a king of France

Intuitively, the presupposition that there is a king of France projects
from both the antecedent and the consequent of the conditional, unless
the presupposition of the consequent is asserted in the antecedent or
follows from it. Further evidence for these intuitions is provided by the
phenomenon of anaphoric take-up. When the presupposition that there
is a king of France is projected, we can refer to the king of France with a
pronoun in consecutive sentences. Thus, we can follow (15.a) and (15.c)
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—but not (15.b)— with (16) where his is intended to refer to the king
of France.5

(16) His bedroom is a real mess.

Thus, in (15.a) and (15.c) the presupposition is projected. To borrow
some more terminology from Karttunen 1973: conditionals (like disjunc-
tions and conjunctions) are a filter for presupposition projection: some,
but not all, elementary presuppositions arising in conditionals project.
To be complete, Karttunen 1973 distinguished a third category: the
plugs, which block projection of elementary presuppositions arising in
their scope. Examples are so-called verbs of saying and certain verbs of
propositional attitudes. This is an example of the latter kind.

(17) Francois wants to be the king of France.

This example does not seem to presuppose that there actually is a king
of France.

The fact that natural language provides the facilities for presuppos-
ing enhances the e"ciency of communication. The possibility of making
short-cuts during conversation by taking things for granted, is a very
convenient one. In fact, the phenomenon of presupposing is not even
restricted to natural language. Van Eijck has pointed out that a sim-
ilar phenomenon is encountered in an imperative programming language
such as Pascal (Van Eijck 1994b:768). Suppose x is a variable over in-
tegers. If the body of a program consists of the statement (18.a), it
aborts with error in states where x has a value equal to the value of
MaxInt. If the program contains (18.b), however, it never aborts.

(18) a. x := x + 1

b. IF x < MaxInt THEN x := x + 1

In the terminology of computer science, x < MaxInt is a pre-condition
for executing (18.a) but not for (18.b).

Since presuppositions and assertions display such a strikingly di!er-
ent behavior, we may wonder if this di!erence is reflected in the semantic
interpretation. Consider (the positive version of) example (8). It is clear
what happens when the king of France does not need a new chamber-
maid: in that case example (8) is false. But what happens when there
is no king of France at the time of interpretation? The question what
should happen when a sentence presupposes a proposition which is not
true has led to a minor schism in the semantic community. On the one
hand, there is the Russellian standpoint. According to Russell 1905, (8)

5We return to the relation between anaphors and presuppositions in section 1.1.3
below.
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means: there is one, and only one, present king of France, and he needs
a new chambermaid. No distinction is made between presupposed and
asserted material, and consequently if there is no present king of France,
or if there are two, sentence (8) is a plain falsehood. On the other hand,
there is the Strawsonian point of view. Strawson 1950 claims that a
sentence with a failing presupposition is neither true nor false: it simply
doesn’t make sense. When there is no present king of France the ques-
tion of truth or falsity just does not arise for (8).

As with all religious disputes, there has been a lively debate about the
question who is right, but no conclusive answer has emerged.6 There
does not appear to be a knock-down argument in favor of either the
Strawsonian or the Russellian position. For that the positions are too
similar,7 the di!erences show up precisely when the presupposition of a
sentence is not true. Nevertheless I find myself in agreement with the
Strawsonian intuition, and believe that presupposition failure should
somehow be distinguished from ordinary falsity. As an illustration, let
us take a look at presuppositions arising in yes-no questions. Intuit-
ively, a yes-no question is a question which seeks to find out whether
some (possibly complex) proposition is true or false; if the proposition
in question is true, the answer should be yes; if it is not, the anser is
no. But what about a yes-no question which contains a failing presup-
position? If we take a Russellian view, and make no distinction between
presupposed and asserted material, a yes-no question which contains a
failing presupposition is indistinguishable from a question about a false
proposition. Both should simply be answered in the negative. But this
may lead to some undesired inferences on the questioner’s part. Suppose
someone is ignorant in the theory of numbers, and asks the following two
questions about the natural numbers.8

(19) a. Is the smallest even number greater than five?
b. Is the largest even number greater than five?

If the addressee of these questions interprets the descriptions in a Rus-
sellian manner, she will probably answer both questions in the negative,

6Here, I shall not review the various arguments for the various positions.
The interested reader may consult Russell 1905, Strawson 1950, Russell 1959 and
Strawson 1964. A nice and representative argument by intimidation pro Russell is
given in Neale 1990. Good discussions on this topic can be found in for instance
Van der Sandt 1988, Heim 1991 and Beaver 1995. In chapter 4 of this book we re-
turn to the Russell/Strawson controversy.
7One could even argue that Strawson’s standpoint is essentially a refinement of the

position of Russell.
8The proposition The largest even number is greater than five is given by

Larson and Segal 1995:322 as an example of a ‘straightforwardly false’ proposition
due to the fact that the description fails to denote.
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which would be at the very least misleading. Only an explicit denial
of the presupposition that the largest even number exists (What do you
mean? There is no such thing as the largest even number!), can take
away the tacit assumption on the questioner’s part that there exists a
largest even number; a simple yes or no will not su"ce to do that.9 But
this trades on the assumption that we make a distinction between pre-
suppositions and assertions. If we take the Strawsonian point of view, we
can indeed say that neither yes nor no is a good answer to the question
in (19.b), since the question itself does not make ‘sense’.10

According to Strawson 1950, a sentence containing a description
which does not refer to an existing individual cannot be interpreted.
It cannot be true and it cannot be false. The question of truth and
falsity just does not arise. In general, the Strawsonian spirit is caught
by the following informal notion of presupposition:

! is a presupposition of " if, and only if,
whenever ! is not true, " is neither true nor false

Or, put di!erently, ! is a presupposition of " if, and only if, whenever "
is either true or false, ! is true. If we want to take the above notion of
presupposition seriously, we have to leave the realm of classical logic. In
classical, two-valued logic the principle of the excluded middle is valid,
which says that for any #, the disjunction #"¬# is a tautology. In other
words: every classical formula # is either true or false, there is no such
thing as a # which is neither true nor false as a result of presupposition
failure. So, to make sense of the Strawsonian concept of presupposition
we need to give up the principle of the excluded middle. This is what
is done in the field of partial logic, and consequently there is a long tra-

9A defender of Russell might object that the negative answer is ambiguous between
a ‘narrow scope’ reading (‘there is a smallest/largest even number and it is not greater
than five’) and a ‘wide scope’ reading (‘it is not the case that there is smallest/largest
even number that is greater than five’). But that would not be very informative
for the questioner either. Consider another, ‘real life’ example (due to Kees van
Deemter): in the Spicos automatic question answerring system a user could ask
things like “Has x read any of the files labelled ‘urgent’?”. If there are in fact no
files labelled urgent, the system would respond with “No, x has not read any of the
files labelled ‘urgent’”. We may assume that this will confuse the user. It would be
much more informative if the system would respond to the false presupposition, for
instance by : “None of the files in the database is labeled ‘urgent’”. But, again, this
is only possible if the system is able to distinguish presuppositions from assertions.
10In fact, Strawson 1950:52 also presents questions to illustrate the benefits of his
view over the one ventured in Russell 1905: A literal minded and childless man asked
whether all his children are asleep will certainly not answer ‘Yes’ on the ground that
he has none; but nor will he answer ‘No’ on this ground. Since he has no children
the question does not arise.
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dition of using partial logics for the analysis of presupposition.11 From
the partial perspective the projection problem reduces to the problem of
defining the truth conditions of the logical connectives in the right way.
Once we have a set of truth tables which meet the demands posed by
our intuitions, the projection facts come for free. It is as easy as shelling
peas.

Unfortunately things are not that simple. The problem is this: as
soon as a connective gets a partial interpretation its predictions con-
cerning presupposition projection are fixed. But, as we have seen in
connection with (15), in natural language, presupposition projection is
flexible. To illustrate this point, let us (informally) discuss a three-valued
propositional logic L, only containing two binary operators, an implica-
tion and a presupposition operator, plus a set of propositional constants
P . Following the usual convention we use lower case letters p, q, r, . . . to
represent the propositional constants, while lower case Greek symbols
",#,! . . . are used to represent arbitrary formulae. In general, a formula
" # L can be True, False and Neither (True nor False), abbreviated as
T, F and N respectively. Let us assume for the sake of simplicity that
the partiality only arises due to presupposition failure, and that atomic
propositions are either True or False. Thus, a valuation function V maps
all the propositional constants in P to { T, F }. Given a valuation func-
tion V , the interpretation function [[.]]V sends each formula " # L to
{ T, F, N }.

We started our discussion of presuppositions with example (6), and
noted that this sentence actually conveys two propositions, but with
a di!erent status: one proposition is asserted and one is presupposed.
Such simple sentences containing presuppositions are represented using
the presupposition operator: "!!" (intuition: ! is an ‘elementary pre-
supposition’ associated with "). The presupposition operator receives
the following truth table.12

11It should be noted that there are two kinds of logic which may be labelled ‘par-
tial’: (i) truely partial logics, so to speak, in which a formula can be true or false
or fall in what Quine called a truth value gap (‘undefined’) and (ii) total logics with
three or more values (so-called many-valued logics, for our purposes three values
are generally enough). Even though there are important philosophical di!erences
between partial and multi-valued logics (for which the reader may consult, for in-
stance, Blamey 1986 and Urquhart 1986), they are often lumped together in the
context of presupposition, which seems justified in the light of Blamey’s observation
that monotonic three-valued (total) functions can be taken to represent two-valued
partial functions (Blamey 1986:9). Throughout this book, we loosely use the term
‘partial logic’ in the broad sense, and treat the truth value gap as a third truth value.
12This truth table is due to Blamey 1986, who refers to it as transplication. Notice
that, given our assumption that atomic proposition are either True or False, an
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"!!" !
T F N

T T N N
" F F N N

N N N N

This truth table nicely reflects the Strawsonian intuition; when the pre-
supposition ! is not True ([[!]]V $= T), the entire formula is neither True
nor False ([["!!"]]V = N). The second connective of L is the implication,
represented here as %, which is given the following three-valued truth
table.13

" % # #
T F N

T T F N
" F T T T

N N N N

Now, let us reconsider the examples in (15), with their associated schem-
atic representations (S ! $ should be read as ‘sentence S is represented
by formula $’). We use the following key: p represents the proposition
that there is a king of France, q the proposition that he needs a new
chambermaid, w represents the proposition that his wife keeps a close
watch on the course of things, and v that Antoinette is leaving Versailles.

(20) a. If the king of France needs a new chambermaid, then his wife
will keep a close watch on the course of things.
! q!p" % w

b. If there actually is a king of France, then the king of France
needs a new chambermaid.
! p % q!p"

c. If Antoinette is leaving Versailles, then the king of France needs
a new chambermaid.
! v % q!p"

Assume that we evaluate these three respective formulae with respect to
some valuation function V which maps the p to False ([[p]]V = V (p) =
F). Thus, the elementary presupposition that there is a king of France
is not satisfied by V . Given the aforementioned, Strawsonian notion of
presupposition and according to the intuitions given in (15), this means
that we would expect the formulae in (20.a), (20.b) and (20.c) to be
Neither, True or False, and Neither respectively. Let us check this by

elementary presupposition can only be Neither if it contains an embedded elementary
presupposition which is not True.
13This truth table is due to Peters 1979, we also refer to it as the middle Kleene
interpretation of implication.
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inspecting the truth tables, beginning with (20.a) Given the truth table
for the presupposition operator, we find that the antecedent of the con-
ditional is neither True nor False with respect to V ([[q!p"]]V = N). It is
easily seen that this means that the formula in (20.a) is indeed Neither
given V : [[q!p" % w]]V = N. This is in accordance with the Strawso-
nian definition of presupposition given above: intuitively example (20.a)
presupposes the existence of a king of France, and indeed: when this
proposition is not True, (the representation in L of) sentence (20.a) is
neither True nor False.

Also for (20.b) we get the required result. We know (by assump-
tion) that the consequent of this conditional is Neither and that the
antecedent of the conditional is False, hence the entire formula is True.
Unfortunately, the same applies to (20.c). If we assume that Antoinette
is not leaving Versailles, then we predict that (20.c) is True in spite of
the fact that the presupposition that there is a king of France is not
satisfied: using % as representation of if . . . then . . . , we predict, con-
trary to our intuitions, that (20.c) does not presuppose the existence
of a king of France.14 Thus, choosing % as our representation of the
implication, we make wrong predictions concerning presupposition pro-
jection in the case of presuppositions which arise in the consequent of
a conditional. Essentially, the problem is this: when we translate if
. . . then . . . in terms of % the prediction is that every presupposition
from the antecedent and no presupposition from the consequent of a
conditional sentence is projected. Using the truth table given above,
the predictions concerning presupposition projection are fixed. Unfor-
tunately, the projection behavior of presuppositions in conditionals is
not. Even though presuppositions arising in the antecedent of a condi-
tional tend to project15, the projection of presuppositions which arise in
the consequent depends on the information present in the antecedent,
and the truth table of % does not capture this. In fact, no three-valued
truth table for implication captures the projection behavior illustrated
by (20).

As one would expect, the situation is no di!erent for other logical
connectives. Above we noted that presuppositions tend to project from
negations, and it is not di"cult to add a negation ¬ to L which does
justice to this observation:

14To be precise, a weaker presupposition is predicted, namely v ! p, or in words:
If Antoinette is leaving Versailles, then there is a king of France. We return to the
issue of weak presuppositions in chapter 4.
15But even here, there are counterexamples. For example, in a sentence like If the
king of France is bald, then fried icecream is a reality: there is no king of France,
the presupposition that there is a king of France is, intuitively, not projected.
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" ¬"
T F
F T
N N

It is easy to see that every presupposition of a formula " is also a pre-
supposition of ¬" (if " is Neither True nor False, so is ¬"): every ele-
mentary presupposition arising in the scope of a negation is projected.
However, in natural language we do find cases of elementary presuppos-
itions which are not projected from a negation phrase, in particular the
cases of explicit presupposition denial as in example (21).16

(21) It is not true that the king of France needs a new chambermaid,
after all: there is no king of France.

If we translate (21) using ¬ we predict that this example can never be
a true statement, which is clearly not the case. This seems to leave the
advocate of a partial approach to presuppositions with only one option:
introduce a second negation, say &, which acts as a ‘black hole’ (or
plug): every presupposition in its scope vanishes:

" &"
T F
F T
N T

However, introducing a second negation, and thereby committing one-
selves to the claim that natural language negation is truely ambiguous,
seems undesirable. First, there is no independent motivation for postu-
lating such an ambiguity (but see Seuren 1985 for discussion). Second,
and more important, it would solve only part of the problem anyway.
It is not di"cult to come up with examples where some presuppositions
which arise in the scope of a negation phrase are projected and some are
not. Consider:

(22) It is not the case that the king of France kissed the queen of Eng-
land, because there is no king of France.

Intuitively, this example presupposes that England has a queen, but
not that France has a king. However, neither ¬ nor & captures this
intuition. Moreover, it has been argued convincingly in Soames 1979
that other logical connectives are ambiguous in essentially the same way.

16Notice that examples like (21) undermine the status of the negation test some-
what. It has been argued that such examples are exceptional (see Blok 1993 and
Van der Sandt n.d.). For instance, (21) is typically used when someone else just
claimed (the positive version of) (8.a). Horn 1985 has noticed that such ‘rectifica-
tions’ are accommpanied by an ‘appropriate fall-rise intonation’.
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For instance, disjunction would require a four-way ambiguity, only to
account for presupposition projection.

However, we shall see that there is another option, which creates the
required flexibility without postulating ad hoc ambiguities for the logical
connectives. In general, we give partial logics a central place in this book,
not only because we want to do justice to the Strawsonian intuition, but
also because —as we shall see— certain techniques from partial logic are
really useful, for the treatment of anaphora and presupposition.

1.1.3 Anaphora and Presupposition

While partial approaches to presupposition seem to have lost most of
their appeal during the seventies, the phenomenon of presupposition was
able to rejoice in a renewed interest due to the simultaneous shift of at-
tention from sentence to discourse semantics. In Van der Sandt 1992 it
is observed that there is a striking correspondence between the behavior
of anaphora in discourse and the projection of presuppositions in com-
plex sentences. Consider the following example from Karttunen 1973.

(23) If Jack has children, then all of Jack’s children are bald.

The consequent presupposes that Jack has children. But the conditional
as a whole does not presuppose this: the presupposition is not projected.
The antecedent conditionalizes the existence of Jack’s children, in the
same way in which the existence of a king of France was conditionalized
in (15.b). As a result, we cannot refer to Jack’s children in consecutive
sentences: continuing (23) with (24), where they is intended to refer to
Jack’s children, is not possible.

(24) # They wear grey wigs.

The same situation arose for the frog-sentence, as we saw in (5.a). Hence
Van der Sandt argues: why not treat elementary presuppositions as ana-
phors looking for an antecedent? Then we can say that the presupposi-
tion that Jack has children is bound in the antecedent of (23), just like
the pronouns she and it are bound by the indefinites a princess and
a frog in the antecedent of (5.a). In a nutshell this is the crux of the
presuppositions-as-anaphors theory.17 In terms of empirical predictions,
Van der Sandt’s approach is the pick of the bunch in presupposition
theory: no other theory has been able to deal successfully with the same
range of data (see Beaver 1997:983).

Van der Sandt characterizes his approach as a combination of prag-
matic and semantic features. But the semantic approaches to presup-
position, that is: approaches in which the interpretations of the logical

17See Van der Sandt 1989, 1992 and Van der Sandt and Geurts 1991.
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connectives determine the predictions about the projection behavior,
have also benefited from the rise of dynamic/discourse semantics. Here
the emphasis is primarily on the interaction between quantifiers and
presuppositions. This is a heritage of Karttunen and Peters 1979, one
of the most discussed accounts of presupposition from the pre-discourse
era. It can be seen as the ‘Montagovian crown’ on the treatment of
presuppositions developed by Karttunen and by Peters in the seventies.
Its basic idea is simple: each sentence is associated with two repres-
entations: one for the asserted and one for the presupposed material.
This works nicely for simple examples but, as Karttunen and Peters
themselves observe in a by now notorious note to their paper, things
go pear-shaped when examples are considered in which quantifiers and
presuppositions interact. Their example is (25).

(25) Somebody managed to succeed George V on the throne of England.

Karttunen and Peters remark that example (25) sounds funny. George
VI, the actual successor of George V, is the only person for whom the
succession was not di"cult, as it was his birthright. So, on a historically
correct interpretation, (25) should be a case of presupposition failure.
Karttunen and Peters’ system generates two representations for (25), one
for the ‘assertional’ meaning (26.a) and one for the ‘presuppositional’
meaning (26.b) of example (25). Schematically:

(26) a. 'x(succeed(x, g))
b. 'x(di!cult-to-succeed(x, g))

In words: the assertional meaning states that somebody succeeded
George V, and the presuppositional meaning says that somebody found
it di"cult to succeed George V. But this presupposition can hardly fail:
succeeding George V was a non-trivial accomplishment for everyone ex-
cept George VI. The problem is that the assertive and the presuppos-
itional representation should be about the same person. But the two
separate representations make it di"cult to express this: a quantifier
in one formula simply cannot bind a variable in another formula. For
this reason Karttunen and Peters’ problem is also known as the binding
problem.

Various attempts have been undertaken to solve the binding problem,
often from the dynamic perspective. One of the first and most influen-
tial studies of presupposition from this perspective is Heim 1983b. Heim
shows that the separate representation of presupposition and assertion
is not necessary. She argues that the presuppositional predictions can
be derived from the independently motivated dynamic meanings of the
logical connectives. Thereby she immediately counters Gazdar’s 1979
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criticism of Karttunen and Peters that they merely describe the projec-
tion facts and do not explain them. For this purpose, she essentially
uses a trimmed down, partially valued version of her File Change Se-
mantics (Heim 1982). She shows that the File Change Semantics inter-
pretations of the logical connectives determine the projection behavior
of presuppositions arising in their scope. Since Heim abandons separate
representations, her proposal sure enough solves the binding problem.
Nevertheless, her solution is not without its own problems.

Given the influence of Heim’s work on recent presupposition research
it is worthwhile to digress a little and discuss her approach in some more
detail. In doing so, we closely follow Heim 1983b. This digression is of
a somewhat more technical nature than the rest of this introductory
chapter. Readers who do not care for the technicalities can jump ahead
to section 1.2. On the other hand, readers who want to know more
about the technical details can consult the original work of Heim 1983b
and also, for instance, Beaver 1995, 1997.

In Heim’s approach context change potential is the key notion. Each
sentence is represented by a Logical form, which is derived from the sur-
face syntactic structure.18 Interpreting such a Logical form is a dynamic
process; each new Logical form leads to an update of the context of in-
terpretation. Heim constructs a context as a set of assignment-world
pairs. That is: pairs of the form (g, w) where w is a possible world and
g is a finite assignment function mapping variables into the domain of
individuals. As a simple example, consider interpreting a (simplified)
Logical form like [ Louis walks ] in a context #. The update of # with
this Logical form, designated here as #[[ [ Louis walks ] ]], yields a new
context, say ##, consisting of those pairs (g, w) from # such that the
proposition ‘Louis walks’ is true in w. Logical forms containing free
variables are treated analogously. Thus, #[[ [ x walks ] ]] equals the con-
text ## consisting of those pairs (g, w) from # such that g(x) walks in w
(assuming that x is a member of Dom(g), the domain of g).

Now consider a Logical form like [ Louis (is a) bachelor ]. Above
we saw that bachelor is associated with a lexical presupposition to the
e!ect that the subject (in this case, Louis) is an adult male. Following
Karttunen 1974, Heim takes it that admittance plays an important role
for presupposition projection. In general, a context admits a Logical
form " if it entails the presuppositions of ". Thus, a context # admits
the Logical form [ Louis (is a) bachelor ] only if # entails that Louis is

18Many of the issues which are presented here briefly and informally (the way Logical
forms are derived from the surface syntactic structure, the way they are subsequently
interpreted, the determination of local context, etc.) are discussed in detail in the
next chapter.
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an adult male. That is: only if for every pair (g, w) in # the proposition
‘Louis is an adult male’ is true in w. Admittance is a necessary condition
for an update to be defined. If a context does not admit a sentence (or
more precisely, its Logical form), the update is not defined. This is
where the partiality comes into play.

So far, we have only considered ‘atomic’ sentences. For complex
sentences, admittance is relative to local contexts (Karttunen 1974). For
example, when if A, then B is interpreted in a context c, then c is
the local context of A, and c[[A]] (the result of updating c with A) is
the local context of B. This leads to the following general statement in
Heim 1983b:117.

A context # admits a sentence S just in case each of the constituent
sentences of S is admitted by the corresponding local context.

Things get more complicated when variables come into play. Con-
sider the following example from Heim 1983b:116.

(27) Every nation cherishes its king.

The Logical form for example (27) consists of three parts, and looks
essentially as follows:

(28) [every x [x (is a) nation] [x cherishes x’s king]]

Heim requires x to be a fresh variable (discourse referent). The third
component of this Logical form, [x cherishes x’s king], triggers the pre-
supposition ‘x has a king’. The projection behavior of this presupposi-
tion is determined by the context change potential of universally quan-
tified sentences, which Heim claims to be independently motivated by
“the truthconditions to be captured” (Heim 1983b:121). Heim defines
this context change potential essentially as follows. Suppose i = (g, w)
and j = (h, v) are assignment-world-pairs. The notation i{x}j abbre-
viates ‘worlds w and v are equal and assignment g and h only di!er in
that h assigns a value to x’.19 We say that j is an x-extension of i.

#[[ [every x [A][B]] ]] =
{i # # | *j((i{x}j & j # #[[ [A] ]]) + j # (#[[ [A] ]])[[ [B] ]])}

In words: updating a context # with a Logical form [every x [A][B]]
yields a new context which consists of those pairs i from # such that
every x-extension of i which is an element of #[[ [A] ]] is also an element

19Formally, i{x}j, with i = "g, w# and j = "h, v#, abbreviates w = v & $y % Dom(g) :
g(y) = h(y) & Dom(h) = Dom(g) & {x}.
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of (#[[ [A] ]])[[ [B] ]] (the result of first updating # with [A], and updating
the result with [B]).20

Now what about the admittance conditions? A context # admits
(28) if, and only if, # admits [x (is a) nation] and #[[ [x (is a) nation] ]]
admits [x cherishes x’s king]. The second condition is the interesting one
for our present purposes, since here the presupposition ‘x has a king’ is
triggered. This means that #[[ [x (is a) nation] ]] must entail that x has
a king in order to admit [x cherishes x’s king]. Updating # with [ x
(is a) nation] yields a new context which consist of those pairs (g, w)
from # such that g(x) is a nation in w. In order for the presupposition
‘x has a king’ to be satisfied in its local context, the following entailment
should hold:

for every (g, w) # # such that g(x) is a nation in w,
g(x) has a king in w.

In words: in every world in #, every nation has to have a king. This
means that # only admits the Logical form (28) if # entails that every
nation has a king. Hence: example (27) is predicted to presuppose that
every nation has a king (this presupposition is also predicted for sentence
(27) by Karttunen and Peters 1979).

There has been much discussion in the literature about the question
what is presupposed by examples like (27) in which presuppositions and
quantifiers interact. The consensus seems to be that if such quantific-
ational examples presuppose anything, they have weak presuppositions,
thus: do not su!er easily from presupposition failure.21 Intuitively, if
there is a nation which does not cherish its king, example (27) appears
to be false, independent of the issue whether or not other nations have
kings.

Let us look at some other examples which are discussed in Heim 1983b.

(29) a. Everyone who serves his king will be rewarded.
b. No nation cherishes its king.
c. A fat man pushes his bicycle.

According to Karttunen and Peters 1979, example (29.a) presupposes
nothing. Heim’s model predicts a universal presupposition, for the same
reason her model predicts a universal presupposition for example (27),

20This is not precisely Heim’s definition (see definition 5 of chapter 2), but it su"ces
for the present purposes.
21Heim was well aware of these problems, and she also o!ered a solution to them:
local accommodation (the presupposition is added to the relevant local context). This
works all right for the present examples in that the strong, universal presupposition
vanishes. But it remains unclear why the strong presupposition should arise in the
first place and later be smoothed away by an accommodation mechanism.
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which is paraphrasable as ‘everyone has a king’. Similarly, she predicts
that example (29.b) presupposes that every nation has a king. Her
predictions for (29.c) are probably the most striking; according to Heim’s
model this example presupposes that every fat man has a bicycle.

Heim argues that indefinites are not quantificational, and assigns the
following Logical form to (29.c).

(30) [[x (was a) fat man] [x was pushing x’s bicycle]]

Again, we assume that x is a fresh variable. Here, the second open
sentence triggers a presupposition, namely that ‘x has a bicycle’. If we
want to evaluate the Logical form in (30) given some context # we first
update # with the first open sentence, and then update the result with
the second one. Thus, the context change potential of (30) is as follows:

(31) (#[[ [x (was a) fat man ] ]])[[ [x was pushing x’s bicycle] ]]

What happens is the following: first the introduction of a new variable
x leads to a new context # in which x may be mapped to any individual.
Subsequently, all those pairs (g, w) from # where g(x) does not refer to
a fat man in w are removed. This results in a new context, say ##. This
new context only admits [x was pushing x’s bicycle] if the presupposi-
tion ‘x has a bicycle’ is entailed by it. However, since all the worlds w
which are present in ## are associated with all the possible assignment
functions mapping x to a fat man in w, this means that the presup-
position is only entailed if in every world w every individual which is
a fat man in w also has a bike in w. Thus, contrary to intuition, it is
predicted that (29.c) presupposes that every fat man has a bicycle.

In recent years much attention has been paid to the interaction
between presuppositions and quantifiers. There appears to be consensus
that these examples should be associated with weak, non-universal pre-
suppositions. By now there are various systems in which presuppos-
itions and quantifiers can interact, and which do not su!er from the
binding problems of Karttunen and Peters or Heim. For example, Van
Eijck’s Error-state Semantics for Dynamic Predicate Logic is a modi-
fication of dpl which allows for presupposition failure by distinguishing
separate interpretations for success, failure and error abortion, thereby
turning dpl into a combined partial and dynamic system (see Van Eijck
1993, 1994b, 1996). Beaver, on the other hand, sticks more closely to
Heim’s approach, and proposes to either modify the interpretation of
quantifiers and indefinites (in Beaver 1993) or to add a special, unary
presupposition operator (in Beaver 1992). In all cases, the technical
problems Heim has to face up to can be avoided and weak presupposi-
tions are predicted for the examples discussed above.
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1.2 About this Book

1.2.1 Anaphora

Above we noted that discourse referents introduced in the scope of
a logical connective only survive inside the scope of that connective.
However, Karttunen himself remarked that exceptions do exist. For in-
stance, even though a discourse referent cannot outlive a single negation,
it returns to life under a double negation. Contrast (5.b) with (32).

(32) It is not true that Louis XIV did not have a wife. He loved her
madly and smothered her with diamonds.

It has been noted on various occasions that examples such as (32) are
problematic for the standard theories of discourse semantics. One could
say that these theories treat single negations as a ‘plug’ for anaphoric
binding.22 The discourse referent associated with the indefinite a wife in
the first sentence of (5.b) cannot escape from the scope of the negation,
and this is as it should be. But by the same token they treat a double
negation as a double plug, and not as a plug unplugged as required for
examples like (32). Similar problems arise in the case of disjunction.
Example (5.c) illustrated that an indefinite in one disjunct cannot serve
as the antecedent of a pronoun in the other disjunct. However, in (33)
the pronoun her is naturally linked to the indefinite a mistress, even
though the two occur in di!erent disjuncts.23

(33) Either Louis XIV didn’t have a mistress or he hid her from his
wife.

Once again, the standard dynamic theories cannot account for this link.
It will be shown that the second problem can be reduced to the first
and, moreover, a general solution is presented in the guise of Double
Negation drt (Krahmer & Muskens 1994, 1995). This system treats
single negations as is usual in discourse semantics and desired for ex-
amples like (5.b). But double negations get a di!erent treatment: since
in Double Negation drt the classic law of double negation is restored
in a dynamic setting, double negations can be canceled, thus allowing
directly for the anaphoric link in (32) and indirectly for the one in (33).
The negation in Double Negation drt does not fire a discourse referent
from the interpretation process, it merely places it on half-pay. A second
negation brings the referent back to active service again. To accommod-
ate the distinction between ‘active’ and ‘passive’ discourse referents the

22Analogously to the presupposition triggered by the definite description the king of
France which is not projected from the scope of the verb to want in (17).
23Examples such as (33) can be found in Evans 1977 or Roberts 1989, who attributes
it to Partee.
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semantics needs to be modified, and for this some standard techniques
from partial logic are used.

1.2.2 Presupposition

Partial logic also plays a central role in our studies of presupposition.
From Heim 1983b we may already conclude that the combination of dy-
namics with a whi! of partiality is a fruitful one. And the work of Beaver
and Van Eijck shows even more clearly that it pays o! to combine par-
tiality and dynamics in the analysis of presupposition. Nevertheless, in
all three approaches the dynamics plays first fiddle. Of the aforemen-
tioned approaches, the partiality of interpretation is most prominent in
Van Eijck 1994b. Still, one of Van Eijck’s aims is to ‘(. . . ) get a clear
sense of the role of the dynamics of context change in the account of the
phenomenon [of presupposition, EK]’ (Van Eijck 1994b:768).

We address a di!erent question, namely what the role of partiality
is in the treatment of presuppositions. To do this we shall consider
various interpretations of ordinary, first-order Partial Predicate Logic
enriched with a static presupposition operator. We shall see that all the
versions of Partial Predicate Logic we discuss can deal with example (25)
from Karttunen and Peters, without running into the binding problem.
Perhaps more surprisingly, it will be shown that they can also deal with
the examples in (27) and (29), without generating Heimian universal
presuppositions. This means that for the examples we discussed above
—and which play such a central role in dynamic semantic approaches
to presuppositions— there is no need to go dynamic; we can deal with
them in a standard partial logic.

This raises a number of questions which we shall discuss in some
depth. First of all, if one argues for ‘a new wave of partiality’ in the
treatment of presupposition, one should spend some time on the ques-
tion why the old wave broke down. After all, the seventies were times
of plenty for ‘partial’ presuppositional logics, but in the eighties they
quietly left the stage. By the mid-eighties Link called himself stubborn
for taking partial logic as the foundation of Link 1986 (still one of the
most amusing publications on the subject). One explanation of the rise,
and in particular, fall of partial approaches to presuppositions is that
people expected too much of them. The argument from Soames 1979
shows that no single, partial interpretation of disjunction can deal with
all the relevant projection facts. From this it was concluded that a
partial approach to presuppositions is not useful for the analysis of pre-
supposition, and this brings us to a second, related explanation of the
decreasing popularity of partiality, namely that there were, and still are,
a number of obstinate misconceptions about the usage of partial logic.
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We already touched on one particularly persistent point of critique on
the partial approach to presupposition: that it lacks the required flexib-
ility. We discuss an argument (from Beaver and Krahmer 1995) which
shows that it is possible for a semantic/partial approach to make flexible
projection predictions without postulating undesired, ad hoc ambiguities
for the logical connectives. At the core of this argument lies a semantic
presupposition wipe-out device, with its roots in the work of Frege and, in
particular, Bochvar. Besides, if we share Strawson’s intuition, we simply
need a form of partiality. In other words: we shall argue that there still
is, or at least should be, a place for partial logics in the treatment of
presuppositions.

A second question which we shall discuss is the following. If Kart-
tunen and Peters’ binding problem can be solved inside an essentially
standard partial logic, then why does their system run into it? Kart-
tunen and Peters spend a number of pages discussing the relationship
between their proposal and the partial logic of Peters 1979, and they con-
clude that on the propositional level there are no di!erences in prediction
whatsoever. Of course the binding problem only arises when quantifica-
tion comes into the picture, but why should things go wrong there? One
reason why this question does not have a straightforward answer is the
opaque character of their system. Montague Grammar itself has been
compared with a Goldberg machine in Barwise and Cooper 1981:204,
after the complex and inscrutable machines built by the artist Rube
Goldberg. Going one step further, we might compare the system of
Karttunen and Peters with two, independent Goldberg machines. In
this book we shall address the laborious relationship between presup-
positions and classical Montague Grammar and claim that the di"-
culties can be traced back to the absence of proper partializations of
Montague Grammar at the time. It has long been thought that partializ-
ing Montague Grammar in a decent way is a very di"cult task. However,
in Muskens 1989 a satisfactory partialization of Montague Grammar was
realized. This paves the way for a presuppositional variant of classical
Montague Grammar which is both technically clean and makes satis-
factory predictions. The resulting Presuppositional Montague Grammar
can be seen as a reconstruction of what the systems of Hausser 1976,
Cooper 1983 and in particular Karttunen and Peters 1979 might have
looked like if they could have used a good, partial version of Montague
Grammar. Moreover, it will be shown that Presuppositional Montague
Grammar can very easily be upgraded to the present standards: we
present a simple recipe to dynamify it.24

24In fact, this recipe produces a system which may be compared with the dynamic,
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1.2.3 Anaphora and Presupposition

In general, the objectives of formal semantics are two-fold: (i) we want
to be able to assign meanings to as many natural language construc-
tions as possible, but (ii) we also want to understand the meaning of
language. By looking at separate systems, such as Double Negation drt
(1.2.1) or Partial Predicate Logic (1.2.2) we may hope to come to a bet-
ter understanding of which aspects of a system serve which purposes (in
the treatment of negation and disjunction in discourse, in the analysis of
presupposition), and this may enhance our understanding of the mean-
ing of language, as mentioned in the second objective. However, these
approaches should also be compatible, thus serving the first objective.
To this end, we shall extend Double Negation drt with an additional
representation for presuppositions and call the result Presuppositional
drt. Presuppositional drt can be seen as a combination of Double
Negation drt and Partial Predicate Logic (a comparable combination
is discussed in Krahmer 1994). As far as interpretation is concerned,
Presuppositional drt is closely related to Beaver’s Kinematic Predicate
Logic and, in particular, Van Eijck’s Error-state Semantics for dpl.25

The main di!erences reside in the interpretation of disjunction and neg-
ation, which turns out to have some nice consequences.

We believe that the resulting system is interesting for a number of
reasons. To begin with, it o!ers a single framework in which two rather
di!erent approaches to presupposition can be modelled. Presupposi-
tional drt is perfectly compatible with the presuppositions-as-anaphors
approach of Van der Sandt, but also with the semantic tradition initi-
ated by Karttunen and Heim. The resulting picture enhances the formal
comparison between the two approaches.26

However, Presuppositional drt is not only beneficial for the sake
of comparison, it actually leads to an improvement of Van der Sandt’s
theory. Above we noted that Van der Sandt’s theory is the empiric-
ally most successful approach to presupposition. Still, it raises a few
questions as well. For instance, Van der Sandt extends the language of

Montagovian fragments for pieces of discourse in which presuppositions arise, given
in Bouchez et al. 1993 and Beaver 1993.
25In spirit, Presuppositional drt may also be compared with the system of
Zeevat 1992 in which Van der Sandt’s theory is reconstructed in terms of Update
Semantics (Veltman 1996) and compared with other approaches to presupposition
(in particular with Heim 1983b). Di!erent combined partial dynamic systems de-
vised for di!erent purposes can be found in Dekker 1993b, Van den Berg 1993, 1996a
and Piwek 1993 for example.
26For general discussion about the similarities and di!erences between the two ap-
proaches the reader may also consult, for instance, Van der Sandt 1992, Zeevat 1992,
Geurts 1994 and Beaver 1995.
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standard drt with presuppositional representations, but no interpret-
ation for them is given. It is argued in this book that having an in-
terpretation for the presuppositional representations actually enhances
Van der Sandt’s approach, and that Presuppositional drt may be used
to give such an interpretation to presuppositional representations. It
is important to notice that we do not propose significant modifications
of the presuppositions-as-anaphors theory as such: the theory is only
provided with an alternative foundation (Presuppositional drt instead
of standard drt).

Finally, we discuss a specific kind of presupposition in a dynamic
framework: those triggered by definite descriptions such as the man or
the king of France. It is usually assumed that such descriptions trigger
an existence presupposition (there is a man, there is a king of France).
However, many people have argued that a mere existence presupposition
is too weak to do justice to the meaning of definite descriptions, and
that they should presuppose existence and something else. Following
Krámský 1976 we shall refer to this ‘something else’ as determinedness.
The question is of course how the determinedness condition should be
interpreted. One constraint on the interpretation is that it should apply
to all definites alike, since, following Löbner 1986, we assume that the
definite article is unambiguous.

The extensive literature on definite descriptions provides us with
lots of clues about possible interpretations of the determinedness condi-
tion. We shall consider various suggestions which pop up every now and
then in the literature. In particular, we promote the claim that defin-
ites refer to familiar objects (argued for by Miklosich 1874, Sweet 1898,
Christopherson 1939 and others) and the suggestion that they refer to
salient objects (put forward in for instance Lewis 1979). Formalizations
of these suggestions in terms of Presuppositional drt are presented.
Both crucially depend on the dynamics of interpretation, and they turn
out to be closely related. But we argue that the salience condition is
our best bet, since it makes slightly better empirical predictions, is more
general and easier to generalize. Of course, defining a semantic notion
underlying the analysis of definite descriptions is only the beginning of
a realistic treatment of the various ways in which definite noun phrases
are used in discourse. It is argued that the salience approach is a good
starting point for the development of such a treatment of definites in gen-
eral. To that end, we shall discuss some of the more complicated uses
of definites, including the non-identity anaphora (of which (34.a) is an
example due to Heim 1982) and the deictic use of definites (illustrated
in (34.b), where , represents an ‘act of pointing’).
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(34) a. John read a book about Schubert. He wrote a letter to the
writer .

b. , That frog is actually the prince of Buganda. He is under a
spell.

It is argued that the salience interpretation of the determinedness con-
dition is perfectly compatible with such examples.

1.3 Overview

chapter 2 centers around the analyses of anaphoric reference in dis-
course. It sketches the main problems sentence-based theories of mean-
ing have with anaphora in discourse, and discusses a number of well-
known solutions (in particular File Change Semantics, Discourse Repres-
entation Theory, Pratt’s Quantificational Dynamic Logic, Dynamic Pre-
dicate Logic and Montagovian discourse grammars). Special attention
is paid to the way these proposals relate to each other. For instance, it
is shown that there is a fully meaning-preserving map from File Change
Semantics to Discourse Representation Theory (drt), which can be seen
as an alternative Construction Algorithm for drt.

chapter 3 discusses negation and disjunction in discourse. It is shown
that the double negation problem and the disjunction problem discussed
above are related, and a simultaneous solution is presented in the form of
Double Negation drt. This system treats single negations in the stand-
ard way, but double negations obey the law of double negation. The
semantics of Double Negation drt has its roots in the traditional par-
tial style of interpretation. The classical drt Construction Algorithm is
revised, and applied to the relevant examples. Finally, the relation with
standard drt is discussed.

chapter 4 concentrates on the usage of partial logics in the analysis
of presupposition. It investigates the relevance of partiality in the cur-
rent dynamic treatments of presupposition. Three partial interpreta-
tions of Predicate Logic are discussed, two of which are definable in the
other one. Each interpretation corresponds with a more or less classic
approach to presuppositions. It is shown that all three systems make
good predictions for the examples from Karttunen and Peters 1979 and
Heim 1983b we discussed above. Special attention is paid to the ‘presup-
position wipe-out device’ and its relevance for the flexibility argument.

chapter 5 focuses on the relationship between presuppositions and
classical Montague Grammar. Combining results from chapter 4 with
Muskens’ partialization of Montague Grammar results in a system which
properly encompasses the Montagovian systems of Hausser 1976, Cooper
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1983 and, of course, Karttunen and Peters 1979. The resulting Presup-
positional Montague Grammar is both technically clean and empirically
satisfactory. Various ways of bringing the system up to the present syn-
tactic and semantic standards are discussed.

chapter 6 studies presuppositions from the dynamic perspective. The
system of Presuppositional drt is discussed, which combines Double
Negation drt with presuppositional representations. The Revised drt
Construction Algorithm from chapter 3 is further revised and applied to
several examples. We also define a Van Eijck style method to calculate
the semantic presuppositions of arbitrary drss. It is shown that Presup-
positional drt is compatible with two di!erent approaches to presup-
position. On the semantic side there are close links with the systems of
Beaver and Van Eijck, but the representations of Presuppositional drt
are also perfectly compatible with Van der Sandt’s presuppositions-as-
anaphors theory. We show that the latter theory as such can benefit
from being defined on top of Presuppositional drt instead of standard
drt. The fact that Presuppositional drt can be associated with two
di!erent approaches to presupposition also allows for easy comparison,
and some of the questions raised by the resulting perspective are dis-
cussed as well.

chapter 7 is concerned with the presuppositions triggered by definite
descriptions. We assume that they trigger existence and determinedness
presuppositions and raise the question what determinedness is. Vari-
ous suggestions found in the literature are implemented in terms of
Presuppositional drt and judged on their merits. Some are rejected
(uniqueness, anaphoricity) and some are further investigated (familiar-
ity, salience). We argue that of the last two, salience provides the most
solid foundation for a unified, general theory of definite noun phrases in
discourse, also when incomplete and deictic uses are considered.

chapter 8, finally, summarizes our findings and discusses some lines
for future research.

Readers who are familiar with discourse semantics in general and Dis-
course Representation Theory in particular may decide to skip chapter
2, although it is probably expedient to glance through sections 2.2.2–
2.2.5 to get a grip on the terminology and notation used throughout the
rest of this book.
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Anaphora and Discourse Semantics

2.1 Introduction

The shift of attention from sentence to discourse level has caused great
changes in the study of meaning. In the seventies, the paradigmatic
theory of semantics could be found in the work of Richard Montague,
and it had not much to say about discourse. On the face of it, it is
not clear why the Montagovian approach cannot be extended to deal
with sequences of sentences. After all, what is wrong with the claim
that a discourse is nothing more than the conjunction of the separate
sentences?

What is wrong with it can be illustrated when we extend classical
Montague Grammar1 with a syntactic rule (call it text-formation, S18)
which takes two sentences and glues them together, thus forming a com-
plex sentence (a discourse), and a corresponding translation rule (T18)
which interprets the link as a classical conjunction.2

Text formation
S18. If " and # are syntactic trees of category S, then [S " #] is a tree.
T18. If " and # are syntactic trees of category S, and ",# translate in-

to "#,## respectively, then [S " #] translates into "# - ##.

Now consider the following two-sentence discourse.

(1) A man whistles. A dog follows him.

The second sentence of (1) is the problem here: what does a sentence
like A dog follows him mean? We could say that it means that there is

1The term Montague Grammar is used here to refer to the so-called ptq-fragment,
which intends to model the Proper Treatment of Quantification in ordinary English,
Montague 1974b. It comprises seventeen syntactic rules (S1 to S17) which are point-
wise associated with seventeen translation rules (T1 to T17). See Dowty et al. 1981,
Gamut 1991 or Partee with Hendriks 1997 for excellent introductions.
2Such a rule and its consequences are discussed in Gamut 1991:266!.

27
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a dog who happens to be following some male individual. But clearly
the second sentence is not about an arbitrary man, it is about a specific
one: the whistling man mentioned in the first sentence. If we translate
this two-sentence discourse using our extended Montagovian fragment,
without invoking the notorious quantifying-in rule (S14), we end up with
a first-order representation like the following:

(2) 'x1(man(x1) - whistles(x1)) - 'x2(dog(x2) - follows(x2, x1))

The pronoun him is represented as a free variable x1, while it should be
bound by the existential quantifier representing the indefinite determiner
a in the first sentence. If we want to establish this anaphoric link, we
have to use Montague’s quantifying-in rule (or some comparable rule
for raising quantifiers). That is, we replace the indefinite a man with
a syntactic variable or trace, say t1, and we translate the pronoun him
using the same t1. This results in a structure [S [S t1 whistles] [S a
dog follows t1]]. Then we quantify the indefinite NP a man into this
structure. Thus the anaphoric link is established, and in the end we get
the following, correct representation of (1).

(3) 'x1(man(x1) - whistles(x) - 'x2(dog(x2) - follows(x2, x1)))

This way of dealing with discourse is somewhat counter-intuitive, to put
it mildly. It would mean for instance that a more or less on line inter-
pretation is out of the question: the procedure we just sketched can only
take place when no further sentences containing anaphoric references to
a man follow. The quantifying-in procedure fails entirely when di!erent
examples are considered. Take:

(4) Thou shalt worship only one God, and thou shalt adore Him.

Using the extended Montague Grammar to interpret this (Russian) ver-
sion of the first commandment, we get a reading which allows one to
worship many divine objects, as long as there is only one which is both
worshiped and adored. And this clearly is not the reading He had in
mind.3

A di!erent, yet related problem concerns the ancient, so-called
donkey-sentences (rediscussed in Geach 1962), of which (5) is the typical
example:

(5) If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it.

The problem with this sentence is that on its most prominent reading
every farmer beats every donkey he owns. However, if we represent it
in the classical way (that is: indefinites are represented by existential

3This problem was noted by Paustovskij’s teacher of religion (see Paustovskij
1970:119). A similar observation is made in Evans 1977:341.
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quantifiers and pronouns by variables) we arrive at the following first
order representation.

(6) 'x1(farmer(x1) - 'x2(donkey(x2) - owns(x1, x2))) % beats(x1, x2)

What we want is the following: the quantifiers in the antecedent should
bind the variables in the consequent, and with universal force. It is
well-known that the universal reading of an existential quantifier in the
antecedent of an implication can be obtained via the following prenex
normal form equivalence:

'x" % # is equivalent with *x(" % #),
provided x does not occur free in #

The problem is that in (6) the variables x1 and x2 do freely occur in the
consequent.4 The translation of sentence (5) should of course be (7).

(7) *x1*x2((farmer(x1) - donkey(x2) - owns(x1, x2)) % beats(x1, x2))

So there are correct ways of representing donkey-sentences and texts in
first-order logic. The problem is how we can get at them.

In this chapter, a number of well-known theories of discourse se-
mantics are discussed and compared. In section 2.2, we discuss two
representational theories: Discourse Representation Theory and File
Change Semantics. Even though it is common practice to look at File
Change Semantics as a variant of Discourse Representation Theory, we
start with the former and give it a central place in the rest of this
chapter. It is probably the most linguistically oriented one, and this
linguistic foundation of File Change Semantics is used as a means to
derive representations for other, less linguistically oriented systems such
as the non-representational theories of discourse, of which we shall dis-
cuss Quantificational Dynamic Logic and Dynamic Predicate Logic in
section 2.3.5 The use of File Change Semantics as a kind of construction
algorithm for other theories of discourse semantics is interesting but also
harmless, since there are also Montagovian Discourse Grammars, which
are discussed in section 2.3.3. In the end we are interested in one system

4A rule of quantifying-in/quantifier raising does not provide any solace here. If
we want to account for the anaphoric relationship we have to consider the syntactic
structure of the whole conditional before we can quantify the indefinites into it. This
results in the non-reading there is a farmer and there is a donkey and if the former
owns the latter, he beats it.
5The distinction between representational and non-representational theories,

although historically correct, is becoming increasingly artificial. There are
certain philosophical di!erences, but we will not pay much attention to
them. The interested reader is invited to read the discussions in, for
example, Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991, Groenendijk et al. 1996a, Kamp 1990,
Kamp and Reyle 1993 and Muskens 1996.
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of discourse semantics. Therefore we devote the final section (2.4) of this
chapter to the quest for the ultimate model of discourse semantics.

2.2 Representational Theories of Discourse

2.2.1 File Change Semantics

In File Change Semantics (fcs), as developed by Heim (1982, 1983a),
texts are represented using Logical forms (which we shall shorten to
Lfs). To explain what these Lfs mean Heim uses a file-metaphor. She
writes:

Speaking metaphorically, let me say that to understand an utterance
is to keep a file which (. . . ) contains the information that has so far
been conveyed by the utterance. (Heim 1983a:167)

Consider example (1) again and let us make the (implausible) assump-
tion that the file which an interpreter keeps before she hears (1) is empty.
Upon hearing the first sentence she places a file-card in the file, with a
number on it, say ‘1’. On this card she writes ‘1 is a man’ and ‘1
whistles’. The utterance of the second sentence leads to the introduc-
tion of a new file-card, say ‘2’. On this card the hearer writes ‘2 is a dog’
and ‘2 follows 1’. The latter condition is also relevant to the card labeled
‘1’, so the hearer updates this card with the condition ‘1 is followed by
2’. After processing these two sentences the file looks as follows:

(file 1)

1 2

1 is a man
1 whistles
1 is followed by 2

2 is a dog
2 follows 1

Files can be seen as a form of score-keeping in the sense of Lewis 1979,
while the file-cards are discourse referents in the sense of Karttunen 1976.
Karttunen observed that some discourse referents have a permanent and
others have a limited life-span. An example of the latter is found in the
donkey-sentence (5). In fcs this sentence is understood as a kind of rule:
for every hypothetical extension of the file with the information from the
antecedent, it should be possible to update the resulting file with the
information conveyed by the consequent. The file is not permanently
extended with new cards for a farmer and for a donkey owned by the
farmer. Hence if the speaker would continue (5) with (8), the hearer is
not be able to update the relevant cards.
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(8) # It bites him.

Heim (1983a, ibid.) observes the following:

(. . . ) with respect to their role in a model of semantics, my files are
closely related to (. . . ) the “discourse representation structures” of
Kamp (1981).

But there is an important di!erence: Kamp’s discourse representation
structures function like ‘real’ representations, whereas Heim employs
files only as a metaphor: her Lfs are always interpreted directly. Strictly
speaking, the Lfs function as representations of the discourse. So let us
look at them in more detail. After a discourse has undergone a syntactic
analysis, three rules su"ce to turn it into an Lf.

Definition 1 (Lf forming rules)

. NP-indexing: Assign every NP a referential index.

. NP-prefixing: Adjoin every non-pronominal NPn to S ,
leaving behind an indexed trace tn.

. Quantifier Construal: Attach every quantificational
determiner as a leftmost immediate constituent to S ,
leaving behind an indexed trace tn.

It should be noted that Heim distinguishes the definite and indefinite
determiners from quantificational ones (such as every), hence the defin-
ite and indefinite determiners are not subject to the rule of quantifier
construal. Heim’s Lfs bear a strong resemblance to the Logical Forms
in the Revised Extended Standard Theory (the then popular branch of
Chomskyan grammar). The rules all have independent linguistic mo-
tivation (see for instance part III of Van Riemsdijk and Williams 1986
for discussion). For example, her rule of NP-prefixing is very much
like May’s rule for quantifier-raising (May 1977).6 Besides these three
Lf-forming rules, Heim also uses a number of constraints on indexing.
Most of these constraints work at sentence level and are now part of
the binding-conditions in the Government and Binding Theory (a more
recent branch of Chomskyan grammar). But Heim also introduces one
constraint on the level of texts and this is her Novelty/Familiarity Condi-
tion (NFC, Heim 1983a:175). The original formulation of this syntactic
constraint is a bit awkward since it makes crucial use of semantic in-
formation. The following formulation is purely syntactic, but has the

6On the other hand, Lfs can also be compared with Montague’s analysis trees (see
Heim 1982:131 and chapter 5 of this book for discussion).
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same e!ect. We assume that a definite NP is labeled [+ def] at the level
of Logical form, while an indefinite NP is marked as [&& def].

Definition 2 (Novelty/Familiarity Condition)
A Logical form " is well-formed i! for every NPn in " it holds that

. if NPn is [+ def], it is preceded by an NPn

. if NPn is [&& def], it is not preceded by an NPn

The distinction between novelty and familiarity has a long tradition in
linguistics, and we return to it in chapter 7. Heim’s version of it can be
paraphrased as follows: an indefinite NP should not be preceded by an
NP with which it is co-referential, while a definite NP should. In our Lfs
we only mark the indefinite NPs, all other NPs (including the traces)
are understood to be definite.7

It is not di"cult to see that an Lf of a sentence in its most general
form has a tripartite structure: a number of quantifiers (possibly none),
followed by a number of restrictive terms (possibly none), and finally
the rest of the sentence (the predicate). Heim analyses conditionals as
containing a(n implicit) universal quantifier (represented here as all),
where the antecedent acts as the restrictive term, and the consequent
is the predicate. A sequence of sentences is turned into an Lf whose
root-node is labeled S, with the Lfs of the respective sentences as its
daughters. Furthermore we replace occurrences of tn, an, hen and then

in the Lfs with xn. Example (1) results in (lf 1).

(lf 1) S

!!!!!!

""""""

S1

!!!
"""

NP1

[-def]

x1 man

S

x1 whistles

S2

!!!
"""

NP2

[-def]

x2 dog

S

x2 follows x1

And the conditional in (5) is turned into (lf 2).

7Heim argues that the NFC should be extended by requiring definite NPs to trigger
an existential presupposition. For our purposes in this chapter the NFC is su"cient.
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(lf 2) S

!!!!!!!!

""""""""

all S

!!!!!

"""""

NP1

[-def]

x1 farmer

S

!!!
"""

NP2

[-def]

x2 donkey

S

x1 owns x2

S

x1 beats x2

We can also put these trees in labeled bracketing format. The following
is the labeled bracketing version of (lf 2):

[S all

[S [[$$def]
NP 1

x1 farmer][S [[$$def]
NP 2

x2 donkey][S x1 owns x2]]]
[S x1 beats x2]]

Summarizing, the set of Lfs can be defined as follows. Assume that
Var = {x1, x2, x3, . . .} is a non-empty set of variables (the discourse
referents).

Definition 3 (fcs syntax)

1. If R is an n-ary predicate (n / 2), and xi, xj # Var, then [S xi R xj ]
is an Lf.

2. If R is a unary predicate, and xi # Var, then [[±def]
NPi

xi R] is an Lf.

3. If [S "] and [S #] are Lfs, then [S [S "] or [S #]] and [S not [S "]]
are Lfs.

4. If [{NP,S} "] and [S #] are Lfs, then [S all [{NP,S} "][S #]] is an Lf.

5. If [X "] and [Y #] are Lfs, then [Y [X "][Y #]] is an Lf.

In the first clause, xj only appears when n = 2. The fourth clause gives
the Lf for both conditionals and universally quantified sentences. In the
former case the restrictor is an S , in the latter case it is an NP. The
fifth clause can be read as follows: Lfs obey the Right-Hand Head Rule
of Williams 1981. We suppress the syntactic labels when they can be
determined from the context.

The meaning of these Lfs is determined using a first-order model
M = (D, I), where D is a non-void set (the domain of individuals) and
I is the interpretation function, with I(Rn) 0 Dn. Furthermore, F is
the set of finite assignments such that g : V % D, for g # F and V
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some finite subset of Var. A special element of F is $, the assignment
with the empty domain: Dom($) = 1. We use the following respective
abbreviations for ‘assignment g is extended by assignment h’ (notation:
g / h) and ‘assignment g is extended by assignment h exactly with %x ’
(notation: g{%x}h).8

Definition 4 ((Domain-)extension)

1. g / h i! *y # Dom(g) : g(y) = h(y)

2. g{%x}h i! g / h & Dom(h) = Dom(g) 2 {%x}

The semantics of fcs takes sets of assignments to sets of assignments.
Formally #[[.]]fcs

M = ##, where #,## 0 F , is defined as follows.9,10

Throughout this book we drop sub- and superscripts whenever this can
be done without creating confusion.

Definition 5 (fcs semantics)

1. #[[ [xi R xj ] ]] = {g # # | xi, xj # Dom(g) & (g(xi), g(xj)) # I(R)}

2. #[[ [[+def]xi R] ]] = {g # # | xi # Dom(g) & g(xi) # I(R)}

3. #[[ [[$$def]xi R] ]] = {h | 'g # #(g{xi}h & h(xi) # I(R))}

4. #[[ [["] or [#]] ]] = {g # # | 'h(g / h & (h # #[[ ["] ]] " h # #[[ [#] ]]))}

5. #[[ [not ["]] ]] = {g # # | ¬'h(g / h & h # #[[ ["] ]])}

6. #[[ [all ["][#]] ]] = {g # # | *h((g / h & h # #[[ ["] ]]) +
'k(h / k & k # #[[ [["][#]] ]]))}

7. #[[ [["][#]] ]] = (#[[ ["] ]])[[ [#] ]]

8Here and elsewhere !x abbreviates x1, . . . , xn.
9This definition may seem di!erent from the one given in Heim 1982 or Heim 1983a

but it is basically equivalent. Heim uses a di!erent notation and terminology. She
does not speak of finite assignments, but of finite sequences of elements of D. She
talks about the satisfaction set of a file F , which is a set of such sequences (a set
of assignments). Heim gives a single clause for the first three clauses of definition
5. There is one ‘addition’ in definition 5, namely disjunction, which Heim does not
discuss. We have assumed that disjunction is treated in the standard way.
10We assume that only well-formed Lfs are admitted to the interpretation. Thus an
Lf which violates the NFC is not be interpreted (compare Heim 1983a:186). In this
sense it could be argued that fcs is a partial logic: Lfs which are well-formed can be
either true or false, but those which are less lucky disappear in a truth-gap; they are
neither true nor false. See Muskens et al. 1997 for a di!erent version of fcs where
the NFC is interpreted semantically. The only di!erence with the present definition
is that the domains of the #’s are calculated separately.
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We say that an Lf " is supported by a set of assignments # and a model
M (notation: M,# |=fcs ") i! #[["]]fcs

M $= 1.

Definition 6 (Truth)
A well-formed Lf " is true in a model M i! M, {$} |=fcs ".

Using definition 5 we see that (lf 1) and (lf 2) receive interpretations
which have the same truth-conditions as the following Predicate Logical
formulae.11

(9) 'x1(man(x1) - whistles(x1) - 'x2(dog(x2) - follows(x2, x1)))

(10) *x1*x2((farmer(x1) - donkey(x2) - owns(x1, x2)) % beats(x1, x2))

Hence fcs indeed gets the required co-reference for example (1) in the
case of (9) and the universal reading for example (5) in the case of (10);
fcs succeeds in getting the right interpretation for the crucial examples.

2.2.2 Discourse Representation Theory

In the early eighties another formal system for discourse semantics was
developed: Kamp’s Discourse Representation Theory (drt). In drt, as
it is described in Kamp 1981 and Kamp and Reyle 1993, a discourse is
represented using a Discourse Representation Structure (drs). Such a
drsis a box split in two by a horizontal line. Above the line we find the
universe of the drs, which is a set of discourse referents. Below the line,
we find conditions on these referents. For example, the drsfor (1) looks
as follows:

(drs 1) x1, x2

man(x1)
whistles(x1)
dog(x2)
follows(x2, x1)

The relation between (drs 1) and (file 1) is obvious: the universe of
(drs 1) contains the set of file cards/discourse referent in (file 1), and
the set of conditions sums up the conditions found on the two cards. But
there are important di!erences as well. For one thing, files are only a way
of speaking, whereas drss have a formal status. As a result, there are
also formal, representational counterparts for implications, disjunctions
etc. An advantage of drss (which should not be underestimated) is that
they are visually appealing. A disadvantage is that they take up a lot
of space. Therefore we introduce drss in a less spacious, linear format.

11Below we shall discuss a systematic method to derive such Predicate Logical for-
mulae from Lfs.
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Throughout this book we use the pictorial representation of drss when
considering actual examples, and the linear ones when we are interested
in the formalities of drt.

The following definition specifies what a drs may look like. Assume
that we have a set Var of variables (discourse referents) and a set Con
of constants, here and elsewhere both are assumed to be non-void. Ele-
ments of the union of Con and Var are called terms as usual.12

Definition 7 (drt syntax)

1. If R is an n-ary predicate and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then R(t1, . . . , tn)
is a condition.

2. If t1, t2 are terms, then t1 3 t2 is a condition.

3. If %,& are drss, then ¬%, (% " &), (% + &) are conditions.

4. If x1, . . . , xn are variables (n 4 0) and "1, . . . ,"m are conditions
(m 4 0), then [x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m] is a drs.

5. If % and & are drss, then (% ; &) is a drs.

Throughout this book, we adopt the following notation convention.
When discussing (variants of) drt we use lower case Greek letters as
meta-variables for conditions and upper case Greek letters for drss.
Clauses 1–4 correspond with the original drt fragment as it is described
in Kamp 1981. We sometimes refer to this system as classical drt.
Clause 5 adds the merge or sequencing of two drss. It represents the
way drss are updated with new information in classical drt. % ;& may
be read as: drs % is extended with the information conveyed by drs &,
in such a way that for example:

[x | P(x)] ; [y | Q(y)] is equivalent with [x, y | P(x),Q(y)].

Nowadays, it is common practice to add some form of sequencing to clas-
sical drt, hence we refer to the entire system generated by definition 7
as standard drt.

Now that we know what drss look like the first question to ask is where
they come from. In drt a discourse is turned into a drs via the con-
struction algorithm. Each sentence, or rather its syntactic analysis, of
the discourse is placed in a drs-under-construction (a so-called proto-
drs), and part by part it is broken down and turned into a normal drs.13

In comparison with the way Lfs are built up in fcs, the construction

12Not all drss from Kamp and Reyle 1993 fit in this format: it does not contain drss
with duplex conditions or plural referents. Nevertheless, the ‘first-order fragment of
drt’ given in this definition can be seen as the logical core of drt (see Fernando 1994c
for discussion).
13A version of this algorithm is sketched in the next chapter.
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algorithm is rather complex. Here an alternative from Krahmer 1993
is explored; a translation function & is defined (which is meaning pre-
serving in a way to be specified below) turning Lfs into drss and which
thus can be seen as a kind of construction algorithm for drt.14

Definition 8 (Translating fcs into drt: constructing drss)

1. &([xi R xj ]) = [ | R(xi, xj)]

2. &([[+def] xi R]) = [ | R(xi)]

3. &([[$$def] xi R]) = [xi | R(xi)]

4. &([["] or [#]]) = [ | &(["]) " &([#])]

5. &([not ["]]) = [ | ¬&(["])]

6. &([all ["][#]]) = [ | &(["]) + &([#])]

7. &([["][#]]) = (&(["]) ; &([#]))

It is not di"cult to check that &(lf 2) results in the following drs:15

[ | [x1, x2 | farmer(x1), donkey(x2), owns(x1, x2)] + [ | beats(x1, x2)]]

Or, in the pictorial format:

(drs 2)

x1, x2

farmer(x1)
donkey(x2)
owns(x1, x2)

+
beats(x1, x2)

The reader may also check that & applied to the Lf of example (1) res-
ults in (drs 1). Using & sweeps a number of interesting parts of the drt
construction algorithm under the carpet. In fcs no special treatment
is given for proper names (PNs), while they do have a special status in

14The drt Construction Algorithm is much more explicit than Heim’s construction of
Logical forms. For computational means, it is probably easiest to implement the drt
method of construction drss. It should also be noted that in recent compositional
versions of drt (such as Muskens 1994b, Van Eijck and Kamp 1997) the construction
algorithm has become superfluous, because the drss are built up in the Montagovian
way from the relevant lexical entries. For the purposes of this chapter, Heim’s Lfs
are more than adequate however. A comparable translation function mapping Lfs to
drss is given in Chierchia 1995:59.
15Modulo the Merging Lemma (fact 1 below).
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the drt construction algorithm.16 What distinguishes PNs from other
NPs is that they always introduce a discourse referent with a permanent
life-span, that is: in the main drs. The motivation behind this rule is
that PNs have a tendency to remain accessible for future anaphoric ref-
erence, which brings us to a second interesting aspect of the construction
algorithm. In Heim’s Lfs anaphora resolution is taken care of by the co-
indexing rules, with the NFC as the central condition. In other words,
in fcs anaphora resolution takes place on the level of Logical Form. In
drt anaphora resolution is done when the drss are constructed. In a
sense, Heim’s NFC is built into the drt construction algorithm. When
an indefinite NP is processed in a certain proto-drs%, a new discourse
referent is introduced in the universe of %; and when the construction
algorithm hits upon a pronoun it is replaced for a suitable, accessible
discourse referent (Kamp 1981:32). Whether a referent is suitable de-
pends on features such as focus, as well as number and gender, and is
in general not further specified. Whether a discourse referent is access-
ible at a certain point is determined by the structure of a drs. In other
words: the life-span of a discourse referent is dependent on the structure
it occurs in. Consider some main drs %#. A discourse referent x is still
‘alive’ in a condition " (of %#) i! x is accessible from " (in %#). The
set of accessible discourse referents for an occurrence of a sub-drs % (of
%#) we call ACC(%).17 In ACC(%) there is a hidden argument: it is the
set of accessible discourse referents for an occurrence of % in some drs
%#. Since this drs %# can be determined from the context (and to keep
things simple), we leave it implicit. The set ACC(%) is built up in the
following top-down way: as an initialization we set ACC(%#) = 1.18 It is
useful to define ADR(%) (the active discourse referents of a drs %):

ADR([x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m]) = {x1, . . . , xn}, and
ADR(% ; &) = ADR(%) 2 ADR(&).

Accessibility is defined in the following way:

Definition 9 (Accessibility)

1. If ACC(¬%) = X , then ACC(%) = X .

16It should be noted that Kamp & Reyle are not entirely satisfied with this situation,
see Kamp and Reyle 1993, chapter 3. See also chapter 6 of the present work for some
discussion.
17The restriction to occurrences is important. Consider the drs [ | R(x)] ;
[ | [x | P(x)] ' [ | R(x)]]. The sub-drs [ | R(x)] occurs twice in it, and clearly
the two occurrences have di!erent sets of accessible discourse referents.
18This way of defining accessibility is used in Krahmer and Muskens 1994. It di!ers
from the usual drt method of determining accessibility in that it is defined top down.
However, the two methods make identical predictions.
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2. If ACC(% " &) = X , then ACC(%) = X and ACC(&) = X .

3. If ACC(% + &) = X , then ACC(%) = X and ACC(&) = X2ADR(%).

4. If ACC([x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m]) = X , then ACC("i) = X 2
{x1, . . . , xn} (for 1 / i / m).

5. If ACC(% ; &) = X , then ACC(%) = X and ACC(&) = X 2 ADR(%).

By way of digression, and looking ahead a little, consider the following
parallel drawn in Krahmer and Muskens 1995. In Karttunen 1974 a set
of rules is given which calculate when a context (a set of sentences) C #

satisfies the presuppositions of a sentence S #. When S # is a complex
sentence, each of its subsentences is associated with a local context. The
local context of some (occurrence of a) (sub)sentence S (of S #) is given
by LC(S ). This local context is defined in the following top-down way:
as an initialization we set LC(S #) = C # and proceed to define:19

Definition 10 (Local contexts)

1. If LC(not S ) = C , then LC(S ) = C .
2. If LC(S or S #) = C , then LC(S ) = C and LC(S #) = C 2 { not S }.
3. If LC(if S then S #) = C , then LC(S ) = C and LC(S #) = C 2{ S }.
4. If LC(S and S #) = C , then LC(S ) = C and LC(S #) = C 2 { S }.

C # satisfies the presuppositions of the corresponding sentence S # if
the local context of each subclause of S # entails all the presupposi-
tions of that subclause. In a nutshell this is the influential theory of
presuppositions developed by Karttunen in the early seventies. No-
tice that there is strong correspondence between ACC and LC: both
display the same formal structure, except for the clause of disjunc-
tion (but see the definition of ACC for the version of drt defined in
the next chapter (Double Negation drt), definition 2). This suggests
that there is an interesting correspondence between anaphora and pre-
supposition, an analogy which has been been observed by Kripke n.d.
and in particular Van der Sandt 1992. In chapter 6 we discuss Van
der Sandt’s presuppositions-as-anaphors theory in more detail. There
we briefly return to the similarities between ACC in Double Nega-
tion/Presuppositional drt and Karttunen’s LC. End of digression. Back
to the accessibility-calculus. As an example: suppose (drs 2) is updated
with sentence (8), and that it is intended to refer to a donkey and him
to a farmer. The resulting drs would look as follows:

19This format of defining local contexts is due to Muskens et al. 1997.
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(drs 3)

x1, x2

farmer(x1)
donkey(x2)
owns(x1, x2)

+
beats(x1, x2)

it bites him

Can we replace it with x2 and him with x1? The answer is yes when both
x1 and x2 are elements of ACC(it bites him). By definition, ACC(drs 3) =
1. Rule 4 of definition 9 implies that ACC(it bites him) = 1, hence the ref-
erents x1 and x2 are not accessible for this condition.20 So, in accordance
with Karttunen’s generalization, discourse referents introduced inside a
conditional are not accessible outside that conditional.

When a referent x occurs in some atomic condition " (of %) from
which x is not accessible we say that x occurs free in %. An occurrence
of x in some atomic condition " in a condition # is free in # i! it is
free in [ |#]. A drs is called proper when it does not contain any free
occurring referents. We also introduce the following notion: a proper
drs % is called totally proper when it does not contain a variable which
was introduced twice. Formally: for all sub-drss & of % it holds that
ACC(&) 5 ADR(&) = 1. Notice that every well-formed Lf " results in a
totally proper drs &("). Similarly, every drs which is built up using
the standard drt construction algorithm is totally proper as well.

Now we know what drss look like and where they come from, we
address the question what they mean. Using the same first-order models
M = (D, I) and set of finite assignments F as for fcs, we define [[.]]drt

M 0
F for conditions and [[.]]drt

M 0 F 2 for drss. For terms the interpretation
is defined as follows: [[t]]M,g = g(t) if t # Var and t # Dom(g), and
[[t]]M,g = I(t) if t # Con. If g(x) is undefined, [[x]]g is undefined as well.21

20By comparison, the use of x1 and x2 in the consequent of the implicational
condition was warranted: ACC([x1, x2 | farmer(x1), donkey(x2), owns(x1, x2)]) =
ACC(drs 3) = (, moreover ADR([x1, x2 | farmer(x1), donkey(x2), owns(x1, x2)]) =
{x1, x2}. Combining these, clause 3 says that ACC([ | beats(x1, x2)]) = (&{x1, x2} =
{x1, x2}. So by rule 4, x1 and x2 are indeed accessible for the two pronouns in
he beats it.
21Definition 11 may seem di!erent from the one presented in Kamp 1981
or Kamp and Reyle 1993, although in fact it is equivalent (modulo our ad-
dition of the merging operator). The format used here goes back to
Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991, definition 26. The present version is closer to stand-
ard drt in that it (i) uses finite assignments instead of total ones and (ii) disallows
re-assignments. Extra motivation for the use of finite assignments can be found in
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Definition 11 (drt semantics)

1. [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]] = {g | [[ti]]g defined & ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) # I(R)}
(1 / i / n)

2. [[t1 3 t2]] = {g | [[t1]]g, [[t2]]g defined & [[t1]]g = [[t2]]g}

3. [[¬%]] = {g | ¬'h(g, h) # [[%]]}

4. [[% " &]] = {g | 'h((g, h) # [[%]] or (g, h) # [[&]])}

5. [[% + &]] = {g | *h((g, h) # [[%]] + 'k(h, k) # [[&]])}

6. [[ [%x | "1, . . . ,"m] ]] = {(g, h) | g{%x}h & h # ([["1]] 5 . . . 5 [["m]])}

7. [[% ; &]] = {(g, h) | 'k((g, k) # [[%]] & (k, h) # [[&]])}

A drs % is supported in a model M with respect to an assignment g
(notation: M, g |=drt ") i! 'h(g, h) # [[%]]drt

M . In other words, g has
to be an element of the domain of the relation given by [[%]]drt

M .

Definition 12 (Truth)
A proper drs % is true in M i! M,$ |=drt %

Two drss % and & are equivalent i! for all M [[%]]M = [[&]]M . The
merge operator is interpreted using relational composition. It is easily
seen that it supports the following fact.22

Fact 1 (Merging Lemma)
[%x | %"] ; [%y | %'] is equivalent with [%x, %y | %",%'],
provided no referent in %y is free in any of %".

The definition of merging given here is close, yet not identical, to the
one given in Zeevat 1989. An important feature is that

[x | P(x)] ; [x | Q(x)] is equivalent with [x | P(x)] ; [ | Q(x)].

This means that once a discourse referent is introduced and assigned
a value, it is not possible to re-assign it a possibly di!erent value. A
less desired consequence of the Merging Lemma is that it is not always
possible to merge two drss into a single drs. A very simple example
is [ | P(x)] ; [x | ]. Of course, the construction algorithm forbids this as
well as the previous case we discussed.23

Fernando 1992. The Groenendijk & Stokhof interpretation of drt in terms of total
assignments is discussed below.
22We let !y abbreviate y1, . . . , ym, and similarly !" and !# abbreviate respectively
"1, . . . , "k and #1, . . . , #l (with m, k, l ) 0). By our convention (see footnote 8), !x
abbreviates x1, . . . , xn.
23More sophisticated (and more complex) definitions of the merging operator are
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2.2.3 From fcs to drt

drt and fcs are often lumped together in the literature. But even
though there are obvious similarities, there are also some important
di!erences. Not only are Lfs rather di!erent from drss, their interpret-
ations are also couched in di!erent terms; [[.]]fcs takes a set of assign-
ments and returns a set of assignments, [[.]]drt has a relation between
assignments as its interpretation. This gap can be bridged by defining
an operation which takes a set and a relation and returns a set:24

Definition 13

R 6 A = {j | 'i((i, j) # R & i # A)}

Now the following fact (Krahmer 1993) can be proven:

Fact 2 (From fcs to drt)
For all models M and sets of assignments # 0 F :
#[["]]fcs

M = [[&(")]]drt
M 6 #

So, modulo the operation 6 it can be shown that fcs can be reduced to
drt. This is the sense in which the function & is meaning preserving.
Notice that it not so clear whether drt can be reduced to fcs.25 If ( were
to be a function from drss to Lfs, it would have to face up to various
problems of which the ‘invention’ of syntactic structure is just one. In a
metaphor: & turns oranges into orange-juice while ( would have to face
up to the non-trivial task of doing the opposite. One possibility would
be to give Heim’s files a formal, non-metaphorical status (thus: define a

given in Van Eijck and Kamp 1997 and Fernando 1994c, both using a kind of renam-
ing of bound variables. Roughly speaking, this guarantees that the merging applies
to disjoint drss, thus avoiding the aforementioned cases. Using such a renaming
strategy for merging, we would have that:

[x | P(x)] ; [x | Q(x)] is equivalent with [x|P(x)] ; [y| Q(y)].

And these disjoint drss can be merged straightforwardly. Vermeulen studies a mer-
ging operator using referent systems. This gives rise to a number of interesting
choices. For more details the reader is referred to Vermeulen 1994, 1995. Although
we have no principled objections to other ways of merging drss we stick to the simple
definition in terms of relational composition here.
24This operation also arises in theoretical computer science, where it is called the
strongest existential postcondition (SEP); R * A is equivalent with SEP(A, R). It is
closely related to a well-known operation called the Peirce product, as it originated
from Peirce 1870, defined as follows:

R : A = {i | +j("i, j# % R & j % A)}.

See for instance Brink and Schmidt 1992:331 or De Rijke 1993:71. This operation is
also known as the weakest existential precondition (WEP(R, A)). We shall encounter
this concept on various occasions in this book (see definition 16 below, to begin with).
25Even disregarding the fact that the syntax of drt includes constants and term-
equivalence, which are absent from the fcs definition we gave above.
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language of files), and let ( translate drss into such files, but we refrain
from doing so here. The di!erences between drt and fcs are mostly
related to the general ‘architecture’ of the respective theories. Fact 2
shows that it is not really essential for the current purposes whether the
representations are interpreted in a functional way (as in fcs) or in a
relational way (as in drt).

2.2.4 drt Interpretation Using Total Assignments

Above we mentioned the interpretation Groenendijk & Stokhof give to
drt in terms of total assignments (footnote 21). Here we briefly discuss
this interpretation. The total interpretation of drt is derived from the
interpretation in definition 11 by replacing all finite assignment for total
ones. That is: assignments g such that g : Var % D for all g # G (the
set of total assignments). Notice that the switch from finite to total
assignments entails that [[x]]g is defined for any x and g: the definedness
condition in the interpretation of atomic conditions is always satisfied.
Furthermore we replace the notion g{%x}h for its total counterpart g[%x ]h,
which abbreviates: ‘assignment h di!ers at most from assignment g in
the values it assigns to %x ’. Formally:

Definition 14

g[%x ]h i! *y(y $# {%x} + h(y) = g(y))

We shall refer to the resulting interpretation as [[.]]drtt
M . Support of a drs

% in a model M with respect to a total assignment g (M, g |=drtt %)
is now defined as 'h(g, h) # [[%]]drtt

M . Since there is no longer an empty
assignment, we have to define truth with respect to some assignment
g # G.

Definition 15 (Truth)
A drs % is true in M with respect to g i! M, g |=drtt %

The switch from finite to total assignments has a number of small, but
important consequences. Consider a drs such as [ |x 3 x]. Clearly, x
occurs free in this drs, and as a result it is not a proper one. In stand-
ard drt such a non-proper drs is never supported. In drtt however,
[ |x 3 x] is supported in all models M , with respect to any assignment
g. Another di!erence concerns complex drss such as the following:

[x | P(x)] ; [x | ¬[ |P(x)]]

This drs is proper, but not totally so. In standard drt the second
introduction of x has no e!ect; there is no possibility of re-assigning a
value to a variable. As a result the drs is contradictory. This is di!erent
in drtt however, where the notion of g{%x}h is replaced for g[%x ]h, and
as a consequence the second introduction of x does amount to a re-
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assignment. The result is just as contradictory as 'xP(x) - 'x¬P(x)
is in standard Predicate Logic: not at all. It is important to notice
that these di!erences only arise when we consider drss which are not
(totally) proper. For the drss as they are derived by the construction
algorithm it does not matter whether we interpret them in terms of finite
or total assignments.

2.2.5 From drt to Predicate Logic

It shall be clear that drt is a radical departure from classical Pre-
dicate Logic (pl), both qua notation and qua interpretation. This
raises the obvious question how the two relate to each other. In
Kamp and Reyle 1993 a direct mapping from drt into pl is given, which
is proven to be truth-preserving. Here we use another construction found
in the literature, which has its roots in Dynamic Logic (see section 2.3.1),
and which calculates the ‘weakest existential preconditions’ (WEP) of a
drs.26 We define the notions WEP(%,)), where % is a drs and ) is a
formula of pl, and TR("), where " is a condition. The intuition behind
WEP(%,)) is that it gives the set of states (assignments) from which we
can ‘execute’ % in such a way that we may end up in a state where )
holds. We shall see below that WEP(%,7) gives a pl formula which is
true precisely when % is. Here 7 is the tautological pl formula, defined
as c 3 c, for some c # Con (which by assumption is non-empty). The
following WEP-calculus is given in Muskens et al. 1997.

Definition 16 (WEP-calculus)

1. TR(") = ", if " is atomic

2. TR(¬%) = ¬WEP(%,7)

3. TR(% " &) = WEP(%,7) " WEP(&,7)

4. TR(% + &) = ¬WEP(%,¬WEP(&,7))

5. WEP([%x | "1, . . . ,"m],)) = '%x(TR("1) - . . . - TR("m) - ))

6. WEP(% ; &,)) = WEP(%, WEP(&,7))

As an example, let us calculate WEP((drs 2),)):

WEP([ | [x1, x2 | F(x1),D(x2),O(x1, x2)] + [ | B(x1, x2)]],)) 8

TR([x1, x2 | F(x1),D(x2),O(x1, x2)] + [ | B(x1, x2)]) - ) 8

26For the origin of such WEP-calculi, see Segerberg 1982. For discussion in the
context of discourse semantics see for instance Van Benthem 1991, Van Eijck and De
Vries 1992 (where the method is extended to include generalized quantifiers and a
description operator), Van Eijck 1994a and Muskens et al. 1997.
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¬WEP([x1, x2 | F(x1),D(x2),O(x1, x2)],¬WEP([ | B(x1, x2)],7)) - ) 8

¬('x1'x2(F(x1) - D(x2) - O(x1, x2)) - ¬B(x1, x2)) - ) 8

*x1*x2((F(x1) - D(x2) - O(x1, x2)) % B(x1, x2)) - )

If we substitute 7 for ) (and given that " - 7 is equivalent with "),
we end up with the intended pl representation of the donkey-sentence,
which —as discussed in the introduction— could not be achieved in a
natural way in pl. In general, the following fact holds.27

Fact 3 (From drtt to pl)
For all models M and assignments g:

1. g # [[TR(")]]plM 8 g # [["]]drtt
M

2. g # [[WEP(%,))]]plM 8 'h((g, h) # [[%]]drtt
M & h # [[)]]plM )

Given what we know about the relation between drtt and drt, it is not
di"cult to relate fact 3 to standard drt. Fact 3 is proven by an easy
simultaneous induction. [["]]plM is the standard Tarskian interpretation
of pl, in the format of Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991:72. As a reminder:
given a first-order model M = (D, I), the set of total assignments G
and the usual interpretation of terms ([[t]]M,g = I(t) for t # Con and
[[t]]M,g = g(t) for t # Var), [[.]]plM 0 G is defined as follows:

Definition 17 (pl semantics)

1. [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]] = {g | ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) # I(R)}

2. [[t1 3 t2]] = {g | [[t1]]g = [[t2]]g}

3. [[¬"]] = {g | g $# [["]]}

4. [[" - #]] = {g | g # [["]] & g # [[#]]}

5. [['x"]] = {g | 'h(g[x]h & h # [["]])}

Universal quantification, disjunction and implication are defined in the
standard way. That is: *x" =def ¬'x¬", " " # =def ¬(¬" - ¬#) and
" % # =def ¬(" - ¬#). A pl formula " is true in a model M and with
respect to an assignment g (notation: M, g |=pl ") i! g # [["]]plM .

Finally, there are two additional noteworthy features of this WEP-
calculus. First, the reader may notice that WEP(&("),7) gives the truth-
conditions of any well-formed Lf ". Second, Muskens 1996:174 proves

27Since the interpretation of pl is normally defined in terms of total assignments
(and hence no variables are undefined) we relate pl with the total version of drt (see
section 2.2.4 for discussion).
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an interesting fact concerning the relationship between accessibility and
weakest preconditions.

Fact 4
A drs % is proper if and only if WEP(%,7) is closed formula.

This fact indicates that the way accessibility was defined in definition 9
is indeed correct.

2.3 Non-representational Theories of Discourse

The representational theories of discourse (fcs and drt) raised an obvi-
ous question: do we really need an intermediate level of representation
(Lfs, drss)? Probably the most explicit discussion of this question can
be found in Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991.28 Groenendijk & Stokhof
claim that we do not need it and to make their point more clearly they
show that as far as representations are concerned standard Predicate
Logical formulae will do just as well as drss or Lfs. Of course this
means that a di!erent semantics has to be attached to Predicate Logic,
and for this they employ techniques from Quantificational Dynamic Lo-
gic. This logic, developed by Pratt 1976 to deal with the semantics of
computer programs, aims to describe the changes a program can bring
about. Groenendijk & Stokhof present a dynamic interpretation of Pre-
dicate Logic, modeling the changes a sentence can bring to a certain
context, and this can be seen as a first but important step towards a
fully non-representational, compositional theory of discourse semantics.

In this section we discuss various alternatives to the representational
theories of discourse. In 2.3.1 we briefly discuss Pratt’s Quantificational
Dynamic Logic. Then we turn to Groenendijk & Stokhof’s Dynamic
Predicate Logic in section 2.3.2. Finally, in 2.3.3 we discuss how Dy-
namic Predicate Logic can be turned into a fully Montagovian theory of
discourse semantics.

2.3.1 Quantificational Dynamic Logic

Quantificational Dynamic Logic (qdl) is intended to reason about the
changes computer programs bring about. The syntax of qdl consists of
two types of expressions: programs, which have a dynamic interpreta-
tion, and statements (formulae), which have a static interpretation. This
leads to the following twofold definition of the syntax of qdl:29

28An early discussion on this topic can be found in Zeevat 1989, where drt is refor-
mulated in such a way that it is compositional in Montague’s sense. In Barwise 1987
the dynamics of finite assignments is discussed, and in Rooth 1987, Barwise’s work
is compared with both fcs and Montague Grammar.
29We have ignored iteration here.
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Definition 18 (qdl syntax)

1. If R is an n-ary predicate and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then R(t1, . . . , tn)
is a formula.

2. If t1, t2 are terms, t1 3 t2 is a formula.

3. 9 is a formula.

4. If % is a program and # is a formula, then [%]# is a formula.

5. If x is a variable and t is a term, then x := ? and x := t are
programs.

6. If " is a formula, then "? is a program.

7. If % and & are programs, then (% ; &) and (% 2 &) are programs.

We may think of these constructions as having the following intuitive
meanings (Goldblatt 1982):

[%]# after every terminating execution of %, # holds
x := ? assign some arbitrary value to x
x := t assign the current value of t to x
"? test "; if " is true continue, else fail
% ; & do % and then &
% 2 & do either % or & non-deterministically

Notice that [%]# is a modal statement. In fact, qdl is a modal logic
with labeled modalities. Negation can be defined as follows:

Definition 19

¬% = [%]9 there is no terminating execution of %

Let us now focus on the semantics of qdl. We use standard first-order
models M = (D, I) and the set of total assignments G. Define [["]]qdl

M 0

G for formulae ", and [[%]]qdl
M 0 G2 for programs % as follows:

Definition 20 (qdl semantics)

1. [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]] = {g | ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) # I(R)}

2. [[t1 3 t2]] = {g | [[t1]]g = [[t2]]g}

3. [[9]] = 1

4. [[[%]#]] = {g | *h((g, h) # [[%]] + h # [[#]])}

5. [[x := ?]] = {(g, h) | g[x]h}

6. [[x := t]] = {(g, h) | g[x]h & h(x) = [[t]]g}

7. [["?]] = {(g, h) | g = h & g # [["]]}
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8. [[% ; &]] = {(g, h) | 'k((g, k) # [[%]] & (k, h) # [[&]])}

9. [[% 2 &]] = {(g, h) | (g, h) # [[%]] or (g, h) # [[&]]}

g[x]h is defined in definition 14 and abbreviates: assignment h is like
assignment g except possibly in the value h assigns to x. Support
and truth are defined in a similar way as for drtt: M, g |=qdl % i!

'h(g, h) # [[%]]qdl
M and M, g |=qdl " i! g # [["]]qdl

M . Truth is now
defined as follows:

Definition 21 (Truth)

A program % is true in M with respect to g i! M, g |=qdl %

A formula " is true in M with respect to g i! M, g |=qdl "

There are a lot of interesting aspects of qdl, but for those the reader
is referred to Pratt’s original paper, as well as to Goldblatt 1982 and
Harel 1984. For our purposes in this book it is interesting to see how we
can use qdl as a model of discourse semantics.30

Let us use Heim’s Lfs as a kind of construction algorithm to built up
qdl representations, in a similar fashion as we did for drt above.

Definition 22 (Translating fcs into qdl)

1. *([xi R xj ]) = R(xi, xj)?

2. *([[+def] xi R]) = R(xi)?

3. *([[$$def] xi R]) = xi :=? ; R(xi)?

4. *([["] or [#]]) = (*(["]) 2 *([#]))!?

5. *([not ["]]) = (¬*(["]))?

6. *([all ["][#]]) = ([*(["])]*([#])!)?

7. *([["][#]]) = (*(["]) ; *([#]))

Here %! is an abbreviation of [[%]9?]9.31 It is used to turn programs
into formulae with the same truth-conditions. The qdl representations
of our basic examples look as follows:32

30For more details on qdl and its use for discourse semantics, the reader may for
instance consult Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991, Fernando 1992 or Muskens 1995b.
31Hence [[$!]] = {g | +h"g, h# % [[$]]}. Notice that all formulae " are equivalent with
"?!.
32Since $ ; (% ; &) is equivalent with ($ ;%) ;&, we leave out the brackets.
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(11) *(lf 1) =
x1 :=? ;man(x1)? ;whistles(x1)? ;x2 :=? ; dog(x2)? ; follows(x2, x1)?

(12) *(lf 2) =
([x1 :=? ; farmer(x1)? ; x2 :=? ; donkey(x2)? ; owns(x1, x2)?]
beats(x1, x2))?

Although these representations do not look like drss, it is not di"cult to
see that *(lf 1) is equivalent with &(lf 1) and that *(lf 2) is equivalent
with &(lf 2). This seems to indicate that as far as representing discourse
is concerned, qdl programs are just as good as drss (interpreted using
total assignments). This is supported by the following fact.

Fact 5
For all models M and for all Logical forms ":
[[*(")]]qdl

M = [[&(")]]drtt
M

In words: it does not matter whether we translate Lfs into drss or into
qdl programs, the meaning is the same. Given what we know about
the relation between drt and drtt it is not di"cult to relate fact 5 to
standard drt. A more general fact is given in Muskens 1995b, where it
is shown that drtt can be embedded in qdl.

2.3.2 Dynamic Predicate Logic

With Dynamic Predicate Logic (dpl), Groenendijk & Stokhof go even
further and represent texts simply using standard first-order pl. The
semantics of dpl is rather di!erent from ordinary pl however. Given
a first-order model M = (D, I) and the set of total assignments G,
[[.]]dpl

M 0 G2 is defined as follows:

Definition 23 (dpl semantics)

1. [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]] = {(g, h) | g = h & ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) # I(R)}

2. [[t1 3 t2]] = {(g, h) | g = h & [[t1]]g = [[t2]]g}

3. [[¬"]] = {(g, h) | g = h & ¬'k(g, k) # [["]]}

4. [[" - #]] = {(g, h) | 'k((g, k) # [["]] & (k, h) # [[#]])}

5. [['x"]] = {(g, h) | 'k(g[x]k & (k, h) # [["]])}

Again, the other constructions can be defined in the standard way. That
is: *x" =def ¬'x¬", ""# =def ¬(¬"-¬#) and " % # =def ¬("-¬#).
A dpl formula " is supported in a model M and with respect to an
assignment g (notation M, g |=dpl ") i! 'h(g, h) # [["]]dpl

M .

Definition 24 (Truth)
A dpl formula " is true in M with respect to g i! M, g |=dpl "
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Two formulae " and # are equivalent i! they have the same interpret-
ation in every model M , formally, for all M : [["]]M = [[#]]M . A special
kind of dpl formulae are the tests. The distinguishing feature of a test
is that it can only be supported on the diagonal ' of G2. ' is the
set of pairs of assignments of which the input-assignment equals the
output-assignment: ' = {(g, h) | g = h}.

Definition 25 (Test)
A formula " is a test i! in all models M : [["]]M 0 '

Existential quantification and conjunction are not tests: existential
quantification can (randomly) assign new values to variables, while con-
junction can pass these new values on. It is easily seen that the dpl
tests stand in a one-to-one relationship to the drt conditions. It is also
manifest that the dpl conjunction coincides with the merge operator
interpreted in drtt (and with the sequencing operator from qdl). A
much discussed feature of the relationship between conjunction and ex-
istential quantification in dpl is that quantifying more than once over
the same variable may lead to loss of information. More specifically,
consider:

'xP(x) - 'xQ(x)

It is easily seen that after the second quantification over x the informa-
tion about possible values of x with property P is lost. This problem has
been called the downdate problem in the literature, for obvious reasons.
Groenendijk & Stokhof remark:

We mention in passing that if one would use dpl for practical pur-
poses, one would certainly choose active quantifiers and free variables
in such a way that these troublesome cases are avoided.
(Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991:69)

Since dpl as such is not associated with a kind of construction algorithm,
we might use Heim’s Lfs for that purpose, just as we did for drt and qdl.
And since Lfs use indexing to guarantee that an indefinite introduces a
new variable while definites pick up an old one, no variable is quantified
twice and the downdate problem does not arise. However, using these
non-compositional Lfs is definitely not in the spirit of dpl, since one of
the things Groenendijk & Stokhof want to show is that we do not need
to

(. . . ) postulate a level of semantical representation, or ‘logical form’,
in between syntactic form and meaning proper, which is supposed to
be a necessary ingredient of a descriptively and explanatory adequate
theory. (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991:94)
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There is no harm in using Lfs here for the time being, since in sec-
tion 2.3.3 it is shown how dpl can be turned into a fully compositional
Montagovian system. Of course we do get the downdate problem back
then, so we have to return to it in the discussion. For now, let us define
a function + which maps Lfs onto dpl formulae.

Definition 26 (Translating fcs into dpl)

1. +([xi R xj ]) = R(xi, xj)

2. +([[+def] xi R]) = R(xi)

3. +([[$$def] xi R]) = 'xiR(xi)

4. +([["] or [#]]) = (+(["]) " +([#]))

5. +([not ["]]) = ¬+(["])

6. +([all ["][#]]) = (+(["]) % +([#]))

7. +([["][#]]) = (+(["]) - +([#]))

+(lf 1) and +(lf 2) yield the following respective translations for ex-
amples (1) and (5):33

(13) 'x1man(x1) - whistles(x1) - 'x2dog(x2) - follows(x2, x1)

(14) ('x1farmer(x1) - 'x2donkey(x2) - owns(x1, x2)) % beats(x1, x2)

These dpl formulae are essentially the same as the intuitive translations
into pl given in (2) and (6) and discussed in section 2.1. The di"erence
is that the dpl formulae have a di!erent interpretation. In particular,
the following fact applies to them, without restrictions on the quantified
variable x.

Definition 27 (dpl binding facts)

1. 'x" - # is equivalent with 'x(" - #)

2. 'x" % # is equivalent with *x(" % #)

Given this fact it is easily seen that +(lf 1) and +(lf 2) are equivalent
with (15) and (16) respectively.

(15) 'x1(man(x1) - whistles(x1) - 'x2(dog(x2) - follows(x2, x1)))

(16) *x1*x2((farmer(x1) - donkey(x2) - owns(x1, x2)) % beats(x1, x2))

And these are exactly the intended interpretations (compare (3) and (7)
in the introduction). How does + relate to & and *?

33Since " , ($ , #) is equivalent with (" , $) , # we leave out the brackets.
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Fact 6
For all models M and for all Logical forms ":
[[&(")]]drtt

M = [[*(")]]qdl
M = [[+(")]]dpl

M

This means that it is immaterial whether we translate Lfs into drss,
qdl programs or dpl formulae (or interpret the Lfs directly). They are
all equally suitable as a vehicle for the first-order representation of texts.
Groenendijk & Stokhof characterize the relation between dpl and qdl as
follows: while qdl is intended to reason about programs, dpl is more like
a programming language (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991:83). One can-
not reason about dpl formulae in dpl itself. But, Groenendijk & Stokhof
observe that ordinary dynamic logic can be used to formalize reasoning
about dpl, and that is basically what Van Eijck and De Vries 1992 and
Van Eijck 1994a do. In general, Groenendijk & Stokhof show that dpl
can be embedded into qdl and that qdl (disregarding 2 and x := t) can
be embedded into dpl (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991:83–89). We re-
turn to the interrelations between the various models discussed so far in
the discussion. First we discuss how dpl can be turned into a completely
compositional, non-representational theory of discourse semantics which
may bear the label ‘Montagovian’.

2.3.3 A Dynamic Version of Montague Grammar

Various ways to turn dpl into a dynamic version of Montague Gram-
mar have been proposed. One possibility is the Dynamic Montague
Grammar (dmg) of Groenendijk & Stokhof 1990, where a version of
Montague Grammar is presented which uses Dynamic Intensional Lo-
gic (dil, Janssen 1986) as representation language. Other dynamic
versions of Montague Grammar have been proposed in Rooth 1987,
Muskens 1991, Dekker 1993b, Bouchez et al. 1993 and Beaver 1993, for
example. A di!erent method to treat anaphora in discourse in a com-
positional Montagovian manner is by extending drt with lambdas, as
done in for instance Bos et al. 1994 and Asher 1993. An interesting syn-
thesis between these two strategies is presented in Muskens 1996, which
generalizes the method from Muskens 1991 and applies it to drt.

Here we focus on the system from Muskens 1991, which uses Two-
Sorted Type Theory (abbreviated as ty2) as intermediate representation
language. ty2 is basically the logic from Church 1940, and traces back
to the work of Russell and Ramsey in the beginning of this century.
Before we discuss how ty2 can be used in a dynamic version of Montague
Grammar, let us first take a closer look at the logic itself. Here is the
set of ty2 types (where t stands for truth-values, e for entities and s for
states).
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Definition 28 (Types)

1. e, s and t are types,
2. if , and - are types, then (,-) is a type.

A characteristic feature of the set of ty2 types is that s is an extra basic
type. The ty2 expressions are defined in the following fashion. Assume
that we have sets Con" of constants of type ,, and Var" of variables of
type ,. An expression of type t is called a formula.

Definition 29 (ty2 syntax)

1. If " and # are formulae, then ¬" and (" - #) are formulae.
2. If " is a formula and x is a variable of any type, then 'x" is a

formula.
3. If A is an expression of type (,-) and B is an expression of type

,, then (AB) is an expression of type -.
4. If A is an expression of type - and x is a variable of type ,, then

.x(A) is an expression of type (,-).
5. If A and B are expressions of the same type, then (A 3 B) is a

formula.

Parentheses are omitted where this can be done without creating confu-
sion, on the understanding that association is to the left. So instead of
writing (. . . (AB1) . . . Bn) we write AB1 . . . Bn.

So much for the language of ty2. Let us now turn to its interpreta-
tion. ty2 models are defined as M = ({D"}", I). Here {D"}" is a ty2

frame, in which each type , is associated with its own domain D" in
such a way that De and Ds are non-empty sets, Dt = {0, 1} (the set of
truth-values) and D("#) is the set of functions from D" to D# . I is the
interpretation function of M . It has the set of constants as its domain,
and I(c) # D" for all c # Con". G is the set of total assignments such
that for any g # G and x a variable of type ,, g(x) # D". g[x/d] is
the assignment which is exactly like g except that g[x/d](x) = d. The
value [[A]]TY2

M,g of a term A in a model M with respect to assignment g is
defined in the following way. First of all, the interpretation of terms of
any type , goes as follows: [[t]]M,g = I(t), if t # Con", and [[t]]M,g = g(t),
if t # Var".

Definition 30 (ty2 semantics)

1. [[¬"]]g = 1 i! [["]]g = 0

2. [[" - #]]g = 1 i! [["]]g = 1 and [[#]]g = 1

3. [['x""]]g = 1 i! [["]]g[x/d] = 1 for some d # D"

4. [[AB]]g = [[A]]g([[B]]g)
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5. [[.x"A]]g = the function F such that F (d) = [[A]]g[x/d]

for all d # D"

6. [[A 3 B]]g = 1 i! [[A]]g = [[B]]g

Disjunction, implication and universal quantification are defined in the
standard way. The following principle holds, where {B/x}A is the sub-
stitution of B for the free occurrences of x in A.

Fact 7 (.-conversion)
.x(A)B is equivalent with {B/x}A, provided the free variables in B are
free for x in A.34

ty2 is an entirely static system, so it shall not be immediately clear
how it can be used to deal with the semantics of discourse. The central
idea is to establish a relation between states and discourse referents.
Muskens introduces discourse referents as individual concepts, that is
functions from states to entities (expressions of type (se)).35 We use
d, d#, d1, d2, . . . to represent discourse referents. Muskens defines what it
means for two states i and j to agree on all discourse referents, except
possibly in the value of d, which is abbreviated as i[d]j.

Definition 31
i[d]j i! *d#((DR d# - ¬(d 3 d#)) % d#i 3 d#j)

DR is a non-logical constant of type (se)t with the intuitive interpreta-
tion ‘is a discourse referent’. To make this work Muskens defines three
axioms. The first, and most important one, guarantees that we can al-
ways assign a new value to a discourse referent. That is: it guarantees
that we have ‘enough states’. The other two axioms are straightforward
bookkeeping axioms.

Definition 32 (Axioms)

AX1 *i*d*x(DR d % 'j(i[d]j - dj 3 x))

AX2 DR d, for each discourse referent d

AX3 ¬(d1 3 d2), for each two di!erent discourse referents d1 and d2.

It is instructive to translate dpl into ty2. Muskens claims that his
system is

34A variable y is called free for x in A if and only if no free occurrence of x in A is
within the scope of a quantifier +y, $y or a lambda operator %y (Gamut 1991:110).
35Muskens uses the term store instead of discourse referent, in analogue with the way
variables are treated in computer programs. Note that Muskens 1996 proceeds in a
slightly di!erent way. There a separate type for stores is introduced (&). Additionally,
ordinary predicates take stores as arguments, and not entities, which leads to a
somewhat simpler notation than the one used here.
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(. . . ) closer to dpl than Groenendijk & Stokhof’s own generalization,
dmg, is. Roughly, what Groenendijk and Stokhof do on the metalevel
of dpl I do on the object level of type theory.
(Muskens 1991:fn9)

So let : be a function translating dpl formulae in ty2 expressions. Any
dpl formula is translated into an expression of the form .ij", an ex-
pression which looks for two states and produces a formula ".

Definition 33 (Translating dpl into ty2)

1. :(R(t1, . . . , tn)) = .ij(i 3 j - R : tn . . . : t1),
where :tk = (dki), if tk # Var &
:tk = tk, if tk # Con (1 / k / n)

2. :(t1 3 t2) = .ij(i 3 j - :t1 3 :t2),
where :tk = (dki), if tk # Var &
:tk = tk, if tk # Con (k # {1, 2})

3. :(¬") = .ij(i 3 j - ¬'h : (")ih)

4. :(" - #) = .ij'h(:(")ih - :(#)hj)

5. :('xn") = .ij'h(i[dn]h - :(")hj)

We can illustrate Muskens’ claim by comparing :(") (the object level
of type theory) with [["]]dpl (the dpl meta-level). Every :(") is an
expression of type s(st). It asks for two states, and returns a truth-
value. Consider the conjunction; it anticipates two states which are
connected via an intermediate state. The set of pairs of states which
satisfy this requirement looks as follows:

{(s1, s2) | 's3((s1, s3) # [[:(")]]TY2 & (s3, s2) # [[:(#)]]TY2 )}

Given that the axioms force states to behave like assignments to dis-
course markers, the relation with the dpl interpretation of conjunction
will be clear.

Let us now briefly describe a fragment for natural language discourse.
It uses the following categories:

Definition 34 (Categories)

1. E and S are categories.
2. If A and B are categories, then A/B and A//B are categories.

A string of category A is translated into a ty2 expression of Type2(A)
by the following correspondence:
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Definition 35 (Category-to-type)

1. Type2(E) = e, Type2(S) = s(st)

2. Type2(A/B) = Type2(A//B) = (Type2(B) Type2(A))

The following table lists the categories which are used together with
abbreviations and examples of basic expressions:

Category Abbreviation Basic Expressions
S/E VP whistles, walks
S//E CN donkey, farmer, man
S/VP NP hen, itn

VP/NP TV beats, owns
NP/CN DET an, everyn

S/S not
(S/S)/S or, and, . (the stop)
(S/S)//S if

We need one rule to form texts:

Functional application:
If / is an expression of category A/B or A//B and 0 is an expression of
category B, then /0 is an expression of category A.

We define a function (.)• which maps syntactic trees onto expressions of
ty2. The basic expressions are translated as follows:36

whistles• = .x.ij(i 3 j - whistles x)

donkey• = .x.ij(i 3 j - donkey x)

hen
• = .P.ij(P (dni)ij)

beats• = .Q.x(Q.y.ij(i 3 j - beats yx))

an
• = .P1.P2.ij'k'h(i[dn]k - P1(dnk)kh - P2(dnk)hj)

everyn
• = .P1.P2.ij(i 3 j - *kl((i[dn]k - P1(dnk)kl)%'hP2(dnk)lh))

not• = .P.ij(i 3 j - ¬'h(P ih))

or• = .P.Q.ij(i 3 j - 'h(P ih " Q ih))

and•, .• = .P.Q.ij'h(P ih -Q hj)

if• = .P.Q.ij(i 3 j - *h(P ih % 'kQ hk))

36In these translations h, i, j, k and l range over states (type s), x and y are vari-
ables of type e, the di’s are discourse referents (of type se), Pi is of Type2(VP)(=
Type2(CN)), Q of type Type2(NP), P, Q of Type2(S). Furthermore, donkey and
whistles are constants of type et, and beats is a constant of type e(et). The transla-
tions of other basic expressions can be derived from the translations given. So, the
translations of walks, farmer, owns, . . . are alphabetical variants of the translations
of whistles, donkey, beats,. . . respectively.
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The relation between these translations and the function : from dpl
to ty2 is clear. The logical connectives are only di!erent in that they
abstract over their arguments, the other items are ‘adapted’ versions of
the : output to allow for compositional combination. The translation of
functional application goes as follows:

Functional application translated:
([/0])• = /•0•

The reader is referred to Muskens 1991 for discussion and applications.
Here we briefly consider the treatment of the central examples, begin-
ning with (1). Suppose we assigned a man index 1 and a dog index
2. Applying the definitions, and writing i[d1, d2]j for 'k(i[d1]k - k[d2]j)
gives us the following ty2 translation:

(17) .ij(i[d1, d2]j-man(d1j)-whistles(d1j)-dog(d2j)-follows(d1j)(d2j))

Example (5) is associated with the following ty2 translation (once again
abbreviating 'k(i[d1]k - k[d2]j)):

(18) .ij(i 3 j -
*k((i[d1, d2]k - farmer(d1k) - donkey(d2k) - owns(d2k)(d1k)) %
beats(d2k)(d1k)))

These two expressions describe the meanings of the respective examples;
to get at the truth-conditions we need something more: " is true in a
state i (and in a model M) i! there is a state j such that (i, j) is in
the denotation of the meaning of " (in M). The satisfaction set of " is
given by .i'j"ij.37 The relation with dpl truth shall be clear. So, the
satisfaction sets of (17) and (18) are:

(19) .i'j(i[d1, d2]j - man(d1j) - whistles(d1j) - dog(d2j) -
follows(d1j)(d2j))

(20) .i*k((i[d1, d2]k - farmer(d1k) - donkey(d2k) - owns(d2k)(d1k)) %
beats(d2k)(d1k))

Muskens proves a useful lemma which says that quantifying over a state
is the same as unselectively binding all the values of discourse referents
in that state. The lemma is phrased as follows:

Fact 8 (Unselective Binding Lemma)
Let d1, . . . dn be discourse referents of type se and x1, . . . , xn distinct
variables of type e, let " be a formula that does not contain j, then

'j(i[d1, . . . , dn]j - {d1j/x1, . . . , dnj/xn}") is equivalent with
'x1 . . . 'xn"

37Muskens 1991 calls it the content of ".
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*j(i[d1, . . . , dn]j % {d1j/x1, . . . , dnj/xn}") is equivalent with
*x1 . . . *xn"

Given this fact, the satisfaction sets in (19) and (20) are equivalent to
the following:

(21) .i'x1'x2(man x1 - whistles x1 - dogx2 - follows x1x2)
(22) .i*x1*x2((farmer x1 - donkey x2 - ownsx2x1) % beatsx2x1)

Observe that :(+(lf 1)) is equivalent with (17) and that :(+(lf 2)) is
equivalent with (18). This is no coincidence: it indicates that using Lfs
for the construction of dpl formulae was indeed harmless.

2.4 Discussion: The Quest for the Theory of Discourse

In this chapter we have discussed a number of important theories of
discourse semantics. We started with the pivotal theories of discourse
representation: fcs and drt. fcs rests on the assumption that we need
an intermediate level of Logical form, which is required for syntactic
analysis anyway. In drt the claim is that Discourse Representation
Structures should be employed as intermediate between syntax and in-
terpretation. As a reaction to the ‘representationalist’ view on discourse
various alternatives have been proposed. One of them is dpl; it couples
a qdl-style semantics to the language of standard pl. This shows that
as far as representations are concerned, it is not necessary to use drss;
formulae of pl will do. It is not di"cult to define a dynamic version of
Montague Grammar on the basis of dpl which means that the use of
Lfs is not essential either.

2.4.1 The Dynamic Cube

A recent trend in discourse semantics is to stress the similarities between
the various theories and try to come to one general system of discourse
semantics combining the niceties of the di!erent approaches. For in-
stance, in this chapter we have seen that fcs can be reduced to drt,
and that the reduction itself can be understood as an alternative to the
standard drt construction algorithm. But what about the relationship
between drt and dpl? If we compare classical drt (as described in
Kamp 1981) with standard dpl (as in Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991)
there are essentially three dimensions along which they di!er: single vs.
collective quantification,38 total vs. finite assignments and re-assignments
vs. no re-assignments. Arguably this is overstating the di!erences
between drt and dpl, but it nicely serves to classify a number of al-
ternatives ‘in between’ classical drt and standard dpl, and discuss their

38The term ‘collective quantification’ should not be confused with the collective
quantification in plural logic, for the latter see for instance Van der Does 1992.
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properties and interrelations. So let us introduce three features repres-
enting these dimensions: [±single], [±total] and [±re-ass]. Classical drt
can be characterized by the matrix [&single,&total,&re-ass]; the ref-
erents are quantified over collectively, the interpretation is in terms of
finite assignments and there is no possibility of re-assigning a value to
a referent. dpl is on the other extreme. It can be classified using the
matrix [+single, +total, +re-ass]; each variable is quantified separately,
the interpretation is in terms of total assignments and there is the pos-
sibility to assign a new value to a variable.39 Let us label the six other
combinations a-f . Figure 1 visualizes the situation.
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FIGURE 1 The dynamic cube

If we look at some well-known variations of classical drt we en-
counter a couple of the possibilities in a-f . For example, the version
of drt we have called standard and which combines classical drt with
a merging-operator interpreted as relational composition corresponds
with point c; it uses finite assignments and forbids re-assigning of values
but does have the possibility of single quantifications.40 The version of
drt discussed in Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991, which uses total assign-

39Besides the contrast between single and collective quantification, there is a second
di!erence between the drt and the dpl language; drt distinguishes static condi-
tions from dynamic drss, while dpl blurs the distinction between static conditions
and dynamic formulae. The di!erence between conditions and drss is not crucial
however. After all, a discourse is always represented by a drs, which has a dynamic
interpretations. Furthermore, each condition " has the same truth-conditions as the
drs [ | "].
40Since [x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . , "m] is equivalent with [x1 | ] ; . . . ; [xn | ] ; [ | "1, . . . , "m].
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ments, allows for re-assignment and quantifies collectively, corresponds
with point d. This is essentially drtt without merging. Groenendijk
& Stokhof show that dpl can be embedded in a meaning-preserving
way in (their version of) drt, but that the opposite would only be
possible if drt had a way of quantifying over one variable at a time.
This possibility is available in the system we called drtt, and it is in-
deed characterized by the same matrix as dpl. It is possible to define
a meaning-preserving translation from dpl into drtt (see for instance
Vermeulen 1994 or Dekker 1994 for discussion). Some vertices are not
explored so-far, and sometimes with good reason. For instance, the com-
bination of total assignments with a ban on re-assignment (points e and
f) makes it impossible to treat discourse referents as variables.

If we look at the cube from the dpl perspective we can also label a
number of vertices. The fact that dpl allows for re-assignments (just
like classical logic does) has an undesired side-e!ect as we saw: the
downdate-problem. Several solutions to this problem have been pro-
posed. In Dekker 1993b, 1996 it is argued that we need to switch to
finite assignments and forbid re-assignment. In other words, his Elim-
inative dpl (edpl) can be found on angular point c; the place where
we also find standard drt. In fact, edpl is more in the spirit of fcs.
Dekker builds Heim’s Novelty/Familiarity Condition into the semantics
of edpl, with the di!erence that when an attempt is made to re-assign
a value in edpl we end up in a state of undefinedness. Another solution
for the downdate problem can be found in Fernando 1992. Fernando also
argues for an interpretation in terms of finite assignments and without
the possibility of re-assigning. But, his so-called guarded quantification
cannot result in undefinedness. His proposal for the existential quan-
tifier can be put as follows: when a variable x is quantified over in a
situation in which x does not have a value, it is assigned one. But when
x has already been assigned a value, nothing happens. This is basically
the way things go in standard drt as well, modulo the fact that in drt
it is the clause for merging which does the hard work.

An interesting question is whether the downdate problem can be
solved in a system which remains faithful to dpl; in a system which
can be placed on the same vertex as dpl. That this is indeed possible is
shown in Vermeulen 1993, see also Vermeulen 1994. Vermeulen switches
to assignments which do not map one value to a variable, but a sequence
of values. Each time a variable is quantified over, a new value is pushed
on the stack of values. This means that old values do not disappear, but
just move up one place. This solves the downdate problem ‘without com-
promising’ (Vermeulen 1994:51): this system uses total assignments and
allows for re-assigning just like standard dpl does, but there is no longer
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the possibility of losing information, nor is there the risk of ending up
in a state of undefinedness. Vermeulen presents a generalization of this
idea in terms of referent systems (see Vermeulen 1994, 1995) and these
are also used in the most recent o"cial version of dpl; the one presented
in Groenendijk et al. 1996b. Groenendijk, Stokhof and Veltman present
a combination of dpl with Update Semantics (us, Veltman 1996). The
dpl-part of this combination is di!erent from the version of dpl presen-
ted in Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991 in that the semantics of the exist-
ential quantifier is defined using referent systems and in terms of finite
assignments. This version of dpl is positioned at vertex b.

The use of sequence valued assignments/referent systems is the nicest
solution to the downdate problem from a logical point of view. If we
look at standard Predicate Logic for example there is no reason to forbid
or discourage multiple quantifications over the same variable. If we look
at the problem from a linguistic angle there are some complications
however. It is true that the use of referent systems guarantees that
we cannot lose an object nor any information about it, but the object
may become ‘less accessible’ when di!erent objects are pushed on top
of it. If we want objects to remain accessible, we have to associate
a fresh variable with each new indefinite NP, which is in accordance
with Karttunen’s original notion of a discourse referent. Naturally, this
observation is perfectly compatible with the desire to keep the underlying
language as ‘classical’ as possible. On the other hand, it also indicates
that Heim’s NFC or some comparable constraint is not without its merits
either. Even though it often happens that objects become less accessible,
this seems to be tied to factors like discourse structure and focus rather
than to re-using variables. Our personal favorite spot on the cube is
labeled c: the corner where we also find Dekker’s edpl, Fernando’s
guarded assignments and standard drt. It uses finite assignments, has
the possibility of quantifying over one variable at a time and has an
active policy against re-assignments. Whether this is done drt-like or
dpl-style is immaterial for the purposes of this book.

2.4.2 Extensions and Modifications

Besides fundamental issues in dynamic semantics, some of which we dis-
cussed above, there are also more empirical topics of interest. These
can roughly be divided into two groups: extensions and modifications.
All the systems we discussed above have ‘first-order expressivity’ (see
footnote 12), but as far as empirical applications are concerned they are
primarily focussed on indefinites and anaphoric pronouns. Yet, there
is more to discourse than sentence sequencing and donkey-sentences.
Therefore, quite a number of extensions have been proposed. Some of
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them are attempts to combine other semantic philosophies with dis-
course semantics. In the introduction, the combination of dynamic
semantics with theories of presupposition was discussed. This com-
bination, and the related treatment of definite NPs in general, is the
subject of the final chapters of this book. Another combination we
have already encountered is the one with classical Montague Gram-
mar. Yet another obvious combination, not mentioned before, is the
one with Generalized Quantifier Theory (gqt). gqt arose almost at
the same time as drt/fcs, following Barwise and Cooper 1981. At-
tempts to combine the two semantic philosophies can be found in for
instance Van Eijck and De Vries 1992, Chierchia 1992, Van der Berg
1994, 1996a, Fernando 1994a and Kamp and Reyle 1993. A related is-
sue is the dynamic analysis of plurals, as discussed in, among oth-
ers, Van Eijck 1983, Van den Berg 1989, 1996b, Van der Does 1994 and
again Kamp and Reyle 1993 among others. A particularly interesting
combination is the one with temporal elements. In the early seven-
ties Partee noted that there are certain similarities between anaphoric
pronouns and tenses (Partee 1973), and indeed the dynamic analysis
of anaphora can readily be extended to a dynamic theory of tense
(Kamp and Rohrer 1983 and Muskens 1995b). A final important exten-
sion is the following. The dynamic theories we have discussed can be seen
as modeling a hearer interpreting a piece of text. Of course the every day
dynamics of discourse is much more involved. Where there is a hearer,
there usually is a speaker as well, and moreover the two tend to interact.
What is needed for this is a dynamic theory of dialogues, see for instance
Bunt 1988, 1990. Dekker 1993b, Van Eijck and Cepparello 1994 and
Groenendijk et al. 1996c contain some observations on ‘multispeaker
dpl’. In Piwek 1998 the semantics and pragmatics of dialogue are stud-
ied in depth from a drt-like, proof-theoretic perspective.

The second line of dynamic research, labeled modifications above,
is based on questions about the predictions made by the various sys-
tems. We have seen that they essentially assign the same meanings to
the core examples. So, there appears to be consensus that a donkey-
sentence like (5) has a universal reading which can be paraphrased as
every farmer beats every donkey that he owns, and that there can be
no anaphoric pronoun outside the donkey-sentence referring back to
either the farmer or the donkey (see the continuation of (5) with (8)).
Similarly, all theories agree that indefinites embedded under a nega-
tion cannot serve as an antecedent for anaphoric pronouns outside the
scope of this negation and that there can be no anaphoric links between
the two parts of a disjunction. Nevertheless these generalizations are
not undisputed. It has been argued by, for instance, Rooth 1987 and
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Pelletier and Schubert 1989 that donkey-type sentences can also have
weaker readings. Pelletier and Schubert point to the following example:

(23) If I have a coin in my pocket, I will put it in the parking-meter.

Surely the indefinite in the antecedent does not have a universal reading.
The speaker will not put every dime he finds in his pocket into the
parking-meter; he will just throw enough coins in the slot. Factors
like context and world-knowledge about parking-meters seem to play an
important role here, but it is fair to demand of a theory of discourse
semantics that it ‘(. . . ) should provide a framework in which the range
of intuitions can be modelled ’ (Rooth 1987:257). And in fact, this seems
to be possible as shown by Chierchia 1992 for example, who defines a
weaker implication in a dpl-style framework. See also Kanazawa 1994
for extensive discussion.

Another objection, and a more fundamental one, is that there do
exist counterexamples to the generalizations about anaphoric refer-
ence. Take the donkey-sentence and compare it with example (24) from
Roberts 1989:683.

(24) If John bought a book, he’ll be home reading it by now. It’ll be a
murder mystery.

The pronoun it in the second sentence seems to refer back to the indef-
inite a book in the antecedent of the first sentence. Roberts calls this
phenomenon modal subordination because the presence of a modal verb
(will) is essential. She argues that the second sentence should be inter-
preted as part of the consequent of the first sentence, that is: she argues
that sentence (24) should be interpreted as If John bought a book, he’ll be
home reading it by now and it’ll be a murder mystery. This is a problem
for all the theories discussed in this chapter. To solve it, real extensions
have to be developed (witness for instance Geurts 1994). There are also
counterexamples to the claim about negation, like example (25), quoted
from Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991:91.

(25) It is not true that John doesn’t own a car. It is red, and it is
parked in front of his house.

An example of anaphoric dependence between disjuncts is (26), attrib-
uted to Partee.

(26) Either there’s no bathroom in this house, or it is in a strange place.

These last two sentences should be separated from the modal subordin-
ation cases; no modal verbs are involved. What seems to make the ana-
phoric interpretation viable in example (25) is the presence of a second
negation; in example (26) the anaphoric pronoun seems licensed by the
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negation in the first disjunct. In the next chapter it is argued that the
problems with sentences like (25) and (26) can be solved at one fell
swoop. A modification of drt is presented which does exactly that.



3

Negation and Disjunction in drt

3.1 Introduction

Standard Discourse Representation Theory (drt) predicts that an in-
definite NP cannot antecede an anaphoric element if the NP is, but
the anaphoric element is not, within the scope of a negation; the the-
ory also predicts that no anaphoric links are possible between the two
parts of a disjunction. However, it is well-known that these predictions
meet with counterexamples. In particular, anaphora is often possible
if a double negation intervenes between antecedent and anaphoric ele-
ment, and also if the antecedent occurs in the first part of a disjunction
and within the scope of a negation, and the anaphoric element is in the
second part of the same disjunction. These recalcitrant phenomena are
related and it will be shown that a solution to the double negation prob-
lem will also provide us with a solution to the disjunction problem. In
this chapter we shall look at these matters from a drt perspective. An
extension of standard drt will be o!ered (called Double Negation drt)
which validates the law of double negation. An adaptation of the stand-
ard drt construction algorithm which transforms texts into Discourse
Representation Structures (drss) is sketched and it is shown that the
problems with negation and disjunction that led to the definition of our
new version of drt are properly dealt with in this theory.

3.2 Two Problems for drt, and a Reduction

3.2.1 The Double Negation Problem

In a now classic paper (Karttunen 1976) Karttunen noted that while a
discourse referent cannot outlive a single negation or a single verb with
an inherently negative implication (such as fail, neglect or forget) it will
not be blocked by a double negation. While in (1) the pronoun it cannot
be interpreted as dependent on a question and in (2) the pronoun cannot
depend on an answer , the definite in (3) may depend on the preceding

65
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indefinite and the it in (4) can be taken to refer to an umbrella. The
anaphoric pronouns in (5) can likewise be interpreted as depending on
the indefinite that precedes them, even though the latter is within the
scope of two negations.1

(1) Bill didn’t dare to ask a question. # The lecturer answered it.
(2) John failed to find an answer. #It was wrong.
(3) John didn’t fail to find an answer. The answer was even right.
(4) John didn’t remember not to bring an umbrella, although we had

no room for it.
(5) It is not true that John didn’t bring an umbrella. It was purple

and it stood in the hallway.

Various authors2 have pointed out that examples such as (3), (4) and
(5) are a problem for the dynamic theories of discourse discussed in
chapter 2. These theories correctly predict negation to be a plug with
respect to anaphoric binding and thus fit the facts in (1) and (2),3 but
they also incorrectly predict a double negation to be a double plug,
not a plug unplugged as the facts in (3)-(5) would suggest. In drt for
example, the discourse referent that is connected to an umbrella in the
first sentence of (5) will land up in a drs that is twice embedded to
the main drs and that will thus not be accessible for future anaphoric
reference. An application of the standard drt construction algorithm
to the first sentence of (5) gives (drs 1) as an output, while it is the
simpler (drs 2) that would give the right predictions here. In the latter,
but not in the former, the discourse referent y, which is connected to an
umbrella, will be accessible from conditions in the main drs.

1Examples (1) - (4) are taken form Karttunen’s original paper (Karttunen 1976:369-
370). Karttunen marks the respective second sentences of (1) and (2) with a *, we
follow the convention from the introduction to indicate semantic markedness with #.
2Chierchia 1992, Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991, Kamp and Reyle 1993.
3Double negations in standard English are one of out two main concerns in this

chapter. Negative verbs allow for easy construction of natural examples of double
negations, where it is assumed that negative verbs such as fail and forget should
be analyzed with the help of a negation (thus we might treat fail as not succeed ,
see Karttunen and Peters 1979:52 for a similar analysis). However, such an analysis
also introduces problems which are orthogonal to our present interests (for instance,
forget and deny are verbs of propositional attitudes). Therefore, in the rest of this
chapter we shall stick to straightforward examples such as the one in (5).
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(drs 1) x
x 3 john

¬
¬

y
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

(drs 2) x, y
x 3 john
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

Other formulations of the dynamic perspective are confronted with es-
sentially the same di"culty. In dpl, for example, the negation of a
formula " will act as a test , irrespective of the internal structure of ",
and so, since the first clause of (5) is of the form ¬", the anaphoric link
between an umbrella and it is predicted to be impossible. In fcs, to
mention a second example, we have that the first sentence in (5) does
not succeed in extending the domain of the current file. The interpreta-
tion of a negation only eliminates assignments; there are no extensions
with ‘new cards’. Still a new card would be needed for an umbrella
in order to establish the link between antecedent and anaphoric pro-
noun. In this chapter we will discuss the double negation problem (and
the disjunction problem — see below) from a drt perspective, but the
reader will have no di"culty in translating our proposed solutions to her
favorite dynamic semantic framework.

Before we turn to the disjunction problem, let us briefly point out
one category of prima facie counterexamples to the double negation rule,
which is formed by cases where the only plugs for anaphoric reference
intervening between a possible antecedent and an anaphoric element are
indeed two negations, but where the two still do not conspire to form
an authentic double negation because they sandwich other material. We
have in mind examples like (6), whose first sentence should be represen-
ted as (drs 3). Clearly this is as much a case of double negation as the
sequence ¬'x¬ is a case of double negation in Predicate Logic.

(6) No man didn’t bring an umbrella. # It was purple and it stood in
the hallway.
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(drs 3)

¬

x
man(x)

¬
y
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

Since such apparent counterexamples on closer examination turn out
to be no counterexamples at all, it seems we can take it as a general
rule that as far as truth conditions and the possibility of anaphora are
concerned double negations in standard English behave as if no negation
at all were present.

3.2.2 The Disjunction Problem

The double negation problem seems to be related to another problem
that is also generally thought to be a hard nut for drt and related the-
ories. In example (7) the pronoun it is naturally linked to no bathroom,
while drt and other dynamic theories predict no antecedent in one part
of a disjunction to be accessible for a pronoun in the other part. If we
apply the standard construction rules to this sentence we get (drs 4),
but in this drs the pronoun it cannot be resolved as the referent x.

(7) Either there’s no bathroom in this house, or it’s in a funny place.4

(drs 4)

"¬

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)

it’s in a funny place

Kamp and Reyle 19935 remark that it is in fact the presence of a neg-
ative element in the first disjunct which seems to license the anaphora
in (7), even though negations in themselves usually block the possib-

4Roberts 1987 attributes this sentence to Barbara Partee. In Evans 1977 we find
Either John does not own a donkey, or he keeps it very quiet.
5For a discussion of the issue of accessibility in disjunctions see section 2.3.1 (pages

185-190) of this work. See also Asher and Wada 1989:340.
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ility of linking. If there is no such negative element, as in (8) from
Kamp and Reyle 1993, coreference is impossible.

(8) # Jones owns a car or he hides it.6

A second observation made by Kamp & Reyle is that sentences of the
form A or B can in general be paraphrased as A or otherwise B and
this leads to a proposal to let the drt construction algorithm provide
for the ‘other case’. In (8) the ‘other case’ is the case where Jones does
not own a car, and thus a revised form of the construction algorithm
adds a condition to this e!ect to the second disjunct of the drs for the
sentence. The result is shown in (drs 5).

(drs 5) x

x 3 jones

y

car (y)

owns (x, y)

"

z

y

¬ car (y)

owns (x, y)

z hides it

z 3 x

Here, since it cannot be resolved as y, the revised construction al-
gorithm does not lead to predictions di!erent from the original one, but
as soon as we turn to sentences like (7) we see that Kamp & Reyle’s re-
vision pays o!. The ‘other case’ to be considered now is the case where
a bathroom is present, and if this information is added to that of the
second disjunct we get (drs 6) at a crucial stage of the drs construction.
This time it is possible to resolve it as x and the link between anaphor
and antecedent can be established.

6Roberts 1989 gives the following example (attributed to Berman):

Either there’s a bathroom on the first floor, or it’s on the second floor.

We believe that in examples such as this one the indefinite noun phrase gets a wide
scope, specific reading. Intuitively the speaker is committed to the existence of a
bathroom. Note that the indefinite allows for subsequent anaphoric reference: we
can continue with I keep forgetting exactly where it is, but it’s easy to find, another
sign that the indefinite has wide scope here.
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(drs 6)

"¬

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)

it’s in a funny place

Kamp & Reyle’s treatment of bathroom-sentences can perhaps be
criticized for not being entirely precise, in the sense that their new con-
struction rule does not seem to prescribe exactly what material is to be
added to the second disjunct. Suppose that we take the rule to be that
in construing the drs for a disjunction we should add the negation of
the drs for the first disjunct as a condition to the drs for the second
disjunct (call this Rule A). Then the drs associated with (8) would in-
deed be (drs 5), but the drs for (7) would be (drs 7) instead of (drs
6): we get a double negation where we want no negation at all.7

(drs 7)

"¬

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)

¬
¬

it’s in a funny place

Notice that there is structural similarity between the problem how to
get from (drs 7) to (drs 6) and our previous problem how to obtain
(drs 2) from (drs 1). In both cases we should like to be able to erase
the double negation.

7The reader may note that $ - [!x | !"] and $ - [!x | ¬$, !"] are equivalent (provided
none of !x occurs free in $), and hence that (drs 4) and (drs 7) are equivalent as well.
This means that the revised construction rule A would give an output that is not
semantically di!erent from the output we get from the standard drt construction
rules.
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So, why not define a rule which allows us to do away with double
negations? First of all notice that an explicit rule to this e!ect would be
very much ad hoc and would be quite unlike all other drt construction
rules. It would have the useful property of being able to make certain
referents accessible to certain pronouns (the referent x is accessible from
it in (drs 6) but not in (drs 7)) but this very property would also make it
be theoretically suspicious for not being meaning preserving. If meanings
determine context change potentials, as the dynamic perspective has it,
then a rule to erase double negations that would change (drs 1) into
(drs 2) (and (drs 7) into (drs 6)) cannot be meaning preserving since
(drs 1) gives a context which does not allow reference to y while (drs
2) gives one which does. Hence, such a rule would only make sense if
the semantics of drt is altered in such a way that wiping out double
negations can be done in a meaning preserving way. Notice also that such
an explicit, syntactic rule would result in loss of explanatory power. John
didn’t fail to find an answer would still entail John found an answer ,
but only because the rule turns the representation of the premiss into
the representation of the conclusion by stipulation. There is another
di"culty with Kamp & Reyle’s proposed solution to the problem of
bathroom-sentences: (drs 6) does not seem to have the truth conditions
that (7) has. Suppose there are in fact two bathrooms in the house, one
of which is, and one of which is not in a strange place; then (7) is not
true according to our intuitions, but (drs 6) is true since its second
disjunct can be verified. We therefore turn to an earlier proposal from
Roberts 1987, who renders (7) as (drs 8).

(drs 8)

!¬

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)
"

y

funny place (y)

y # x

The idea here is that the material under the negation in the first disjunct
is accommodated to provide an antecedent to the second disjunct. Since
the first disjunct gives a negative answer to the question whether there
is a bathroom in the house, it is natural to interpret the second disjunct
as pertaining to the possibility that there is one. It is easy to see that
[ |¬%] " [ | % + &] is equivalent with % + &, and hence that Roberts’
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(drs 8) is equivalent with the simpler (drs 9). And indeed, we feel that
this is correct, since intuitively example (7) is equivalent to example (9).

(drs 9)

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)
+

y

funny place (y)

y 3 x

(9) If there is a bathroom in this house, it’s in a funny place.

How can we revise the drt construction algorithm so that it gives
(drs 9) instead of (drs 4) as an output for (7)? Here again we see
that if we could but solve the double negation problem we would have a
solution to the disjunction problem as well. For suppose that we would
revise the construction algorithm so that at any time that a sentence
disjunction A or B is encountered a condition of the form (drs 10) (in-

stead of the equivalent % " & ) would be added to the current drs
(call this rule B);8 then (drs 11) would be the output for (8), but for
(7) we would obtain (drs 12).9

(drs 10)
¬ % + &

(drs 11) x

x 3 jones

+¬

y

car (x)

owns (x, y)

z

z hides it

z 3 x

8Below we shall give a slightly di!erent analysis of disjunctions. We shall not change
the drs construction rule for disjunctions, but the semantics for the symbol - will
be altered in such a way that A or B will be semantically equivalent to if not A then
B . In an earlier version of Double Negation drt our analysis was based on Kamp &
Reyle’s analysis plus our solution to the double negation problem. We wish to thank
Paul Dekker for insisting that the equivalence between A or B and if not A then B
should be retained.
9Notice that since [ | ¬$]' % is equivalent with $-%, adopting rule B would have

no semantic e!ects either, compare footnote 7.
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(drs 12)

+¬ ¬

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)

it is in a

funny place

The first of these is indeed correct in the sense that the anaphoric link is
predicted to be impossible, but in the second we have a double negation
again where no negation at all is wanted. The problem how to get from
(drs 12) to (drs 9) is formally similar to the problem how to get from
(drs 7) to (drs 6) or indeed to the question how to get (drs 2) from
(drs 1). In this sense it can be said that the disjunction problem reduces
to the double negation problem.

It thus seems that if we can revise the drt language by adding a
new negation which obeys the law of double negation (which allows for
canceling double negations), we may not only solve the problems that we
have encountered with umbrella-sentences, but we may also be able to
deal with bathroom-sentences. An attempt to carry out such a revision
will be made in the next section.

But before we turn to this revision, we would like to stress the follow-
ing: it is our intention to solve the negation and the disjunction problem
by sticking as close as possible to standard drt. This means that things
which are problematic for drt as such, and are not directly related to
double negations, will be problematic for our version of drt as well. For
example, we predict that (4) is equivalent with (10).

(10) John remembered to bring an umbrella, although we had no room
for it.

It has been pointed out (by Geurts 1997) that there is still a problem
with this example, as it needs to be explained how a discourse entity that
is introduced within the complement of an attitude verb can become
accessible for subsequent anaphoric reference. However, this is a general
problem for drt, for our version as well as for standard drt. While we
do see ways for dealing with this question, we feel that the matter falls
outside the scope of this chapter.
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3.3 Double Negation drt

The basic problem with negation in standard drt is that it is not a
flip-flop operation like its cousin in ordinary logic. Even the very drt
syntax of negation discourages flip-flop behaviour: if % is a drs, ¬% is
a condition and there is no comparable operator which takes us from
conditions to drss again. In our variant of drt —Double Negation
drt— we remedy this and let the negation ;% of a drs % itself be
a drs. This is our only addition and we have removed the original
negation, so that the syntax of Double Negation drt looks as follows.

Definition 1 (Double Negation drt syntax)

1. If R is an n-ary predicate and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then R(t1, . . . , tn)
is a condition.

2. If t1 and t2 are terms, then t1 3 t2 is a condition.

3. If % and & are drss, then (% + &) and (% " &) are conditions.

4. If x1, . . . , xn (n 4 0) are variables and "1, . . . ,"m (m 4 0) are
conditions, then [x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m] is a drs.

5. If % and & are drss, then (% ; &) and ;% are drss.

We interpret this language by borrowing a technique from partial logic.
Conditions will have an extension which consists of a set of finite as-
signments, as in standard drt (see the previous chapter), but with each
drs % two relations between assignments will be associated, its posit-
ive extension [[%]]+ and its negative extension [[%]]$. In the definition
below we give the semantics of Double Negation drt. The idea is that
all conditions, except those of the form % " &, have a semantics that
does not di!er from the one given in chapter 2 and that the semantics of
%" & is no di!erent from that of ;% + &.10 The positive extension of
a non-negated drs % is as before, but its negative extension is defined
to be equal to the extension of [ | ¬%] in standard drt. Negation is
now indeed a flip-flop operator and switches between positive and neg-
ative extensions. Let M = (D, I) be a standard first-order model, and
let F be the set of finite assignments (mapping finite subsets of Var to
D), with $ as the ‘empty’ assignment (Dom($) = 1). Terms are inter-
preted in the usual drt way. That is: [[t]]M,g = g(t), if t # Var and
t # Dom(g), and [[t]]M,g = I(t), if t # Con. If g(x) is not defined, then
neither is [[x]]M,g. Define [["]]M 0 F for conditions " and [[%]]+M 0 F 2

and [[%]]$M 0 F 2 for drss % as follows (again, dropping subscripts when
this can be done without creating confusion).

10This means that disjunction is treated asymmetrically, just as implication. This
asymmetry is not forced upon us however. See below for some discussion.
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Definition 2 (Double Negation drt semantics)

1. [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]] = {g | [[ti]]g defined & ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) # I(R)}
(1 / i / n)

2. [[t1 3 t2]] = {g | [[t1]]g, [[t2]]g defined & [[t1]]g = [[t2]]g}

3. [[% + &]] = {g | *h((g, h) # [[%]]+ + 'k(h, k) # [[&]]+)}

4. [[% " &]] = {g | *h((g, h) # [[%]]$ + 'k(h, k) # [[&]]+)}

5. [[[%x | "1, . . . ,"m]]]+ = {(g, h) | g{%x}h & h # ([["1]] 5 . . . 5 [["m]])}
[[[%x | "1, . . . ,"m]]]$ = {(g, g) | ¬'h(g{%x}h & h # ([["1]] 5 . . . 5 [["m]]))}

6. [[% ; &]]+ = {(g, h) | 'k((g, k) # [[%]]+ & (k, h) # [[&]]+)}
[[% ; &]]$ = {(g, g) | ¬'k((g, k) # [[%]]+ & 'h(k, h) # [[&]]+)}

7. [[;%]]+ = [[%]]$

[[;%]]$ = [[%]]+

In this definition g{%x}h as before abbreviates Dom(h) = Dom(g) 2 {%x}
& *y # Dom(g) : g(y) = h(y). Two conditions are said to be equivalent
i! their extensions coincide. drss % and & are equivalent i! in all
models M [[%]]+M = [[&]]+M and [[%]]$M = [[&]]$M . It is immediate that ;;%
is equivalent with %, whence the name Double Negation drt. In the
definition of accessibility a little care must be taken for the following
reason. Clearly, in [x | man(x)] ; [y | umbrella(y), owns(x, y)] the first
occurrence of x should be accessible to the condition owns(x, y). (Note
that the drs is equivalent to [x, y | man(x), umbrella(y), owns(x, y)].)
But in ;[x | man(x)] ; [y | umbrella(y), owns(x, y)] this should not be the
case, yet in ;;[x | man(x)]; [y | umbrella(y), owns(x, y)] the accessibility
should be restored again. To get this right we do not only define the set
of active discourse referents of a given drs this time, we also define its
set of passive discourse referents. The following clauses do the job.

Definition 3 (Active and Passive DRs)

1. ADR([x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m]) = {x1, . . . , xn}
PDR([x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m]) = 1

2. ADR(% ; &) = ADR(%) 2 ADR(&)
PDR(% ; &) = 1

3. ADR(;%) = PDR(%)
PDR(;%) = ADR(%)
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Accessibility can now be defined as follows. Initially, we set ACC(%#) = 1,
where %# is the main drs, and compute the accessible discourse referents
of subdrss and subconditions with the help of the following rules. (See
section 2.2.2 for discussion.)

Definition 4 (Accessibility)

1. If ACC(% + &) = X , then ACC(%) = X and ACC(&) = X2ADR(%).

2. If ACC(% " &) = X , then ACC(%) = X and ACC(&) = X 2 PDR(%).

3. If ACC([x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m]) = X , then ACC("i) =
X 2 {x1, . . . , xn}, for 1 / i / m.

4. If ACC(% ; &) = X , then ACC(%) = X and ACC(&) = X 2 ADR(%).

5. If ACC(;%) = X , then ACC(%) = X .

Notice that now there is an even stronger connection with the Karttunen-
style calculation of local contexts: see chapter 2, definition 10. Again,
an occurrence of x in an atomic condition " in % is said to be free in % i!
x $# ACC("). An occurrence of x in an atomic condition " in a condition
# is free in # i! it is free in [ | #]. A drs % is proper i! no occurrence of
a discourse referent in % is free in %. A drs % is supported in a model
M with respect to an assignment g (M, g |= %) i! 'h(g, h) # [[%]]+M , and
rejected in M with respect to g (M, g =| %) i! 'h(g, h) # [[%]]$M . Truth
and falsity are defined as follows. Let % be a proper drss, then

Definition 5 (Truth and falsity)

1. % is true in a model M i! M,$ |= %

2. % is false in a model M i! M,$ =| %

It is easily seen that every proper drs is either true or false, and that
no proper drs is both true and false. The following fact is of practical
importance (compare fact 1 in chapter 2).

Fact 1 (Merging Lemma)
[%x | %"] ; [%y | %'] is equivalent with [%x, %y | %",%'],
provided no referent in %y is free in any of %".

3.4 Applications

Since we want to show in this section how our new version of drt deals
with the kind of sentences that we have encountered in the second sec-
tion, we must sketch how its construction algorithm works. Fortunately
we can borrow many rules from the standard approach. The basic set-up
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is as follows (compare the following rule for the global structure of drs
construction with that of Kamp and Reyle 1993:86).11

Revised Construction Algorithm
Input: a discourse S1, . . . , Sn

the empty drs %0 =

For i = 1 to n do:

(i) Let %%
i = %i$1; Si . Go to (ii).

(ii) Keep on applying construction rules to each reducible
condition of %%

i until a drs %i is obtained that only
contains irreducible conditions.

Applying one step of this algorithm to (5), reprinted as (11) below, gives
(drs 13) as an output.

(11) It is not true that John didn’t bring an umbrella. It was purple
and it stood in the hallway.

(drs 13) ; It is not true that John didn’t bring an umbrella.

In (drs 13) we encounter a negation and a proper name. For these we
have construction rules that are slightly di!erent from their standard
variants. They are formulated as follows.

Negation Rule
Upon encountering any form of linguistic negation, prefix the
drs that the condition containing the negation belongs to with
; and remove the linguistic negation

Proper Name Rule
Upon encountering a proper name ,, replace , with a new
discourse referent x and prefix the entire drs under construction

with
x
x 3 ,

This exhausts our changes to the construction algorithm. An applica-
tion of the negation rule to (drs 13) gives (drs 14) and a subsequent
application of the proper name rule (drs 15). In the latter we may (if

11A more precise account would have the syntactic analysis of Si as the contents of
the new box. Compare Kamp and Reyle 1993.
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we wish) merge [x | john 3 x] and the empty box [ | ] to [x | john 3 x],
according to the Merging Lemma of the previous section. This gives
(drs 16) and with a second application of the negation rule we obtain
(drs 17).

(drs 14) ; ; John didn’t bring an umbrella.

(drs 15) x
x 3 john

; ; ; x didn’t bring an umbrella

(drs 16) x
x 3 john

; ; x didn’t bring an umbrella

(drs 17) x
x 3 john

; ;; x brought an umbrella

Given that ;;% is equivalent with %, we may cancel the double neg-
ation, with (drs 18) as a result. An application of the standard drt
construction rule for indefinites brings us to (drs 19). Now the Merging
Lemma can be applied, so that we get (drs 20).

(drs 18) x
x 3 john

; x brought an umbrella

(drs 19) x
x 3 john ;

y
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

(drs 20) x, y
x 3 john
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

Since there are no more reducible conditions now, the Revised Construc-
tion Algorithm prescribes attaching a new box with the second sentence
of our discourse in it. The result is given in (drs 21). Clearly, since
y is accessible from this new condition, both occurrences of it can be
resolved as y.

(drs 21) x, y
x 3 john
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

; It was purple and it
stood in the hallway

This shows that our version of drt treats double negations as holes
for anaphora. That it treats single negations as plugs can be il-
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lustrated from the treatment of (12). Notice that in this respect
our negation is di!erent from the dynamic negations considered in
Groenendijk and Stokhof 1990, Dekker 1993b and Van den Berg 1993.
While these negations correctly predict that a double negation does not
block anaphora, they also predict that a single negation does not.

Since the only di!erence between the first sentence of (11) and that of
(12) is that the latter lacks a negation, it is obvious that the construction
algorithm outputs (drs 22) instead of (drs 19) for this sentence. This
drs can no further be reduced and if the second sentence of (12) is
added, as in (drs 23), we find that the two occurrences of it cannot be
resolved as y since the latter referent is not accessible.

(12) John didn’t bring an umbrella. # It was purple and it stood in
the hallway.

(drs 22) x
x 3 john ; ;

y
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

(drs 23) x
x 3 john ; ;

y
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

;
It was purple
and it stood
in the hallway

This brings us to the treatment of bathroom-sentences. Supposing that
the construction algorithm assigns (drs 24) to (7) (here reprinted as
(13)), we see that these sentences no longer pose a problem. Since x
is an active discourse referent of [x | bathroom(x), in this house(x)], it is
a passive discourse referent of its negation. This means that it will be
accessible from the second disjunct, so that we can resolve it as x. The
result is shown in (drs 25). Note that this last drs is equivalent to (drs
9) (reprinted as (drs 26)), so that (13) is predicted to be equivalent with
(14).

(13) Either there’s no bathroom in this house, or it’s in a funny place.

(drs 24)

;

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)
" it’s in a funny place
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(drs 25)

;

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)
"

y

funny place (y)

y 3 x

(drs 26)

x

bathroom (x)

in this house (x)
+

y

funny place (y)

y 3 x

(14) If there’s a bathroom in this house, it’s in a funny place.

As we already noted, the treatment of disjunction is asymmetric. It
has been argued that disjunction should be treated in a symmetric way,
especially in light of examples such as the following.

(15) Either it’s in a funny place, or there is no bathroom in this house.

On the present proposal it is predicted that the pronoun it cannot de-
pendent on no bathroom, and we believe that this is correct since ex-
ample (15) is rather strange if no previous mention of a bathroom has
occurred. Nevertheless, let us note that the following semantics for dis-
junction treats both disjuncts in the same, symmetric way, predicting
that (15) and (13) are equivalent.12

Definition 6 (Symmetric disjunction)

[[% " &]] = {g | *h((g, h) # [[%]]$ + 'k(h, k) # [[&]]+) or
*h((g, h) # [[&]]$ + 'k(h, k) # [[%]]+)}

3.5 The Relation with Standard drt

In this chapter we have used a representation language that extends the
familiar drt language and for some discourses the drs that we obtain
after applying the Revised Construction Algorithm will not be equivalent
to a drs of the old language. Thus while the drs for the first sentence
of (11) turned out to be part of the old language, the drs in (drs 22)
could not be so reduced. Theoretically there is no problem here, but
for the sake of simplicity and comparison with the standard drt set-up,

12See Karttunen 1973 for discussion on the symmetric/asymmetric debate.
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we may nevertheless want to use the old forms. To this end we may
reintroduce the ‘old’ drt negation into the new language.13

Definition 7 (Standard Negation)

syntax If % is a drs, then ¬% is a condition.

semantics [[¬%]] = {g | ¬'h(g, h) # [[%]]+}

The notion of accessibility is extended in the obvious way. We now have
the following useful fact which has a simple proof. Let & be an arbitrary
atomic drs [%x | %" ].

Fact 2 (Single Negation Lemma)
% ; ;& is equivalent with % ; [ | ¬&]
;& ; % is equivalent with [ | ¬&] ; %
% + ;& is equivalent with % + [ | ¬&]
;& + % is equivalent with [ | ¬&] + %

Since we can cancel double negations, since we can trade disjunctions
for implications via the equivalence between % " & and ;% + & and
in virtue of the properties of the construction algorithm, we can now
reduce our new drss to the old ones. The procedure is illustrated for
(drs 22) below. To this drs the Single Negation Lemma applies, and
we get (drs 27). A last application of the Merging Lemma results in
(drs 28), the form that we are used to associate with the first sentence
of (12).

(drs 27) x
x 3 john

;
¬

y
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

(drs 28) x
x 3 john

¬
y
umbrella(y)
bring(x, y)

Another way to relate our proposal to standard drt is to define a WEP-
calculus for Double Negation drt, as we did for drt in chapter 2, section

13In fact, the ‘old’ negation is definable in terms of Double Negation drt. Let .
abbreviate [ | c / c], for some c % Con (which by assumption is non-empty), and let
0 abbreviate 1., then ¬$ abbreviates $' 0.
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2.2.5. Since we have split up the interpretation for drss into positive
and negative extensions, we also have to distinguish between positive
and negative WEPs. We define WEP+(%,)) and WEP$(%,)), where % is
a drs and ) a pl formula. WEP+(%,7) will be a pl formula which is
true whenever % is true, and WEP$(%,7) will be a pl formula which is
true whenever % is false.14

Definition 8 (WEP-calculus)

1. TR(") = ", if " atomic

2. TR(% + &) = ¬WEP+(%,¬WEP+(&,7))

3. TR(% " &) = ¬WEP$(%,¬WEP+(&,7))

4. WEP+([%x | "1 . . ."m],)) = '%x(TR("1) - . . . - TR("m) - ))
WEP$([%x | "1 . . ."m],)) = ¬WEP+([%x | "1 . . ."m],7) - )

5. WEP+(% ; &,)) = WEP+(%, WEP+(&,)))
WEP$(% ; &,)) = ¬WEP+(% ; &,7) - )

6. WEP+(;%,)) = WEP$(%,))
WEP$(;%,)) = WEP+(%,))

This calculus relates the interpretation of Double Negation drt in terms
of total assignments (the interpretation achieved by letting g, h and k in
definition 2 range over total assignments and replacing g{%x}h with g[%x]h;
see section 2.2.4 for discussion) to the Groenendijk & Stokhof version of
pl given in definition 17 from chapter 2). In general, the following fact
can be proven.

Fact 3

For all models M and assignments g:

1. g # [[TR(")]]plM 8 g # [["]]M

2. g # [[WEP+(%,))]]plM 8 'h((g, h) # [[%]]+M & h # [[)]]plM )
g # [[WEP$(%,))]]plM 8 'h((g, h) # [[%]]$M & h # [[)]]plM )

The proof of this fact is a straightforward extension/modification of the
standard proof of fact 3 for drt.15 If we compare this calculus with the

14Warning: . does double duty. The . used here is the tautological pl formula,
which should be contrasted with the . introduced in footnote 13 as an abbreviation
of [ | c / c].
15By way of example, here is one of the more interesting cases.

g % [[WEP!([!x | "1, . . . , "m], ')]]pl 2
g % [[¬WEP+([!x | "1, . . . , "m],.) , ']]pl 2
g % [[¬WEP+([!x | "1, . . . , "m],.)]]pl & g % [[']]pl 2
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one for standard drt, we see a couple of unsurprising di!erences, in par-
ticular where disjunction and negation are involved. It is easily seen that
the only di!erences with standard drt arise when we encounter double
negations or negated disjuncts, and that was exactly the intention.

3.6 Discussion: Uniqueness, Inference

In this chapter we have discussed two related problems for drt (and
for the other theories of anaphora in discourse discussed in the previ-
ous chapter), the negation problem and the disjunction problem, and
we have o!ered a simultaneous solution for both of them in the frame-
work of Double Negation drt. The key-property of Double Negation
drt is that it supports the law of double negation, both with respect
to truth-conditions and with respect to the possibilities of anaphoric
take-up. One di!erence with the ‘dynamic’ negations proposed by
Groenendijk and Stokhof 1990, Dekker 1993b and Van den Berg 1993 is
that in Double Negation drt a single negation still acts as a plug for
anaphoric binding. Interestingly, the resulting notion of accessibility for
Double Negation drt is very similar to the Karttunen-style calculation
of local contexts for presupposition satisfaction (see chapter 2, definition
10). In chapter 6 we will discuss an extension of Double Negation drt,
in which partiality will play a more substantial role. As we shall see, the
treatment of negation and disjunction has some useful properties for the
study of presuppositions.

As said in section 3.2, it was our intention to solve the negation and
disjunction problem by sticking as close as possible to standard drt,
and we feel that this resulted in a simple and intuitive system. But
this selfimposed restriction also has its limitations; what is problematic
for standard drt (except, of course, where double negations and dis-
junctions are concerned) remains problematic for Double Negation drt.
Consider the following examples:

(16) It’s ludicrous to pretend that this palace doesn’t have a bathroom.
You showed it to me, remember? (Geurts 1997)

(17) It is possible that John does not own a donkey, but it is also
possible that keeps it very quiet. (Van Rooy 1997b)

Standard drt does not say anything about the interpretation of ludicrous

g % [[¬+!x(TR("1) , . . . , TR("m) , .)]]pl & g % [[']]pl 2
¬+k(g[!x ]k & k % ([[TR("1)]]pl 3 . . . 3 [[TR("m)]]pl)) & g % [[']]pl 2 [IH]
¬+k(g[!x ]k & k % ([["1]]drt 3 . . . 3 [["m]]drt)) & g % [[']]pl 2
+h(g = h & ¬+k(g[!x ]k & k % ([["1]]drt 3 . . . 3 [["m]]drt)) & h % [[']]pl)2
+h("g, h# % [[[!x | "1, . . . , "m]]]! & h % [[']]pl)
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to pretend or possible, and neither does Double Negation drt, even
though these examples appear to be related to the umbrella- and the
bathroom-examples. It does not seem too farfetched to interpret lu-
dicrous to pretend as a negation, with the additional information that
the speaker has particularly strong feelings about this, but we will not
pursue this line any further here.

Another issue relates to uniqueness. Van Rooy 1997b argues that
double negations in general act like a plug for anaphoric binding, unless
it is understood between speaker and hearer that the indefinite in the
scope of the double negation refers to a unique object. Consider:

(18) It is not the case that Louis does not own a book. It is lying on
the table.

Van Rooy proposes to treat the anaphoric pronoun it in (18) as an E-
type pronoun (Evans 1977, Heim 1990) standing for ‘the book that Louis
owns’. This means that according to Van Rooy’s analysis this example
is only correct if Louis has a unique book. But while Van Rooy 1997b
treats the pronoun it in (18) as an E-type pronoun (and is thus commit-
ted to a uniqueness prediction for this example), he treats the pronoun
it in an example like (19) as usual in discourse semantics.

(19) Louis has a book. It is lying on the table.

In other words: he seems to be committed to the claim that (18) is
about the unique book owned by Louis, while (19) is not. However, we
feel that (18) is just as good (or bad) as its counterpart (19), and this is
in accordance with the analysis in Double Negation drt. Kadmon 1990
claims that standard drt is wrong here, and that pronouns (and definites
in general) refer to the unique object satisfying the descriptive content.
If Kadmon is right (which we feel is not the case, see chapter 7 for some
discussion), then Double Negation drt has precisely the same problem
as standard drt; after all, it is just a small variation of standard drt.

It has been suggested, among others by Geurts 1997 that the double
negation problem is essentially a problem of inference. One might claim,
for example, that the relation between (drs 1) and (drs 2), and between
(drs 7) and (drs 6) should be one of inference, and that this is what
makes discourse referents introduced in the scope of two negations avail-
able for subsequent anaphoric reference. On such a proposal the con-
struction algorithm would be extended with an inference mechanism (for
instance as in Saurer 1993), in such a way that drawing conclusions is
an admissable processing rule. And the rule of double negations would
be a prima example. As noted by Saurer, the main problem for such
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an approach is to restrict overgeneration. Consider Partee’s ‘marble’
sentences:

(20) a. I dropped ten marbles and found only nine of them. # It is
probably under the sofa.

b. I dropped ten marbles and found all of them, except for one.
It is probably under the sofa.

On a natural account of inference the first sentence of (20.b) would follow
from the first sentence of (20.a). So a theory which allows inference
as an acceptable processing rule will have to explain the di!erence in
acceptability between (20.a) and (20.b). Even though there may be ways
in which such problems can be circumvented, it will be clear that this
approach will be a significant departure from standard drt. As a final
remark, even if we would allow inferencing to erase double negations,
then we still would want this to be a meaning preserving operation
(compare the argument on page 71).



4

Presupposition and Partiality

In chapters 2 and 3 we have primarily been concerned with anaphora in
discourse. Let us now focus on the second pillar of this book: presup-
position.

4.1 Introduction

We begin with a bit of history. Presupposition has played a central
role in the study of meaning from the early days. In Frege 1892 it
is argued that ‘names’, to which Frege counts both proper names and
definite descriptions, presuppose the existence of a unique object with
the relevant properties; the name Kepler is presupposed to designate
someone. Frege observes that presuppositions di!er from assertions in
that they are insensitive to negation. His example is (1), Frege 1892:131.

(1) Kepler did not die in misery.

Frege remarks that the negation cannot get a grip on the presupposition;
(1) presupposes that the name Kepler designates someone, just as its
positive counterpart (Kepler died in misery) does. If the presupposition
would be just as sensitive to negation as assertions are, then —Frege
argues— we should be able to read (1) as Kepler did not die in misery,
or the name ‘Kepler’ has no reference, which we cannot.

Frege was well aware of the fact that natural language sentences may
contain presuppositions which are not satisfied, but he thought of this
as a defect of natural language. Consider the most classic of classical
examples (due to Russell 1905).

(2) The present king of France is not bald.

This sentence presupposes the current existence of a king of France, a
presupposition which was not true in the days of Frege and Russell, and
has not been true ever since. In other words: the presupposition of
(2) is not satisfied. Yet since Frege ‘strives for truth’, he ‘fills up’ the

87
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truth-value gap which might be created by presupposition-failure. In
this way, his logical set-up (in Frege 1879) is able to obey the principle
of the excluded middle, that is: every formula is either true or false.

Russell agreed with Frege that proper names and definite descrip-
tions intend to refer to unique individuals, but he objected to the ad-hoc
stu"ng of the truth-value gap. Russell’s main claim, put forward in
Russell 1905, is that there is no such gap and that definite descriptions
merely di!er from ‘non-presuppositional’ phrases in their scoping beha-
vior . The suggestions from Russell 1905 are formalized in the theory
of descriptions (Whitehead and Russell 1927), in which definite descrip-
tions are represented using so-called iota terms. Thus, (3) is the repres-
entation of (2).

(3) ¬bald(1x.king-of(x, f))

In fact, a iota term is nothing but an abbreviation, and the context it
occurs in determines what it abbreviates. This is handled by the famous
614.01 from the theory of descriptions. Paraphrasing a little:

[614.01]: 0(1x") abbreviates 'x(" - *y({y/x}" % x 3 y) - 0(x))

0(t) represents a formula with an occurrence of a term t, where t has to
occur free when it is a variable. {y/x}" is again the substitution of all
free occurrences of x in " for y. Unfolding the expression in (3) with the
help of 614.01 gives us two options: we can either equate 0 with ¬bald
or merely with bald. The first option leads to (4.a), the second to (4.b).

(4) a. 'x(king-of(x, f) - *y(king-of(y, f) % y 3 x) - ¬bald(x))
b. ¬'x(king-of(x, f) - *y(king-of(y, f) % y 3 x) - bald(x))

In the first case the description has primary occurrence (as Russell 1905
puts it). This is the ‘presuppositional’ reading: it entails the existence
of a (unique) present king of France. But according to Russell, example
(2) has a second reading, given in (4.b), in which the description has
secondary occurrence. This is a ‘non-presuppositional’ reading; it does
not entail the existence of a French king. This reading is favored in an
example such as (5).

(5) The king of France is not bald, since there is no king of France.

If we do not want (5) to be contradictory, the description the king of
France should not have a primary occurrence in the representation. Con-
joining (4.a) with the proposition that there is no king of France will
inevitably be a contradiction. On the other hand, conjoining it with
(4.b) produces a perfectly contingent expression.

Strawson di!ered with Russell, and agreed with Frege that presup-
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position failure is a common phenomenon in natural language. But
where Frege wanted to maintain bivalence, Strawson took the gap res-
ulting from presupposition failure very seriously. In Strawson 1950 it is
argued that a sentence containing a description which does not refer to
an existing individual cannot be interpreted. It cannot be true and it
cannot be false, the question of truth and falsity just doesn’t arise. In
general, this leads to the following semantic notion of presupposition.1

! is a presupposition of " if, and only if,
whenever ! is not true, " is neither true nor false.

Put di!erently: ! is a presupposition of " if, and only if, whenever " is
either true or false, ! is true. Karttunen and Peters 1979 observe that
we can equate ! with " " ¬": " is either true or false whenever " " ¬"
is true. This means that the Strawsonian notion of presupposition only
makes sense when we leave the realm of classical logic. After all in
classical logic the principle of the excluded middle is valid, which says
that for any ", the disjunction " " ¬" is a tautology: it is always true.
So if we want the Strawsonian concept of presupposition to have any
body, we need to give up the principle of the excluded middle. This is
what is done in the field of partial logic, and consequently there is a long
tradition in using partial logics for the analysis of presuppositions. In
all partial logics there is more amidst truth and falsity. For instance,
there may be a gap between the two, as Quine 1952 puts it. But we
can also consider this gap to be a third truth-value, call it the neither
(true-nor-false)-value, and that is what we do here.

The development of partial logics for the treatment of presupposition
reached its zenith in the seventies. Also around that time the first at-
tempts were made to define compositional, Montagovian grammars for
fragments of natural language in which presuppositions arise. The one
presented in Karttunen and Peters 1979 is without a doubt the most
important of those. It is still one of the most explicit and comprehens-
ive studies of presuppositions around (and certainly the most reviled
one). Its characteristic property is the strict separation of asserted and
presupposed material. Every sentence is associated with two composi-
tionally derived representations: one for the assertion and one for the
presupposition of the sentence in question. As Karttunen and Peters
note in a well-known note to their paper, this separation causes prob-
lems when presuppositions arise in the scope of quantifiers, as in the
following example.

1In Soames 1989 it is argued that this approach to presuppositions follows Strawson
in spirit, but not in letter. It is labeled ‘semantic’ since the concept of presupposition
is defined purely in terms of truth and falsity conditions.
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(6) Somebody managed to succeed George V on the throne of England.

The rules of Karttunen and Peters 1979 derive two representation for
this sentence: one saying that there is someone who succeeded George
V (the assertion) and one saying that there is someone who found it
di"cult to succeed George V (the presupposition). The problem with
this analysis is that it entirely fails to account for the odd flavor of
example (6), the oddity being that the successor of George V (which
was George VI) did not have any di"culty with his accession to the
throne: it was his birthright. In other words, intuitively example (6)
is a case of a failing presupposition. Nevertheless, the presupposition
derived by Karttunen and Peters’ system will not fail easily; there are
lots of people for whom succeeding George V would be an enormous
attainment.

One of the most influential attempts to repair this binding problem
can be found in Heim 1983b. In this short paper, also discussed in
chapter 1, Heim uses a trimmed down, partially valued version of her
File Change Semantics as a dynamic improvement of Karttunen and
Peters’ approach.2 She gives up the separation between presuppositions
and assertions, and argues that the solution to the projection problem
for presuppositions3 can be derived from the dynamic meaning. Heim
specifies what the dynamic meaning —or context change potential , as
she calls it— of words like if and not is, and shows that these meanings
determine the projection behavior of presuppositions arising in their
scope. As a result of the integrated representations Heim uses, her
proposal does not su!er from the binding-problem. Still the analysis of
sentences in which presuppositions and quantifiers interact, such as (6),
is not entirely satisfactory. Heim discusses the following example, which
is structurally similar to (6).

(7) A fat man pushes his bicycle.

Heim treats definite NPs like his bicycle using a free variable, which has
to be defined; essentially a consequence of Heim’s Novelty/Familiarity
Condition (see chapter 2). This means that for any choice of fat man,
a bicycle has to be present. Hence, Heim’s system predicts that (7)
presupposes that every fat man has a bicycle, a presupposition which is
generally not associated with this sentence. Suppose that there are some
fat men who do not have a bicycle while there is also at least one fat man
who does own a bicycle which he pushes as well. Intuitively, example

2See Heim 1983b:118 and Van der Sandt 1989:275 for discussion.
3Langendoen and Savin 1971:54: “how [are] the presupposition and assertion of a

complex sentence (. . . ) related to the presupposition and assertion of the clauses it
contains?”
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(7) is just a true statement in that case. Since the strong presupposition
which Heim’s system predicts derives from the use of free variables in
presuppositions we would expect similar universal presuppositions in the
context of quantifiers like every, and this is indeed what we see. Heim
discusses examples (8) and (9).

(8) Every fat man pushes his bike.4

(9) Every man who serves his king will be rewarded.

In both cases Heim’s system predicts universal presuppositions: for ex-
ample (8) that it shares its presupposition with example (7), for (9) that
every man has a king.5 Although the universal presuppositions sound
better for examples (8) and (9) than they do for (7), they are still con-
sidered to be too strong. Suppose there are two fat men: one who has
a bicycle which he does not push and another one who does not have a
bicycle. In such a situation, (8) does not seem to be a case of presuppos-
ition failure, intuitively the sentence is just false in that case. In general,
it takes just one fat man who has bike and does not push it to falsify the
proposition expressed by (8). Now consider (9) and suppose that there
are ten men in a given room: nine Belgians and one Dutchman. The
nine Belgians all serve their king loyally and will be rewarded accord-
ingly. The Dutchman does not serve his king, since he does not have
one. With respect to the men in this room, (9) seems intuitively true
and not, as Heim predicts, undefined due to presupposition failure. To
solve these problems, Heim proposes a mechanism of local accommoda-
tion, which amounts to adding the presupposition in the required local
context (here: in the scope of the universal quantifier). Even though
this works for the present examples, it is also a bit odd. For one thing,
it is unclear why the strong presupposition should arise in the first place
and later be disguised by an accommodation mechanism.

Exactly what is presupposed by quantified examples such as these is
still an open question since intuitions seem to vary (but see Beaver 1994
for a first systematic attempt to answer this question). Nevertheless,
there is consensus that the universal Heimian predictions are too strong
(as Heim herself acknowledges). In general, the intuition seems to be
that if such sentences presuppose anything at all, the presupposition
should be as weak as possible. These requirements are met in the systems
of Beaver and van Eijck. Both can be seen as extensions of Heim’s
system, without the technical problems Heim has and both use a version
of Dynamic Predicate Logic with a source of partiality added. Beaver

4Heim’s actual example is Every nation cherishes its king.
5Compare: Karttunen and Peters 1979 predict that example (8) presupposes that

every fat man has a bike, while (9) is predicted to presuppose nothing.
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1992, 1995 extends Eliminative dpl (due to Dekker 1993b) with a unary
presupposition operator called 2. Updating with 2$ yields undefined in
any context in which $ is not true. In Beaver’s system there is also a
distinction between presupposed and asserted material (the former occur
under the scope of an occurrence of 2, while the latter do not), but
the separation is not strict: one single formula represents both aspects
of meaning. In Beaver 1992 it is shown that in this way the binding-
problem can be avoided, without predicting universal presuppositions
for examples (7), (8) or (9). Van Eijck defines an Error-State Semantics
for dpl, and the intuition behind this is that a formula with a failing
presupposition can be seen as a program that cannot be executed; it
will end up in the error-state (see Van Eijck 1993, 1994b, 1996). Thus:
a(n atomic) formula which contains a presupposition trigger can only
be ‘executed’ when the presupposition is satisfied: if not, the formula
‘aborts with error’. The way errors are handled in constructions like
sequencing and implication determines the presuppositional predictions
for complex sentences. Since only a single representation is used the
binding-problem does not arise. Moreover, no Heimian predictions are
made either (see Van Eijck 1994b for discussion).

As noted in the introductory chapter: we may already conclude from
Heim 1983b that it is useful to combine a dynamic semantics with a
limited form of partiality when we want to deal with presuppositions.
And the work of Beaver and van Eijck shows even more clearly that
combining partiality and dynamics pays o!. Still, in all three systems
it is the dynamics which plays first fiddle. In Heim 1983b the partiality
only is present in the periphery of the context change potential. In
Beaver’s set-up the partiality is interweaved in the update formulation
of dpl. When a presupposition is not satisfied, the update becomes
undefined and the interpretation process stops.6 Finally, in van Eijck’s
system the error-state can be considered a third (dynamic) truth-value
besides truth and falsity. Still, one of van Eijck’s aims is to ‘get a clear
sense of the role of the dynamics of context change in the account of
phenomenon’ (of presuppositions) (Van Eijck 1994b:768).

Here we want to ask ourselves a di!erent question, namely what the
role is of partiality in the analysis of presuppositions. To answer this
question we forget about the dynamics of meaning for now (and return
to it in chapters 6 and 7), and focus only on the partiality of meaning. In
this chapter we look at three static systems of Partial Predicate Logic ex-
tended with a presupposition operator. Each interpretation corresponds

6It should be noted that both Beaver 1992 and Beaver 1995 pay a lot of attention
to more sophisticated analyses for cases of ‘presupposition failure’.
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with a ‘classical’ analysis of semantic presuppositions. We pay special
attention to the interaction between presuppositions and quantifiers.7 It
will be shown that none of the three versions of Partial Predicate Logic
runs into the binding problem for examples like (6). Perhaps more sur-
prisingly, they can also deal with examples (7), (8) and (9), and without
predicting universal presuppositions. In other words, for the examples
discussed above, and which play such a central role in dynamic semantic
approaches to presuppositions, there is no need to go dynamic.

This outcome raises a number of questions, some of which are ad-
dressed in this chapter as well. First of all, if ‘a new wave of partial ap-
proaches to presuppositions’ is something we advocate, we should spend
a little time on the question why the old wave broke down. After all, in
the sixties and seventies a great amount of partial and multi-valued logics
for presuppositions have been proposed, but in the eighties the interest
in them rapidly vanished. By the mid-eighties, Link was crying in the
wilderness and called his own defense of partial logic for presuppositions
‘stubborn’ (Link 1986). Perhaps one explanation of the rise and, in par-
ticular, fall of partial approaches to presuppositions was that one expec-
ted too much of the partiality. Another explanation is that there were,
and still are, some stubborn misconceptions about partial approaches to
presuppositions.8 We discuss one particularly obstinate point of criti-
cism: that partial logics lack flexibility. That is to say: the partial ap-
proach is rigid in its predictions, while presupposition projection in nat-
ural language is a flexible phenomenon. In Beaver and Krahmer 1995 it
is shown that this argument does not hold. In particular it is shown that
using techniques which date back to some of the earliest work on pre-
suppositions and on partial logic (Frege 1879, Bochvar 1939) a flexible
semantic account of presuppositions can be given, which, in fact, seems
comparable with the analyses in Link 1986 and Van der Sandt 1992. In
section 4.4 we discuss these issues.

Another issue is the following. If the binding problem does not arise
in a more or less standard logic, albeit a partial one, the question arises
why Karttunen and Peters run into this binding problem. After all,
they themselves spend several pages comparing the predictions of their
Montagovian system with those generated by the partial approach to
presuppositions from Peters 1979 and conclude that on the propositional
level there are no di!erences. Of course it is on the quantificational level

7Classical partial logics for the analysis of presuppositions are also central in
Kracht 1994, but he focuses on the propositional part. Kracht discusses four par-
tial propositional logics with di!erent control structures, including the propositional
parts of the three Partial Predicate Logics discussed in this chapter.
8For a discussion on a lot of these misconceptions, see Martin 1979.
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that the interesting things start to happen, but why should things go
wrong there? This question is addressed in section 4.5 and, more in
general, in chapter 5.

The reader may notice at this point that we have said nothing of
substance about Van der Sandt’s theory of presupposition as anaphora,
which is arguably the best theory of presuppositions to date with respect
to empirical predictions. We will make up for this in chapter 6 where
presuppositions are studied on the level of discourse.

4.2 Partial Predicate Logic

In this section we discuss a number of static interpretations of Par-
tial Predicate Logic (ppl). We focus on three well-known partial lo-
gics, which will be seen to correspond with three equally well-known
approaches to presuppositions in section 4.3. The syntax of ppl extends
the classical Predicate Logical syntax with the following construct:

If ",! are formulae, then "!!" is a formula.

The intuition behind it is that ! is an elementary (or potential) presup-
position associated with ". The subscript notation plus the ‘elementary
presupposition’ terminology is used in Van der Sandt 1989. Here "!!"

gets the same interpretation as Blamey’s transplication (represented as
!/", see Blamey 1986:5). Elementary presuppositions can be seen as
presuppositions which arise in the lexicon/grammar. As we have seen
in the introductory chapter, not all presuppositions which are triggered
in a sentence are projected to become presuppositions of the sentence as
a whole.

Consider the standard example:

(10) The king of France is bald.

This sentence presupposes the (unique) existence of a king of France
and asserts that he is bald.9 The presupposition is said to be triggered
by the definite determiner, and we assume that this trigger is marked
in the lexicon. The sentence in (10) is represented by a formula of the
form "!!", where ! is the representation of the presupposition ‘there is
a king of France’ and " of the assertion ‘there is a king of France and he
is bald’.10 In this chapter we focus on the presuppositions triggered by

9Exactly what is presupposed by a definite NP is still a matter of debate. Here we
simply assume that they presuppose existence and uniqueness. In chapter 7 we will
address this issue in more detail, and present various alternatives.
10In this chapter, we do not discuss the question how the translations into the logical
representation language are derived from the natural language examples. We will
make up for this in chapter 5, where a fully compositional Montague Grammar
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definite descriptions, possessives and the verb to manage. Of course the
set of presupposition triggers under discussion can be extended at will.

In chapter 1 we have discussed the well-known phenomenon that
elementary presuppositions do not always ‘project’. An example is (11):

(11) If France has a king, then the king of France is bald.

Intuitively this sentence does not presuppose the existence of a king of
France, even though the consequent contains an elementary presuppos-
ition to this e!ect. In ppl, example (11) is represented schematically
as ! % "!!". The interpretation of the implication determines whether
or not it is predicted that the presupposition of the consequent pro-
jects. In this section we discuss various interpretations and review their
predictions in section 4.3.

4.2.1 Strong Kleene ppl

In Predicate Logic every formula is either true or false, where the dis-
junction is read exclusively. In other words, for any formula ", the
disjunction " " ¬" is a tautology (this is known as the principle of the
excluded middle or tertium non datur). As a result of this there is a
close correspondence between truth and falsity. When a formula " is
true, it is not false. And when " is not true, it has to be false. In partial
logics this correspondence between truth and falsity is given up; truth
and falsity need to be calculated separately. Assuming that no formula
can be both true and false, three possible truth combinations arise: ‘true
(and not false)’, ‘false (and not true)’, and ‘neither (true nor false)’.11

In Belnap 1979 (and Muskens 1989) these combinations are abbreviated
as T(rue), F(alse), and N(either) respectively.

In a sense the so-called strong Kleene system is the mother of partial
logics, since it is possible to define a great number of other partial logics
in terms of it (see for instance Thijsse 1992, chapter 1).12 Kleene 1945’s
strong interpretation of the propositional connectives using these three
values looks as follows:

will be developed for a fragment of English which properly includes the examples
discussed in this chapter.
11If we give up the assumption that a formula cannot be true and false at the same
time, we allow for a fourth truth combination: ‘both (true and false)’. For theory
and application of four-valued logics, the reader may consult Muskens 1989.
12In particular, Thijsse shows that every trivalent truth function is definable in terms
of strong Kleene ¬ and ,, plus # (the undefined formula) and 4 (a second, so-called
external negation; see below). Apart from Blamey’s transplication (to be defined
below), the propositional connectives we are interested in are all monotonic, as well
as classically closed (truth-functions over classical truth values yield a classical truth
value), and these are all definable in terms of strong Kleene negation and conjunction,
plus ..
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Definition 1 (Strong Kleene)

- T F N
T T F N
F F F F
N N F N

% T F N
T T F N
F T T T
N T N N

" T F N
T T T T
F T F N
N T N N

¬
T F
F T
N N

As said, the language of ppl contains Blamey’s transplication, which we
represent as "!!". Here is the truth table for "!!", picture ! across and
" down:

Definition 2 (Transplication)

T F N
T T N N
F F N N
N N N N

Compare this truth table with the Strawsonian notion of presupposing
discussed in section 4.1. Blamey characterizes transplication as follows:
"!!" is True when ! - " is True, and "!!" is False when ! % " is
False. It is easily seen that when ! is not True, "!!" is Neither. There
is an interesting alternative for a Blamey-style binary presupposition
connective, namely the introduction of a unary presupposition operator:
the static version of Beaver’s unary presupposition construction (first
used in Beaver 1992). Its syntax is defined as follows:

If ! is a formula, then 2! is a formula.

Definition 3 (Unary presupposition operator)

2
T T
F N
N N

The intuition behind 2! is that it says of ! that it is presupposed. Thus
2! is True if ! is True (the presupposition is satisfied), and otherwise
2! is Neither. It is easily seen that the two presuppositional operators
are interdefinable in the context of strong Kleene ppl.

Fact 1

(2! - ") " (2! - ¬2!) has the same truth table as "!!"

Let us now turn to the full definition of the semantics of strong Kleene
based ppl in terms of assignments (in the same way in which Groen-
endijk & Stokhof define the semantics of standard first-order pl in
Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991, see definition 17 in chapter 2). The se-
mantics consists of two parts: [["]]+ (the positive extension of ") is
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the set of assignments which support ", and [["]]$ (the negative ex-
tension) is the set of assignments which reject ". Models are stand-
ard; M = (D, I), where D is a non-empty set and I an interpretation
function. Furthermore, G is the set of total assignments. Terms are
interpreted as follows: for t # Var, [[t]]+M,g = [[t]]$M,g = g(t) and for

t # Con, [[t]]+M,g = [[t]]$M,g = I(t). As a result, terms are polarity insens-
itive ([[t]]+ = [[t]]$), so there is no harm in dropping the superscript in
the interpretation of terms. For formulae ", we define [["]]+M 0 G and
[["]]$M 0 G as follows, dropping subscripts when possible.

Definition 4 (Strong Kleene based interpretation of ppl)

1. [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]+ = {g | ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) # I(R)}
[[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]$ = {g | ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) $# I(R)}

2. [[t1 3 t2]]+ = {g | [[t1]]g = [[t2]]g}
[[t1 3 t2]]$ = {g | [[t1]]g $= [[t2]]g}

3. [[¬"]]+ = [["]]$

[[¬"]]$ = [["]]+

4. [[" - #]]+ = {g | g # [["]]+ & g # [[#]]+}
[[" - #]]$ = {g | g # [["]]$ or g # [[#]]$}

5. [[" " #]]+ = {g | g # [["]]+ or g # [[#]]+}
[[" " #]]$ = {g | g # [["]]$ & g # [[#]]$}

6. [[" % #]]+ = {g | g $# [["]]$ + g # [[#]]+}
[[" % #]]$ = {g | g # [["]]+ & g # [[#]]$}

7. [['x"]]+ = {g | 'h(g[x]h & h # [["]]+)}
[['x"]]$ = {g | *h(g[x]h + h # [["]]$)}

8. [[*x"]]+ = {g | *h(g[x]h + h # [["]]+)}
[[*x"]]$ = {g | 'h(g[x]h & h # [["]]$)}

9. [["!!"]]
+ = {g | g # [[!]]+ & g # [["]]+}

[["!!"]]
$ = {g | g # [[!]]+ & g # [["]]$}

Here, as before, g[x]h stands for ‘assignment h is like assignment g, ex-
cept possibly for the value h assigns to x’. A ppl formula " is supported
in a model M with respect to an assignment g (notation: M, g |=ppl ")
when g # [["]]+M . Similarly, " is rejected in M with respect to g (nota-
tion: M, g =|ppl ") when g # [["]]$M . On the basis of these two notions
we can define the three truth combinations as follows.
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Definition 5 (Truth combinations)
In a model M and with respect to an assignment g we say that

" is True i! M, g |= "

" is False i! M, g =| "

" is Neither i! M, g $|= " and M, g $=| "

We say that a formula " is defined in M with respect to g —abbreviated
as defM,g(")— i! " is either True or False in M with respect to g. Two
formulae " and # are equivalent i! in all models M [["]]+M = [[#]]+M and
[["]]$M = [[#]]$M . It is easily seen that the following equivalences hold:

Fact 2 (Equivalences)

1. " " # is equivalent with ¬(¬" - ¬#)

2. " % # is equivalent with ¬(" - ¬#)

3. *x" is equivalent with ¬'x¬"

Concerning embedded presuppositions: the following fact in essence says
that we do not have to bother with more than one presuppositional
embedding.

Fact 3

("!!1")!!2" is equivalent with "!!2&!1"

Finally, as the reader may verify, no formula is both True and False,
and every presupposition-free (classical) formula is either True or False.
This means that the partiality only arises in the case of elementary
presuppositions. For any assignment g such that g $# [[!]]+ it holds that
g $# [["!!"]]

+ and g $# [["!!"]]
$. The properties of "!!" are discussed in

more detail below.

4.2.2 Middle Kleene ppl

There is a second partial logic which deserves our attention here. This
is the system from Peters 1979, to which we shall also refer as middle
Kleene, because, in an intuitive sense, it lies in between the strong Kleene
system we just discussed and the weak Kleene system which is the sub-
ject of the next subsection. Its characteristic property is that it is asym-
metric. Consider the conjunction. According to the table Peters 1979
defines, the right-hand conjunct only has to be considered when the left-
hand conjunct is True, in the other cases the conjunction as a whole gets
the same value as the left conjunct. Similar observations can be made
with respect to disjunction and implication. Here are the Peters/middle
Kleene truth tables for the propositional connectives. We shall indicate
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that a connective has a middle Kleene interpretation by placing one dot
above it.

Definition 6 (Middle Kleene)

-̇ T F N
T T F N
F F F F
N N N N

%̇ T F N
T T F N
F T T T
N N N N

"̇ T F N
T T T T
F T F N
N N N N

¬
T F
F T
N N

Obviously the middle Kleene conjunction is not commutative (that is:
"-# is not equivalent with #-"), a property it shares with the dynamic
interpretation of conjunction.13 With these observations in the back of
our mind, we can define the middle Kleene connectives in terms of the
strong Kleene connectives presented in definition 4:

Definition 7 (Middle Kleene connectives in terms of strong Kleene)

1. " -̇ # = (" - #) " (" - ¬")

2. " "̇ # = (" " #) - (" " ¬")

3. " %̇ # = (" % #) - (" " ¬")14

It is not di"cult to check that the following holds:

Fact 4 (Equivalences)

1. " "̇ # is equivalent with ¬(¬" -̇ ¬#)

2. " %̇ # is equivalent with ¬(" -̇ ¬#)

We can write out the resulting interpretations of these connectives in
the fashion of definition 4:15

Fact 5 (Middle Kleene based interpretation of ppl)

1. [[" -̇ #]]+ = {g | g # [["]]+ & g # [[#]]+}
[[" -̇ #]]$ = {g | (g # [["]]+ + g # [[#]]$) & defg(")}

2. [[" "̇ #]]+ = {g | (g # [["]]+ or g # [[#]]+) & defg(")}
[[" "̇ #]]$ = {g | g # [["]]$ & g # [[#]]$}

3. [[" %̇ #]]+ = {g | (g # [["]]+ + g # [[#]]+) & defg(")}
[[" %̇ #]]$ = {g | g # [["]]+ & g # [[#]]$}

These are just the strong Kleene interpretations from definition 4 plus
some definedness conditions.

13Compare Groenendijk and Stokhof 1988:467: A semantics is dynamic if and only
if its notion of conjunction is dynamic, and hence non-commutative.
14Or, equivalently: " !̇ $ =def ("! $) , ("! ").
15Notice that g 5% [["]]! & defg(") entails g % [["]]+.
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4.2.3 Weak Kleene ppl

A final alternative we discuss is the Bochvar interpretation (from Bochvar
1939), which is also known as weak Kleene. The Bochvar/weak Kleene
system di!ers from the strong and the middle Kleene systems in that
it has a di!erent philosophy underlying the N value. In the two Kleene
systems discussed above N means that the relevant formula is Neither
true nor false, in the weak Kleene system the underlying intuition is that
it is Nonsense (or meaningless). The intuition behind Nonsense is that
it is a disease (as Martin 1979 puts it): when one part of a formula is
infected, the whole formula is. The truth tables of weak Kleene are built
up in such a way that when a subformula is Nonsense, the entire formula
is Nonsense. We indicate that a connective has a weak Kleene interpret-
ation by placing two dots above it. The weak Kleene truth tables for
the propositional connectives look as follows.

Definition 8 (Weak Kleene)

-̈ T F N
T T F N
F F F N
N N N N

%̈ T F N
T T F N
F T T N
N N N N

"̈ T F N
T T T N
F T F N
N N N N

¬
T F
F T
N N

Even though in weak Kleene the third value has a di!erent underlying
philosophy than it has in the strong Kleene system, we can define the
weak Kleene connectives in terms of the strong Kleene ones:

Definition 9 (Weak Kleene connectives in terms of strong Kleene)

1. " -̈ # = (" - #) " (" - ¬") " (# - ¬#)
2. " "̈ # = (" " #) - (" " ¬") - (# " ¬#)
3. " %̈ # = (" % #) - (" " ¬") - (# " ¬#)

Here again the following holds:

Fact 6 (Equivalences)

1. " "̈ # is equivalent with ¬(¬" -̈ ¬#)
2. " %̈ # is equivalent with ¬(" -̈ ¬#)

Writing out the resulting interpretations is a straightforward extension
of fact 5.

4.3 Presuppositions and ppl

In this section we look more closely at the behavior of "!!" in the three
versions of ppl described. As said, the intended interpretation of this
construction is that ! is an elementary presupposition of ". The in-
truiging thing about elementary presuppositions is that they sometimes
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survive when they occur embedded under one or more logical opera-
tions, but at other times they do not. We say that an arbitrary formula
" presupposes ! i! whenever " is defined, ! is True. More formally:

Definition 10 (Presuppose)
" presupposes ! i! for all models M and assignments g:

if M, g |= " or M, g =| ", then M, g |= !

Put di!erently: if M, g $|= !, then M, g $|= " and M, g $=|", and this is
just the Strawsonian definition given in the introduction (whenever ! is
not true, " is neither true nor false). Also notice that we can derive
from this definition what it means for " not to presuppose !. Then
there should be a model M and an assignment g such that ! is not True
in M with respect to g while " is still defined with respect to these
parameters.

4.3.1 Determining Presuppositions

There is a long tradition in semantic approaches to presupposition to
equate the presupposition of a formula with the disjunction of its truth
and falsity conditions (see for example Karttunen and Peters 1979, or
Cooper 1983), and this is probably no surprise in light of the definition
of presuppose we just gave. It is not di"cult to see that the definition of
presuppose can also be put as follows: " presupposes ! i! for all models
M and assignments g:

if M, g |= ¬" " ", then M, g |= !

Karttunen and Peters 1979:45 remark that the disjunction of truth and
falsity conditions can be called the presupposition of a formula, since
this disjunction gives the strongest presupposition of the relevant for-
mula (that is: it entails all presuppositions). Of course, it would be
desirable if the maximal presupposition of a formula is itself devoid of
elementary presuppositions. For this purpose, we use two translations
of ppl into standard (that is: presupposition-free) pl: TR+, which maps
a ppl formula " to a pl formula "# which is true i! " is True, and TR$,
which maps a ppl formula " to a pl formula "# which is true whenever
" is False. These translations are variants of well-known embeddings
of partial logics into standard Predicate Logic found in Gilmore 1974,
Feferman 1984 and Langholm 1988. We let "at be an atomic formula;
either a predication or an identity.
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Definition 11 (Strong Kleene based TR+ and TR$)

TR+("at) = "at

TR$("at) = ¬"at

TR+(¬") = TR$(")
TR$(¬") = TR+(")

TR+('x") = 'xTR+(")
TR$('x") = *xTR$(")

TR+(*x") = *xTR+(")
TR$(*x") = 'xTR$(")

TR+("!!") = TR+(!) - TR+(")
TR$("!!") = TR+(!) - TR$(")

TR+(" - #) = TR+(") - TR+(#)
TR$(" - #) = TR$(") " TR$(#)

TR+(" " #) = TR+(") " TR+(#)
TR$(" " #) = TR$(") - TR$(#)

TR+(" % #) = TR$(") " TR+(#)
TR$(" % #) = TR+(") - TR$(#)

An easy induction (given in the appendix) proves the following fact,
where [[.]]pl is once again the Tarskian definition of pl given in definition
2.17.

Fact 7 (From ppl to pl)
For all ppl formulae " and all models M :

1. [[TR+(")]]plM 8 [["]]+M
2. [[TR$(")]]plM 8 [["]]$M

These two functions allow us to calculate the presupposition of an ar-
bitrary ppl formula.16 Let PR(") be the (strongest) presupposition of
", then PR(") is defined as TR+(")"TR$("). Given fact 7 the following
has an easy proof. For all formulae ", all models M and assignments g:

M, g |=ppl " " ¬" if, and only if, M, g |=pl PR(") 17

It is important to note that since PR(") is a classical formula (does not
contain elementary presuppositions) it is true in pl whenever it is True
in ppl. That is:

M, g |=pl PR(") if, and only if, M, g |=ppl PR(")

From this we immediately derive fact 8.

Fact 8

" presupposes PR("), for any ppl formula ".

The middle Kleene based version of ppl was defined in terms of the
strong Kleene system, and di!ers only with respect to conjunction, im-

16An interesting alternative is discussed in Kracht 1994, where an algorithm is
presented which brings propositional formulae into presuppositional normal form.
17Suppose M, g are an arbitrary model and assignment respectively, then M, g |=ppl
" - ¬" 2 (g % [["]]+M or g % [[¬"]]+M) 2 (g % [[TR+(")]]plM or g % [[TR+(¬")]]plM ) 2

(g % [[TR+(")]]plM org % [[TR!(")]]plM )2 (M, g |=pl TR+(")orM, g |=pl TR!("))2

M, g |=pl TR+(") - TR!(")2M, g |=pl PR(").
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plication and disjunction.18 If we apply TR+ and TR$ to the middle
Kleene definitions of these three connectives we get:

Fact 9 (Middle Kleene based TR+ and TR$)

1. TR+(" -̇ #) = TR+(") - TR+(#)
TR$(" -̇ #) = (TR$(") " TR$(#)) - (TR+(") " TR$("))

2. TR+(" "̇ #) = (TR+(") " TR+(#)) - (TR+(") " TR$("))
TR$(" "̇ #) = TR$(") - TR$(#)

3. TR+(" %̇ #) = (TR$(") " TR+(#)) - (TR+(") " TR$("))
TR$(" %̇ #) = TR+(") - TR$(#)

By complete analogy with the middle Kleene case we come to the fol-
lowing for the weak Kleene system.

Fact 10 (Weak Kleene based TR+ and TR$)

1. TR+(" -̈ #) = TR+(") - TR+(#)
TR$(" -̈ #) = (TR$(") " TR$(#)) - (TR+(") " TR$("))-

(TR+(#) " TR$(#))

2. TR+(" "̈ #) = (TR+(") " TR+(#)) - (TR+(") " TR$("))-
(TR+(#) " TR$(#))

TR$(" "̈ #) = TR$(") - TR$(#)

3. TR+(" %̈ #) = (TR$(") " TR+(#)) - (TR+(") " TR$("))-
(TR+(#) " TR$(#))

TR$(" %̈ #) = TR+(") - TR$(#)

4.3.2 Predictions

In this paragraph we discuss the predictions of the various versions of
ppl with respect to presupposition projection. We first mention a useful
little fact:

Fact 11
For all " without elementary presuppositions: PR(") 8 7.

7 is defined as c 3 c, for some c # Con (which was stipulated to be non-
empty). Fact 11 says that when " contains no source of partiality (no
elementary presuppositions) " " ¬" is a tautology. In that case we say
that " presupposes nothing. A basic prediction we would like to make is
that "!!" at least presupposes !. And this is exactly what is predicted

18To clear a possible confusion. With middle Kleene (weak Kleene) based ppl the
subsystem of strong Kleene based ppl is meant in which the propositional connectives
are defined as in definition 7 (definition 9).
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(observe that when ! itself does not contain elementary presuppositions,
! is True i! TR+(!) is true (fact 7)).

PR("!!") 8 TR+(!) - PR(")19

When " presupposes nothing (PR(") 8 7), "!!" presupposes !. This
means that all three versions of ppl predict that example (10) indeed
presupposes the existence of a king of France. Another characteristic
property of presuppositions is that they tend to survive under negation.
It is immediately seen that

PR(¬") 8 PR(").

In other words, all three logics predict that, conform intuitions, the
following two sentences presuppose the same, namely that France has a
king.

(12) a. The king of France is bald.
b. The king of France is not bald.

The three logics are not always so at one in their predictions, especially
not when the projection of presuppositions in complex formulae is at
stake. First let us briefly review the intuitions. We focus on the condi-
tional sentences here, but these predictions carry over to the other cases
easily. It is generally accepted that presuppositions arising in the ante-
cedent of a conditional project, as do presuppositions which arise in the
consequent but are not entailed by the antecedent. Thus, people tend
to read the classic examples (13.a) and (13.b) as presupposing the exist-
ence of a king of France, while such a presupposition is not attributed
to (11), here repeated as (13.c).

(13) a. If the king of France is bald, then baldness is hereditary.
intuitively presupposes that there is a king of France

b. If baldness is hereditary, then the king of France is bald.
intuitively presupposes that there is a king of France

c. If France has a king, then the king of France is bald.
intuitively doesn’t presuppose that there is a king of France

The respective schematic representations of these sentences in ppl are:

3!!"
%
% /,

/
%
% 3!!", and

!
%
% 3!!".

19A simple calculation shows this. PR(""!#) 2 (TR+(""!#) - TR!(""!#)) 2

((TR+(&) , TR+(")) - (TR+(&) , TR!("))) 2 (TR+(&) , (TR+(") - TR!("))) 2
(TR+(&) , PR("))
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Here
%
% ranges over the three implications discussed in the previous

section. ! represents the proposition that there is a king of France, 3
represents the proposition that the king of France is bald and / repres-
ents the proposition that baldness is hereditary. 3, ! and / themselves
presuppose nothing (PR(3) 8 PR(!) 8 PR(/) 8 7).

Above we defined PR(") as the disjunction of TR+(") and TR$(").
In the case of a non-atomic ", it is useful to write out this definition.
Here are the cases of the strong Kleene propositional connectives.20

PR(" - #) 8 (PR(") " TR+(¬#)) - (TR+(¬") " PR(#))

PR(" " #) 8 (PR(") " TR+(#)) - (TR+(") " PR(#))

PR(" % #) 8 (PR(") " TR+(#)) - (TR+(¬") " PR(#))

(Compare Karttunen and Peters 1979:45.) Using this rewriting, we see
that strong Kleene based ppl predicts the following presuppositions for
the examples in (13):21

3!!" % / presupposes ! " /,

/ % 3!!" presupposes ¬/ " !, and

! % 3!!" presupposes ¬! " !(8 7).

So, if we look at the natural language examples again, we see that strong
Kleene predicts that (13.a) presupposes either there is a king of France
or baldness is hereditary, (13.b) is predicted to presuppose if baldness is
hereditary, then there is a king of France and (13.c) comes out presup-
posing nothing. Strong Kleene based ppl gets the intuitions right for
the third example, but for the other two examples it predicts presup-
positions which are too weak. Of course weak presuppositions are not
wrong, they are just not strong enough compared with the natural lan-
guage intuitions. The issue of weak presuppositions is one of the central
issues in semantic approaches to presuppositions, and we will return to
it below. In Hausser 1976 it is argued that the strong Kleene predic-
tions are the best as far as the natural language facts are concerned.
In Karttunen and Peters 1979:39–40/44–45, there is some discussion on
this issue.

20As an example: PR(" ! $) 2 (TR+(" ! $) - TR!(" ! $)) 2 ((TR!(") -
TR+($)) - (TR+(") , TR!($))) 2 ((TR!(") - TR+($) - TR+(")) , (TR!(") -
TR+($) - TR!($))) 2 ((PR(") - TR+($)) , (TR+(¬") - PR($))).
21As an example: PR(("!# ! ))2 (PR(("!#) - TR+())) , (TR+(¬("!#) - PR()))2

((TR+(&),PR(())-TR+())), (TR+(¬("!#)-.)2 (TR+(&)-TR+())). It is easily

seen that this pl formula is true if and only if & - ) is True (fact 7).
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How does the middle Kleene version of ppl fare? In general the
presuppositions of the middle Kleene based propositional formulae can
be reduced to the following patterns:

PR(" -̇ #) 8 PR(") - (TR+(¬") " PR(#))

PR(" "̇ #) 8 PR(") - (TR+(") " PR(#))

PR(" %̇ #) 8 PR(") - (TR+(¬") " PR(#))

For the examples under consideration this means the following:

3!!" %̇ / presupposes !,

/ %̇ 3!!" presupposes ¬/ " !, and

! %̇ 3!!" presupposes 7.

Thus, looking back at (13), we see that middle Kleene predicts that
(13.a) presupposes there is a king of France, that (13.b) presupposes
if baldness is hereditary, then there is a king of France and that (13.c)
presupposes nothing. Middle Kleene ppl still predicts a weak presup-
position for example (13.b). On the propositional level, Peters/middle
Kleene based ppl essentially makes the predictions argued for in in
Karttunen 1974 (as well as Karttunen and Peters 1979). Of course this
is no surprise since Peters 1979 proposed the middle Kleene connectives
as ‘a truth conditional formulation of Karttunen’s account of presuppos-
ition’.

The weak Kleene version of ppl does predict that (13.b) presupposes
the existence of a king of France. But, weak Kleene gets the facts right
for the wrong reason: it is predicted that every presupposition projects,
no matter where it originates. So, at the risk of confusing the reader, we
can observe that weak Kleene uniformly predicts presuppositions which
are too strong, whereas strong Kleene uniformly predicts presuppositions
which are too weak. Here are the general rules:

PR(" -̈ #) 8 PR(") - PR(#)

PR(" "̈ #) 8 PR(") - PR(#)

PR(" %̈ #) 8 PR(") - PR(#)

Applying this to the three examples in (13) gives the following:

3!!" %̈ / presupposes !,

/ %̈ 3!!" presupposes !, and

! %̈ 3!!" presupposes !.
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So, translating the conditionals in (13) in terms of the weak Kleene
implication entails predicting that all three examples presuppose that
there is a king of France. The hypothesis that presuppositions always
project is known as the cumulative hypothesis (‘the presuppositions of
the whole equal the sum of the presuppositions of the parts’), and was
first discussed by Langendoen and Savin 1971. It is not di"cult to come
up with counterexamples to the pure cumulative hypothesis (example
(13.c) is one).22

Quantification

Above we noted that as far as the propositional connectives are con-
cerned, middle Kleene makes the same predictions about projection as
the system of Karttunen and Peters 1979 does. Let us now see how
middle Kleene based ppl deals with the notorious example (6) due to
Karttunen and Peters 1979, here repeated (in curtailed form) as (14).

(14) Somebody managed to succeed George V.

Like the system from Karttunen and Peters 1979, ppl distinguishes pre-
supposed from asserted material, but ppl does have the possibility of
interaction between quantifiers and elementary presuppositions. Con-
sider the following translation in ppl of (14):23

(15) 'x(S(x)!D(x)")

For all three logics we have the following:

PR('x") 8 'xTR+(") " *xTR$(")

All three ppl systems predict that the formula in (15) presupposes:

'x(D(x) - S(x)) " *x(D(x) - ¬S(x))

In words: (15) presupposes that either someone had di"culty to succeed
George V but did so anyway, or everyone found it di"cult to follow up
George V and no one actually did. Notice that the first disjunct gives
the conditions under which (15) is True, while the second disjunct gives
the conditions under which (15) is False. That is: these two conditions
tell us —in the Strawsonian fashion— when ‘the question of truth and

22Still the weak Kleene system certainly can be useful in the treatment of presup-
position. For example, in Gazdar 1979 the ‘potential presuppositions’ of a sentence
amount to the union of the potential presuppositions of the sub-sentences and for the
calculation of these potential presuppositions a weak Kleene logic may be used. In
Gazdar’s system, the unwanted presuppositions are later thrown away by a canceling
mechanism.
23Here S represents ‘succeed George V’, while D represents ‘had di"culty to succeed
George V’; we have not bothered to deal with the internal structure of the VP (which
is beyond first-order logic anyway). We make up for this lack of concern in chapter
5.
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falsity’ does arise for example (14); compare the Strawsonian definition
of presupposing on page 89. Notice that the alleged oddity of example
(14) is explained: both possibilities are contradicted by the actual ‘way
of the world’: it is a historic fact that the accession of George VI to
the throne went smoothly. So as far as example (14) is concerned, any
version of ppl does better than Karttunen and Peters 1979.

The inability of Karttunen and Peters to deal with examples like (14)
is one of the issues Heim discusses in her influential Heim 1983b. In that
article, she gives an example which is similar to (14), namely (16).

(16) A fat man pushes his bicycle.

Heim’s system predicts that this example presupposes that every fat
man has a bicycle. Obviously, sentence (16) does not give rise to any
intuitive presuppositions to that e!ect. It should be noted here that it is
a matter of debate what the intuitive presuppositions of (16) and other
sentences involving presupposition-quantification interaction are. Nev-
ertheless, there is consensus that (16) does not give rise to the Heimian,
universal presupposition, but that it presupposes something ‘weaker’.
Given that ppl can deal with examples like (14) it is interesting to see
what it predicts for example (16). Consider the following translation of
(16) in middle Kleene based ppl.24

(17) 'x(FM(x) -̇ 'y(B-of(y, x) -̇ P(x, y))!'!zB-of(z,x)")

Calculating PR (17), we get the following result:

'x(FM(x) - '!zB-of(z, x) - 'y(B-of(y, x) - P(x, y)))"
*x(FM(x)% ('!zB-of(z, x) - *y(B-of(y, x) % ¬P(x, y))))

In words: either there is a fat man who has a (unique) bicycle which
he pushes or every fat man has a (unique) bike which he doesn’t push.
Again, the first disjunct gives the Truth condition of (17) while the
second gives the condition under which it is False. This presupposition is
much weaker than the universal one predicted by Heim, and the binding
problem from Karttunen and Peters does not arise either.25 In the
situation discussed in the introduction (there is a fat man who has a
bicycle which he pushes and there is another fat man who does not

24Since ppl is a static logic, the variable x in P(x) cannot be bound in a formula like
P(x)"$!xQ(x)#. The quantifier in the presupposed material cannot bind the variable
in the asserted part. To circumvent this problem we systematically translate such
presuppositions as: +x(Q(x) ,̇ P(x))"$!xQ(x)#. And this has the desired e!ect. Again,

the next chapter will present a compositional derivation of this formula.
25Roughly the same holds for the strong and weak Kleene versions. Strong Kleene
makes the same predictions as middle Kleene based ppl for this example. According
to weak Kleene based ppl, example (16) presupposes that either someone has a bike
or everyone does.
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have a bicycle), the predicted presupposition is satisfied and the entire
formula is True. Let us now see how ppl does with the other examples
Heim discusses, beginning with (18) and its associated middle Kleene
based ppl translation in (19).

(18) Every fat man pushes his bicycle.

(19) *x(FM(x) %̇ 'y(B-of(y, x) -̇ P(x, y))!'!zB-of(z,x)")

Heim’s system predicts that (18) presupposes that every fat man owns
a bicycle, just as it did for (16), and that prediction is too strong as
argued before. ppl does not predict such a presupposition. In general,
the following holds:

PR(*x") 8 *xTR+(") " 'xTR$(")

So, it is predicted that the presupposition of (18) comes very close to
the presupposition of (16). Namely:

*x(FM(x)% ('!zB-of(z, x) - 'y(B-of(y, x) - P(x, y))))"
'x(FM(x) - '!zB-of(z, x) - *y(B-of(y, x) % ¬P(x, y)))

In words: either every fat man has a (unique) bicycle which he pushes
or some fat man has a (unique) bicycle which he does not push. Finally
consider another example which Heim 1983b discusses in some detail:

(20) Every man who serves his king will be rewarded

If we represent (20) in (middle Kleene based) ppl we get the following
formula:

(21) *x((M(x) -̇ 'y(K-of(y, x) -̇ S(x, y))!'!zK-of(z,x") %̇ R(x))

In Heim’s system it is predicted that this sentence presupposes that every
man has a king. In ppl again a weaker, disjunctive presupposition is
derived. This is PR(21):

*x(M(x)- '!z K-of(z, x) - 'y(K-of(y, x) - S(x, y)) % R(x))"
'x(M(x)- '!z K-of(z, x) - 'y(K-of(y, x) - S(x, y)) - ¬R(x))

In words: either every man who has a king and serves him is rewarded,
or there is a man who has a king which he serves but is not rewarded.
Notice that this presupposition is satisfied in the scenario with the nine
Belgians and one Dutchman discussed in section 4.1.

Where does this leave us? We have seen that to deal with example
(14) from Karttunen and Peters 1979 there is no need to ‘go dynamic’.
As long as we have a representation in which presupposed and asserted
material can interact with each other we do not run into the problems
Karttunen and Peters have to face up to. We have also seen that when we
have such an integrated representation we can deal with the quantifica-
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tional examples (16), (18) and (20) from Heim 1983b, without predicting
the strong presuppositions Heim’s system gives rise to.

Statics

This is of course not to say that ultimately we do not want a combination
of partiality and dynamics to deal with presuppositions. It does mean
that for the examples discussed so far it is not necessary. It is not
di"cult to come up with examples which really need both partiality and
dynamics. First consider (22), which extends example (16). Here the it
in the second sentence refers to the bicycle owned by the fat man, which
was introduced in the first sentence. The intuitive ppl representation is
given in (23).

(22) A fat man pushes his bicycle. It is broken.
(23) 'x(FM(x) -̇ 'y(B-of(y, x) -̇ P(x, y))!'!zB-of(z,x)") -̇ Br(z)

Since ppl is a static system there is no way in which a quantifier can
bind variables which occur outside its scope, hence the z in the last
conjunct will remain unbound.

Another example which cannot be dealt with in ppl is (24), which
extends example (20). The intended reading is that every man who
serves his king is rewarded by his king. A ppl representation which tries
to reflect this reading is given in (25).

(24) Every man who serves his king will be rewarded by him.
(25) *x((M(x) -̇ 'y(K-of(y, x) -̇ S(x, y))!'!zK-of(z,x)") %̇ R(x, z))

Again, the fact that ppl is a static system is responsible for the fact
that the co-reference between his king and him cannot be accounted
for. Note, however, that these problems are simply a specific instance of
the problems any static logic has with sentence sequencing and donkey-
type sentences (as discussed in section 2.1), and which are the main
motivation for dynamic semantics anyway. Put di!erently: the problems
for ppl posed by (22) and (24) have nothing to do with the treatment of
presuppositions as such, but everything with the treatment of anaphora
in discourse. In chapter 6, where presuppositions are studied from the
dynamic perspective, we shall return to these examples.

4.4 Flexibility: The Floating A Theory

The foregoing illustrates that partiality in the semantic analysis of pre-
suppositions is still as relevant as ever. As a consequence, so is the
critique on it. One major point of criticism is that the partial approach
lacks flexibility. However, as argued in Beaver and Krahmer 1995, this
flexibility argument does not hold. Before we discuss this argument, let
us first look at the flexibility criticism itself in more detail.
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As an example consider the negation. As soon as negation is given a
truth table, as we did for ¬ in definition 1, the predictions concerning the
projection behavior of presuppositions arising in the scope of negation
are fixed. So, given the ppl truth table, negation is predicted to be a
hole for presupposition projection, and this is indeed the way negation
in natural language often behaves. But often is not always; there are
cases in which negation displays a di!erent behavior. A classic example
is (26).

(26) The king of France is not bald, since there is no king of France.

Example (26) intuitively does not presuppose that France has a king;
this is explicitly denied by the since sentence. Still, the first sentence
of (26) triggers an elementary presupposition which says that France
does have a king. If negation usually is a hole for presupposition pro-
jection, then the negation in example (26) behaves as a black hole; the
presupposition in its scope simply vanishes. Sticking to a single negation
(¬), entails predicting that (26) can never be a true statement, which
is obviously not the case. Therefore it has been argued that we need to
introduce a second, ‘black hole’ (or in more conventional terminology,
‘plug’) negation (represented here as &).

Definition 12 (Black hole negation)

syntax If " is a formula, then &" is a formula.

semantics [[&"]]+ = {g | g $# [["]]+}
[[&"]]$ = [["]]+

This definition gives rise to the following truth table:

&
T F
F T
N T

Although this negation is interesting from a logical point of view (see
footnote 12), the introduction of a second negation only motivated to
deal with so-called canceling cases like (26) is a highly undesirable
move.26 For one thing, examples like (26) can only be used in certain
restricted contexts. Moreover, supposing that we have two negations (¬
and &): which one should be the representation of the negation-phrase
in example (27)?

(27) It is not true that the queen of England courts the king of France,
since France has no king.

26But see Seuren 1985:260-266 for independent motivation for this second negation.
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Intuitively, the presupposition that there is a queen of England is projec-
ted, while the presupposition that there is a king of France is not, since
this presupposition is explicitly denied by the since sentence. Translat-
ing it is not true that as ¬ entails wrongly presupposing that France has
a king, while translating it as & entails wrongly not presupposing that
England has a queen. Even more problematic is that the phenomenon
of vanishing presuppositions is not restricted to negation at all. We have
already encountered an example involving implication: intuitively, the
presupposition that France has a king projects in the first example but
not in the second one:

(28) a. If baldness is hereditary, then the king of France is bald.
b. If France has a king, then the king of France is bald.

As we have seen, writing down a ppl truth table for the implication en-
tails not predicting the right analysis for one of these examples. Middle
and strong Kleene capture the intuitions for the b-sentence but not for
the a-sentence, and for weak Kleene the opposite holds. Hence, none
of these interpretations captures the projection facilities of natural lan-
guage implication. Yet we do not want to commit ourselves to an am-
biguity view on implications merely to account for the presupposition
projection facts. And, even if we would consider postulating such an
ambiguity for implications, one look at the discussion in Soames 1979
should convince us that this is not the way to go. Soames discusses the
case of disjunction. Consider:

(29) Either the king of France is bald, or baldness isn’t hereditary.

(30) Either baldness isn’t hereditary, or the king of France is bald.

(31) Either the king of France is bald, or the queen of England was
confused when she told me she saw no hair on his head.

(32) Either the king of France is bald, or France is a republic.

(33) Either France is a republic, or the king of France is bald.

(34) Either the king of France is bald, or the president of France is.

Intuitively, in (29) the elementary presupposition triggered by the def-
inite description projects from the left disjunct, in (30) it projects from
the right disjunct and in (31) the elementary presuppositions project
from both disjuncts. However, in (32) presupposition projection from
the left disjunct is blocked by the right disjunct, and vice versa in (33).
In the last example no elementary presupposition projects from either
disjunct: they are incompatible. Clearly no single, partial interpretation
of disjunction can account for all these facts, and here we would need
to postulate a four-way ambiguity for the word or , just to account for
presupposition projection. The upshot of this discussion is the following.
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There is no single partial logic which can account for all the projection
data, and there is no independent motivation to assume that the logical
connectives are multiply ambiguous (two partial interpretations for neg-
ation, four for disjunction etc.) merely to account for the projection facts
(as pointed out by, for example, Van der Sandt 1989 and Soames 1979).

What are we to do about this? The previous examples show clearly
that we cannot entirely solve the projection problem by defining some
partial truth tables and hope for the best. There is more to it than that.
In Beaver and Krahmer 1995 it is argued that it is nevertheless possible
for an approach to presuppositions based on partial logic to make flexible
projection predictions, without postulating any ad hoc ambiguities for
the logical connectives. Let us discuss this argument. Its main ingredient
goes back to the early days of partial logic: Bochvar’s assertion operator
(introduced in Bochvar 1939, compare also the horizontal in Frege 1879).
It is defined as follows:

Definition 13 (Assertion operator)

syntax If " is a formula, then A" is a formula.

semantics [[A"]]+ = [["]]+

[[A"]]$ = { g | g $# [["]]+}

This definition gives rise to the following truth table:

A
T T
F F
N F

A" is True i! " is True, and False otherwise. Bochvar introduces
this operator to relate his so-called internal matrices (the ones which
are presently also known as weak Kleene) with the classical, external
matrices. For the present purposes, the A-operator can be thought of as
an elementary-presupposition wipe-out device. Whatever is presupposed
by some formula ", it is easily seen that A" presupposes nothing.27

Here are some characteristic properties of A.

Fact 12 (A equivalences)

1. A("!!") is equivalent with A! -A"
2. AA" is equivalent with A"
3. A" is equivalent with ", if " is defined
4. &" is equivalent with ¬A"

27Recall the Strawsonian definition of ‘presuppose’ (" presupposes & i! whenever &
is not true, " is neither true nor false) and observe that A" is always either true or
false.
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The first equivalence says that the presupposition wipe-out device indeed
wipes out presuppositions. As a corollary, note that A(7!!") (or A2!)
is equivalent with A!. The second equivalence illustrates that multiple
A’s have the same e!ect as a single one; you can’t wipe-out presup-
positions which are not there are any more. The third equivalence is
related to this: if " is defined (always either True or False) and hence
does not contain presuppositions, A" is equivalent with ". The fourth
and final equivalence shows that we can define the ‘black hole’ negation
(&) in terms of ¬ and A. This means that in the presence of the A-
operator we can translate negation unambiguously using ¬, and allow
for the possibility that (under certain conditions) an occurrence of A
may wipe-out presuppositions in the scope of the negation. This would
do justice to the observation that the canceling/black hole-negation is
only used in certain specific contexts. But there is an additional ad-
vantage: there is no reason whatsoever to limit occurrences of A to
propositions directly under the scope of negation. Why not let them
float around freely? This is the essence of a Floating A theory. Instead
of postulating any ambiguities we take one logical system as basic; say,
weak Kleene based ppl (which, as we have seen, embodies the cumu-
lative hypothesis: every elementary presupposition projects). If we let
A’s float around freely, then we can represent the first sub-sentence of
(27) schematically as ¬(A("!!!")!!"),

28 the implications in (28) can be
modeled as " %̈ # and " %̈ A# respectively, and for the disjunctions
we have " "̈ #, A" "̈ #, " "̈ A# and A" "̈ A# thus covering all
cases in (29) – (34).

How can we employ this flexibility in a floating A theory? For that,
we need the following ingredients:

. each sentence is associated with a set of translations,

. over this set a preference order is defined, and

. the translations have to satisfy certain constraints.

Without particularly wanting to commit ourselves to a specific version
of a floating A theory, let us look at one possible interpretation of it.

First, we associate each (syntactically disambiguated) sentence with
a set of translations. Consider some sentence S and suppose that "

28Or, equivalently, ¬(."!# ,̈ A(."!!#) ,̈ "). Where & represents the proposition
that England a queen and &% that France has a king. As noted below fact 12:
A(."!!#) is equivalent with &% (the presupposition is wiped-out).
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is an A-free, weak Kleene based ppl formula representing S.29 The
translation-set of S, designated as TS(S), is the minimal set such that:30

1. " # TS(S)

2. Any formula 4 that results from replacing all occurrences of one or
more formulae ) which are of the form #!!" by A) is an element
of TS(S).

Thus, for example, if some sentence S is initially represented by a for-
mula of the form '!!1" "̈ 3!!2", then:

TS(S) = { '!!1" "̈ 3!!2",

A('!!1") "̈ 3!!2",

'!!1" "̈ A(3!!2"),

A('!!1") "̈ A(3!!2")}

Second, we need to define a preference order over the translation set.
How to do this? The intention is to keep the usage of the A operator as
limited as possible; the default is that presuppositions project. We can
interpret this as follows: if ' and 3 are both elements of TS(S), then '
is preferred over 3 if the number of A operators occurring in ' is lower
then the number of A occurrences in 3.31

The net e!ect of defining the order in this way is that the preferred
element of TS(S) will be " itself. When " violates one of the con-
straints, a formula which is lower on the ordering than " (and which
contains A’s) may turn out to be the most preferred one. This brings us
to the third and last ingredient: the constraints. For now, let us follow
Van der Sandt 1992 and just require consistency and informativity. In-
formativity essentially says that no (sub-)formula should be redundant,
consistency amounts to: no (sub)formula should be inconsistent.32

29The reader may think of " as the representation derived for (one of the readings
of) S by the fragment discussed in the next chapter.
30For the sake of clarity, we do not let A-operators float around entirely free, since
this would create a lot of redundancy, and does not add anything to the main
argument.
31Needless to say this is a simplification, but it will do for the present purposes. It
would be interesting to (further) investigate the possibility of defining the ordering in
terms of logical strength (as done in Beaver and Krahmer 1995), but here we refrain
from doing so.
32The conditions can be defined analogously to the Van der Sandtian condition. For
example, a formula " is consistent if there is a model M such that " is True in M .
A formula " is informative if it contains no subformula $ such that " is equival-
ent with {./$}" (compare Beaver’s version of Van der Sandtian informativity in
Beaver 1997). As in Van der Sandt’s approach, the assumption is that informativity
applies at the level of (sub-)sentences.
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Now, consider example (26) again. Schematically, this sentence is
represented by a formula of the form

¬("!!") -̈ ¬!,

and this is also, by definition, the most preferred element of the transla-
tion set of example (26). However, it is easily seen that this formula is
not consistent: the second conjunct explicitly denies the presupposition
of the first conjunct. This means that the first element of the translation
set is rejected, and the next (and only remaining) element is considered,
which is:

¬A("!!") -̈ ¬!

This formula is the most preferred element of the translation set which
does not violate any of the constraints, and coincides with the intuitive
interpretation for example (26) given above.

Next consider the following example.

(35) If John is married, then his wife is a lucky woman.

Schematically, this sentence would be represented by the following for-
mula:

! %̈ "!!"

where ! represents the proposition that John has a wife/is married,
and " the proposition that John’s wife is a lucky woman. This formula
violates the informativity condition; it contains a subformula (the ante-
cedent of the conditional) which is redundant: ! %̈ "!!" is equivalent
with 7 %̈ "!!". The next element of the translation set of (35) is:

! %̈ A("!!")

This interpretation does not violate any of the constraints. The presup-
position that John has a wife is wiped out (not projected) and intuitively
this is correct.

Discussion

Let us recapitulate. We have seen that it is possible for a partial account
of presuppositions to be given the required flexibility without postulating
unmotivated ambiguities for the logical connectives, namely by adding
the A operator to the language of ppl. We presented a very rudiment-
ary sketch of such a flexible ‘floating A theory’. Such a theory contains
three important ingredients: each sentence is associated with a set of
representations, this set is ordered, and a number of independently mo-
tivated, pragmatic constraints apply to the elements of this set.33 We

33It seems to us that these ingredients are also, at least conceptually, present in
Link 1986, a somewhat cryptic but rather funny defense of partial logic in the analysis
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have seen that this allows us to give an account of cancelation of pre-
suppositions under the scope of negation by throwing away readings
which are not consistent, and we gave one illustration of canceling in
conditionals by throwing away readings which violate the informativity
condition. We believe that sentences involving other logical connectives,
can be dealt with along similar lines, although we leave such matters
for future research. There is a lot of room for fine-tuning, in particular
with respect to the preference order and the constraints. Remember
also that the approach, as all the work in this chapter, is fully static.
For a discussion of the restrictions this brings about we refer back to
the part on ‘statics’ of section 4.3 and forward to chapter 6 in which we
discuss an approach to presupposition which combines a version of drt
with techniques from partial logic. In chapter 6 we also briefly describe
a dynamic version of the floating A theory. We have also said nothing
about the role of accommodation in a partial setting. For that we refer
to Beaver and Krahmer 1995 in which it is shown how a Stalnakerian
model of common ground maintenance (Beaver 1995) can serve as a kind
of shell around the partial approach to presupposition.

In the end, the constraints may turn out to play a rather important
role in the theory. Not only are the constraints as they are preliminar-
ily defined above, open for improvements, other constraints will have to
be added. To give but one example, presupposition cancelation in the
scope of negations, as in example (26), is not only related to consistency,
but also to more general discourse/dialogue factors. Examples like (26)
are typically uttered when someone else has just claimed that the king
of France is bald (see Blok 1993 and Van der Sandt n.d. for discussion).
This rather specific context should certainly be an important factor in
the treatment of such examples. How to account for the influence of such
more general pragmatic properties by formulating constraints on possible
readings is still an open question. It should be stressed, however, that
in this respect the partial approach discussed here is not di!erent from
other current theories of presupposition (such as the presuppositions-as-
anaphors approach of Van der Sandt). Even though the influence of such
diverse factors as world-knowledge, intonation and discourse structure
(to name but a few) on presupposition projection is currently a cent-
ral theme in presupposition research (see, for example, Bos et al. 1995,
Asher and Lascarides 1997, Krahmer and Piwek 1997, Geurts and Van
der Sandt 1997), there is to the best of our knowledge no theory of pre-

of presupposition. Link’s work is a prime example of the combination of partial logic
with pragmatic principles. He seeks to connect partial logic with theories of context
change, and ends with a plea to “both the semanticist and the pragmaticist camp
(. . . ) to strive for mutual cooperation” (Link 1986: 116).
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supposition which can account for the restricting influence of all these
factors on the possibilities of presupposition projection.

For our current purposes, however, the lack of a full-fledged set of
pragmatic constraints, entails that the role of the underlying partial
logic in the ultimate version of the floating A theory cannot be fully
estimated. What we have shown, however, is that contrary to popular
belief, it is possible to give a flexible account of presupposition based on
partial logics, and that there are still a number of very promising lines
for future research from the partial perspective.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Karttunen and Peters Revisited

We have looked at three standard (static) versions of ppl, each with its
own predictions about the projection behavior of presuppositions, called
strong Kleene, Peters/middle Kleene and Bochvar/weak Kleene based
ppl respectively. The first system can be seen as the underlying logic
of Hausser’s Montagovian analysis of presuppositions. It uniformly pre-
dicts symmetric, weak presuppositions. The second system is – as far as
the propositional connectives are concerned – essentially the logic un-
derlying the analysis of presuppositions argued for by Karttunen, Peters
and Karttunen and Peters in various publications. The key feature is the
asymmetry of presupposition projection: the elementary presuppositions
in left-hand subexpressions project, while those in right-hand subexpres-
sions give rise to weak presuppositions. The third system corresponds
with the cumulative analysis of presuppositions discussed by Langen-
doen & Savin. Here every presupposition projects, no matter where it
originates. Furthermore, we have discussed one main, traditional point
of criticism on the partial approach to presuppositions, namely that it
is too rigid. In the previous section we have seen that this objection can
be overcome.

Our main motivation for this enterprise was to see what the role
of partiality is in the recent interest in combined partial/dynamic ap-
proaches to presupposition. Here the central body of examples involves
interaction between elementary presuppositions and quantifiers. The
standard examples are Karttunen and Peters’ (14), and Heim’s (16),
(18) and (20). It turns out that no version of ppl we discussed su!ers
from the Karttunen and Peters binding-problem. Since Karttunen and
Peters keep presupposed and asserted material strictly separated, there
is no way in which quantifiers in one component can bind variables in the
other one. In the versions of ppl we discussed, there is also a division
between presuppositions and assertions (the former are ‘subscripts’ on
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the latter), but ppl uses an integrated representation; there is room for
interaction. As far as Heim’s examples are concerned: none of the ppl
versions results in the undesired universal presuppositions, irrespective
of the quantificational force in which the elementary presupposition is
embedded. So as far as the standard examples are concerned, there is
no immediate need to ‘go dynamic’. Of course, ppl cannot deal with
examples like (22) and (24), but as we noted above, these problems are
totally independent of the analysis of presupposition as such: examples
(22) and (24) are just presuppositional variants of the type of examples
which prompted the shift to dynamic semantics in the first place.

Above we mentioned the relation between the middle Kleene pro-
positional connectives and Karttunen and Peters’ Montagovian analysis
of presuppositions. In fact, this relationship is not as clear as Kart-
tunen and Peters suggest it is. To begin with, middle Kleene is a
three-valued logic, while Karttunen and Peters’ system is either clas-
sical or four-valued, depending on your point of view. More interest-
ingly, middle Kleene ppl, with transplication, does not su!er from the
binding-problem, while Karttunen and Peters’ system of Conventional
Implicatures does. Some reflection (as we do below) shows that it is not
so much the complex Montagovian architecture which causes the prob-
lems; it is the underlying two-dimensional approach of strictly separating
between presupposed and asserted representations which makes trouble.
The system of Karttunen and Peters 1979 is not the only attempt to
add presuppositions to classical Montague Grammar, a similar intention
can be found in Hausser 1976 and Cooper 1983. However, neither of
these is entirely satisfactory either. In the next chapter we shall discuss
the di"cult relationship between classical Montague Grammar and pre-
supposition theory in more detail. Before we do that, however, let us
say something more about the ‘Logic of Conventional Implicature’.

4.5.2 A Note on the Logic of Conventional Implicature

In an attempt to get a clearer view of what is going on in the system of
Karttunen and Peters 1979, Beaver and Krahmer 1995 strip the system
of Karttunen and Peters of everything which is a Montagovian artefact.
The result is a non-standard but handy first-order logic which might
be called the Logic of Conventional Implicatures (abbreviated as cil).
cil is best understood as a two-dimensional logic (Herzberger 1973,
Karttunen and Peters 1979:fn7). With each formula, two interpreta-
tions are connected: [["]]AM,g gives the assertive meaning of " in a model

M with respect to an assignment g while [["]]PM,g gives the presupposi-
tional meaning of " in M with respect to g. The interpretation of " in
M with respect to g, [["]]cil

M,g, is equated with ([["]]AM,g , [["]]PM,g). Both the
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assertive and the presuppositional meaning of a formula are standard:
both map formulae to either 1 (true) or 0 (false). This gives rise to four
possibilities: (1, 1), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (0, 0). We abbreviate these combin-
ations as T, F, t and f respectively. In words: a formula is interpreted as
T when both the presuppositional and the assertive meanings are true,
as F when the presuppositional meaning is true and the assertive one is
false, as t when the presuppositional meaning is false and the assertive
meaning is true and as f when both the presuppositional and the as-
sertive meanings are false. Now, given the semantic parameters used in
this chapter, [[.]]cil

M,g is defined as follows (where
'

x[",#] is the notation
employed by Karttunen and Peters as a binary version of existential
quantification).

Definition 14 (cil semantics)

1. [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]Ag = 1 i! ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) # I(R)
[[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]Pg = 1

2. [[¬"]]Ag = 1 i! [["]]Ag = 0
[[¬"]]Pg = 1 i! [["]]Pg = 1

3. [[" - #]]Ag = 1 i! [["]]Ag = [[#]]Ag = 1
[[" - #]]Pg = 1 i! [["]]Pg = 1 & ([["]]Ag = 1 + [[#]]Pg = 1)

4. [["!!"]]
A
g = 1 i! [["]]Ag = 1

[["!!"]]
P
g = 1 i! [[!]]Pg = [[!]]Ag = [["]]Pg = 1

5. [[
'

x[",#]]]Ag = 1 i! 'd : [["]]Ag[x/d] = [[#]]Ag[x/d] = 1

[[
'

x[",#]]]Pg = 1 i! 'd[["]]Pg[x/d] = 1 & 'd[["]]Ag[x/d] = [[#]]Pg[x/d] = 1

In general, the assertive meaning of a formula is as it is in standard
Predicate Logic. The novelties are found in the presuppositional mean-
ings. The presuppositional interpretation of a predicate is always 1:
an atomic formula can only be True or False, atomic predicates do not
trigger presuppositions. The presuppositional interpretation of ¬" is
true i! the presuppositional meaning of " is true; the negation of a
formula shares its presuppositions with the formula itself, negation is a
hole for presupposition projection. From clause 2 of definition 14 we can
distil the interpretation of ¬ itself: negation changes the assertive truth-
value, but leaves the presuppositional one untouched. For example, if
[["]]cil = (1, 1) (= T), then [[¬"]]cil = (0, 1) (= F). Of course, we can
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do the same exercise for conjunction and transplication.34 The reader
may verify that this gives rise to the following truth tables:

Fact 13 (cil negation, conjunction and transplication)

¬
T F
F T
t f
f t

- T F t f
T T F t f
F F F F F
t t f t f
f f f f f

T F t f
T T t t t
F F f f f
t t t t t
f f f f f

In accordance with Visser 1984 let us call this the extended middle
Kleene system. Some reflection shows that when all t’s and f’s (cases
where the presuppositional meaning is not true) are replaced for N’s,
we immediately arrive at the middle Kleene truth table. That cil is in-
deed the underlying first-order logic of Karttunen and Peters 1979 can
be checked by inspecting the appendix of their article: [[.]]A gives the
interpretation of extensional phrases, while [[.]]P gives the interpretation
of implicational phrases. As an example let us once more re-discuss
Karttunen and Peters’ example, repeated here as (36.a), with the cil
translation given in (36.b).35

(36) a. Somebody managed to succeed George V.

b.
'

x[human(x), succeed (x, g)!di!cult-to-succeed(x,g)"]

Calculating [[(36.b)]]cil shows that the assertional meaning of this for-
mula is true if there is somebody who succeeded George V. The pre-
suppositional meaning is true if there is somebody who had di"culty
succeeding George V. Hence the representation in (36.b) is T in a
model where somebody succeeded George V and somebody had di"-
culty succeeding George V. And this is exactly the —wrong— analysis
predicted by the Montagovian system of Karttunen and Peters 1979.
So cil shows that it is not so much the Montagovian architecture of

34Karttunen and Peters do not use transplication. Rather they specify for a presup-
position trigger what it asserts and what it presupposes. In cil terms:

[[bachelor(x)]]Ag = [[¬married(x)]]Ag , while

[[bachelor(x)]]Pg = [[male(x) , adult(x)]]Ag .

Obviously, [[bachelor(x)]]cil
g and [[(¬married(x))"male(x)&adult(x)#]]

cil
g are

equivalent.
35We assume that somebody is translated as an existential quantifier over human
beings. Since cil is a first-order logic we can not express the higher-order property of
having di"culty with something. Hence we treat ‘di"cult-to-succeed’ as an atomic
first-order predicate.
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Karttunen and Peters 1979 which cause them; their underlying two-
dimensional philosophy is to be blamed.36

Appendix

In this appendix we give a proof of fact 7, repeated below.

Fact 7(From ppl to pl)
For all ppl formulae ! and models M :

1. [[TR+(!)]]plM $ [[!]]+M
2. [[TR!(!)]]plM $ [[!]]!M

Proof. By a simple induction. We let TR±(!) = TR±(") abbreviate TR+(!) =
TR+(") and TR!(!) = TR!(").

1. [[TR+(R(t1, . . . , tn))]]pl $ [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]pl $
{g | %[[t1]]g , . . . , [[tn]]g& ' I(R)} $ [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]+

[[TR!(R(t1, . . . , tn))]]pl $ [[¬R(t1, . . . , tn)]]pl $
{g | %[[t1]]g , . . . , [[tn]]g& (' I(R)} $ [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]!

2. [[TR+(t1 # t2)]]
pl $ [[t1 # t2]]

pl $ {g | [[t1]]g = [[t2]]g} $ [[t1 # t2]]
+

[[TR!(t1 # t2)]]
pl $ [[¬t1 # t2]]

pl $ {g | [[t1]]g (= [[t2]]g} $ [[t1 # t2]]
!

3. [[TR+(¬!)]]pl $ [[TR!(!)]]pl $ [IH] [[!]]! $ [[¬!]]+

[[TR!(¬!)]]pl $ [[TR+(!)]]pl $ [IH] [[!]]+ $ [[¬!]]!

4. [[TR+(! ) ")]]pl $ [[TR+(!) ) TR+(")]]pl $
{g | g ' [[TR+(!)]]pl & g ' [[TR+(")]]pl} $ [IH]
{g | g ' [[!]]+ & g ' [["]]+} $ [[! ) "]]+

[[TR!(! ) ")]]pl $ [[TR!(!) ! TR!(")]]pl $
{g | g ' [[TR!(!)]]pl or g ' [[TR!(")]]pl} $ [IH]
{g | g ' [[!]]! or g ' [["]]!} $ [[! ) "]]!

5. ! ! " is equivalent with ¬(¬! ) ¬")

6. ! * " is equivalent with ¬(! ) ¬")

7. [[TR+(+x!)]]pl $ [[+xTR+(!)]]pl $
{g | +h(g[x]h & h ' [[TR+(!)]]pl)} $ [IH]
{g | +h(g[x]h & h ' [[!]]+)} $ [[+x!]]+

[[TR!(+x!)]]pl $ [[,xTR!(!)]]pl $
{g | ,h(g[x]h " h ' [[TR!(!)]]pl)} $ [IH]

36In Van Rooy 1995, see also Van Rooy 1997a, the two-dimensional approach is re-
animated however. Van Rooy allows for truth-conditional material to occur in the
representation of the presupposition. In a sense, he generalizes Karttunen and Peters’
fragment by separately calculating the semantic content, and three presuppositional
representations, the disjunction of which gives the presupposition of the sentence.
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{g | ,h(g[x]h " h ' [[!]]!)} $ [[+x!]]!

8. ,x! is equivalent with ¬+x¬!

9. [[TR+(!"!#)]]
pl $ [[TR+(#) ) TR+(!)]]pl $

{g | g ' [[TR+(#)]]pl & g ' [[TR+(!)]]pl} $ [IH]
{g | g ' [[#]]+ & g ' [[!]]+} $ [[!"!#]]

+

[[TR!(!"!#)]]
pl $ [[TR+(#) ) TR!(!)]]pl $

{g | g ' [[TR+(#)]]pl & g ' [[TR!(!)]]pl} $ [IH]
{g | g ' [[#]]+ & g ' [[!]]!} $ [[!"!#]]

!

!



5

Presupposition and Montague

Grammar

5.1 Introduction

In the late seventies several Montagovian grammars have been pro-
posed for fragments of English in which presuppositions arise. Prime
examples are Hausser 1976, Cooper 1983 and, of course, Karttunen and
Peters 1979. However none of these grammars is technically and em-
pirically satisfactory.1 How come? Perhaps an explanation can be
found in the lack of proper partializations of Montague Grammar at
that time. Semantic approaches to presuppositions almost all involve
one form of partiality or other. Still, it has long been thought that
partializing Montague Grammar was a highly non-trivial task (see for
instance Barwise and Perry 1985), and only relatively recently a satis-
factory partialization has been achieved in Muskens 1989. Karttunen
and Peters 1979 do not need partiality since they switch to an essen-
tially two-dimensional approach (see Herzberger 1973) in which each
sentence of the fragment is translated into two expressions of Montague’s
Intensional Logic: one representing what is expressed (asserted) and
one what is conventionally implicated (presupposed). However, it has
been observed on numerous occasions —first of all by Karttunen and
Peters themselves— that this strict separation does not work for sen-
tences involving presupposition-quantification interaction. In the previ-
ous chapter we concluded that standard Partial Predicate Logic (ppl)
is a suitable vehicle for the semantic treatment of presuppositions, even

1The binding-problem from Karttunen and Peters was discussed in the previous
chapter. When presupposition-triggers arise in the scope of universal quantifiers,
Cooper 1983 predicts the Heimian presuppositions we also discussed in the previous
chapter. Hausser 1976’s partialization of Intensional Logic is problematic from a
technical point of view. See below for some discussion.

125
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when they occur under the scope of quantifiers. Combined with the
Partial Montague Grammar developed in Muskens 1989 this paves the
way for a presuppositional extension of classical Montague Grammar,
which combines technical clarity with a decent analysis of presuppos-
ition. In this chapter we give such a fragment, once again with the
emphasis on presupposition-quantification interaction. It can be seen
as a reconstruction of what Hausser 1976, Karttunen and Peters 1979
and Cooper 1983 might have looked like if they had access to a good
partialization of Montague Grammar.2

The reader may well wonder if this does not come a bit too late
in the afternoon. I believe that it does not, and that the fragment is
more than a nice exercise in classical formal semantics with some his-
torical significance. It is true that the syntactic analysis of orthodox
Montague Grammar does not stand up to present day standards, but
the Montagovian approach to semantics is without a doubt as influ-
ential as ever (see for instance the discussion in Partee with Hendriks
1997). Moreover, there are nowadays various ways to overcome certain
traditional ‘limitations’ of classical Montague Grammar. For example.
Montague Grammar can be reformulated in such a way that notorious
concepts such as quantifying-in (or Cooper storage) and generalizing to
the worst-case in the type assignments are no longer needed, as shown
in Hendriks 1993. We can also replace Montague’s syntactic compon-
ent by more contemporary grammar formalisms. In Muskens 1994a,
for example, type-theoretical formulae are built up in a Montagovian
fashion on the basis of Categorial Grammar (see also Morrill 1994 for
a comparison of classical Montague Grammar with extended versions
of categorial grammar), while in Verschuur 1994 Head-Driven Phrase
Structure Grammar fulfills this role. In this chapter we remain neutral
as to what the syntactic component looks like and concentrate on the
semantic side of the story. Another relevant observation in this context
concerns the compatibility of the fragment presented in this chapter with
the dynamic view on meaning. As discussed in chapter 2, Muskens 1991
shows how type theory can be used as a classical vehicle for dynamic
semantics. Muskens’ method for this is independent of our use of type
theory in the present chapter, and hence nothing blocks a combination of
these two uses of type theory. In fact, section 5.4.3 contains a recipe for
such a combination. The result of cooking this recipe is comparable with
the Montagovian discourse fragments which include presuppositions dis-
cussed in Bouchez et al. 1993 and Beaver 1995. So both the syntactic

2The fragment developed here is also discussed in Beaver and Krahmer 1995.
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as well as the semantic side of the Presuppositional Montague Grammar
we discuss here can easily be upgraded to the present day standards.

In section 5.2 we look at the representation language of the fragment:
Muskens’ partialization of two-sorted type-theory. The section there-
after presents a gradual trip through the fragment of Presuppositional
Montague Grammar. Section 5.4 discusses extensions of the fragment
with additional presupposition triggers, and gives the aforementioned re-
cipe for dynamification. The chapter ends with an appendix containing
the relevant formalities.

5.2 Partial Type Theory

Before we turn to the actual fragment and discuss a number of ex-
amples, we first consider the representation language in more detail.
Muskens 1989 starts from two-sorted type theory (ty2) and presents
various 4-valued partializations of it. Here we restrict our attention
to ty3

2, three-valued two-sorted type-theory.3 To begin with, any ty2

type is a ty3
2 type. That is:

Definition 1 (Types)

1. e, s and t are types,

2. if , and - are types, then (,-) is a type.

The syntax of ty3
2 di!ers in only one respect from standard ty2, namely

the addition of 5, the undefined expression. We again have sets Var" and
Con" of variables and constants of type ,. Recall from chapter 2 that a
formula is an expression of type t.

Definition 2 (ty3
2 syntax)

1. If " and # are formulae, then ¬" and (" - #) are formulae.

2. If " is a formula and x is a variable of any type, then 'x" is a
formula.

3. If A is an expression of type (,-) and B is an expression of type
,, then (AB) is an expression of type -.

4. If A is an expression of type - and x is a variable of type ,, then
.x(A) is an expression of type (,-).

5. If A and B are expressions of the same type, then (A 3 B) is a
formula.

6. 5 is a formula.

3It has been argued on various occasions that ty2 is preferable over Montague’s
Intensional Logic (il) for independent reasons (see for instance Gallin 1975 or
Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984).
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Again parentheses are omitted where this can be done without creating
confusion, on the understanding that association is to the left. So instead
of writing (. . . (AB1) . . . Bn) we write AB1 . . . Bn.

The semantics is defined over a distributive lattice on {T,F,N} (called
L3), in which the meet 5 corresponds with conjunction, the join 2 with
disjunction and the complement & with negation. This gives rise to the
following Hasse diagram.

T

F

N
$

$

For instance, to find the value of a conjunction of T and N, we look at
T 5 N, which amounts to the minimum of the two with respect to the
ordering, which is N. On the other hand, the disjunction of T and N is
given by T 2 N, which is the maximal element of the two and that is
T. The negation of T, given by & T, is F, while the negation of N is N
again.

To turn a ty2 model M = ({D"}", I) into a ty3
2 one, it su"ces to

add N to Dt such that Dt = {T,F,N}. Otherwise nothing changes: so
De and Ds are non-empty disjoint sets and D("#) is D#

D! ; the set of
(total) functions from D" to D# . As usual, Ds is a set of states, which in
classical Montague Grammar are world-time pairs. Elements of Ds are
ordered by < and <, which have the following intuitive meanings: i < j
expresses that state i precedes state j on the time axis and i < j has
the intuitive meaning that states i and j agree on the world dimension.4

I is the interpretation function of M ; specified as I(c) # D", for all
c # Con". G is the set of total assignments mapping elements of Var"
to the corresponding domain D". g[x/d] is the assignment which di!ers
from g at most in that g[x/d](x) = d. We define [[A]]M,g (the value
of a term A in a model M with respect to an assignment g) in the
following way. First of all, the interpretation of terms goes as follows:
[[t]]M,g = I(t), if t # Con", and [[t]]M,g = g(t), if t # Var".

Definition 3 (ty3
2 semantics)

1. [[¬"]]g = &[["]]g

4For the axioms which force < and 6 to behave in this intended way, see
Muskens 1989:14.
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2. [[" - #]]g = [["]]g 5 [[#]]g

3. [['x""]]g =
(

d(D!
[["]]g[x/d]

4. [[AB]]g = [[A]]g([[B]]g)

5. [[.x"A]]g = the function F such that F (d) = [[A]]g[x/d]

for all d # D"

6. [[A 3 B]]g = T, i! [[A]]g = [[B]]g
= F, i! [[A]]g $= [[B]]g

7. [[5]]g = N

Here &,5 and
(

are operations on L3. If we only consider the values
T and F (and thus ignore 5) it is readily seen that the definition is
exactly the same as definition 2.30. The propositional connectives of
ty3

2 follow the strong Kleene pattern, which the reader can easily verify
by writing down the truth tables. The existential quantifier also has a
Kleene interpretation: 'x" is True i! for some assignment to x, " is
True; 'x" is False i! for all assignments to x, " is False. On the level
of .-free formulae, ty3

2 is the same logic as strong Kleene based ppl
(modulo 5).5 This has a nice consequence: if we want to calculate the
presuppositions of a certain fully-reduced, extensional ty3

2 formula (that
is: a formula without lambdas), we can use the method of the previous
chapter. Similarly, we define:

Definition 4 (Abbreviations)

" " # abbreviates ¬(¬" - ¬#)
" % # abbreviates ¬(" - ¬#)
*x" abbreviates ¬'x¬"
" -̇ # abbreviates (" - #) " (¬" - ")
" -̈ # abbreviates (" - #) " (¬" - ") " (¬# - #)
7 abbreviates 5 3 5
2! abbreviates (! 3 7) " 5
"!!" abbreviates 2! -̇ "

As in the previous chapter, -̇ is the Peters/middle Kleene conjunction,
while -̈ is the Bochvar/weak Kleene conjunction. The corresponding
notions of disjunction and implication are defined in the obvious way.
Via the last two abbreviations elementary presuppositions are intro-
duced in the system of ty3

2. In the context of this chapter, the reader
may think of 2 as the formal counterpart to Cooper’s meta-predicate

5See Muskens 1989, chapter 5 for discussion on the relationship between strong
Kleene and partial Type Theory.
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PRESUPPOSE (see Beaver 1992 for discussion). Finally, we want to
observe that ty3

2 supports the following fact (like ty2).6

Fact 1 (Equivalences)

1. .x(A)B is equivalent with {B/x}A, provided B is free for x in A.

2. .x(A x) is equivalent with A, provided x doesn’t occur free in A.

3. .xA is equivalent with .y{y/x}A, provided y is free for x in A.

The first of these facts is known as lambda-conversion (or beta-reduction),
the second as eta-conversion and the third as alpha-conversion. ty3

2

is a clean, well-behaved logic, with lots of nice meta-theoretical res-
ults as shown in Muskens 1989, chapter 5. An additional advantage
over Montague’s il is that ty3

2 is ‘Church-Rosser’; it has the diamond-
property (see Muskens 1989:15–16).

5.3 Presuppositional Montague Grammar

The fragment we present is an extension of Muskens’ streamlined ver-
sion of Montague Grammar (see Muskens 1989, 1990), where Montague
Grammar refers to the so-called ptq-fragment of Montague 1974b (see
also chapter 2). As a result of the replacement of il for (a partial ver-
sion of) ty2, the translations can be simplified to begin with. The main
di!erence with Montague’s il is the absence of the intensional &- and
extensional )-operators, as well as the tense-operators F and P and the
universal modality ". All these operations are definable in terms of
two-sorted type-theory. For example, the il-expression &" corresponds
with .i" (abstraction over states), while )" corresponds with " i, where
i is some fixed variable of type s (see the embedding of il into ty2

of Gallin 1975). )&-elimination is now simply lambda-conversion. In
general, a formula such as push xbi should be read as: in state i en-
tity b pushes entity x. So, in this set-up push is not a two-place but a
tree-place predicate, looking for a state and two entities.7

Presuppositional Montague Grammar extends the basic ptq frag-
ment by including presuppositions. As said, the emphasis is on the
interaction of presuppositions and quantifiers, and as a result we con-
centrate on the examples discussed in the previous chapter, repeated
here as (1), (2), (3) and (4).

(1) Somebody managed to succeed George V on the throne of England.

(2) A fat man pushes his bicycle.

6Again, {B/x}A is the substitution of B for all free occurrences of x in A.
7None of these changes mark true departures from standard Montague Grammar:

Muskens’ version of ptq makes exactly the same predictions as the version of ptq
found in Dowty et al. 1981.
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(3) Every man who serves his king will be rewarded.
(4) Every fat man pushes his bicycle.

This requires the following additions. First of all, presupposition triggers
are added to the lexicon of basic expressions. Manage to is treated as
a presuppositional variant of try to, which is part of the ptq-fragment.
The possessive ’s requires a real extension: it is assigned the category
DET/NP; it looks for an NP and produces a determiner. Furthermore,
adjectives like fat are not in the ptq fragment either. Here we follow the
analysis from Gamut 1991 and assign adjectives the category CN/CN.
In section 5.4 various other extensions are discussed.

In this section, we gradually go through the fragment. More de-
tails are given in the appendix. Let us begin by re-discussing (1) from
Karttunen and Peters 1979. Here is its syntactic analysis tree (ignoring
the PP on the throne of England).8 The syntactic labels are defined in
the usual categorical fashion; see the appendix.

(5)
S

!!!!!

"""""

NP

somebody

VP

!!!!

""""

VP/VP

manage to

VP

!!! """

TV

succeed

NP

George V

We define a function (.)• which translates syntactic trees into ty3
2 ex-

pressions. These are the translations of the relevant lexical entries:9

somebody• = .P.i'y(P yi)
manage to• = .P.x.i(P xi!(di!cult P ) xi")
succeed• = .Q.y(Q.x(succeed xy))
George V• = .P (P g)

We use one syntactic operation here, namely functional application. The

8 In orthodox Montague Grammar (as described in the ptq fragment of
Montague 1974b) this would be an analysis tree which employs (in top-down order)
rules 4, 8 and 5.
9Here and elsewhere we let p, q range over propositions (type st), P over properties

(type e(st)), Q over quantifiers (type (e(st))(st)), x, y over individuals (type e) and
i, j over states (type s). Constants are typed in the appendix. There the reader will
see that di!cult is a constant of type (e(st))(e(st)) and succeed is a constant of type
e(e(st)).
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syntactic details can be found in the appendix. The corresponding trans-
lation rule looks as follows:

Definition 5 (Functional application translated)
([[,]A/mB [-]B]Afa)

• = ,•-•, for m # {1, 2}.

We assume that functional application is the default syntactic opera-
tion, and hence we omit the ‘fa’ subscript. Here is the (step-by-step)
derivation of (5)•.

1. ([ succeed George V])• =
succeed• George V•

.Q.y(Q.x(succeed xy)).P (P g) =+$

.y(succeed gy) =+%

succeed g
2. ([ manage to [ succeed George V] ])• =

manage to• (succeed George V)•

.P.x.i(P xi!(di!cultP ) xi")succeed g =+$

.x.i(succeed gxi!(di!cult(succeed g)) xi")
3. ([ somebody [ manage to [ succeed George IV] ] ])• =

somebody• (manage to succeed George V)•

.P.i'y(P yi).x.i(succeed gxi!(di!cult(succeedg)) xi") =+"

.P.i'y(P yi).x.j(succeed gxj!(di!cult(succeedg)) xj") =+$

.i'y(succeed gyi!(di!cult(succeed g)) yi")

Here =+$,",% indicates that one or more lambda, alpha or eta-conversions
have been carried out. The meaning of the resulting proposition can be
paraphrased as follows: it is a function from states to truth values, and
given a state s the function produces True if there is someone of which it
is asserted that he succeeded George V in s and presupposed that he (and
not just any person) had di"culty to succeed George V in s. This means
that the system here does not run into the binding problem of Karttunen
and Peters. Let me point out that the binding problem does not arise
in the Montagovian fragments of Cooper 1983 and Hausser 1976 either,
see section 5.4.1 below. In other words: the binding problem is really
typical of Karttunen and Peters’ two-dimensional approach.

All this does not tell us what is the predicted presupposition associ-
ated with the proposition we just derived. For that we need to (re-)define
the presuppose notion. The main di!erence between ty3

2 translations
and ppl ones is of course that the former are intensional while the latter
are not. In the present set-up propositions are no longer True or False,
they are True or False with respect to some state s. So we need to
define when an expression "st presupposes an expression !st. The fol-
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lowing definition is a straightforward generalization of the Strawsonian
notion of ‘presupposing’ in definition 10 of chapter 4.

Definition 6 (Presuppose)
Let " and ! be expressions of type st. " presupposes ! i! for all models
M , assignments g and for all states s:

if [["s]]M,g = T or [["s]]M,g = F, then [[!s]]M,g = T

Put di!erently: if [[!s]]M,g $= T, then [["s]]M,g = N. By analogy with the
previous chapter we can define PR("), the (maximal) presupposition of
", as follows. If " is of the form .i# and # is a .-free formula10 (without
free occurrences of j), then the presupposition of " is given by:

PR(") = .j(TR+(" j) " TR$(" j))

When "j is reduced we end up with a formula without lambdas and, as
we observed above, now we can use the TR+- and TR$-functions from
definition 4.11. Using this method, we find that the presupposition of
the type-theoretical formula we just derived is the following:

(6) .j('y((di!cult(succeed g)) yj - succeed gyj) "
*y((di!cult(succeed g)) yj - ¬succeed gyj))

This is just the intensional version of the presupposition we discussed
previously and once more the first disjunct gives the conditions under
which (1) is True and the second under which (1) is False. Again this
presupposition can be understood as an explanation of the odd flavor
of (1): any state which satisfies one of these disjuncts is in conflict with
history.

Next, let us turn to the first example from Heim 1983b, given here
as (2). Its syntactic analysis is given in (7). The reader is invited to
verify that this is essentially the Lf which Heim’s fcs would produce for
sentence (2) (see chapter 2). The pronoun his is analyzed as a combin-
ation of he and the possessive ’s . The occurrence of he is replaced for a
free, indexed trace to achieve co-reference.11

10Thus, PR cannot be applied to formulae containing representations of intensional
verbs (such as regret and look for , see section 5.4.1).
11In chapter 2 it was noted that Heim compares her Lfs with both Chomskyan Logical
Forms and Montagovian Analysis Trees. That this comparison is justified can be
illustrated nicely by looking at the tree in (7). As said, this is almost the Lf which
Heim’s Lf forming rules would produce for example (2). The non-pronominal NP a
fat man is prefixed to S , leaving behind a trace t0 (rule for NP-prefixing, definition
2.1). It would be exactly Heim’s Lf if we replaced the indefinite determiner and the
traces t0 for free variables x0. On the other hand, the tree is also a Montagovian
analysis tree, namely

[[ a [ fat man]b]3[ he0 [ push [[he0 ’s]a bicycle]3]5]4]14,0
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(7) S

!!!!!!

""""""

NP0

!!! """

DET

a

CN
!! ""

ADJ

fat

CN

man

S

!!!!
""""

NP

t0

VP

!!!!
""""

TV

push

NP

!!!
"""

DET
!! ""

NP

t0

POSS

’s

CN

bicycle

The top-node is interpreted using Montague’s rule of quantifying-in
(14,n), which is needed to allow the indefinite a fat man to bind the
possessive pronoun his. As said in the introduction, nothing hinges on
the use of quantifying-in; any alternative will do. All other syntactic
rules used here are translated using the functional application pattern
given in definition 5. The translation rule for quantifying-in goes as
follows (again, the syntactic rule is given in the appendix):

Definition 7 (Quantifying-in translated)
([[/]NP [0]S ]S,n

qi )• = /•.xn(0•), for n # IN .

In the case of (7), / is the NP a fat man, and 0 the sub-sentence t0
pushes t0’s bicycle. The following translations of basic lexical items are
required:

a• = .P1.P2.i'y(P1 yi -̇ P2 yi)
fat• = fat
man• = man, bicycle• = bike
push• = .Q.y(Q.x(push xy))
tn• = .P (P xn)
’s• = .Q.P1.P2.i

('x(P1 xi -̇ Q.y(of yx)i -̇ P2 xi)!'!x(P1 xi &̇ Q$y(of yx)i)")

Notice that in these translations we have used the middle Kleene con-
junction -̇ . It is worth pointing out that the use of -̇ is by no means

Where 14,0/Montague’s quantifying-in rule is the counterpart to quantifier raising,
and a and b are rules of functional application added to the present fragment to deal
with adjectives and possessives. The occurrences of he0 are Montague’s syntactic
variables.
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essential for Presuppositional Montague Grammar; we could also follow
Hausser 1976, for example, and employ the strong Kleene connectives.
Of course, this would mean that the predicted presuppositions are some-
what weaker (although for quantificational sentences the di!erences are
rather small, see the previous chapter). The predicate of is used to rep-
resent the possessive relation. For of we introduce a harmless notation
convention:

Definition 8 (Notation Convention 1)
*x*y*i((' xi -̇ of yxi) %̇ '-of yxi), where ' is man, bike or king

This gives us all the machinery we need to determine (7)•. In the follow-
ing calculation all reductions are carried out immediately; the relevant
translation rule is the one for functional application unless otherwise
indicated.

1. ([ fat man])• =+ fat man
2. ([ a [ fat man]])• =+ .P3.i'z((fat man) zi -̇ P3 zi)
3. ([t0 ’s ])• =+

.P1.P2.i('x(P1 xi -̇ of x0xi -̇ P2 xi)!'!x(P1 xi &̇ of x0xi)")
4. ([[t0 ’s ] bicycle])• =+

.P2.i('x(bike-of x0xi -̇ P2 xi)!'!x(bike-of x0xi)")
5. ([ push [[t0 ’s ] bicycle]])• =+

.y.i('x(bike-of x0xi -̇ push xyi)!'!x(bike-of x0xi)")
6. ([t0 [ push [[t0 ’s ] bicycle]]])• =+

.i('x(bike-of x0xi -̇ push xx0i)!'!x(bike-of x0xi)")

7. ([[ a [ fat man]] [t0 [ push [[t0 ’s ] bicycle]]]]S,0
qi )• =+

.i'z((fat man) zi -̇ 'x(bike-of zxi -̇ push xzi)!'!x(bike-of zxi)")

By NC1, bike-of zxi should be read as in state i object x is the bicycle
of object z. This translation di!ers only marginally from the ppl one
we discussed in the previous chapter,12 but here the translation is build
up in a fully compositional way. If we calculate the presupposition, we
arrive at essentially the same presupposition as we did for middle Kleene
ppl. We once more find a disjunction of an existential truth-condition
and a universal falsity-condition, which is again weaker than Heim’s
predicted presupposition:

.j('z((fat man) zj - '!x(bike-of zxj) - 'x(bike-of zxj - push xzj))"
*z((fat man) zj % ('!x(bike-of zxj) - *x(bike-of zxj % ¬push xzj))))

The reader is invited to compare this predicted presupposition with its
middle Kleene based ppl counterpart on page 108.

The other examples from Heim 1983b, (3) and (4), are also captured

12It is intensional and contains higher-order predicates (such as fat).
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by the fragment. Example (4) di!ers from (2) only in the initial determ-
iner. As a result, its syntactic analysis tree is structurally isomorphic
with (7). The corresponding translation is built up in a completely ana-
logous way and results in the following expression.

(8) .i*z((fat man)zi %̇ 'x(bike-of zxi -̇ push xzi)!'!x(bike-of zxi)")

As in the previous chapter, the presupposition of this formula is very
close to the one associated with (4), as the reader can easily verify. The
syntactic analysis tree for example (3) is (9). For the sake of simplicity
we leave the VP be rewarded unanalyzed. It is treated as a simple
intransitive verb.

(9)
S

!!!!!

"""""

NP

!!!!
""""

DET

every

CN0

!!!!
""""

CN

man

S

!!!!
""""

NP

t0

VP

!!!!
""""

TV

serve

NP

!!!
"""

DET
!! ""

NP

t0

POSS

’s

CN

king

VP

be rewarded

The rule for relative clause formation (rcf, Montague’s 2,n) is used to
combine the CN man with the relative-S t0 serves t0’s king to form the
complex CN man who serves his king. Rcf is interpreted as follows:

Definition 9 (Relative clause formation translated)
([[/]CN [0]S ]CN,n

rcf )• = .xn.i(/• xni -̇ 0• i), for n # IN .

Applying the (.)• function (which contains no more surprises on the level
of lexical elements) and reducing a lot we find the following:

([[ every [ man [ t0 [ serve [[ t0 ’s] king]]]]CN,0
rcf ] be rewarded ])• =+

.i*x((man xi -̇ 'y(king-of xyi -̇ serve yxi)!'!yking-of xyi") %̇ reward xi)
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As the reader may verify, once again a suitably weak presupposition is
predicted, consisting of a disjunction of a universal truth-condition and
an existential falsity-condition. So again, the only crucial di!erence with
ppl is the way the semantic representation is built up.

5.4 Discussion: Extending the Fragment

So much for the basics, let us now discuss a number of possible extensions
of the fragment.

5.4.1 Additional Presuppositions

By now the reader probably is under the impression that there is noth-
ing more to presuppositions than some fat men with their bicycles and
a little bit of royalty watching. Of course that is not the case. In fact, in
both Karttunen and Peters 1979 and Hausser 1976 the emphasis is on
other kinds of presuppositional phenomena. To do justice to these pre-
decessors of the current version of Presuppositional Montague Grammar
and to show that it really subsumes both of them, let us now discuss
these additional presuppositions.

Hausser argues that certain quantificational determiners (in particu-
lar every and some) are what he calls existential P-inducers.13 In other
words: every and some trigger an existential presupposition leading to
a scope restriction (as discussed in Keenan 1972).14 The examples from
Hausser 1976:252 are (10.a) and (10.b).

(10) a. Bill kissed every girl at the party.
b. Bill didn’t kiss every girl at the party.

Both the a. and the b. sentence intuitively presuppose that there was
at least one girl at the party. This can be modeled in Presuppositional
Montague Grammar by defining the lexical translation of every as fol-
lows:

every• = .P1.P2.i(*x(P1 xi %̇ P2 xi)!'y(P1 yi)")

Presuppositional Montague Grammar produces the following two rep-
resentations for (10.a) and (the wide-scope reading of the negation in)
(10.b) respectively.

13More recently this assumption has been generalized in various ways. Several
people, for example, De Jong 1987 and Zucchi 1995, have argued that all NPs with
a strong determiner (in the sense of Milsark 1977) are presupposition triggers. In
Krahmer and Deemter 1997 this has been further generalized to an NP presupposi-
tion scheme which assigns uniform, existential presuppositions to NPs with a strong
or accented determiner.
14In fact, Hausser notes that Kleene 1938 introduced his three-valued logic to deal
with scope-restrictions triggered by functions which are defined only for a subset of
a certain mathematical domain. See Rescher 1969:34 and Hausser 1976:255.
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(11) a. .i(*x(girl xi %̇ kiss xbi)!'y(girl yi)")
b. .i¬(*x(girl xi %̇ kiss xbi)!'y(girl yi)")

It is easily seen that both formulae presuppose that there was a girl at
the party. This analysis is not entirely faithful to Hausser for two reas-
ons. First, it uses the middle Kleene connectives instead of the strong
Kleene ones. Obviously, replacing %̇ for % removes this minor discrep-
ancy. What is more: the predicted presuppositions do not di!er (since
the inner structure of the assertional part of the respective translations is
not relevant for the predicted presupposition). A second, but important
di!erence is that Hausser does not use an explicit presupposition oper-
ator; rather he builds presuppositions into the definition of functional
application (roughly as follows: the interpretation of (AB) is undefined
if the presuppositions of B are not satisfied (see Hausser 1976:277). This
leads to a serious complication of the interpretation of functional applic-
ation, but on the other hand, since Hausser uses a single representation,
the binding problem does not arise.15 This is also clear from Hausser’s
treatment of the verb stop, which can be seen as a variant of manage.
(A slight variation of) Hausser’s example is (12) (Hausser 1976:276).

(12) Somebody stopped dating Mary.

Hausser’s analysis of the verb stop can be phrased in terms of Presup-
positional Montague Grammar by defining (stop to)• as follows:

stop to• = .P.x.i(¬(P xi)!'j(j<i &̇ i*j &̇ P xj)")

In words: stop doing X in a state s presupposes having done X before
and asserts not doing X any more in s. The syntactic structure of (12)
is structurally similar to that of example (1), as given in (5). Hence the
translation is built up in an analogous way, and produces the following
representation.

(13) .i'x(¬(date mxi)!'j(j<i &̇ i*j &̇ date mxj)")

In words: given a state s, it is asserted that there is someone who doesn’t
date Mary in s, and it is presupposed that there is a state s# which
precedes s on the time-axis in which that same someone dates Mary.
The predicted presupposition for this formula can be paraphrased in

15Karttunen and Peters 1979:44 write about Hausser’s approach:

We should briefly point out (. . . ) how close the so-called “strong projection
method” incorporated in Kleene’s three-valued truth tables is to the treatment
of connectives in Karttunen 1974 and in this paper. Unfortunately, the far-
reaching similarities have eluded most people who have written on this topic
(e.g., Hausser 1976).

This may be so, but on the other hand, the partiality serves Hausser well: his ap-
proach does not su!er from the binding problem.
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extensional terms as: either somebody has been dating Mary before and
now no longer dates her, or everybody dated Mary before and still dates
her at the moment.

Finally, Hausser discusses two more verbs triggering presuppositions,
namely the extensional regret that and the intensional look for . Example
(14) is based on Hausser 1976:277.

(14) a. Bill regrets that no unicorn exists.
b. Bill is looking for a unicorn.

According to Hausser, example (14.a) presupposes that no unicorns
exist, and (14.b) that Bill believes that unicorns exist. The interac-
tion between presuppositions and attitudes is notoriously di"cult and
Hausser’s analysis is not as sophisticated as more recent proposals (like
Heim 1992, Zeevat 1992 and Geurts 1994), but let us discuss it anyway.
In terms of Presuppositional Montague Grammar, the relevant transla-
tions are defined as follows.16

regret• = .P.x.i((regret P xi)!P i")
look for• = .Q.y.i((look for Q yi)!B (Q exist) yi")

Syntactically, regret is assigned the category VP/S, and look for is as-
signed the category VP/NP. Example (14.a) is translated into the fol-
lowing ty3

2 formula (on the de dicto reading of regret):

.i((regret .j¬'x(unicorn xj -̇ exists xj) bi)!¬'x(unicorn xi &̇ exist xi)")

In words: given a state s in which Bill regrets the fact (proposition)
that there are no unicorns, it is presupposed that there actually are no
unicorns in s. For example (14.b) the following formula is produced (on
the non-specific reading of a unicorn).

.i((look for

.P2.j'x(unicorn xj -̇ P2 xj) bi)!B$j'x(unicorn xj &̇ exist xj) bi")

In words: given a state s where Bill is looking for a unicorn, Bill pre-
supposedly believes the proposition that unicorns exist.

A presuppositional example which plays a central role in Karttunen
and Peters 1979 is (15).

(15) Bill loves Mary too.

According to Karttunen and Peters focus sensitive particles like too and
even are di!erent from ‘real’ presuppositions, such as the ones triggered
by descriptions and factives, in that they can be cancelled. Hence, they

16The constants B (believe) and regret both have type (st)(e(st)), exist is a constant
of type e(st) and look for of type ((e(st)(st))(e(st)), P is a variable of type st. The
other variables are typed according to the convention of this chapter.
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claim that too and even give rise to conventional implicatures and from
there they ‘overgenerate’ (as Soames 1989 puts is) and treat all presup-
positions as conventional implicatures.17

Be that as it may, Karttunen and Peters treat too (and even) as a
special kind of quantifying-in, in which the combination of too and an
NP is quantified into the first syntactic variable with the right index.
The NP in question is assumed to be in focus, but they abstract over the
issue of focus assignments (for that, see for example Rooth 1985, 1992
and Krifka 1992). The translation corresponding with this Too-rule is
defined in Presuppositional Montague Grammar as follows:

Definition 10 (Too rule translated)
([[/]NP [0]S ]S,n

too)• = .i(/•.xn(0•)i!too &•'•i")

For example (15), / is the NP Mary and 0 is the sentence Bill loves
t0. Applying the Too-rule produces the following expression (where the
translation of too is governed by a meaning-postulate given in the ap-
pendix).

(16) .i(love mbi!'x(¬(x+m) &̇ love xbi)")

In (extensional) words, it is predicted that example (15) asserts that
Bill loves Mary and presupposes that there is someone other than Mary
whom Bill loves as well.18

5.4.2 Note

One problem with the rules of Presuppositional Montague Grammar is
that they do not assign the correct presuppositions to sentences such as
A fat man pushes his bicycle. It is broken or Every man who serves his
king is rewarded by him. But this will hardly come as a surprise in light
of the objective of this chapter to present a Presuppositional version of
classical Montague Grammar. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see what
is needed to include these examples in the fragment. Consider the text

17It is interesting to note that Hausser comes to the opposite conclusion, and argues
that words like too and only are not ‘presuppositional’ at all (Hausser 1976:250/1).
Recently, both Beaver 1997:944 and Geurts and Van der Sandt 1997 come to a similar
conclusion, but for rather di!erent reasons.
18As Kripke has argued convincingly, this presupposition is not specific enough.
Karttunen and Peters require the ‘someone other than Mary whom Bill loves’ to be
contextually relevant, but this is not what Kripke has in mind. Consider the following
example, which is based on an example from Kripke n.d.

If Bill loves Mary, then the boss loves Mary too.

According to Kripke the presupposition of the consequent is that Bill is not the boss,
and obviously we cannot derive this presupposition without the antecedent. Hence,
Kripke argues, here we really need an ‘anaphoric’ account of presuppositions. The
relation between anaphora and presupposition is the subject of the next chapter.
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we mentioned first. Of course, the fragment as we presented it does
not include analysis trees for texts. Let us tentatively add the following
rule.19

Definition 11 (Text formation)
If [ / ]S and [ 0 ]S are trees then [[ / ]S [ 0 ]S ]Stf is a tree, and
([[ / ]S [ 0 ]S ]Stf)

• = /• -̇ 0•

If we add this rule to the fragment, we can derive a syntactic analysis for
the aforementioned text, but it would not be a particularly satisfactory
one. For one thing, it would crucially require quantifying-in (or some
alternative mechanism) to account for the co-reference between his bi-
cycle and it . And when we have applied the quantifying-in rule, further
anaphoric reference to the bicycle is no longer viable.

This problem will look familiar for the dynamically trained reader.
For reasons discussed in the introduction of chapter 2, a classical Monta-
govian analysis of texts is doomed to failure. This means that the prob-
lems connected with the two sentences mentioned above are not tied
to the analysis of presuppositions at all. They are merely instances of
the well-known problems all static logics have with sentence-sequencing
and donkey-sentences. Moreover, in the present context, these limita-
tions can be overcome quite easily and without touching on the essence
of the fragment: we just have to dynamify Presuppositional Montague
Grammar.

5.4.3 Dynamifying Presuppositional Montague Grammar

There is a surprisingly simple way to replace the above fragment for a
dynamic one, following Muskens 1991, see also chapter 2. Here is the
recipe.

Ingredients: ty3
2, DR(se)t, =%, i[d]j, plus three axioms.

Step 1. Add discourse referents d1, d2, . . . to our main ingredient, ty3
2.

Identify discourse markers with individual concepts, that is: functions
from states to entities (type se). Add the non-logical constant DR of
type (se)t to the language, with the intuitive interpretation ‘is a dis-
course referent’. It receives a total interpretation; every expression of
type se either is a discourse referent or it is not. Furthermore, use
Muskens’ classical implication =% which is defined as follows:

Definition 12 (Another abbreviation)
" =% # abbreviates " - # 3 "

19This rule essentially comprises S18 and T18, discussed in the introduction of
chapter 2.
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That this implication is classical is a direct consequence of the use of 3.

Step 2. Next, take i[d]j and define it in such a way that it can be under-
stood as ‘states i and j agree on all discourse referents except possibly
in the value of d’:20

Definition 13
i[d]j i! *d#((DR d# - ¬(d 3 d#)) =% d#i 3 d#j)

Add three axioms to make this work:

Definition 14 (Axioms)

AX1 *i*d*x(DR d =% 'j(i[d]j - dj = x))

AX2 DR d, for each discourse referent d

AX3 ¬(d1 3 d2), for each two di!erent discourse referents d1 and d2.

It is easily seen that the axioms do not create partiality either. This
means that the modeling of dynamics in ty3

2 is exactly like the model-
ing of dynamics in ty2.

Step 3. Build the discourse fragment on top of the construction resulting
from steps 1 and 2. The essential di!erence with the fragment discussed
in this chapter is that sentences are now translated into expressions of
type s(st); they are interpreted as a relation between states. This has
direct consequences for the types and translations of analysis trees. Here
we will not spell out the obvious details (see section 2.3.3). Adding the
rule for text-formation gives us a dynamic variant of Presuppositional
Montague Grammar.

This solves the problem we mentioned in the note, by modeling the dy-
namic behavior of discourse assignments in a static system. Notice that
this means that the classical intensionality of Montague Grammar is lost,
since in Muskens’ set-up states are forced to behave as assignments to
discourse referents, and not as world-time pairs as in classical Montague
Grammar. There are some ways to regain the traditional intensionality;
for example we can complicate the notion of state, or we can introduce a
fourth basic category so that both notions of state can live next to each
other. We do not touch on these issues here.

20Since no partiality arises here, it is immaterial whether we use strong, middle or
weak Kleene connectives.
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5.4.4 Implicatures and Dynamics

We have seen how a version of Presuppositional Montague Grammar
can be constructed which does not run into the binding-problem of
Karttunen and Peters and does not predict overly strong, universal pre-
suppositions like Heim does. The fragment presented here copies the
predictions made by Partial Predicate Logic, but arrives at them in
a fully compositional fashion. The present fragment is entirely com-
patible with the fragments discussed in Karttunen and Peters 1979 and
Hausser 1976; so it can indeed be seen as a reformulation of what these
systems might have looked like if there had been satisfactory partial
versions of Montague Grammar around in the seventies.

Karttunen and Peters might object that the fragment in this chapter
is concerned with presuppositions and not with conventional implicatures,
and that failing implicatures (our presuppositions) should not necessarily
result in undefinedness (interpreted as N). But (as we saw in the dis-
cussion section of chapter 4) the N value can also be split up into ‘true
(in spite of presupposition failure)’ and ‘false (in spite of presupposition
failure)’. ty3

2 can easily be turned into ty4
2, four-valued , two-sorted

type theory (see Muskens 1989). In fact, the only (syntactic) change
is the addition of a second formula besides 5, say #. The interpreta-
tion of ty4

2 is defined as the interpretation of ty3
2 was defined, but with

Dt = { T,F,t,f }, where [[5]] = t and [[#]] = f and L3 is replaced for L4
(with F at the bottom, T at the top and t and f in between). In this sys-
tem the ‘extended middle Kleene’ connectives become definable,21 and
the choice between presuppositions and conventional implicatures is just
a matter of names.

We encountered some (expected) limitations of the present fragment
when looking at texts and donkey-sentences, and we also saw how they
can be circumvented by teaming Presuppositional Montague Grammar
with Muskens’ Montagovian discourse grammar based on ty2. The res-
ulting system combines the partial and the dynamic view on meaning in
a Montagovian context. In the next two chapters we look at the combin-
ation of partiality and (real) dynamics in more detail. In the following
chapter we define a partial version of Double Negation drt (with pre-
suppositional representations added). The resulting system can be seen
as a kind of intermediate between the dynamic semantic approaches to
presuppositions as put forward by Heim, Beaver, Van Eijck and others,
and the combined semantic/pragmatic approach of Van der Sandt. Fi-
nally, in chapter 7 we look at a specific family of presuppositions triggers:

21This follows from theorem 4 of Muskens 1989, which says that his four-valued
propositional logic (which is subsumed by ty4

2) is functionally complete.
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definite NPs. We shall argue that for those definite presuppositions the
dynamics of finite assignments is essential.

Appendix: The Fragment

This appendix lists all the relevant definitions which together form Pre-
suppositional Montague Grammar. As in the main text, the emphasis is
on the semantics. For an extensive presentation of both the syntax and
the semantics of classical Montague Grammar in terms of type theory
the reader is referred to Muskens 1989. The set of categories is defined
as follows:

Definition 15 (Categories)

1. E is a category; S is a category;
2. If A and B are categories, then A/B and A//B are categories.

The following table lists the categories that we shall actually use in the
fragment.

Category Abbreviation Basic Expressions
S
S/E VP whistle, be rewarded
S//E CN man, bicycle, king
S/VP NP Bill, Mary, George V, somebody, tn
VP/VP try to, manage to
VP/NP TV succeed, push, love, serve
NP/CN DET every, a, the
CN/CN ADJ fat
DET/NP POSS ’s

We only use three of Montague’s syntactic rules (besides the basic rule):
functional application, quantifying-in and relative clause formation.

Definition 16 (Syntactic Trees)

1. Basic:
If , is a basic expression of category A, then [ , ]A is a tree.

2. Functional application:
If [ , ]A/mB and [ - ]B are trees, then [[ , ]A/mB [ - ]B ]Afa is a tree
(m # {1, 2}).

3. Quantifying-in:
If [ / ]NP and [ 0 ]S are trees, then [[ / ]NP [ 0 ]S ]S,n

qi is a tree, for
n # IN .

4. Relative clause formation:
If [ / ]CN and [ 0 ]S are trees, then [[ / ]CN [ 0 ]S ]CN,n

rcf is a tree, for
n # IN .
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The first rule corresponds with rule 1 (in Montague 1974b). The rule for
functional application subsumes Montague’s rules 3 to 10 and here also
deals with adjectives and possessives. The quantifying-in rule is labeled
14,n in ptq, while the rule for relative clauses has number 2,n.

This concludes the brief overview of the syntactic part of Presuppos-
itional Montague Grammar. Let us now focus on the semantics. The
following definition maps (syntactic) categories to (semantic) types.

Definition 17 (Category-to-type Rule)

1. Type2(E) = e; Type2(S) = (st);
2. Type2(A/B) = Type2(A//B) = (Type2(B)Type2(A)).

This gives the following types for the categories employed in the frag-
ment:

Category A Type2(A)
S st Proposition
S/E (VP) e(st) Property
S//E (CN ) e(st) Property
S/VP (NP) (e(st))(st) Quantifier
VP/VP (e(st))(e(st))
VP/NP (TV ) ((e(st))(st))(e(st))
NP/CN (DET ) (e(st))((e(st))(st))
CN/CN (ADJ ) (e(st))(e(st))
DET/NP (POSS ) ((e(st))(st))((e(st))((e(st))(st)))

We use the following terms in the representations:

Definition 18 (Terms)
Let b, m, g, whistle, reward, man, bike, king, succeed, push, love, serve,
of, try, di!cult and fat be constants and let x, y, i, j, P , Pi, and Qi be
variables with types as indicated in the following table.

Type Constants Variables
e b,m,g x, y
s i, j
st P
e(st) whistle, reward Pi

e(st) man, bike, king Pi

e(e(st)) succeed, push, love, serve, of
(e(st))(st) Qi

(e(st))(e(st)) try, di!cult
(e(st))(e(st)) fat
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Finally, the function (.)• gives us the translation of the syntactic trees
in partial type-theory.

Definition 19 (Translation)
For each tree [ / ] define its translation /• as follows:

1. Basic
whistle• = whistle, be rewarded• = reward ;

man• = man, bicycle• = bike, king• = king;

Bill• = .P (P b), George V• = .P (P g), Mary• = .P (P m),
somebody• = .P.i'x(P xi), tn• = .P (P xn);

try to• = try; manage to• = .P.x.i(P xi!(di!cult P ) xi");

succeed• = .Q.y(Q.x(succeed xy)), push• = .Q.y(Q.x(push xy)),
love• = .Q.y(Q.x(love xy)), serve• = .Q.y(Q.x(serve xy));

every• = .P1.P2.i*x(P1 xi %̇ P2 xi),
a• = .P1.P2.i'x(P1 xi -̇ P2 xi),
the• = .P1.P2.i('x(P1 xi -̇ P2 xi)!'!xP1 xi");

’s• = .Q.P1.P2.i
('x(P1 xi -̇ Q.y(of yx)i -̇ P2 xi)!'!x(P1 xi &̇ Q$y(of yx)i)");

fat• = fat;

2. Functional application
([/0]fa)

• = /•0•;

3. Quantifying-in
([/0]nqi)

• = /•.xn(0•);

4. Relative clause formation
([/0]nrcf)

• = .xn.i(/• xni -̇ 0• i).

Definition 20 (Notation Convention 1)
*x*y*i((' xi -̇ of yxi) %̇ '-of yxi), where ' is man, bike or king

Additional presuppostions
From Hausser: Add the following basic categories.

Category Abbreviation Basic Expressions
VP/VP stop to
NP/CN DET some
VP/NP look for
VP/S regret
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We add constants believe and regret of type (st)(e(st)), exist of type
e(st) and look for of type ((e(st)(st))(e(st))). Furthermore, we use the
constants < and <, which represent the two orderings on Ds, and both
have type s(st). The basic translation of every is modified, and otherwise
the set of basic translations is extended with the following lexical entries.

stop to• = .P.x.i(¬(P xi)!'j(j<i &̇ i*j &̇ P xj)");

some• = .P1.P2.i('x(P1 xi -̇ P2 xi)!'y(P1 yi)");

every• = .P1.P2.i(*x(P1 xi %̇ P2 xi)!'y(P1 yi)");

regret• = .P.x.i((regret P xi)!P i");

look for• = .Q.y.i((look for Q yi)!believe (Q exist) yi").

Karttunen and Peters’ analyses of even and too can be cast in terms of
Presuppositional Montague Grammar as follows.

Definition 21 (More Syntactic Trees)

5. Too:
If [ / ]NP and [ 0 ]S are trees, then [[ / ]NP [ 0 ]S ]S,n

too is a tree,
for n # IN .

6. Even:
If [ / ]NP and [ 0 ]S are trees, then [[ / ]NP [ 0 ]S ]S,n

even is a tree,
for n # IN .

Add constants even and too, of type ((e(st))(st))((st)(st)), as well as 6
(‘contextually relevant’), of type e(st).

Definition 22 (More Translations)

5. Too
([/0]ntoo)• = .i(/•.xn(0•)i!too &•'•i");

6. Even
([/0]neven)• = .i(/•.xn(0•)i!even &•'•i").

Even and too obey the following meaning-postulates.

Definition 23 (Axioms)

1. too 3 .Q.P.i'x(6 xi -̇ ¬(.P (P x) 3 Q) -̇ .xn(P) xi)

2. even 3 .Q.P.i'x(6 xi -̇ ¬(.P (P x) 3 Q) -̇ .xn(P) xi) -̇ *x(6 xi
-̇ ¬(.P (P x) 3 Q) %̇ exceed(likelih(.xn(P) xi), likelih(Q.xn(P)i)))

The non-logical constants exceed and likelih(ood) have obvious intended
interpretations and are discussed in Karttunen and Peters 1979.
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Presupposition and Discourse

Semantics

6.1 Introduction

There are currently two rather di!erent dynamic approaches to presup-
position in vogue. On the one hand, there is the semantic approach to
presupposition, which might also be dubbed the contextual satisfaction
approach. It has its roots in Karttunen 1974 and modern (dynamic)
versions can be found in the work of, among others, Heim, Beaver and
Van Eijck. These theories have in common that they all incorporate a
form of partiality in a dynamic semantic framework, and determine the
presupposition of an expression purely in terms of the (dynamic) mean-
ing. A rather di!erent approach to presupposition is due to Van der
Sandt 1992. The crux of Van der Sandt’s approach is the idea that, in
many respects, presuppositions behave as anaphors. A consequence of
his presuppositions-as-anaphors view is that the projection problem for
presuppositions can be reduced to the problem of resolving anaphoric
pronouns. More concretely, Van der Sandt argues that presuppositions
can be handled using the same mechanism which resolves anaphoric
pronouns in drt. There is one important di!erence between pronouns
and ‘real’ presuppositions: when no suitable, accessible antecedent can
be found for a presupposition, and the presupposition has su"cient de-
scriptive content, it can be accommodated and, so to speak, create its
own antecedent. The flexible combination of binding and accommoda-
tion yields the empirical strength of Van der Sandt’s presuppositions-as-
anaphors theory.

In this chapter a version of drt is discussed which can be seen as
a kind of bridge between these two approaches to presupposition. We
extend the system of Double Negation drt from chapter 3 with pre-
suppositional drss. The resulting system, to which we shall refer as

149
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Presuppositional drt, can be seen as a combination of Double Negation
drt with the Peters/middle Kleene based version of ppl. As far as the
interpretation is concerned, Presuppositional drt is closely related to
Beaver 1992’s Kinematic Predicate Logic and Van Eijck 1993’s Error-
state Semantics for dpl (both incorporating a form of partiality in a
dpl(-like) framework), although the Presuppositional drt treatment of
negation and disjunction is di!erent. On the other hand, the representa-
tions of Presuppositional drt show great resemblance to those employed
by Van der Sandt in his presuppositions-as-anaphors theory.

Thus, Presuppositional drt may be associated with two di!erent
approaches to presuppositions: on the one hand, the approach in the
tradition of Karttunen, Heim, Beaver, Van Eijck and others, and on the
other hand the presuppositions-as-anaphors approach of Van der Sandt.
The resulting picture obviously enhances comparison between the two
approaches, but in this chapter we also discuss an additional advant-
age: taking Presuppositional drt as an alternative foundation (instead
of drt) enhances the presuppositions-as-anaphors theory. We do not
propose any significant changes to Van der Sandt’s theory, rather we
show that defining Van der Sandt’s presupposition resolution algorithm
on top of Presuppositional drt instead of standard drt has a number
of advantages.1

The rest of this chapter contains the following sections. In section
6.2 we discuss Van der Sandt’s theory in more detail. In sections 6.3,
6.4 and 6.5 we present Presuppositional drt (the formal system, the
applications and a method to calculate the semantic presupposition of
arbitrary drss). In section 6.6 we re-discuss Van der Sandt’s theory,
but now in terms of Presuppositional drt. Finally, section 6.7 discusses
some of the questions raised by the present perspective. In particular,
we take a closer look at the di!erences in predictions between the two
approaches, propose a di!erent interpretation of Presuppositional drt
and discuss a di!erent view on accommodation, namely as abductive
inference.

1In spirit, Presuppositional drt can also be compared with the system of
Zeevat 1992. Zeevat proposes a reformulation of Van der Sandt’s theory in terms
of Update Semantics and compares this reformulation with other approaches to pre-
supposition, in particular the one found in Heim 1983b. But where Zeevat re-defines
Van der Sandt’s theory in the formalism of Update Semantics, we leave Van der
Sandt’s representational theory essentially untouched and show how it can be em-
ployed on top of the system of Presuppositional drt. Another relevant, alternative
approach can be found in Fernando 1994b, where syntactic translations are used to
produce the presuppositions of dynamic formulae.
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6.2 Presuppositions-as-Anaphors

Van der Sandt’s theory2 rests on the assumption that presuppositions are
nothing more than anaphors looking for an antecedent. More concretely,
Van der Sandt proposes to ‘resolve’ presuppositions, just like anaphoric
pronouns are resolved in standard drt. For this purpose, Van der Sandt
uses a slightly modified version of drt, which di!ers from standard drt
only in the way drss are constructed. In standard drt, the construc-
tion algorithm turns (the syntactic tree of) a sentence into a drs, and
pronouns are resolved en route. In the presuppositions-as-anaphors ap-
proach a curtailed version of the construction algorithm (which does not
resolve anaphors) produces a so-called s-drs for a sentence:

If x1, . . . , xn are variables, "1, . . . ,"m are conditions, and %1, . . . ,%k

are s-drss, then [x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m | %1, . . . ,%k] is an s-drs.
(n, m, k 4 0)

In a pictorial format an s-drs looks as follows:3

(drs 1) x1, . . . , xn

"1
...
"m

%1 . . . %k

So, an s-drs can be seen as a standard drs with embedded drss %i

added, each representing an elementary presupposition, awaiting resolu-
tion. Notice that since the presuppositional %i are s-drss as well, they
may themselves contain embedded presuppositions. Below we often use
the term ‘drs’ to refer to an s-drs, trusting that this will not lead to
confusion.

As an example, consider (1), and its associated Van der Sandtian
representation, (drs 2).

(1) If France has a king, then the king of France is bald.

2As developed in Van der Sandt 1989, 1992, Van der Sandt and Geurts 1991, and
further extended in for example Geurts 1994 and Sæbø 1996.
3This drs is not entirely faithful to Van der Sandt: he represents presuppositional

drss using dashed lines.
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(drs 2)

x
king of France(x)

+

bald(y)

y
king of France(y)

The consequent drs contains a presuppositional drs representing the
presupposition, triggered by the definite description, that there is a king
of France.

6.2.1 Resolving Presuppositions

After an s-drs has been constructed, the presuppositional representa-
tions (if any) are resolved in the context of the representation of the
discourse so far. In Van der Sandt’s theory, resolving a presupposi-
tion amounts to either binding or accommodating it. For this purpose,
a presupposition resolution algorithm is developed, consisting of three
consecutive stages. Here we loosely follow Van der Sandt’s so-called
anaphoric loop; one of the two versions of the presupposition resolution
algorithm discussed in Van der Sandt 1992. Nothing hinges on this (see
section 6.2.3 for some discussion).4 The first thing we do is the following:

one: Try to bind the presuppositional drs as low as possible.

Since it is assumed that presupposition is just a species of anaphora,
we look for a suitable, accessible antecedent. As usual, accessibility is
determined by the structure of the relevant drs, and here we can simply
look at the set of accessible antecedents (given by ACC, see chapters 2
and 3) as we have been doing so far. But now we can also say something
about the suitability of the antecedent: it has to satisfy the conditions of
the presuppositional drs. In fact, Van der Sandt also allows for partial
matches between presupposition and antecedent, but for now we ignore
this possibility.5 Consider (drs 2). To resolve the presuppositional drs,
we look for an accessible, suitable antecedent, and obviously the dis-
course referent introduced by the indefinite a king (x) in the antecedent-
drs is the ideal candidate. So, the presuppositional drs can indeed be
bound. Binding goes as follows: the presuppositional drs is removed

4For formal details on the resolution process we refer to the references cites in
footnote 2.
5See footnote 28.
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from the drs where it originates (the source drs, for short) in this case
the consequent-drs, and ‘moved into’ the drs where the antecedent was
introduced to which the presupposition is bound (henceforth the target
drs), in this case the antecedent-drs. To round things o!, all free oc-
currences of y are replaced by its newly found antecedent, x. In this way
the anaphor is ‘absorbed’ by the antecedent (Van der Sandt 1992:349).
This results in the following drs:

(drs 3)

x
king of France(x)

+
bald(x)

Notice that (drs 3) is also the standard drt representation for ex-
ample (2). In fact, the parallel between examples like (1) and (2) is
one of the suggestive facts discussed by Van der Sandt to motivate his
presuppositions-as-anaphors approach.

(2) If France has a king, then he is bald.

In this case, we easily succeeded in finding an antecedent, and hence in
binding the presupposition: there was only one possibility. If there is
more than one possible antecedent for a presupposition, Van der Sandt’s
algorithm prefers binding to the lowest antecedent. That is, if we find
two accessible antecedents with the right properties, we bind the pre-
supposition to the closest one (where closeness is defined in terms of
the number of intervening (sub-)drss between source- and target-drs).
For this purpose, Van der Sandt defines the projection line of a pre-
suppositional drs %, which is just the list of (sub-)drss encountered in
calculating the accessible antecedents, ACC(%). If there are two or more
closest, suitable antecedents, an unresolvable ambiguity is predicted.

It is also possible that we have checked every accessible drs without
finding a possible antecedent for the presupposition, not even on the
highest possible landing-site: the main drs. Then we go the next phase
of the resolution algorithm:

two: If binding a presuppositional drs fails, try to accommodate it
as high as possible.

Accommodation of a presuppositional drs % in some target-drs &
simply amounts to adding % to &: we replace & with the merge of the
two drss % ; &. When attempting to accommodate a presuppositional
drs, we once again follow the projection line, but now in the opposite
direction: we first try to accommodate in the main drs (‘global ac-
commodation’), before we attempt accommodation in (sub-)drss lower
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on the projection line (‘intermediate accommodation’). The last op-
tion is to accommodate the presupposition in the sub-drs where the
presupposition was triggered in the first place: the source-drs (‘local
accommodation’). Consider example (3), with its drt representation
(drs 4) added.

(3) If a farmer owns a donkey, he gives it to the king of France.

(drs 4)

x, y
farmer(x)
donkey(y)
owns(x, y)

+

gives(x, y, z)

z
king of France(z)

To be precise, this drs is already partially resolved; the representations
of the pronouns he and it have been bound to the antecedents a farmer
and a donkey respectively. One presuppositional drs remains, express-
ing the elementary presupposition that there is a king of France. Obvi-
ously, binding this presupposition is out of the question, since none of
the accessible discourse referents satisfies the condition that it is a king
of France. So, we attempt to accommodate the presupposition. That
is: we remove the presuppositional drs [z | king of France(z)] from the
consequent, and merge it with what is left of (drs 4) after the removal
of the presuppositional drs. After applying the Merging Lemma this
results in (drs 5).

(drs 5) z
king of France(z)

x, y
farmer(x)
donkey(y)
owns(x, y)

+
gives(x, y, z)

Accommodation is a very strong mechanism, and therefore Van der
Sandt requires the result of accommodation to satisfy certain con-
straints. One obvious constraint is that variables may not end up be-
ing free after accommodation, this is the so-called trapping constraint.
Moreover, the result of accommodation must satisfy certain general,
independently motivated constraints: it has to be both informative
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and consistent . Roughly, accommodating & in % with %# as output is
(i) informative if the set of models which support %# is a proper sub-
set of the set of models supporting % and (ii) consistent if there is at
least one model satisfying %#. These conditions are originally due to
Stalnaker 1979, but Van der Sandt 1988 discusses these constraints in
detail for the purpose of presupposition and generalizes them to apply
at the level of sub-drss as well (for formal details we again refer to the
references cited in footnote 2). If accommodating a presuppositional
drs at a certain level violates one or more of the constraints, we try to
accommodate it on a lower level of the projection line. If no accommod-
ation is possible, we come to the last phase of the resolution algorithm.

three: If both binding and accommodation fail: Give up

This would happen with an example like (4).

(4) There is no king of France. # The king of France is bald.

If the reader constructs a mental drs for this example, she may eas-
ily verify that binding the presupposition that there is a king France
(triggered by the definite description in the second sentence) does not
succeed since there are no accessible antecedents, and similarly any ac-
commodation violates the consistency condition.

Van der Sandt’s presuppositions-as-anaphors theory has several at-
tractive features. It uses a single mechanism for presuppositions and
‘ordinary’ anaphors, and it has an integrated analysis which treats bind-
ing and accommodation as two sides of the same coin. Moreover, on
the empirical side it does very well (see Beaver 1997:983). The previ-
ous sketch illustrates the observation made above that Van der Sandt’s
theory is flexible by nature: each presuppositional drs gives rise to vari-
ous possible resolutions which are ordered by the underlying principles.
Moreover, no weak presuppositions are predicted. For example: the
presuppositional drs in (drs 4) is accommodated at top-level; the pre-
dicted presupposition for example (3) is that there is a king of France. By
comparison: the Peters/middle Kleene based version of ppl (which may
be seen as a representative of the semantic, Karttunen-style approach
to presuppositions) predicts that (3) presupposes the weaker either it
is not true that a farmer owns a donkey, or there is a king of France
(see chapter 4). For extensive discussion on the di!erences between the
two approaches, as well as on the similarities, the reader is referred to
Van der Sandt 1992, Zeevat 1992, Geurts 1994 and Beaver 1995. Some
of the relevant issues are also discussed in section 6.7. In general, it is fair
to say that there is no other theory (static or dynamic) which deals in a
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successful way with quite the same range of data as the presuppositions-
as-anaphors approach. Nevertheless it raises a few questions as well.

6.2.2 What is a Presuppositional drs?

To begin with, Van der Sandt modifies the syntax of drt so as to include
presuppositional drss in it. But, there is no interpretation for these new
s-drss. One can argue that representations such as (drs 2) are in fact
proto-drss in the sense that they are still ‘under construction’. To some
extent this position can be defended: the representation is under con-
struction since some anaphoric elements are still to be resolved. And,
when they are all resolved, the net-result is a standard drs which has
a perfectly normal interpretation. On the other hand: one would like
to have an interpretation for any expression of the drs language. By
comparison, the proto-drss which occur in Kamp and Reyle 1993 are
not elements of the drt language; they are just partly dismantled syn-
tactic trees with a box around them. So we have two options: either
representations like (drs 2) are indeed proto-drss, and hence they are
not elements of the proper drt language (and thus do not require inter-
pretation). Or, we do not treat them like proto-drss but like ordinary
drss, and then they do require an interpretation. Here we argue for the
second option. We shall see that Presuppositional drt can be used to
give an interpretation to s-drss. Moreover, it will be shown that having
such an interpretation actually has several positive e!ects.

6.2.3 Procedural vs. Declarative

For example, Van der Sandt has observed that his (procedural) way
of resolving presuppositions we just sketched ‘(. . . ) obviously leads to
problems when we check for logical properties such as consistency or
entailment. For interpretation and determination of these logical prop-
erties can only ensue after full resolution of all anaphoric expressions.’
(Van der Sandt 1992:362). After all, s-drss do not have an interpret-
ation, ordinary drss without embedded presuppositions do. Hence in
more complex cases, the procedural version of the algorithm involves ‘a
substantial amount of backtracking’ (Van der Sandt 1992, ibid.). There-
fore, Van der Sandt discards the procedural ‘anaphoric loop’ and opts
for a more declarative approach: for an unresolved s-drs % a set of all
logically possible resolutions for % is constructed. That is, every possible
resolution is carried out and interpreted. By the underlying principles
we discussed above (binding as low as possible, accommodation as high
as possible, binding preferred over accommodation), this set of logical
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possibilities is partially ordered,6 and the resolution which occupies the
first place in the ordering —the preferred reading— will also be the out-
put of the procedural version of the resolution algorithm. For simple
sentences the di!erence between the procedural and the declarative ap-
proach is not so dramatic, but when considering longer stretches of text
the set of all logically possible resolutions may turn out to be rather
big, and computing all of them may take a significant amount of time.
If there is an interpretation for presuppositional drss we can check the
logical properties on the spot, and the procedural algorithm will not
run into problems; we can stop when we have found one satisfactory
resolution.7 Of course this does not mean that we have to stop: if we
wanted to, we could continue searching for less preferred resolutions as
long as we like.

6.2.4 Accommodating Failing Presuppositions

Consider example (5).

(5) It is not the case that the king of France is bald.

On Van der Sandt’s approach this sentence is represented by (drs 6).

(drs 6)

¬
bald(y)

y
king of France(y)

Once this representation is constructed we apply the presupposition res-
olution mechanism to it. That is: we first attempt to bind the presup-
positional drs. This does not succeed since there are no antecedents,
let alone suitable ones. Thus we try to accommodate the presupposi-
tion at top level in the main drs. This obviously does not violate any
constraints. So, after resolution (accommodation) and an application of
the drt Merging Lemma we end up with the following representation.

6It is not a total order in general, since ambiguities may arise, for instance if there
are two closest, suitable antecedents.
7Although having an interpretation for presuppositional drss leads to a substantial

reduction of the search space, some amount of backtracking is inevitable. See note
23 below.
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(drs 7) y
king of France(y)

¬
bald(y)

Now suppose we interpret (drs 7) in a model in which France has no
king. In such a model (drs 7) is false. Thus, for this example Van der
Sandt essentially follows the Russellian analysis of example (5) discussed
in chapter 4.

Kracht 1994 objects to this way of accommodating presuppositions
—or re-allocation as he calls it— by observing that an accommodated
presupposition should still be a presupposition. However, in Van der
Sandt’s theory a presupposition loses its presuppositionhood when it is
resolved. If a presupposition would remain a presupposition after resol-
ution, the result cannot even be interpreted since there is no interpreta-
tion for the presuppositional drss. Interestingly, Van der Sandt himself
notes the following.

I (. . . ) assume the standard extensional semantics for the drs lan-
guage, which is set out well in the literature; see e.g., Kamp (1981)
or Kamp & Reyle [(1993)]. One consequence is that when a ‘fail-
ing’ presupposition is accommodated the resulting discourse is false,
and not undefined as Frege or Strawson would have it. (. . . ) The
Fregean [intuition] can, however, be restored by explicitly marking
accommodated material as such and making the embedding function
dependent on the status of the relevant markers.
Van der Sandt 1992:375,fn27

In other words: accommodated, presuppositional material should be
distinguished from simply asserted material. When we define Van der
Sandt’s theory on top of Presuppositional drt instead of standard drt,
we can easily mark something as presuppositional, namely by repres-
enting it as a presuppositional drs. This would call for a small change
in the resolution algorithm: we accommodate the presuppositional drs
as a presuppositional drs. Thus, resolving the presuppositional drs in
(drs 6) does not result in (drs 7), but in (drs 8). To indicate that the
presuppositional drs has been ‘resolved’ it is marked with a †.8

8Presuppositional drt is defined in such a way that the free occurrence of y in the
condition bald(y) is bound by the introduction of y in the presuppositional drs.
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(drs 8)

¬
bald(y)

y †
king of France(y)

The interpretation of a presuppositional drs will just be a dynamic
version of Blamey’s transplication. So, in a model where there is no
king of France, (drs 8) indeed will be undefined, as Frege and Strawson
would have it.

6.2.5 Disjunctions

Consider the following presuppositional variant of the bathroom sen-
tence discussed in Van der Sandt 1992:368, and its representation (drs 9).

(6) Either there is no bathroom in this house, or the bathroom is in a
strange place.9

(drs 9)

¬
x
bathroom(x)

"

z
strange place(z)
y 3 z

y
bathroom(y)

The presuppositions-as-anaphors theory, based on standard drt, pre-
dicts that binding the presuppositional drs [y | bathroom(y)] is not pos-
sible, since in standard drt a left disjunct, be it negated or not, is
inaccessible for a right disjunct. Global accommodation of the presup-
position triggered by the bathroom does not work either, since this would
represent the unacceptable discourse There is a bathroom in this house.
Either there is no bathroom in this house, or it is in a strange place:
it violates the consistency constraint for sub-drss, since the left-hand
sub-drs of the disjunction is inconsistent with there being a bathroom
in this house. As a consequence, we have to go for the least preferred
way of resolving the presuppositional drs: it is locally accommodated

9Van der Sandt’s actual example is Either John has no donkey, or his donkey is
eating quietly in the stable.
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in the disjunct it originated in. This results in a reading which may be
paraphrased as Either there is no bathroom in this house, or there is a
bathroom in this house and it is in strange place. We already discussed
this reading for the bathroom sentence in chapter 3 and it seems that
this is not the meaning of (6): suppose that there are two bathrooms in
this house, one which is in a strange place and one which is not. In that
case (6) does not seem to be true. But the Van der Sandtian reading is
true in that situation since the second disjunct can be verified.

Now consider the following, comparable examples (from Beaver 1995):

(7) Either John didn’t solve the problem, or else Mary realizes that
the problem’s been solved.

(8) Either Mary’s autobiography hasn’t appeared yet, or else John
must be very proud that Mary has had a book published.

Beaver points out that Van der Sandt’s mechanism makes the wrong
predictions for examples such as these. Let us focus on (8) and assume
that being proud that S presupposes S , that is: the second disjunct pre-
supposes that Mary has had a book published. Van der Sandt predicts
that the most preferred reading of (8) is the one involving global accom-
modation. Binding is not possible (the (negated) left disjunct is again
not accessible), but the global accommodation of Mary has had a book
published is not ruled out: having published a book but not an autobi-
ography is perfectly consistent. Nevertheless, the reading which results
after global accommodation is wrong: on its most natural reading, (8)
does not entail that Mary has had a book published.

If we interpret negation as is done in Double Negation drt we can
solve these problems. Recall that in chapter 2 we discussed the similar-
ities between the standard drt notion of accessibility and Karttunen’s
local contexts. We noted that accessibility and local contexts are calcu-
lated in a similar way, except for disjunction. The situation is di!erent
for Double Negation drt, as we have seen in chapter 3. As a result of
the new treatment of negation and disjunction, the modified rules for
determining accessibility now entirely mirror the pattern of Karttunen’s
local context determination. Since Presuppositional drt will be based
on Double Negation drt, the negated left disjunct will indeed be ac-
cessible from the right disjunct. In other words: for (6), (7) and (8)
it will be predicted that the non-presuppositional (binding) reading is
preferred. If we consider the Presuppositional drt version of (drs 9) we
can find an antecedent when we try to resolve the presuppositional drs;
the referent x is accessible and satisfies the relevant condition. In other
words, we do not need to locally accommodate the presuppositional drs,
we can simply bind it. And similarly for example (8): given the natural
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assumptions that an autobiography is a book and that a book which has
appeared has been published, we can bind the presupposition arising in
the second disjunct, and as a result it is predicted that (8) is equivalent
with (9).

(9) If Mary’s autobiography has appeared, John must be very proud
about it.

6.2.6 Presupposition-Quantification Interaction

Van der Sandt’s theory has been criticized for its treatment of presup-
positions in the scope of quantifiers (see for instance Beaver 1995). A
typical example is (10), due to Heim 1983b and also discussed at some
length in the preceding two chapters.

(10) Every fat man pushes his bicycle.

Van der Sandt’s resolution algorithm predicts that the presupposition
triggered by his bicycle is accommodated in the scope of every. It can-
not be accommodated in the main drs because the discourse referent
associated with the male pronoun would end up being free, which is
forbidden by the trapping constraint. Since the presupposition loses its
presupposition-hood it is predicted that (10) is equivalent with (11).

(11) Every fat man who has a bicycle pushes it.

The question what the exact presupposition is of sentences like (10) is
hard to decide, but the alleged equivalence between (10) and (11) is
not generally supported. As we shall see, Presuppositional drt, and the
assumption that presuppositions should be accommodated as presuppos-
itions and not as assertions, may shed a new light on these examples.10

Summarizing

We mentioned several advantages of taking Presuppositional drt instead
of standard drt as the foundation of the presuppositions-as-anaphors
theory. Nothing significant is lost when switching to Presuppositional
drt; it is just a generalization of standard drt. Given that we can
interpret drss before and after resolution, various questions concerning
the meaning of presupposition resolution suggest themselves. Later on
in this chapter, we dwell on these issues. Now, let us first discuss the
system of Presuppositional drt in more formal detail.

10In fact, Geurts and Van der Sandt 1997 also assume that there is a crucial di!erence
between presupposed and asserted material, and they subsequently argue that (10)
and (11) are only roughly equivalent. Nevertheless they do not describe how the
di"erence between presupposed and asserted material is accounted for in the usual
conception of the presuppositions-as-anaphors theory.
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6.3 Presuppositional drt

The syntax of Presuppositional drt is like the syntax of Double Negation
drt, but with representations for elementary presuppositions added. In
chapter 4 we have discussed two (interdefinable) ways of adding ele-
mentary presuppositions to the language. We can either add Blamey’s
binary transplication or Beaver’s unary presupposition operator (2) to
the language, and here we do the latter. Once again, we switch back and
forth between the pictorial and the linear format of drss. The linear
notation is used in the formalities, such as the following. The set of
terms is given by the union of Con (the set of constants) and Var (the
set of variables/discourse referents), both non-empty.

Definition 1 (Presuppositional drt syntax)

1. If R is an n-ary predicate and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then R(t1, . . . , tn)
is a condition.

2. If t1 and t2 are terms, then t1 3 t2 is a condition.

3. If % and & are drss, then (% + &) is a condition.

4. If x1, . . . , xn are variables and "1, . . . ,"m are conditions, then
[x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m] is a drs (with n, m 4 0).

5. If % and & are drss, then (% ; &),;% and 2% are drss.

The intuition behind 2% is that it says of % that it is an elementary pre-
supposition. 2% will be interpreted in such a way that it is supported
(True) whenever % is supported (True), and neither supported nor re-
jected otherwise. In particular: 2% cannot be rejected (False). There is
one essential di!erence in interpretation between Double Negation drt
and its partial counterpart under discussion here: the negative exten-
sions are no longer defined as mere absence of truth. Let F once more
be the set of finite assignments, with $ as the empty assignment. g{%x}h
abbreviates: assignment h extends assignment g with %x, as defined in
definition 2.4. Let M = (D, I) be an ordinary first-order model. For
terms the interpretation is defined as follows: [[t]]+M,g = [[t]]$M,g = g(t)

if t # Var and t # Dom(g), and [[t]]+M,g = [[t]]$M,g = I(t) if t # Con.
Since for any term t, [[t]]+ equals [[t]]$, we drop the superscript in the
interpretation of terms. If g(x) is not defined, [[x]]g is not defined either.
For conditions ", we define [["]]+M 0 F and [["]]$M 0 F , while for drss
% we define [[%]]+M 0 F 2 and [[%]]$M 0 F 2 as follows (in the first clause
1 / i / n, we drop the M -index where possible):11

11The interpretation of Presuppositional drt derives from the second middle Kleene
based dynamic interpretation discussed in Krahmer 1994, definition 20. As said
above, the interpretation is closely related with the partial dynamic systems de-
veloped for the treatment of presuppositions by Beaver and by Van Eijck. This is
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Definition 2 (Presuppositional drt semantics)

1. [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]+ = {g | [[ti]]g defined & ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) # I(R)}
[[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]$ = {g | [[ti]]g defined & ([[t1]]g, . . . , [[tn]]g) $# I(R)}

2. [[t1 3 t2]]+ = {g | [[t1]]g, [[t2]]g defined & [[t1]]g = [[t2]]g}
[[t1 3 t2]]$ = {g | [[t1]]g, [[t2]]g defined & [[t1]]g $= [[t2]]g}

3. [[% + &]]+ = {g | *h((g, h) # [[%]]+ + 'k(h, k) # [[&]]+) & defg(%)}
[[% + &]]$ = {g | 'h((g, h) # [[%]]+ & 'k(h, k) # [[&]]$)}

4. [[[%x | "1, . . . ,"m]]]+ = {(g, h) | g{%x}h & h # ([["1]]+ 5 . . . 5 [["m]]+)}
[[[%x | "1, . . . ,"m]]]$ = {(g, g) | *h(g{%x}h + h # ([["1]]$ 2 . . . 2 [["m]]$))}

5. [[% ; &]]+ = {(g, h) | 'k((g, k) # [[%]]+ & (k, h) # [[&]]+)}
[[% ; &]]$ = {(g, g) | *k((g, k) # [[%]]+ + 'h(k, h) # [[&]]$) & defg(%)}

6. [[;%]]+ = [[%]]$

[[;%]]$ = [[%]]+

7. [[2%]]+ = [[%]]+

[[2%]]$ = 1

Where defM,g(%) —‘drs % is dynamically defined in M with respect
to g’— is defined as follows (again suppressing M).12

Definition 3 (def)

defg(%) = 'h(g, h) # [[%]]+ or 'h(g, h) # [[%]]$

for % is 2& or [%x | "1, . . . ,"m]

defg(% ; &) = defg(%) & *h((g, h) # [[%]]+ + defh(&))

defg(;%) = defg(%)

We say that a drs % is supported in a model M with respect to an
assignment g (notation: M, g |=pdrt %) i! 'h(g, h) # [[%]]+M , and
that % is rejected in M with respect to g (notation: M, g =|pdrt %)

clearest for the system given in Van Eijck 1994b:779–780. The main di!erence is that
Presuppositional drt is based on Double Negation drt, and that as a consequence
negation and disjunction are treated in a di!erent way. Other combined partial dy-
namic interpretations, devised for di!erent purposes can be found in, for instance,
Dekker 1993b, Piwek 1993, Van den Berg 1996a and Van den Berg 1993.
12In chapter 4 we have seen that the Peters/middle Kleene based version of ppl could
be defined in terms of strong Kleene based ppl. This is not possible in the dynamic
setting of Presuppositional drt (at least not with the language as it is defined here),
therefore ‘dynamic definedness’ (def) conditions are added on the meta-level of the
interpretation.
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i! 'h(g, h) # [[%]]$M . The truth combinations can now be defined as
follows.13

Definition 4 (Truth combinations)
Let % be proper drs. In a model M , we say that

% is True i! M,$ |= %

% is False i! M,$ =| %

% is Neither i! M,$ $|= % and M,$ $=| %

It is easily shown that no drs is both True and False, and that every
drs which does not contain presuppositions is either True or False. Two
drss % and & are said to be equivalent i! for all models M : [[%]]+M =
[[&]]+M and [[%]]$M = [[&]]$M . Notice that the interpretation of atomic
conditions ‘triggers’ a presupposition to the e!ect that the relevant terms
are defined. Obviously, this presupposition is satisfied by any proper
drs. We introduce the following abbreviations.

Definition 5 (Abbreviations)

%!!" abbreviates 2(&) ; %
% " & abbreviates ;% + &
7 abbreviates [ |c 3 c], for some c # Con
9 abbreviates ;7
5 abbreviates 29

The first abbreviation defines (a dynamic version of) transplication in
terms of the unary presupposition operator. It is this operation which
is our linear alternative for the presuppositional drss discussed in the
previous section. The abbreviation results in the following interpretation
for %!!":

[[%!!"]]
+ = {(g, h) | 'k((g, k) # [[&]]+ & (k, h) # [[%]]+)}

[[%!!"]]
$ = {(g, g) | 'k(g, k) # [[&]]+ &

*k((g, k) # [[&]]+ + 'h(k, h) # [[%]]$)}

The second abbreviation once again establishes the link between disjunc-
tion and implication, argued for in chapter 3. We have chosen for an
asymmetric treatment of disjunction, although here too we could have
defined disjunction in a symmetric fashion (see chapter 3 for discussion).
The last three abbreviations correspond with the three truth combin-
ations, True, False and Neither respectively. We can use them when
checking that Presuppositional drt follows the middle Kleene pattern.

13‘Properness’ is defined for Presuppositional drt as it was for standard drt. See
page 166.
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This is done by calculating the various combinations of 7,9 and 5. For
instance, ;7 is equivalent with 9, ;5 is equivalent with 5 and ;9 is
equivalent with 7. In words, ; maps True to False, Neither to Neither
and False to True. Similarly, all the ; combinations (‘sequencings’) of
the truth combinations can be checked and it is easily seen that the
resulting truth table is that of middle Kleene conjunction. Observe that
a drs [x | "] also follows the Kleene pattern: it is True if " is True for
some assignment to x and False if " is False for all assignments to x.
We mention the following equivalences.

Fact 1 (Equivalences)

1. ;;% is equivalent with %

2. % ; (& ; () is equivalent with (% ; &) ; (

3. % + [ |& + (] is equivalent with (% ; &) + (

4. %!!1""2#" is equivalent with %!!2;!1"

The first equivalence states that the law of double negation still holds
in its full, dynamic form. The second equivalence is about associativ-
ity, while the third relates sequencing with implication. The last one
expresses that we can rewrite nested presuppositions using a single pre-
suppositional drs, where the deepest embedded presupposition comes
first. For a proof of fact 1 the reader is referred to the appendix.

We have only marginally complicated the language of Double Nega-
tion DRT, and as a result the notion of accessibility di!ers only a little
from the notion defined in chapter 3.14 We begin with defining active
and passive discourse referents.

Definition 6 (Active and Passive DRs)

1. ADR([x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m]) = {x1, . . . , xn}
PDR([x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m]) = 1

2. ADR(% ; &) = ADR(%) 2 ADR(&)
PDR(% ; &) = 1

3. ADR(;%) = PDR(%)
PDR(;%) = ADR(%)

4. ADR(2%) = ADR(%)
PDR(2%) = 1

Observe that ADR(%!!") = ADR(&) 2 ADR(%), while PDR(%!!") = 1.
Accessibility can now be defined as follows. Initially, we set ACC(%#) = 1,

14The only addition is the presupposition operator *.
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where %# is the main drs, and compute the accessible discourse referents
of subdrss and subconditions with the help of the following rules.15

Definition 7 (Accessibility)

1. If ACC(% + &) = X , then ACC(%) = X and ACC(&) = X2ADR(%).

2. If ACC([x1, . . . , xn | "1, . . . ,"m]) = X , then ACC("i) = X 2
{x1, . . . , xn}. (1 / i / m)

3. If ACC(% ; &) = X , then ACC(%) = X and ACC(&) = X 2 ADR(%).

4. If ACC(;%) = X , then ACC(%) = X .

5. If ACC(2%) = X , then ACC(%) = X .

6. If ACC(%!!") = X , then ACC(&) = X and ACC(%) = X 2 ADR(&).

7. If ACC(% " &) = X , then ACC(%) = X and ACC(&) = X 2 PDR(%).

Notice once again that there is a strong connection between the clauses
for the determination of accessibility and Karttunen’s top-down specific-
ation of local contexts.16 An occurrence of x in an atomic condition "
in % is said to be free in % i! x $# ACC("). An occurrence of x in an
atomic condition " in a condition # is free in # i! it is free in [ | #]. A
drs is proper if it does not contain any free discourse referents, and a
proper drs is totally proper when it introduces no referent twice. The
Revised Construction Algorithm (discussed in section 6.4) will produce
only totally proper drss. Before we move on to the applications, note
that we have a restricted version of the Merging Lemma.

Fact 2 (Merging Lemma)
[%x | %"] ; [%y | %'] is equivalent with [%x, %y | %",%'],
provided no referent in %y is free in any of %", and [%x | %"] is presupposition
free.

Another lemma from chapter 3 which will turn out to be handy is the
Single Negation Lemma.

15To be precise: ACC($) calculates accessibility for an occurrence of $ in some given
drs $%. Since this $% can be determined from the context we shall keep it hidden
in the definition. See section 2.2.2 (on standard drt) and section 3.3 (on Double
Negation drt) for discussion.
16These were the Karttunen conditions (given in chapter 2, definition 10):

1. If LC(not S) = C , then LC(S) = C .
2. If LC(if S then S %) = C , then LC(S) = C and LC(S %) = C & { S }.
3. If LC(S and S %) = C , then LC(S) = C and LC(S %) = C & { S }.
4. If LC(S or S %) = C , then LC(S) = C and LC(S %) = C & { not S }.
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Fact 3 (Single Negation Lemma)
Define standard negation ¬% as % + 9, and let ( be an arbitrary atomic
drs. Then:

% ; ;( is equivalent with % ; [ | ¬(]
;( ; % is equivalent with [ | ¬(] ; %
% + ;( is equivalent with % + [ | ¬(]
;( + % is equivalent with [ | ¬(] + %

6.4 Applications

In chapter 3 the drt Construction Algorithm was revised a little to
enhance the treatment of double negations and disjunctions. Here we
shall sketch a slight revision of this Revised Construction Algorithm to
make it suitable for the purposes of the present chapter.17 First of all,
every NP is represented by a separate drs which is immediately prefixed
to the drs in which it originated. Here is the rule for indefinites.

Indefinite Descriptions Rule
Upon encountering an NP of the form ‘a(n) ,’, replace it
with a new discourse referent x and prefix the current drs

with
x
x ,

Here ‘x ,’ comes from ‘a(n) ,’ by replacing the indefinite determiner
for x. When , is an atomic predicate we shall write this as ,(x). The
rule for universally quantified NPs is modified in a similar way. As far
as definite descriptions are concerned we add the following rule to the
construction algorithm, which is just a presuppositional variant of the
rule for indefinites.

Definite Descriptions Rule
Upon encountering an NP of the form ‘the ,’, replace it
with a new discourse referent x and prefix the current drs

with 2
x
x ,

Ultimately we want to treat all definite NPs (definite descriptions, pro-
nouns, names and possessives) in this way (see the next chapter), but

17Contrary to Van der Sandt we shall construct our drss in the drt tradition, that
is: top-down rather than bottom-up.
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to keep things simple we stick closer to standard drt for now. So, a
pronoun is still replaced by a suitable, accessible discourse referent. As
a first example of how this ‘Revision of the Revised Construction Al-
gorithm’ works, consider example (12).

(12) The king with the wig ruled.

This sentence contains two presupposition triggers, one contained within
the other. We start with placing the (syntactic analysis of this) sentence
in a box, thus turning it into a proto-drs, and combining it with the
initial (empty) drs, resulting in (drs 10). The first rule which can
be applied is our new-fangled definite descriptions rule, which outputs
(drs 11). The only reducible condition is found inside the representation
of the definite description. We invoke our definite descriptions rule again,
plus some standard construction rules, with (drs 12) as a result. Notice
that the sequencing of the empty drs with 2% is equivalent with 2%.

(drs 10) ; The king with the wig ruled.

(drs 11)
; 2

x
x king with the wig

;
ruled(x)

(drs 12)
2

)

* 2
y
wig(y) ;

x
king(x)
with(x, y)

+

, ; ruled(x)

By definition 5, we can rewrite this drs as follows.

(drs 13)
ruled(x)

x
king(x)
with(x, y)

y
wig(y)

As we shall see below, this drs presupposes the existence of a king with
a wig.

In chapters 4 and 5 we encountered two examples which could not be
dealt with in a static system like ppl, because they involved presupposi-
tional variants of typical ‘dynamic’ phenomena like sentence-sequencing
(13) and donkey-sentences (14).

(13) A fat man pushes his bicycle. It is broken.

(14) Every man who serves his king will be rewarded by him.
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According to (13), the bicycle which went into smithereens is the one
belonging to the fat man, and according to (14) each man is rewarded
by the king he serves. Let us begin with example (13). The Revised
Construction Algorithm starts again from the empty drs, and conjoins
it with a proto-drs containing the first sentence of (13):

(drs 14) ; A fat man pushes his bicycle.

The rule for indefinite descriptions is the first which can be applied. It
introduces a new discourse referent, say x, and adds the condition that
x is a fat man. This gives (drs 15), after applying the Merging Lemma
to [ | ] ; [x | fat man(x)].

(drs 15) x
fat man(x)

; x pushes his bicycle

Next we come to the definite NP his bicycle, which we shall treat as an
abbreviation of the bicycle he owns. This complex description introduces
a new discourse referent y, while he picks up an accessible, suitable
referent. Obviously, this will have to be x. The rest is standard drt,
and the result is (drs 16), which may be abbreviated as (drs 17). Notice
that the Merging Lemma (which is about atomic drss) does not apply.

(drs 16) x
fat man(x) ; 2

y
bicycle(y)
of(x, y)

; push(x, y)

(drs 17) x
fat man(x)

;

push(x, y)

y
bicycle(y)
of(x, y)

Since there are no more reducible conditions in this last drs, the Revised
Construction Algorithm allows adding a new box which only contains the
second sentence of (13). The result is given in (drs 18). The question is
whether we can replace it with the intended antecedent y. We can, if y is
an element of ACC( It is broken ). By definition ACC(drs 18) = 1, so —
by clause 3 of definition 7— we have to check whether y is an element of
the set of active discourse referents of the representation of the first sen-
tence (that is: ADR(drs 17)), which is defined as ADR([x | fat man(x)])2
ADR([y | bicycle(y), of(x, y)]) 2 ADR([ | push(x, y)]) = {x, y}. And this
means that y is indeed accessible. Which is as should be: when we re-
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place it with y, this occurrence is ‘bound’ by the introduction of y in
the presuppositional drs.

(drs 18) x
fat man(x)

;

push(x, y)

y
bicycle(y)
of(x, y)

; It is broken

This shows that as far as dynamics is concerned, Presuppositional drt
is able to account for pronominal reference to presupposed material
from previous sentences. This brings us to the presuppositional donkey-
sentence (14). We treat his king as short for ‘the king of him’. At a
crucial point in the construction of a drs for this sentence we arrive at
(drs 19).

(drs 19)

x
man(x)

;

serve(x, y)

y
king(y)
of(x, y)

+
x rewarded

by him

We want to replace him by a suitable, accessible discourse referent.
Clearly, y is suitable, but is it also accessible? To find out, we have to cal-

culate ACC( x is rewarded by him ). By definition, ACC(drs 19) = 1.
Which means —by the first clause of definition 7— that y is accessible
for him if y is an element of the set of active discourse referents of the
drs representing the antecedent. And since this set of active discourse
referents is the union of all sub-drss, which is easily seen to be {x, y}
as well, we may substitute y for him. The result is (drs 20).
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(drs 20)

x
man(x)

;

serve(x, y)

y
king(y)
of(x, y)

+ reward(y, x)

So, Presuppositional drt can account for anaphoric reference in donkey-
like presuppositional constructions such as example (14). In this respect
it marks a true departure from the static analyses of presuppositions
discussed in the previous two chapters. But what is presupposed by these
drss, (drs 17) and (drs 20)? Since Presuppositional drt is compatible
with two theories of presupposition, we can give two answers to this
question. According to Van der Sandt both presuppose nothing: the
presuppositions are said to be ‘trapped’.18

To determine the semantic presuppositions, we digress a little to dis-
cuss a general method to determine the presuppositions of an arbitrary
drs.

6.5 Determining Semantic Presuppositions

An attractive feature of Van Eijck’s Error-state Semantics for dpl is that
it is associated with an axiomatization, which allows for the calculation
of the maximal presupposition of some dpl formula $ (see Van Eijck
1993, 1994b, 1996). For this purpose, Van Eijck generalizes a method
from Van Eijck and De Vries 1992, in which it is shown that one can
use Pratt’s qdl to reason about dpl (see also Groenendijk & Stokhof
1991:83). If $ is a dpl formula, then the qdl formula ($)7 gives ex-

18To see that this is indeed the case, the reader is invited to construct a drs for the
following variant of example (13):

It is not the case that a fat man pushes his bicycle.

If we interpret the indefinite a fat man in a non-specific fashion (thus, it does not
take scope over the negation), then the presupposition triggered by the definite his
bicycle is not able to take scope over the negation (that is: it is not projected to the
main drs), because it is ‘trapped’ by the introduction of the discourse referent for a
fat man.
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actly the states with respect to which $ is true.19 To generalize this to
the Error-state Semantics for dpl, Van Eijck also calculates [$]9, which
gives exactly the states with respect to which $ fails. The disjunction of
these two qdl formulae gives the conditions under which $ is either true
or false. And as we discussed in chapter 4, the disjunction of truth- and
falsity-conditions of a formula can be seen as its (maximal) presupposi-
tion. Here we shall discuss a similar method to calculate such semantic
presuppositions for Presuppositional drt.

In chapter 2 we have seen an easy way to calculate truth of a drs %,
namely by looking at its ‘weakest existential precondition’ (WEP(%,7),
in Van Eijck’s formulation (%)7). This produces a formula of Predicate
Logic which is true whenever the drs % is true. In chapter 3 this method
was generalized to deal with the distinction between support and rejec-
tion in Double Negation drt. There, WEP+ played the role of WEP in
standard drt, while WEP$ gave a Predicate Logical formula which is
true just in case the relevant drs is false. In chapter 4 we looked at TR+

and TR$, which mapped Partial Predicate Logic to classical (presup-
position free) Predicate Logic. It is readily observed that WEP± strips
a drs of its dynamic potential, while TR± strips a ppl formula of its
partiality. The following WEP-calculus for Presuppositional drt can be
seen as a combination of these two, and strips a drs of both its partiality
and its dynamic potential, in such a way that WEP+(%,7) gives a pl
formula which is true when the drs % is True, and WEP$(%,7) gives a
pl formula which is true when the drs % is False. Using these two, we
can define the (maximal) presupposition of a drs % —once more abbre-
viated as PR(%)— as WEP+(%,7) " WEP$(%,7). Recall from chapters
2 and 3 that we defined the WEP-calculi for the respective versions of
drt interpreted in terms of total assignments. Here we do the same and
switch for the time being to the ‘total assignments’ version of definition
2 (which is obtained by replacing the set of finite assignments F for the
set of total assignments G, and replacing g{%x}h for g[%x]h). It should be
stressed that this is completely harmless since the Revised Construction
Algorithm still only produces drss which are totally proper (see chapter
2 for discussion). Define TR±("), where " is a condition, WEP±(%,)),
where % is a drs and ) a pl formula, and DEF(%), where % is again a
drs, as follows:

19In this chapter . does double duty as the drs which is always supported and the
traditional verum, the tautological proposition. Here the latter is meant.
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Definition 8 (WEP-calculus)

1. TR+(") = ", for atomic "
TR$(") = ¬", for atomic "

2. TR+(% + &) = ¬WEP+(%,¬WEP+(&,7)) - DEF(%)
TR$(% + &) = WEP+(%, WEP$(&,7))

3. WEP+([%x | "1 . . ."m],)) = '%x(TR+("1) - . . . - TR+("m) - ))
WEP$([%x | "1 . . ."m],)) = *%x(TR$("1) " . . . " TR$("m)) - )

4. WEP+(% ; &,)) = WEP+(%, WEP+(&,)))
WEP$(% ; &,)) = ¬WEP+(%,¬WEP$(&,7)) - DEF(%) - )

5. WEP+(;%,)) = WEP$(%,))
WEP$(;%,)) = WEP+(%,))

6. WEP+(2%,)) = WEP+(%,))
WEP$(2%,)) = WEP$(7,))20

7. DEF(%) = WEP+(%,7)"WEP$(%,7), if % is 2& or [%x | "1, . . . ,"m]

8. DEF(;%) = DEF(%)

9. DEF(% ; &) = DEF(%) - ¬WEP+(%,¬DEF(&))

To illustrate this calculus let us first work out a simple example. Con-
sider (15) and its representation (drs 21).

(15) The king sings.

(drs 21)

sings(x)

x
king(x)

(drs 21) is an abbreviation of 2[x | king(x)] ; [ | sings(x)]. We first
calculate WEP+((drs 21),7):

WEP+(2[x | king(x)] ; [ | sings(x)],7) 8

WEP+(2[x | king(x)], WEP+([ | sings(x)],7)) 8

WEP+([x | king(x)], WEP+([ | sings(x)],7)) 8

'x(TR+(king(x)) - WEP+([ | sings(x)],7)) 8

20The intuition here is that the drs . (which abbreviates [ | c / c]) is rejected
whenever the presuppositional drs *$ is: never.
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'x(TR+(king(x)) - (TR+(sings(x)) - 7)) 8

'x(king(x) - sings(x))

In words: (drs 21) is True if there is a king who sings. Next, let us see
when it is False. For this purpose, we determine WEP$((drs 21),7):

WEP$(2[x | king(x)] ; [ | sings(x)],7) 8

¬WEP+(2[x|king(x)],¬WEP$([ |sings(x)],7)) - DEF(2[x | king(x)]) 8

¬'x(king(x) - ¬¬sings(x)) - 'x(king(x)) 8

*x(king(x) % ¬sings(x)) - 'x(king(x))

In words: (drs 21) is False if there is a king, but no king sings. The
disjunction of WEP+((drs 21),7) and WEP$((drs 21),7) gives the pre-
supposition of (drs 21), and it is easily seen that this presupposition is
that there is a king. In general, the following fact can be proven about
these five functions.

Fact 4 (From Presuppositional drt to pl)
For all models M and assignments g:

1. g # [[TR+(")]]plM 8 g # [["]]+M
g # [[TR$(")]]plM 8 g # [["]]$M

2. g # [[WEP+(%,))]]plM 8 'h((g, h) # [[%]]+ & h # [[)]]plM )
g # [[WEP$(%,))]]plM 8 'h((g, h) # [[%]]$ & h # [[)]]plM )

3. g # [[DEF(%)]]plM 8 defM,g(%)

Where [["]]plM is again the Groenendijk & Stokhof formulation of the
Tarskian semantics of Predicate Logic (see chapter 2, definition 17).
Recall also that we relate pl to the version of Presuppositional drt
defined in terms of total assignments. For a proof of fact 4 the reader
is referred to the appendix. We define what it means for a drs % to
presuppose, in the Strawsonian sense, a pl formula # as follows:

Definition 9 (Presuppose)
% presupposes # i! for all models M and assignments g:

(M, g |=pdrt % or M, g =|pdrt %) + M, g |=pl #

Given that PR(%) abbreviates WEP+(%,7)"WEP$(%,7), it is easily seen
that the following fact holds.

Fact 5
% presupposes PR(%), for any drs %

In fact, we can prove something stronger, namely that % presupposes
PR(%) and that whenever PR(%) is true, % is defined. In other words,
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PR(%) is indeed the maximal presupposition of %.21 Regarding PR(%)
we can easily show the following fact.

Fact 6 (Presupposition Projection)

1. PR(;%) 8 PR(%)
2. PR(2%) 8 WEP+(%,7)
3. PR([%x | %"]) 8 '%x TR+(%") " *%x TR$(%")
4. PR(% ; &) 8 WEP+(% ; &,7) " WEP$(% ; &,7)

The first two equations are basic, and di!er only qua terminology from
what we saw in chapter 4: negation is a hole for presupposition pro-
jection, and 2% presupposes the Truth of %. The clause for atomic
drss mirrors the one for ppl existential quantification. The clause for
sequencing generalizes the one for atomic drss: it is the disjunction
of an existential truth-condition and a universal falsity-condition. Pre-
suppositions in disjunctions and implications display similar projection
behavior. In general, every standard drs (a drs free of elementary pre-
suppositions) presupposes nothing.22 Finally, when we assume that %
triggers no presuppositions, then

PR(%!!") 8 WEP+(&,7)

In other words, %!!" presupposes the Truth of &. Here is the semantic
presupposition of (drs 13):

PR(2(2[y |wig(y)] ; [x | king(x),with(x, y)]) ; [ | ruled(x)]) 8

WEP+(2(2[y |wig(y)] ; [x | king(x),with(x, y)]),7) 8

WEP+(2[y |wig(y)], WEP+([x | king(x),with(x, y)],7)) 8

'y(wig(y) - WEP+([x | king(x),with(x, y)],7)) 8

'y(wig(y) - 'x(king(x) - with(x, y)))

So, as we announced above, it is predicted that (drs 13) presupposes
the existence of a wig and a king to match. Here is the presupposition
of (drs 17).

21Here is the proof. Assume that M, g |=pdrt $ or M, g =|pdrt $. By defini-

tion, this is the same as saying: +h"g, h# % [[$]]+M or +h"g, h# % [[$]]!M . By fact 4:

g % [[WEP+($,.)]]plM or g % [[WEP!($,.)]]plM . In terms of pl support: M, g |=pl
WEP+($,.) -WEP!($,.), which by definition of PR means: M, g |=pl PR($).
22It should be noted that on the interpretation of Presuppositional drt as given in
definition 2 a non-proper drs presupposes that its free variables are defined. This
presupposition is not generated by the calculus given above, since it is based on the
version of Presuppositional drt defined in terms of total assignments. See section
2.2.4 for discussion.
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PR(drs 17) 8

WEP+([x | fat man(x)] ; 2[y | bike-of(y, x)] ; [ | push(x, y)],7)"
WEP$([x | fat man(x)] ; 2[y | bike-of(y, x)] ; [ | push(x, y)],7) 8

'x(fat man(x) - 'y(bike-of(y, x) - push(x, y)))"
*x(fat man(x) % 'y(bike-of(y, x) - *y(bike-of(y, x) % ¬push(x, y))))

In words: either there is a fat man who has a bicycle which he pushes or
every fat man doesn’t push the bike(s) he owns. Presuppositional drt
does not have the Karttunen & Peters binding-problem when presup-
position and quantification interact, and neither does it predict Heim’s
overly strong presuppositions in these cases. In fact, we end up with
essentially the same predicted presupposition for the first sentence of
example (13) as middle Kleene based ppl does, which is compatible
with the conclusion of chapter 4 that no dynamics is needed to deal
with these examples. Of course, (drs 17) has dynamic potential, and
this means that the second sentence of (13) does not pose problems, as
we have illustrated above. That Presuppositional drt does not predict
a universal, Heimian presupposition for examples such as (14) is eas-
ily seen by checking WEP$((drs 20),7), which may again be compared
with the middle Kleene based ppl outcome.

WEP$((drs 20),7) 8

'x(man(x) - 'y(king of(y, x) - serve(x, y) - ¬reward(y, x)))

6.6 Again: Presuppositions-as-Anaphors

In the last three sections we have discussed Presuppositional drt: the
system, the applications, and the (semantic) presuppositions. Presup-
positional drt turns out to be a relatively straightforward combination
of Double Negation drt with middle Kleene based ppl. The syntax of
Presuppositional drt is just like the syntax of Double Negation drt,
but with a Beaver-style unary presupposition operator added. Using
this operator a dynamic version of Blamey’s transplication was defined.
The semantics of Presuppositional drt was defined in terms of support
and rejection, and can be seen as a dynamic generalization of middle
Kleene based ppl. We discussed a Van Eijck-style method to determ-
ine the semantic presupposition of an arbitrary drs, and we observed
that as far as presupposition projection is concerned there is not much
di!erence between Presuppositional drt and the middle Kleene system
of ppl. The main di!erences arise when we look at anaphoric expres-
sions referring back to discourse referents introduced in presuppositional
drss, as illustrated by examples (13) and (14). Given that the syntax
of Presuppositional drt is perfectly compatible with the representations
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used in Van der Sandt’s presuppositions-as-anaphors approach, we can
also feed our representations to his presupposition resolution algorithm,
which indeed means that we can associate two di!erent approaches to
presupposition with a single system, namely Presuppositional drt. In
section 6.2 we also claimed that Van der Sandt’s theory could actually
benefit from defining the resolution algorithm on top of Presuppositional
drt instead of ordinary drt. To back-up this claim, let us briefly re-
discuss the advantages.

First, Presuppositional drt indeed allows for the interpretation of
presuppositional drss. This entails that the constraints on accommod-
ation (which refer to semantic concepts such as satisfaction and consist-
ency) can be applied on the spot, even though other presuppositional
drss are still unresolved. In this way, the procedural version of the resol-
ution algorithm can stop when it has found a solution, which by the very
nature of the method sketched in section 6.2 will be the most preferred
one. Once again, this does not mean that we cannot continue looking for
other acceptable resolutions. It only means that it is no longer necessary
to compute all logical possibilities. We can do that, but we do not need
to.23

Another issue was the accommodation of failing presuppositions. Re-
consider example (5), repeated here as (16), and its representation gen-
erated by the present Revised Construction Algorithm, (drs 22).

(16) It is not the case that the king of France is bald.

(drs 22)

;

bald(y)

y
king of France(y)

Van der Sandt’s resolution-algorithm predicts that accommodating the
presuppositional drs in the main drs is the preferred resolution. How-
ever, in Van der Sandt’s approach, the presuppositional drs loses its

23It should be noted that a certain amount of backtracking is inevitable, in particular
when a sentence contains two or more interdependent presuppositions. A case in
point is the following example:

Either the king of France opened the exhibition or the president of France did it.

Suppose the left disjunct is resolved first; global accommodation of the presupposition
that France has a king will not be blocked, although evaluation of the right disjunct
will show that the presupposition should be locally accommodated. Of course, this
kind of backtracking can be avoided when actually implementing Van der Sandt’s
resolution algorithm, for instance by using a rule of thumb which first determines
which presuppositions are interdependent.
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‘presuppositionhood’ in the process, and as a result the output drs is
false in any model where the French have no king. Yet intuitively, as
Kracht 1994 puts it, an accommodated presupposition should still be a
presupposition. Van der Sandt himself notes that the Strawsonian intu-
ition that a failing presupposition leads to undefinedness can be modeled
by ‘explicitly marking accommodated material as such’. In Presupposi-
tional drt this is an easy matter: we accommodate the presuppositional
drs as a presuppositional drs and not as an ordinary drs. Schematic-
ally, global accommodation of & in ; (%!!") results in (;%)!!" (recall
that this is just an abbreviation of 2& ;;%), and not in & ;;%. Modulo
the Single Negation lemma, this means that the (slightly modified) pre-
supposition resolution algorithm delivers (drs 23) when applied to (drs
22) (where † again indicates that the presuppositional drs has ‘landed’:
is resolved).

(drs 23)

¬
bald(y)

y †
king of France(y)

It is readily seen that (drs 23) presupposes the existence of a French
monarch (just calculate PR(drs 23)), so this drs is indeed be undefined
when the presupposition that there is a king of France is not satisfied.24

24But what about the second reading of (16)? Consider:

(†) It is not the case that the king of France is bald, since there is no king of France.

This example does not presuppose the existence of a king of France (see chapter 4).
Van der Sandt accounts for this reading by locally accommodating the presupposi-
tion. If we locally accommodate the presupposition as a presupposition, the resulting
drs still ends up being undefined in a model without a French monarch, which is
plainly wrong. One option would be to only accommodate a presupposition as a pre-
supposition if it is globally accommodated (and thus, projected). A more principled
possibility is the following: we always accommodate a presupposition as a presuppos-
ition, but in certain specially marked contexts where global accommodation would
lead to a violation of the conditions on accommodation (such as echo negations like
(†), see Van der Sandt n.d.) the presupposition operator is ‘neutralized’ by the pre-
supposition wipe-out device (going back to Bochvar (1939)’s meta-assertion operator)
discussed in Beaver & Krahmer (1995) and chapter 4. Such a dynamic floating A the-
ory could look as follows. We ground the definition of Presuppositional drt on weak
Kleene instead of middle Kleene ppl (see Krahmer 1994 for discussion on the dynam-
ics of weak Kleene). Define [[A$]]+ = [[$]]+ and [[A$]]! = {"g, g# | ¬+h"g, h# % [[$]]+}.
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An advantage of the fact that Presuppositional drt is based on
Double Negation drt has to do with the treatment of disjunction. In
standard drt (the footing of Van der Sandt’s theory) it is predicted that
the left disjunct is not accessible for anaphoric elements in the right dis-
junct. In Double Negation drt things are di!erent: the negation of the
left disjunct is accessible for the right disjunct. Re-consider the relevant
examples (6) and (8), repeated here as (17) and (18).

(17) Either there is no bathroom in this house, or the bathroom is in a
strange place.

(18) Either Mary’s autobiography hasn’t appeared yet, or else John
must be very proud that Mary has had a book published.

Both examples intuitively presuppose nothing. On the preferred read-
ing, (17) does not presuppose that there is a bathroom, and similarly
(18) does not presuppose that Mary has had a book published. Van der
Sandt’s theory accounts for (17), but only by appealing to local accom-
modation. However, for the second example Van der Sandt’s algorithm
predicts that the global accommodation reading is the most preferred
one (that is, the ‘presuppositional’ reading, where the proposition that
Mary has had a book published is placed in the main drs). Intuitively,
both examples should be rendered in terms of binding and this is exactly
what happens when Van der Sandt’s resolution mechanism is applied to
Presuppositional drt. Here is the schematic representation of the two
examples under discussion.

(drs 24)

;% " &!""

Where % represents ‘there is a bathroom in this house/Mary’s auto-
biography has appeared’, ( represents the elementary presupposition
‘there is a bathroom/Mary has had a book published’ and & ‘it is in a
strange place/John must be very proud of it’. Given the calculation of
accessibility, it is easily seen that the passive discourse referents of ;%
are accessible for the presuppositional drs (. And since the passive dis-
course referents of ;% are the active discourse referents of %, both the
bathroom and the autobiography are accessible for the presuppositions
in (: binding is possible and preferred in both cases. The resulting
reading of the original bathroom-sentence (17) can now be paraphrased
as:

(19) If there is a bathroom in this house, then it is in strange place.

From here we can proceed as in chapter 4. Notice that in a dynamic floating A theory
no weak presuppositions will be predicted.
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Notice that in the situation discussed above (two bathroom in this house,
one in strange place and one not), (19) is not true.

Finally, as far as presupposition-quantification interaction is con-
cerned, note that in Presuppositional DRT it is no longer predicted that
(20) and (21) are equivalent.

(20) Every fat man pushes his bicycle.
(21) Every fat man who has a bicycle pushes it.

The presupposition triggered by his bicycle in (20) is still accommodated
in the scope of every, but in the process remains presuppositional, and
this destroys the equivalence.

6.7 Discussion: Comparing the Two Approaches

In this chapter we have discussed Presuppositional drt: a combination
of Double Negation drt (chapter 3) and Peters/middle Kleene based
ppl (chapter 4). We have seen that presuppositions can be studied
using Presuppositional drt in two, rather di!erent ways. Given some
drs % we can either calculate PR(%) and find the semantic presupposi-
tion, or we can feed % to Van der Sandt’s resolution algorithm. It was
shown that the presuppositions-as-anaphors approach actually benefits
from the partial interpretation of Presuppositional drt, even though the
algorithm itself can remain essentially as Van der Sandt developed it.
This picture suggests various interesting questions, and in the present
section we discuss some of them.

Given that we can interpret drss before and after resolution, a nat-
ural question to ask is whether resolving presuppositions preserves mean-
ing. Notice that this also tells us something about the relationship
between the two approaches. Every time a resolution preserves mean-
ing, the two approaches make the same predictions. To illustrate this:
consider some drs %. The semantic presupposition of % is given by
PR(%). Feeding % to Van der Sandt’s resolution algorithm produces a
drs %#. If % and %# are equivalent (thus: the resolution preserves mean-
ing), then PR(%#) must be equivalent to PR(%) as well. So, when the
resolution preserves meaning, this tells us something about the similar-
ities between the two approaches. And when it does not, this tells us
something about the di"erences between the two (some of which were
already alluded to above).

As we shall see below, the di!erences mainly arise when the Van der
Sandtian resolution implies moving the presuppositional drs from one
place to another, thus: when the source-drs is di!erent from the target-
drs. To some extent, this points to a weakness in the interpretation of
Presuppositional drt, and in 6.7.3 a new interpretation is given which
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overcomes this. However, this new interpretation will only prove help-
ful in certain, ‘short-distance’ cases. In general, ‘long-distance’ cases of
presupposition movement will still not be meaning preserving, and often
these are the cases which Van der Sandt’s theory handles better than
its main competitor, the contextual satisfaction approach of Karttunen,
Heim, Beaver, Van Eijck and others. Nevertheless, even though the
empirical predictions of Van der Sandt’s approach are good, his accom-
modation operation remains a ‘hard’ notion to grasp: it is di"cult to
relate it to the behavior of anaphors on the one hand, and it is unlike any
other operation in drt on the other. In fact, this may be due to a wrong
perspective on accommodation. In section 6.7.4 we briefly discuss a dif-
ferent, proof-theoretic perspective, and argue that Van der Sandt-style
accommodation is a more natural operation from this perspective.

6.7.1 Does Binding Preserve Meaning?

So consider binding: is binding a presuppositional drs a meaning-
preserving operation? Perhaps surprisingly the initial answer is no.
(drs 2) is not equivalent with its resolution (drs 3). They do not even
share their truth-conditions:

WEP+((drs 2),7) 8
WEP+([ | [x | koF(x)] + [ | bald(y)]![y | koF(y)]"],7) 8
¬'x(koF(x)) " 'y(koF(y) - bald(y))

WEP+((drs 3),7) 8
WEP+([ | [x | koF(x)] + [ | bald(x)]],7) 8
*x(koF(x) % bald(x))

However, here the problem resides in the representation of the element-
ary presupposition. In terms of Van der Sandt’s theory: the represent-
ation itself does not do justice to the intuition that the presupposition
is actually an anaphor looking for an antecedent . This intuition is visu-
alized in some (early) versions of the presuppositions-as-anaphors ap-
proach, were elementary presuppositions like those triggered by the king
are represented as in (drs 25).

(drs 25) y
king(y)
y 3?

In words: the presuppositional drs introduces a new referent y standing-
in for a king, but y has to satisfy an additional constraint, namely that
it is equivalent with a previously introduced referent.25

25Kracht 1994 observes that such a drs is intuitively equivalent with [ | king(y)].
Probably, Van der Sandt does not employ this notation because it would complicate
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There is an interesting, alternative way to interpret a presupposi-
tional drs from an anaphoric angle: we can define a drt counterpart to
the notion of contextual quantification due to Westerst̊ahl 1985.26 So let
us extend the language of Presuppositional drt with contextual drss .
Such contextual drss can introduce new discourse referents, but these
referents have to be related to elements of some context set C. Thus we
may represent (drs 25) as follows:

(drs 26)
C

y
king(y)

A context set C is just a possibly empty set of variables (discourse refer-
ents). Thus if x1, . . . , xn are variables, then {x1, . . . , xn} is a context set.
The idea is to let C be the set of accessible discourse referents. For (26)
this means that y is a new discourse referent, but it should refer to some
previously introduced, accessible referent.27 The use of Contextual drss
is nothing more than a handy method of allowing for the possibility of
introducing new discourse referents referring to previously introduced
objects, which is useful for an anaphoric interpretation of presupposi-
tional drss. Now we can represent example (1) not as (drs 2) but as
(drs 27).

the definition of accommodation; if [ | king(y)] cannot be bound, then it certainly
cannot be accommodated (y will always remain free). Another observation which is
relevant here is due to Zeevat 1992. Zeevat compares the resolution of a presupposi-
tion with answering a ‘query’ in PROLOG, requiring the instantiation of a variable.
26Westerst̊ahl introduced context sets to deal with the context sensitivity of the
definite determiner (see also Van Deemter 1992 for —a di!erent use of— contexts
sets in drt).
27Thus: in general a contextualized drs looks as follows: C [!x | "1, . . . , "m] where
C is some context set and [!x | "1, . . . , "m] is an ordinary drs. The interpretation of
a context set C with respect to an assignment g is given by: [[C]]g = {g(v) | v % C}.
Contextualized drss are interpreted as follows:

[[ C [!x | "1, . . . , "m] ]]+ =
{"g, h# | g{!x}h & h(!x) % [[C]]g & h % ([["1]] 3 . . . 3 [["m]]+)}

[[ C [!x | "1, . . . , "m]]]! =
{"g, g# | $h((g{!x}h & h(!x) % [[C]]g)' h % ([["1]]! & . . . & [["m]]!))}

Here h(!x) % [[C]]g abbreviates h(x1) % [[C]]g & . . .& h(xn) % [[C]]g. Let me note that,
as with Westerst̊ahl’s original proposal, this does not lead to an increase of logical
power, since C [x1, . . . , xn | !" ] is equivalent with [x1, . . . , xn | !", C(x1), . . . , C(xn)],
where C(x) is interpreted like an atomic condition which is supported if the value of
x is an element of the relevant interpretation of C.
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(drs 27)

x
king of france(x)

+

bald(y)

{x}
y
king of france(y)

The contextualized presuppositional drs is equivalent with the standard
drs [y | king of France(y), y 3 x] (see footnote 27), and as a result (drs
27) is equivalent with (drs 3). So for this case we can construct presup-
positional representations in such a way that binding can be understood
as a meaning preserving operation, and it seems that similar examples
can be reformulated in a similar way. A comparable conclusion can be
drawn on the basis of Zeevat 1992’s reformulation of Van der Sandt’s ap-
proach in Update Semantics. Yet it should be noted that there are also
examples for which things are less clear. Above we mentioned that Van
der Sandt allows for the possibility that a presuppositional drs matches
only partially with an antecedent,28 and it is also possible that there
are several suitable antecedents on the same level. Such cases generate
a certain amount of ambiguity, and Van der Sandt argues that this is
as it should be (Van der Sandt 1992:348-349). From the perspective of
contextualized drs this corresponds with the situation in which a con-
text set C contains several suitable antecedents. In that case the best
we might hope to get is that binding is meaning-preserving per reading.

6.7.2 Does Accommodation Preserve Meaning?

Accommodation, however, is an entirely di!erent kettle of fish. It is
easily seen that (drs 4) and (drs 5), to give but one example, are not
equivalent, and —unsurprisingly— there is also no easy way to rem-
edy this. In particular, the addition of context-sets in the way we did

28An example is the following:

If John has an oriental girlfriend, then his girlfriend won’t be happy.

Van der Sandt argues that this sentence displays a genuine ambiguity between a
binding reading (paraphrasable as If John has an oriental girlfriend, then she won’t
be happy) and an accommodation reading (John has ai girlfriend, and if he has an
oriental girlfriend (as well), then shei won’t be happy). Even though we agree with
this intuition, it is interesting to note that this ambiguity is not actually predicted
by Van der Sandts own algorithm, which assigns a general preference of binding over
accommodation. In fact, this problem can be overcome by modifying Van der Sandt’s
basic algorithm (for more details we refer to Krahmer and Deemter 1997).
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above will not help. In general, accommodation only preserves meaning
if the source- and target-drs are identical: the drs in which the pre-
suppositional drs was triggered is the same one as the drs in which
the presuppositional drs is accommodated (hence, the presuppositional
drs has not moved).

Since accommodation is not a meaning preserving operation in gen-
eral, di!erences between the two approaches arise. This is one of the
major points where Van der Sandt’s theory positively distinguishes itself
from other, purely semantic approaches to presuppositions, which (as we
have seen) predict weaker presuppositions in these cases.

Why is accommodation not meaning-preserving? In one sense this is
just what we would expect. After all, Lewis 1979 describes accommod-
ation as the phenomenon that missing information simply ‘springs into
existence’: the representation of the foregoing is altered in such a way
that the presupposition is satisfied after all. And it is no surprise that
this changes the meaning.

On the other hand, consider (drs 22), which is of the form ;(%!!").
If we feed this drs to the (slightly adapted) resolution algorithm, the
presuppositional drs will be accommodated as a presuppositional drs
and the result is (drs 23), which is of the form (;%)!!" (that is: before
application of the Single Negation Lemma). These two drss di!er in
their dynamic meaning (thus, they are not equivalent), and hence even
this form of accommodation is not entirely meaning-preserving. Yet,
we could reasonably expect the accommodation to preserve meaning in
this case. In chapter 4 we saw that in static partial logics ¬("!(") is
equivalent with (¬")!(" and, in general, negation is simply predicted to
be a hole for presupposition projection. In fact, this points to a weakness
in the interpretation of Presuppositional drt.

6.7.3 An Alternative Interpretation

What is the problem here? Recall that in dynamic semantics, a single
negation is understood as a plug with respect to anaphoric reference.
Therefore, no discourse referent which originates in the scope of a neg-
ation can be referred back to. So, in ;(%!!") any referent introduced
in either % or & is inaccessible outside the scope of the negation. In
(;%)!!" things are di!erent; referents introduced in the main universe
of & are available for future reference. We would expect presuppositions
to be totally insensitive to negation, and that this is not the case for the
interpretation of Presuppositional drt given in definition 2 (nor for the
related interpretations of Kinematic Predicate Logic and Error-state Se-
mantics for dpl) is an artefact of the dynamic interpretation of single
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negations.29 What we want is the following: a single negation should
be a plug for anaphoric reference to non-presupposed discourse referents
(like those representing indefinites), but at the same time it should be
a hole for anaphoric reference to presupposed discourse referents (like
those representing definite descriptions). Compare:

(22) a. John didn’t bake the pie for Mary’s birthday. It was huge and
rather tasty.

b. John didn’t bake a pie for Mary’s birthday. # It was huge and
rather tasty.

The phenomenon of a logical connective which should act as both a plug
and a hole with respect to anaphoric reference is by no means restricted
to negation. Consider:

(23) a. If an inhabitant of France is bald, he will wear a curled wig.
# He is a dedicated follower of fashion.

b. If the king of France is bald, he will wear a curled wig. He is
a dedicated follower of fashion.

Again, we want to block anaphoric reference to an indefinite NP in
the antecedent of a conditional, but not to a definite one in the same
position. Can we do something about this?

Intuitively a presupposition is a proposition which should hold be-
forehand. In what sense, does %!!" conform to this intuition? If we
evaluate %!!" with respect to an assignment g, then the presuppositional
drs & is supported if there is an assignment h such that (g, h) # [[&]]+;
presupposition is a matter of successors. Now consider the following
alternative definition:30

Definition 10 (%!!" (re-)defined)
[[%!!"]]

+ = {(g, h) | 'k(k, g) # [[&]]+ & (g, h) # [[%]]+}
[[%!!"]]

$ = {(g, h) | 'k(k, g) # [[&]]+ & (g, h) # [[%]]$}

Arguably this definition comes closer to the intuition of a presupposition
as something which holds already. Definition 10 supports the following
fact, as the reader can easily verify.

Fact 7

;(%!!") is equivalent with (;%)!!"

This means that if we interpret presuppositional drss as in definition 10,
the resolution of (drs 22) yielding (drs 23) does preserve meaning. And,

29By comparison: 11($"!#) is equivalent with (11$)"!# in the present set-up.
30Notice that this interpretation of $"!# is not definable in terms of sequencing and

any alternative interpretation of *, since [[*% ; $]]! will always be a subset of '
(= {"g, h# | g = h}).
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moreover, the treatment of (22.a) and (22.b) has become possible for
the semantic account as well. Now re-consider example (23.b). The first
sentence is represented as follows, according to our Revised Construction
Algorithm.

(drs 28)

bald(x)

x
king of France(x)

+

y
curled wig(y)
wear(x, y)

Van der Sandt’s resolution algorithm predicts that the most preferred
reading is given by accommodation in the main drs. Once again ac-
commodating the presupposition as a presupposition yields (drs 29).

(drs 29)

bald(x) +
y
curled wig(y)
wear(x, y)

x †
king of France(x)

On the new interpretation of %!!" this is also a meaning preserving
operation. If we add a drs containing the second sentence of (23.b)
to (drs 29), it is easily seen that we may replace he with x. The in-
troduction of x in the presuppositional drs of (drs 29) will bind the
representation of the pronoun. In general, the following fact holds.

Fact 8

[ | %!!" + (] is equivalent with [ | % + (]!!"

To accommodate the ‘looking-back’ character of the new presupposition
operator some minor modifications are needed. We have to generalize
the notion of ‘domain-extension’: g{%x}h now comes to mean ‘assignment
h extends assignments g at least with %x ’.31 Otherwise, the interpreta-
tion of Presuppositional drt remains as it was. Of course, more work

31Formally: g{!x}h abbreviates Dom(g) & {!x} 7 Dom(h) & $y % Dom(g) : g(y) =
h(y). Notice that now we have to be careful that a new variable really is a new
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needs to go in the properties of this system. Nevertheless, this seems
to be an interesting line for future research. The alternative definition
given here makes it possible to bridge part of the ‘accommodation-gap’
between the two approaches discussed in this chapter. Notice that the
new interpretation does not lead to a strengthening of the predicted
semantic presuppositions. Reconsider (3), here repeated as (24).

(24) If a farmer owns a donkey, he gives it to the king of France.

Van der Sandt’s presupposition resolution mechanism predicts —correct-
ly— that the most preferred reading is given by accommodating the
elementary presupposition at the level of the main drs: thus, the pre-
supposition that there is a king of France is projected. The semantic
notion of presupposition, based on the new interpretation of Presuppos-
itional drt, still predicts the weaker presupposition if a farmer owns a
donkey, then there is a king of France (see the end of section 6.2.1).32

It should be noted that in Beaver 1993 it is argued that there are
also some cases where we do want the weak presupposition. Here is one
of Beaver’s examples:

(25) If Spaceman Spi! lands on Planet X, he will be bothered by the
fact that his weight is higher than it would be on earth.

Van der Sandt’s resolution algorithm predicts that the elementary pre-
supposition triggered by the fact that construction, that Spi!’s weight
is higher than it would be on earth, is accommodated in the main drs,
since it cannot be bound in the antecedent. Yet example (25) does
not seem to presuppose that Spaceman Spi!’s weight is higher than it
would be on earth. Arguably, the predicted semantic presupposition,
which may be paraphrased as if Spaceman Spi" lands on Planet X, his
weight is higher than it would be on earth, is more intuitive. So, the
purely semantic account predicts weak presuppositions for conditionals
as desired for (25) but not for (24), while Van der Sandt’s account pre-
dicts that the elementary presuppositions arising in the consequents of
(24) and (25) are accommodated at top level, which is desired for the
first but not for the last case.

6.7.4 Presupposition Projection as Proof Construction

As the foregoing discussion illustrated, the predictions of Van der Sandt
tend to di!er from those of the contextual satisfaction camp when pre-
suppositions are accommodated in another drs than the one in which
the presupposition was triggered in the first place. It is precisely this

variable in the semantics. One way to guarantee this is by adding a semantic novelty-
condition on indefinites, see chapter 7.
32But see footnote 24.
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view on accommodation as transformation which positively distinguishes
Van der Sandt’s theory from the competing theories. However, Van der
Sandt’s treatment of accommodation is also hard to grasp conceptually.
Perhaps we can get a better understanding of accommodation by look-
ing at it from a proof-theoretic perspective, as noted by Krause 1995,
see also Krahmer & Piwek 1997.

In Ahn and Kolb 1990 an embedding of standard drt in Construct-
ive Type Theory (ctt, see for instance Martin-Löf 1984, Barendregt
1992) is presented. ctt di!ers from other proof systems in that for
each proposition which is proven, ctt also delivers a proof-object which
shows how the proposition was proven. In Krahmer and Piwek 1997
the presuppositions-as-anaphors theory of Van der Sandt is rephrased
in terms of ctt. Starting point is Ahn & Kolb’s embedding of drt in
ctt, which is extended to include presuppositional drss. Now suppose
we want to evaluate (the ctt representation of) a presuppositional drs
%!!" in a context # (a set of premisses). Then we first try to derive &
from #. If this succeeds, the presupposition can be bound. However,
if we are unable to derive &, this means that our context # is not rich
enough. In that case, we can strengthen # by extending it with & (that
is: & is globally accommodated). Krause 1995 observes that from this
viewpoint (global) accommodation is nothing more than abductive in-
ference (Peirce 1870, Hobbs et al. 1993).

Interestingly, rephrasing Van der Sandt’s theory in terms of ctt not
only provides an interesting view on accommodation as abduction. It
also has some additional benefits. In particular, ctt contexts # typ-
ically contain more information than has been conveyed by the pre-
ceding discourse, and there is a formal interaction between this ‘back-
ground knowledge’ and the representation of the current discourse. In
Krahmer and Piwek 1997 it is shown that this paves the way for a formal
treatment of the influence of world-knowledge on presupposition projec-
tion, which is needed, for example, for the correct treatment of Beaver’s
example (25). As Beaver observes , example (25) is typically uttered
when Spi! is hanging somewhere in space. When the context # models
the background knowledge that in space one is weightless, the global ac-
commodation of the elementary presupposition (Spi" ’s weight is higher
than it would be on earth) can be blocked: adding the presupposed pro-
position to the context # will lead to an inconsistency (given some other
fairly common pieces of information, such as ‘on earth one is not weight-
less’). Hence, the global accommodation reading is correctly blocked.
For a more detailed analysis we refer to Krahmer and Piwek 1997.
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Let us briefly recapitulate. In this chapter we have discussed Presup-
positional drt and we have seen that presuppositions can be studied us-
ing Presuppositional drt in two, rather di!erent ways. Given some drs
% we can either calculate PR(%) and find the semantic presupposition,
or we can feed % to Van der Sandt’s resolution algorithm. It was shown
that Van der Sandt’s presupposition resolution algorithm actually bene-
fits from the partial interpretation of Presuppositional drt, even though
the algorithm itself remains essentially as Van der Sandt developed it. In
this long discussion section we have seen that Presuppositional drt also
enhances the comparison between Van der Sandt’s presuppositions-as-
anaphors approach and its main competitor, the ‘contextual satisfaction’
approach.

Given that we can interpret drss before and after resolution, we can
answer the question whether resolving presuppositions preserves mean-
ing, which also serves to compare predicitions of the two approaches.
We found that binding a presupposition generally preserves meaning,
provided that we give the presuppositional drs a slightly di!erent (and
independently motivated) interpretation. We also found that resolution
does not preserve meaning when the presuppositional drs in question is
accommodated in a di!erent drs than the one it was triggered in, thus
when its source-drs is di!erent from its target-drs.

We concluded that this might be attributed in part to the interpret-
ation of Presuppositional drt: presuppositional drss did not do justice
to the intuition that presuppositions should look back rather than for-
ward. Therefore an alternative interpretation was explored in which
presupposition is indeed a matter of ‘predecessors’. However, at best,
this only solves part of the problem. In general, ‘long-distance’ cases of
accommodation are still not meaning preserving, and even though there
are apparent counterexamples such as (25), the ‘long distance’ cases are
the ones which Van der Sandt’s theory handles better than the main
competitor; the ‘contextual satisfaction’ approach of Karttunen, Heim,
Beaver, Van Eijck and others. Nevertheless, Van der Sandt’s accom-
modation operation remains a ‘hard’ notion to grasp: it is di"cult to
relate it to the behavior of anaphors, and it is unlike any other operation
in drt. We have suggested that this might be due to a wrong perspect-
ive on accommodation. We briefly discussed a di!erent, proof-theoretic
perspective, and saw that Van der Sandt-style accommodation makes
perfect sense from this perspective: it is abductive inference.
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Appendix

In this appendix some of the facts from this chapter are proved.

Fact 1(Equivalences)

1. --! is equivalent with !

2. ! ; (" ; #) is equivalent with (! ; ") ; #

3. ! " [ |" " #] is equivalent with (! ; ") " #

4. !"!1""2## is equivalent with !"!2;!1#

Proof. Recall that ! and " are equivalent i$ for all models M , [[!]]+M = [["]]+M
and [[!]]!M = [["]]!M . That the law of double negation holds in Presuppositional
drt is easily shown. The second, associativity equivalence is more interesting.
The positive part of this equivalence, [[! ; (" ; #)]]+M = [[(! ; ") ; #]]+M , is easily
established. As for the negative case:

[[! ; (" ; #)]]! $
{%g, g& | ,k(%g, k& ' [[!]]+ " +h%k, h& ' [[" ; #]]!) & defg(!)} $
{%g, g& | ,k(%g, k& ' [[!]]+ " +h[k = h & ,m(%k,m& ' [["]]+ "

+l%m, l& ' [[#]]!) & defk(")]) & defg(!)} $
[by: ! * (" ) $) $ (! * ") ) (! * $),,x(! ) ") $ ,x! ) ,x"]
{%g, g& | ,k(%g, k& ' [[!]]+ " ,m(%k,m& ' [["]]+ " +l%m, l& ' [[#]]!)) &

,k(%g, k& ' [[!]]+ " defk(")) & defg(!)} $
[by: prenex, ! * (" * $) $ (! ) ") * $,def]
{%g, g& | ,k,m((%g, k& ' [[!]]+ & %k, m& ' [["]]+) " +l%m, l& ' [[#]]!) &

defg(! ; ")} $
[by: prenex]
{%g, g& | ,m(+k(%g, k& ' [[!]]+ & %k, m& ' [["]]+) " +l%m, l& ' [[#]]!) &

defg(! ; ")} $
{%g, g& | ,m(%g,m& ' [[! ; "]]+ " +l%m, l& ' [[#]]!) & defg(! ; ")} $
[[(! ; ") ; #]]!

Using the first two equivalences of fact 1 and the fact that ! " [ | " " #] is
equivalent with ¬¬-(! ;--(" ;-#)), the third equivalence of fact 1 is easily
proved. The fourth equivalence, finally, is proved thus:

[[!"!1""2##]]
+ $ [[%(#1"!2#) ; !]]+ $ [[%(%(#2) ; #1) ; !]]+ $

{%g, h& | +k(%g, k& ' [[%(%(#2) ; #1)]]
+ & %k, h& ' [[!]]+)} $

{%g, h& | +k(+l(%g, l& ' [[#2]]+ & %l, k& ' [[#1]]+) & %k, h& ' [[!]]+)} $
{%g, h& | +k(%g, k& ' [[%(#2 ; #1)]]

+ & %k, h& ' [[!]]+)} $
[[%(#2 ; #1) ; !]]+ $ [[!"!2 ;!1#]]

+

[[!"!1""2##]]
! $ [[%(%(#2) ; #1) ; !]]! $

{%g, g& | ,k(%g, k& ' [[%(%(#2) ; #1)]]
+ " +h%k, h& ' [[!]]!) &

defg(%(%(#2) ; #1))} $
{%g, g& | ,k(%g, k& ' [[#2 ; #1]]

+ " +h%k, h& ' [[!]]!) & defg(%(%(#2) ; #1))} $
[defg(%(%(#2) ; #1)) $
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+h%g, h& ' [[%(%(#2) ; #1)]]
+ or +h%g, h& ' [[%(%(#2) ; #1)]]

! $
+h%g, h& ' [[#2 ; #1]]

+ or +h%g, h& ' . $
+h%g, h& ' [[%(#2 ; #1)]]+ or +h%g, h& ' [[%(#2 ; #1)]]! $
defg(%(#2 ; #1))] $

{%g, g& | ,k(%g, k& ' [[%(#2 ; #1)]]
+ " +h%k, h& ' [[!]]!) & defg(%(#2 ; #1))} $

[[%(#2 ; #1) ; !]]! $ [[!"!2 ;!1#]]
!

!

Fact 4(From Presuppositional drt to pl)
For all models M and assignments g:

1. g ' [[TR+(!)]]plM $ g ' [[!]]+M
g ' [[TR!(!)]]plM $ g ' [[!]]!M

2. g ' [[WEP+(!, $)]]plM $ +h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & h ' [[$]]plM )
g ' [[WEP!(!, $)]]plM $ +h(%g, h& ' [[!]]! & h ' [[$]]plM )

3. g ' [[DEF(!)]]plM $ defM,g(!)

Proof. By induction. Consider arbitrary M and g.

1. g ' [[TR+(R(t1, . . . , tn))]]pl $ g ' [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]pl $
%[[t1]]g , . . . , [[tn]]g& ' I(R) $ g ' [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]+

g ' [[TR!(R(t1, . . . , tn))]]pl $ g ' [[¬R(t1, . . . , tn)]]pl $
%[[t1]]g , . . . , [[tn]]g& (' I(R) $ g ' [[R(t1, . . . , tn)]]!

(and similar for t1 # t2.)

2. g ' [[TR+(! " ")]]pl $
g ' [[¬WEP+(!,¬WEP+(",/)) ) DEF(!)]]pl $ [IH]
g ' [[¬WEP+(!,¬WEP+(",/))]]pl & defg(!) $ [IH]
¬+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & h ' [[¬WEP+(",/)]]pl) & defg(!) $ [IH]
¬+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & ¬+k(%h, k& ' [["]]+ & k ' [[/]]pl)) & defg(!) $
,h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ " +k%h, k& ' [["]]+) & defg(!) $
g ' [[! " "]]+

g ' [[TR!(! " ")]]pl $
g ' [[WEP+(!, WEP!(",/))]]pl $ [IH]
+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & h ' [[WEP!(",/)]]pl) $ [IH]
+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & +k(%h, k& ' [["]]! & k ' [[/]]pl)) $
+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & +k%h, k& ' [["]]!) $
g ' [[! " "]]!

3. g ' [[WEP+([&x | !1, . . . , !m], $)]]pl $
g ' [[+&x(TR+(!1) ) . . . ) TR+(!m) ) $)]]pl $
+h(g[&x]h & h ' ([[TR+(!1)]]pl0. . .0[[TR+(!m)]]pl) & h ' [[$]]pl) $ [IH]
+h(g[&x]h & h ' ([[!1]]

+ 0 . . . 0 [[!m]]+) & h ' [[$]]pl) $
+h(%g, h& ' [[[&x | !1, . . . , !m]]]+ & h ' [[$]]pl)

g ' [[WEP!([&x | !1, . . . , !m], $)]]pl $
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g ' [[,&x(TR!(!1) ! . . . ! TR!(!m)) ) $]]pl $
,k(g[&x]k " k ' ([[TR!(!1)]]

pl1. . .1[[TR!(!m)]]pl)) & g ' [[$]]pl $ [IH]
,k(g[&x]k " k ' ([[!1]]! 1 . . . 1 [[!m]]!)) & g ' [[$]]pl $
+h(g = h & ,k(g[&x]k " k ' ([[!1]]

! 1 . . . 1 [[!m]]!)) & h ' [[$]]pl) $
+h(%g, h& ' [[[&x | !1, . . . , !m]]]! & h ' [[$]]pl)

4. g ' [[WEP+(! ; ", $)]]pl $
g ' [[WEP+(!, WEP+(", $))]]pl $ [IH]
+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & +k(%h, k& ' [["]]+ & k ' [[$]]pl)) $
+k(%g, k& ' [[! ; "]]+ & k ' [[$]]pl)

g ' [[WEP!(! ; ", $)]]pl $
g ' [[¬WEP+(!,¬WEP!(",/)) ) DEF(!) ) $]]pl $ [IH]
g ' [[¬WEP+(!,¬WEP!(",/))]]pl & defg(!) & g ' [[$]]pl $ [IH]
¬+k(%g, k& ' [[!]]+ & ¬+l(%k, l& ' [["]]! & l ' [[/]]pl)) & defg(!) &

g ' [[$]]pl $
,k(%g, k& ' [[!]]+ " +l%k, l& ' [["]]!) & defg(!) & g ' [[$]]pl $
+h(%g, h& ' [[! ; "]]! & h ' [[$]]pl)

5. g ' [[WEP+(-!, $)]]pl $ g ' [[WEP!(!, $)]]pl $ [IH]
+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]! & h ' [[$]]pl) $ +h(%g, h& ' [[-!]]+ & h ' [[$]]pl)

g ' [[WEP!(-!, $)]]pl $ g ' [[WEP+(!, $)]]pl $ [IH]
+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & h ' [[$]]pl) $ +h(%g, h& ' [[-!]]! & h ' [[$]]pl)

6. g ' [[WEP+(%!, $)]]pl $ g ' [[WEP+(!, $)]]pl $ [IH]
+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & h ' [[$]]pl) $ +h(%g, h& ' [[%!]]+ & h ' [[$]]pl)

g ' [[WEP!(%!, $)]]pl $ g ' [[WEP!(/, $)]]pl $ [IH]
+h(%g, h& ' [[/]]! & h ' [[$]]pl) $ +h(%g, h& ' [[%!]]! & h ' [[$]]pl)

7. (Let ! be of the form %" or [&x | !1, . . . , !m])
g ' [[DEF(!)]]pl $
g ' [[WEP+(!,/) ! WEP!(!,/)]]pl $
g ' [[WEP+(!,/)]]pl or g ' [[WEP!(!,/)]]pl $ [IH]
+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & h ' [[/]]pl) or +h(%g, h& ' [[!]]! & h ' [[/]]pl) $
+h%g, h& ' [[!]]+ or +h%g, h& ' [[!]]! $
defg(!)

8. g ' [[DEF(-!)]]pl $ g ' [[DEF(!)]]pl $ [IH]defg(!) $ defg(-!)

9. g ' [[DEF(! ; ")]]pl $
g ' [[DEF(!) ) ¬WEP+(!,¬DEF("))]]pl $
g ' [[DEF(!)]]pl & g ' [[¬WEP+(!,¬DEF("))]]pl $ [IH]
g ' [[DEF(!)]]pl & ¬+h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ & h ' [[¬DEF(")]]pl) $
g ' [[DEF(!)]]pl & ,h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ " h ' [[DEF(")]]pl) $ [IH]
defg(!) & ,h(%g, h& ' [[!]]+ " defh(")) $
defg(! ; ")

!
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Presupposition and Determinedness

7.1 Introduction

Let us now turn to the question what the meaning is of the most fre-
quently used word in English: the (Bolinger 1975).

In the previous chapter we have extended the language of Double
Negation drt with presuppositional drss, and revised the Revised Con-
struction Algorithm from chapter 3 accordingly. One of the additional
rules concerned definite descriptions, and it is this rule which plays a
central role in the present chapter. The construction rule for definite
descriptions looked as follows:

Definite Descriptions Rule
Upon encountering an NP of the form ‘the ,’, replace it
with a new discourse referent x and prefix the current drs

with 2
x
x ,

, is the Common Noun (CN ) part of the definite description. When ,
is entirely processed, the semantic result is the ‘property’ attributed to
x. When no rules from the construction algorithm can be applied to ,
(, is a single, simple noun), we write ,(x) instead of x ,.

This rule represents definite descriptions as triggers of an existential
presupposition. Let us discuss the e!ects of this in a little more detail
by looking at some examples.1 First, consider example (1).

1Recall from the previous chapter that we can associate two di!erent approaches to
presupposition with Presuppositional drt. In this chapter we opt for the semantic
approach unless otherwise indicated. It should be stressed that nothing hinges on this
choice. For the purposes of this chapter it is immaterial which of the two approaches
is chosen, since this chapter is not concerned with projection predictions, but with
the contents of the elementary presuppositions triggered by definite descriptions.

193
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(1) The king of France is bald.

The Revised Construction Algorithm (sketched in section 6.4) produces
the following drs for this sentence.2

(drs 1)

bald(y)

y
king of France(y)

According to (drs 1), sentence (1) presupposes the existence of a king
of France, but it fails to capture another aspect commonly associated
with examples like (1): the uniqueness e"ect. Consider (2).

(2) The king of France is bald. # Another king of France told me so.

A mere existence presupposition cannot account for the oddity of the
second sentence of (2). After all, it does not rule out the existence of
other kings. Another, related aspect of example (1) is that it can be
used at the beginning of a discourse. In particular, it does not need any
preceding sentences to ‘license’ the definite description. This is di!erent
for the second sentence of the following two-sentence discourse.3

(3) A man and a boy walk in the street. The man whistles.

The Revised Construction Algorithm first operates on the first sentence,
which results in (drs 2).

(drs 2) x, y
man(x)
walk(x)
boy(y)
walk(y)

Since this drs is fully reduced the next sentence is processed, for which
the algorithm outputs (drs 3), which is sequenced with (drs 2)

2Recall that this is an abbreviation of *[y | king of France(y)] ; [ | bald(y)].
3In the first sentence a second indefinite was added to make the use of the definite

description in the second sentence more natural. If there was only one possible
antecedent, the description would probably be replaced by a suitable pronoun. This
is explained by the Gricean maxims, which oblige the speaker to be as informative
as necessary. A particularly interesting study in this respect is Gundel et al. 1993,
where the use of an NP is related to a universal ‘givenness hierarchy’, consisting of
various cognitive statuses each corresponding with a particular kind of NP.
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(drs 3)
whistle(z)

z
man(z)

(drs 3) again triggers an existential presupposition, but in this case
the representation fails to capture the intuition that the man which is
the subject of the second sentence, and whose existence is presupposed
in (drs 3), is the same man who was mentioned in the first sentence,
and introduced in (drs 2).4 After all, the presuppositional drs merely
requires the existence of some man; no identification needs to be estab-
lished. Notice that this example intuitively does not display a uniqueness
e!ect: continuing (3) with (4) is not semantically marked.5

(4) Another man quietly follows them.

Finally, consider the following variant of example (3).

(5) A man and a boy walk in the street. The man’s wife follows them
in secret.

These two sentences are represented as the sequencing of (drs 2) with
(drs 4).6

(drs 4)
follows(v)

v
wife(v)
of(v, z)

z
man(z)

4Of course this intuition is discounted into Van der Sandt’s resolution mechanism.
See section 7.3 below.
5Kadmon 1990 has a di!erent intuition (as does Evans 1977): she claims that ex-

amples such as (3), without additional context, give rise to absolute uniqueness:
the man who walks in the street has to be unique in all models. We agree with
Heim 1982 however, who claims that anaphoric definites do not give rise to any sys-
tematic uniqueness predictions.
6Since we do not discuss plurality in this book, we shall ignore the plural pronoun

them. It is not relevant for our present purposes. Note that it poses no problems for
the version of drt presented in Kamp and Reyle 1993, where a complex discourse
referent is introduced which is the summation of the two referents standing in for a
boy and a man respectively.
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Here again, the intuition is that the man is understood as the man
mentioned in the first sentence. The man is not felt to be unique, but
his wife is.

So, the existence presupposition triggered by the definite descriptions
rule yields predictions which are too weak for the examples we discussed
so far. The source of this weakness varies: for (1) no uniqueness e!ect
is predicted, for (3) no link with the previous sentence, and for (5)
neither. Since the rule for definite descriptions fails for di!erent reasons,
the possibility presents itself of replacing it for several rules; say, one
corresponding with the ‘unique’ use and one corresponding with the
‘anaphoric’ use, giving rise to di!erent representations in each case. This
is an unattractive option, however, since the definite article itself is not
felt to be ambiguous in this way; in fact it has been argued that the is
not ambiguous at all. Perhaps the strongest claim in this respect was
formulated by Löbner. He writes:7

The definite article has one and the same meaning in all its uses. This
applies to count noun as well as mass noun cases, and for singular
and plural likewise. (Löbner 1986:280)

Following Löbner’s claim, we treat the definite article as unambiguous.
As a consequence we assume that there is a single construction rule which
applies to all definite descriptions. To achieve this, an extra condition
is added to the presuppositional representation of a definite description,
namely that it is determined (to use a relatively neutral term, proposed
by Krámský 1976). This results in the following modified construction
rule:

7Even though we agree with this claim, we will not be able to do full justice to
it in the present chapter. First, the formal, dynamic analysis of plurals and mass
nouns falls outside the scope of this book. We do intend the proposals made in this
chapter to be applicable to plural and mass definites as well however. This means
that we would need discourse referents for such complex entities (see for instance
Link 1983, Bunt 1985, and in a dynamic framework, Van den Berg 1989, 1996b and
Kamp and Reyle 1993). A usage of the definite article we will not discuss is the gen-
eric use. However, it is nowadays often accepted that generic readings are a property
of sentences, rather than of NPs (see, for instance, De Swart 1994). Therefore gen-
eric readings are often attributed to a (possibly implicit) sentential quantifier (like
usually). When genericity is not a property of NPs, we do not have to account for the
generic reading of definite descriptions in the interpretation of the. In De Swart 1994,
the generic operator is treated roughly as an unselective quantifier, binding all free
variables in its scope, where a special operator is used to disclose quantified variables.
Such an analysis seems compatible with the proposals in this chapter.
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Definite Descriptions Rule — Modified
Upon encountering an NP of the form ‘the ,’, replace it
with a new discourse referent x and prefix the current drs

with 2

x
x ,
Determined (x, x , )

Abusing notation a little bit, x , will be the set of conditions on x intro-
duced by the CN ,.8 When no more construction rules can be applied,
x , has been turned into a drs % in which x occurs free. If % does not

introduce new discourse referents, we just write Determined(x, %") instead
of Determined(x,%), where %" are the conditions of %.9 It is not di"cult
to see how the revision of the definite descriptions rule influences the
drss for the examples we discussed above. For (1) we now derive (drs
5) instead of (drs 1).

(drs 5)

bald(y)

y
king of France(y)
Determined(y, king of France(y))

In this case the determinedness condition should do justice to the unique-
ness implication and to the related fact that the description does not
require an antecedent. For the second sentence of (3) the new Revised
Construction Algorithm generates (drs 6) instead of (drs 3).

8‘Abusing’: if + contains material which is moved out of the presuppositional drs
by the Revised Construction Algorithm, it is also moved out of the determinedness
condition.
9 x + triggers the introduction of a new discourse referent when + contains an

indefinite. The treatment of such embedded indefinites is rather complicated (some
should be read specific and seek widest possible scope or require direct ‘anchoring’ in
the model, while other embedded indefinites should stay were they originated), and
we do not discuss it here.
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(drs 6)
whistle(z)

z
man(z)
Determined(z,man(z))

Example (3) is now represented as (drs 2 ; drs 6). Here the determ-
inedness condition has to account for the anaphoric relation between
a man and the man. Finally, in example (5) the two types of definite
descriptions occur in a single, complex description. Here is the new drs
for this example.

(drs 7)

follows(v)

v
wife(v)
of(v, z)
Determined(v,wife(v), of(z, v))

z
man(z)
Determined(z,man(z))

Notice that %, the representation of the CN, plays an important role
in Determined(x,%). As Löbner puts it: ‘The definite article is just
the indication of a certain way of using the noun it is attached to’
(Löbner 1986:281). A concept which will turn out to be useful in this
respect is that of a value set . Given that % is a drs representing the
properties expressed by the CN and attributed to a free variable x, we
are interested in the set of possible values of x: the set of objects to
which the description is applicable. Define Val(x, [[%]]M,g) (the set of
objects which have the properties attributed to it by % in a model M
and with respect to an assignment g) as follows:

Definition 1 (Value set)
Val(x, [[%]]M,g) = {d # D | M, g[x/d] |= %}

Recall that M, g |= % (% is supported in M with respect to g) abbrevi-
ates 'h(g, h) # [[%]]+M . Assignment g[x/d] is again the assignment which
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is exactly like g, except that g[x/d] maps x to d. The g[x/d] index takes
care of any free variables di!erent from x in %. Here is an example.

Val(x, [[ [ | king(x), bald(x)] ]]M,g) = {d # D | d # I(king) & d # I(bald)}

In words, the value set of x given the drs [ | king(x), bald(x)] in a model
M is the set of bald kings in M . We use |Val(x, [[%]])| for the cardinality
of the value set. Informally, we say that Val(x, [[%]]M,g) is a ud (unique
or upperclass denotator) if x can only refer to a single, unique object
in M and that Val(x, [[%]]M,g) is an ld if it can refer to more than one
object in M . Notice that a ud in a model M can be an ld in a model
M #. Formally:

Definition 2 (uds and lds)

1. Val(x, [[%]]M,g) is a ud if and only if |Val(x, [[%]]M,g)| = 1

2. Val(x, [[%]]M,g) is an ld if and only if |Val(x, [[%]]M,g)| 4 2

Now a definite description presupposes existence and determinedness.
But, what is determinedness? That is the main question we address
in this chapter. We discuss four possible answers to this question. We
first consider two more or less classical answers, which have been stud-
ied extensively in the semantic literature; namely uniqueness (section
7.2) and anaphoricity (section 7.3). We shall argue that neither is sat-
isfactory, and proceed to discuss two other answers, to wit: familiarity
(section 7.4) and salience (section 7.5). These suggestions can also be
found in the literature on definites, although usually only in an informal
manner. In this chapter we attempt to formalize these concepts in a
dynamic framework, and study the e!ects. A complicating factor, and
perhaps the main reason for the enormous attention definite descrip-
tions have received from linguists and logicians in this century, is the
large amount of phenomena which appear to have an influence on the
meaning of descriptions. As said, we subscribe to Löbner’s claim that
the definite article is unambiguous, and hence we assume that the in-
terpretation of the determinedness condition has to be the same for all
these ‘kinds’ of definite descriptions. Therefore, we occasionally also
ponder over the interaction between the determinedness condition and
the various phenomena involving definite descriptions.10,11

10But in order not to lose track of the main subject of this chapter (the determined-
ness condition), we shall confine these considerations mainly to the footnotes.
11There are several interesting recent studies of definite descriptions from the per-
spective of discourse semantics which discuss issues related to those discussed in the
present chapter. For example, in Van Eijck 1993 definite descriptions are analysed
in terms of uniqueness presuppositions using the Error-state Semantics for DPL (see
also chapter 4). Groenendijk et al. 1995 employ context sets in the treatment of
anaphoric descriptions in dynamic semantics. Chierchia 1995 focusses on the relation
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7.2 Is Determinedness Uniqueness?

The most classical of classic approaches to definite descriptions dates
back to the work of Frege and Russell, as discussed in chapter 4. Both
argue that definite descriptions are about unique individuals, although
they have di!erent intuitions about the status of the uniqueness con-
dition. Here we follow the Fregean (and Strawsonian) line, and treat
it as a presupposition. So, assume that a definite description presup-
poses existence and uniqueness. That is: we read the Determined(x,%)
condition in the modified construction rule for definite descriptions as
Unique(x,%) (x is the unique %-er), and define:12

Definition 3 (Unique)
[[Unique(x,%)]]+ = {g | |Val(x, [[%]]g)| = 1}
[[Unique(x,%)]]$ = {g | |Val(x, [[%]]g)| $= 1}

This analysis essentially produces the second treatment of descriptions
in Van Eijck 1993. Reconsider (drs 5), with Determined interpreted as
Unique. The new rule for definite descriptions has an obvious influence
on the content of the elementary presupposition but not on its projec-
tion behavior. This means that (drs 5) now presupposes the existence
of a unique king of France and as a consequence the existence of an-
other king (as in example (2)) is excluded. The situation is di!erent
for example (3). If we interpret the Determined condition in (drs 6) in
terms of uniqueness we do get the required co-reference. After all, the
uniqueness presupposition triggered by the man can only be supported
in a model with exactly one man, so this has to be the same man as the
one introduced in the first sentence. But this means that we predict a

between dynamic semantics and the theory of grammar, and their influence on defin-
ite descriptions. Chierchia treats descriptions as (partial) functions from properties
(plus, possibly, contextual parameters) to unique objects. Dekker 1997 argues that
dynamic semantics —combined with a seperate, independently motivated, pragmatic
component— sheds a new light on the referential interpretation of definite descrip-
tions. In Von Heusinger 1995 a system of dynamic semantics is defined using choice
functions (a device which goes back to the , operator of Hilbert and Bernays 1939),
and definite descriptions are interpreted using a choice function which selects the
most salient object satisfying the descriptive content of the description. While a
more detailed comparison with all these proposals with the proposals made in this
chapter would certainly be interesting, it has to await a di!erent occassion.
12Notice that the existence requirement is superfluous in combination with the
uniqueness requirement. That is: the drs [x | !", Unique(x, !")] is equivalent with
[x | Unique(x, !")]. It would be nice if we could define Unique(x,$) in terms of Pre-
suppositional drt, and in fact we can. In general, [x | !", Unique(x, !")] is equivalent
with

[x | !", [y | {y/x}!"]' [ | x / y] ].

{y/x}!" is the simultaneous substitution of all free occurrences of x in " for y.
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uniqueness e!ect for this example as well. Adding a drs for sentence
(4) to (drs 6) inevitably leads to a contradiction, which is rather un-
intuitive. The problem here is that ‘pure’ uniqueness is too strong for
certain classes of definite descriptions.

7.2.1 Restricting the Uniqueness Prediction

It sounds like a grammatical mistake —
happy enough, like rather unique

Julian Barnes, Flaubert’s parrot

Various solutions have been proposed to weaken uniqueness pre-
dictions. Often these weakenings are based on the observation that
many lexical items are restricted in their interpretation by the context.
Hence, it is argued, it is only natural to add such contextual restric-
tions to the interpretation of descriptions as well (see Neale 1990, for
example). One of the most explicit studies of context sets for descrip-
tions is Westerst̊ahl 1985. He writes (using X instead of C):

(. . . ) ‘the’ is not a DET but a context indicator which signals the
presence of a context set C in such a way that ‘the A’ denotes C5A,
a subset of A. (Westerst̊ahl 1985:60)

In the discussion of the previous chapter we briefly discussed how context
sets can be added to Presuppositional drt (see page 183). So let C be
some context set. We can weaken Unique by restricting the uniqueness
to this C. Define UniqueC(x,%):

Definition 4 (UniqueC)

[[UniqueC(x,%)]]+ = {g | |Val(x, [[%]]g) 5 [[C]]g| = 1}

[[UniqueC(x,%)]]$ = {g | |Val(x, [[%]]g) 5 [[C]]g| $= 1}

In the previous chapter we considered the option to let C range over the
previously introduced, accessible discourse referents. This works nicely
for example (3). Assume, for simplicity’s sake, that this example occurs
at the beginning of a discourse: C is still empty, by assumption. Then
the indefinite a man introduces a discourse referent standing in for a
man into C and the definite the man refers to this unique, previously
introduced man.13 Unfortunately, we cannot treat example (1) in this
way; the description the king of France does not need context for its

13 Notice that anaphoric descriptions are still associated with a (limited) form of
uniqueness on this account. Problems arise when there are several alternative ele-
ments in the context set. Consider the following example, based on an example from
Haddock 1987. A magician says:

Here I have two rabbits and two hats. I put one rabbit in a hat. And now . . . I
will make the rabbit in the hat disappear.
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interpretation. If we interpret example (1) with respect to an empty
context set (modelling the situation in which there are no sentences
preceding (1)), the restricted uniqueness presupposition incorrectly leads
to presupposition failure. Thus, this way of using context sets is only
useful for anaphoric definites. There are two options at this point: either
the definite determiner is ambiguous or the context set is not the set of
previously introduced objects. The first option is not available since,
following Löbner, we assume that the definite article is not ambiguous.
The second option is a possibility, but immediately raises a di!erent
problem: what are the elements of a context set? In De Swart 1994,
context sets are said to contain all objects which are ‘relevant’ at a
certain point. But this sounds like begging the question: what are the
relevant objects in a given context?

It is quite impossible to discuss all proposals for realistic uniqueness
in a couple of paragraphs, but it seems that they run into similar complic-
ations. Either a form of ambiguity is required (treating the definite de-
terminer in example (1) di!erent from the one in example (3)) or a com-
plex, non-uniform mechanism is required to guarantee uniqueness after
all. An example of the latter is the treatment of uniqueness developed
in Kadmon 1987, 1990. Kadmon allows for the addition of ‘implicated,
accommodated and contextually supplied material’ (Kadmon 1990:286)
to the current drs in order to guarantee that uniqueness is satisfied.14

We agree with Kadmon that uniqueness is a relevant concept for the
analysis of definite NPs, but disagree that it is the fundamental prop-
erty underlying all definite NPs. In this respect we are in full agreement
with Heim 1982, where a systematic analysis of definites in terms of
uniqueness is rejected and uniqueness only plays a secondary, derived
role. In fact, Heim’s analysis of definite NPs is an example of the second
classic approach we want to discuss.

7.3 Is Determinedness Anaphoricity?

Another classical approach to definite NPs says that they essentially be-
have as anaphors. We have encountered several variants of this idea in
the preceding chapters. In File Change Semantics (fcs) all definites are
treated as anaphors. Van der Sandt’s presuppositions-as-anaphora the-
ory can be seen as a generalization of this approach to all presupposition

The context set contains two rabbits and two hats, so neither the hat nor the rabbit
can select a unique, previously introduced hat or rabbit.
14This would allow her to treat descriptions like the rabbit in the hat in footnote 13.
On the other hand, she still is committed to the claim that the man in (3) has to be
the single, unique man walking in the street in all models (Kadmon 1990:284). See
also footnote 21.
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triggers. Let us look in more detail at the way in which Heim’s fcs deals
with definite NPs. In chapter 2 we discussed the Novelty/Familiarity
Condition, repeated below.

Definition 5 (Novelty/Familiarity Condition)
A Logical form " is well-formed i! for every NPn in " it holds that

. if NPn is [+ def], it is preceded by an NPn

. if NPn is [&& def], it is not preceded by an NPn

The Novelty/Familiarity Condition operates on Logical forms; if an Lf
contains a definite NP (an NP labeled [+ def]) with index n, then it
has to be preceded at the level of Lf by an NP with the same index. In
other words: a definite NP has to be anaphoric. Semantically speak-
ing, a definite has to pick up a previously introduced discourse referent.
As noted in chapter 2, Heim ultimately argues for her Extended Nov-
elty/Familiarity Condition, which is essentially a condition on Logical
forms but with the additional semantic requirement that a definite NP
presupposes the existence of an object satisfying the descriptive content.
Thus, according to the Extended nfc, a definite description presupposes
existence and anaphoricity. In terms of the present chapter: the definite
description is determined if it is anaphoric. So, let us introduce a condi-
tion Anaphoric(x,%) (x is an anaphoric %-er), and give it the following
interpretation.

Definition 6 (Anaphoric)
[[Anaphoric(x,%)]]+ = {g | [[x]]g defined }
[[Anaphoric(x,%)]]$ = {g | [[x]]g not defined }

It is easily seen that the anaphoricity condition on x is satisfied i! the
variable x has already been introduced and is accessible. To make this
work we have to alter the modified construction rule for descriptions:
we do not introduce a new discourse referent but pick up an old one.
Since determinedness/anaphoricity is only a matter of variable names,
the descriptive content % does not play any role here.15

This anaphoricity analysis of definites works fine for the two-sentence
discourse (3), which is represented as the sequencing of (drs 2) and (drs
6). In this last drs, the determinedness condition is now interpreted in
terms of Anaphoric. Picking up the discourse referent x introduced by the

15In fact, the anaphoricity condition is essentially built into the interpreta-
tion of Presuppositional drt. In particular, every variable which occurs free
in !" has to be defined (and hence previously introduced) anyway. Thus,
*[ |R(x), Anaphoric(x, R(x))] is equivalent with *[ |R(x)]. So, again the e!ect of
the determinedness condition can be achieved in terms of the language of Presuppos-
itional drt as well.
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indefinite a man satisfies the existence and anaphoricity presupposition.
On the other hand, this approach to definites will not work for example
(1): descriptions of this type are not used anaphorically. The situation

may be compared with UniqueC. In fact, Westerst̊ahl relates his context
sets to Heim’s ‘file-cards’:

The contextual reference of ‘the’ is basic in her [Heim’s, EK] treat-
ment (. . . ) and she accounts for it by means of free individual vari-
ables, rather similarly to our set variables. Finally she not only gives
a formal framework, but also attempts to explain how values are
given to the variables. (Westerst̊ahl 1985:70,fn3)

Notice that restricted uniqueness à la UniqueC is still a form of unique-
ness, while uniqueness is alien from Heim’s anaphoricity notion. As an
aside, notice that Heim’s Novelty Condition can also be modeled se-
mantically in terms of Presuppositional drt, by defining:

Novel(x,%) = ¬[ | Anaphoric(x,%)]

Hence Novel(x,%) is supported when x has not been introduced before.
As a result, the condition predicts that an example such as the following
is fine (which it is not, in general) as long as a new discourse referent is
introduced.

(6) # A tallest Frenchman would like to have a new XXXXL T-shirt.

The generalization here seems to be that a true ud requires a definite
determiner.

7.3.1 Accommodating Missing Antecedents

Heim was well aware of the limitations of her analysis of definites, and
she proposed a mechanism to deal with them: accommodation. Accom-
modation is a strong mechanism and the way Heim uses it has its roots
in Lewis 1979. He writes:

Say something that requires a missing presupposition, and straight-
away that presupposition springs into existence, making what you
said acceptable after all. (Lewis 1979:339)

This leads Lewis to define his Rule for accommodation for presupposi-
tions:

If at time t something is said that requires presupposition P to be
acceptable, and if P is not presupposed just before t, then —ceteris
paribus and within certain limits— presupposition P comes into ex-
istence at t.

Obviously this process has to be restricted, and one of the restrictions
Heim proposes is a cross-reference constraint. Informally, this constraint
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can be paraphrased as follows: we only accommodate an antecedent for a
definite NP if it is not entirely novel. A proto-typical example is the two-
sentence discourse (5). The description the man’s wife is partly novel
and partly anaphoric: there is an antecedent for the man, but not for his
wife. But, because this wife is not entirely novel (she is anaphorically
related to the man mentioned in the first sentence), we are allowed to
accommodate an antecedent for her. Exactly how this process can be
formalized need not concern us here. The point is that this method of
accommodation does not work for non-anaphoric definites, of which (1)
contains an example. A description referring to a unique object simply
does not need to be ‘licensed’ by a linguistic antecedent.

One might argue that Heim uses the wrong kind of accommodation.
After all, the way accommodation is employed by Van der Sandt is also
restricted by conditions, but these are of a di!erent nature than the
cross-reference constraint. Yet, intuitively, as Zeevat has remarked, cer-
tain classes of definites simply do not seem to participate in accommod-
ation since ‘(. . . ) their content is already su!cient to yield a referent
without any contextual dependency’ (Zeevat 1992:407).

Let us take stock. In the introduction we argued that definite de-
scriptions presuppose existence and something we have called determ-
inedness, and raised the question of what this ‘something’ is. We dis-
cussed two classical answers: uniqueness and anaphoricity. We have seen
that they work well for disjoint sets of examples, and that is not easy
to extend the coverage of the respective analyses. Below, we propose
two alternatives with their roots in the linguistic tradition. In the next
section, we discuss the notion of familiarity as it was proposed in the
structuralist literature. This is the notion on which Heim bases her ver-
sion of familiarity, but it will turn out that Heim’s version models only
a restricted notion of familiarity. We shall formalize the wider notion
in terms of Presuppositional drt and discuss its merits. In the section
thereafter, we discuss another notion which was introduced in connec-
tion with definite NPs: salience. We shall also attempt to formalize a
salience condition in the present framework, and discuss its pros and
cons.

7.4 Determinedness is Familiarity

The notions of familiarity and novelty are not new; they have a long
tradition in the linguistic literature. The concept of familiarity which
emerges from Heim’s sources turns out to be more involved than plain
anaphoricity. In this section we will see what the intuition behind this
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notion of familiarity is, and how it can be formalized in terms of Pre-
suppositional drt.

It is often suggested that Christopherson 1939 is the reference where
familiarity originates, but in fact the concept is much older.16 Already in
Miklosich 1874 a treatment of descriptions in terms of familiarity is ar-
gued for, and also in Sweet 1898 one can find such a claim. Zubatý 1917
writes:

It is just only the familiarity of the subject in the broadest sense of
the word which is indicated by the [definite, EK] article.

Gamillscheg 1937 writes that the definite article is an indication to the
hearer that:

(. . . ) was nun folgt, ist dir, dem Hörenden, in seinem Wesen
bekannt.17

In Christopherson 1939 we find the familiarity theory which both Heim
1982 and Löbner 1986 claim as a source of inspiration. Krámský sum-
marizes Christopherson’s theory as follows:

The definite article causes that to the potential meaning of a unit-
word [a singular count noun, EK] a certain association with the
earlier knowledge is added from which it can be concluded that only
one individual is meant. (. . . ) Our familiarity with the indicated
subject may be quite small but important is that we feel that the
word stands for a certain individual. (page 26)

Christopherson realized that this ‘association’ may be indirect, his ex-
ample is the author:

(. . . ) as each book has its author, the knowledge of the book auto-
matically implies a certain author. (page 26)

This quote shows that Christopherson was well aware of this phe-
nomenon, and that he did not see it as an exception to his familiarity
thesis. About ‘unique’ nouns (which may be understood as those nouns
which are represented as uds), Krámský attributes Christopherson the
following observation:

Familiarity presupposes delimination and definiteness. Both these
qualities are present in unique nouns. (page 27)

What is meant exactly with the words ‘delimination’ and ‘definiteness’
need not concern us here, but what is important is that Christopherson

16Krámský 1972 is particularly interesting from this point of view. He discusses
various approaches to definites which have been proposed in the linguistic literature.
The quotes in this paragraph come from his book, unless otherwise indicated.
17‘(. . . ) what follows now is in its essence familiar to you, the hearer.’
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takes it for granted that uds (‘unique’ nouns) satisfy the familiarity
constraint. About indefinites and uds we read the following:

It is evident that it [the indefinite article, EK] cannot be used with
absolute “uniques”. Of course, there are only very few genuine
“uniques”. It is quite possible to say a sun but this deprives the
word of its uniqueness. (page 27)

In other words, the indefinite determiner in example (6) should be ruled
out, at least as long as tallest Frenchman is assumed to be a genuine
“unique”.

We cannot draw any strong conclusion from this short historical in-
termezzo, but it seems safe to say that Heim’s interpretation leads to
a somewhat restricted notion of familiarity. Put di!erently: familiar-
ity is more than plain anaphoricity. Assuming that the definite article
indicates that the CN it precedes is familiar, let us consider the follow-
ing hypothesis, to be formalized below: A (singular) CN satisfies the
familiarity condition (use of the definite determiner is correct) when a
single object can be selected to which the CN applies.18 How can we
single out one object from a whole set of objects on the basis of some
properties? One possibility is that there is only one object to which
the description can refer. In that case it is easy, and the familiarity is
immediately satisfied. But suppose that the CN is applicable to more
than one individual, even though it is preceded by the definite article,
which by assumption indicates familiarity. In that case, we should be
able to select one individual on the basis of the context. For now, let us
restrict our attention to the linguistic context. In short: we can say that
the familiarity is satisfied if the set of objects which have the property
denoted by the CN is a singleton (it is a ud), or consists of at least
two elements (it is an ld) but one of them can be selected on the basis
of the context.19 Notice that this linguistically motivated concept of
familiarity subsumes both the uniqueness (selecting one object on the

18This hypothesis may be compared with the theory of definiteness proposed in
Löbner 1986. In this interesting paper, Löbner argues that the ‘determinedness’
in the analysis of definites should be interpreted as non-ambiguity (or preferably:
eindeutigkeit). The main part of Löbner 1986 is devoted to the ways in which non-
anaphoric uses of descriptions can be understood in terms of non-ambiguity.
19Interestingly, this is close to the way the definite article is used according to
Strawson:

We use ‘the’ either when a previous reference has been made, and when ‘the’
signalizes that the same reference is being made; or when, in the absence of a
previous indefinite reference, the context (including the hearer’s assumed know-
ledge) is expected to enable the hearer to tell what reference is being made.
(Strawson 1950:49)
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basis of model-theoretic properties) and the anaphoricity (selecting one
element from the linguistic context) discussed in the previous sections.
This leads to a single familiarity condition, even though the familiarity
of an object can be satisfied in di!erent ways. Below we discuss the
consequences of this approach. First, let us formulate it in terms of
Presuppositional drt.

We consider the analysis in which a definite description presupposes
existence and familiarity; that is, we interpret determinedness as famili-
arity. Introduce a condition Familiar(x,%) (x is the familiar %-er) and
interpret it as follows:

Definition 7 (Familiar)
[[Familiar(x,%)]]+ =

{g | |Val(x, [[%]]g)| = 1 or 'v # Dom(g)(v $= x & g(v) = g(x))}
[[Familiar(x,%)]]$ =

{g | |Val(x, [[%]]g)| $= 1 & *v # Dom(g)(v $= x + g(v) $= g(x))}

So the familiarity of an object x with property % is supported in a model
M with respect to an assignment g if either the value set of x in % given
M, g is a singleton, or there is a previously introduced object, which
(by the existence presupposition) has the right properties. It is rejected
if the value set of x in % is not a singleton and there is no previously
introduced object with the right properties.20

How does this work for the examples discussed in section 7.1? First
re-consider example (1) and suppose that we interpret its representation
(drs 5) (with Determined read as Familiar) in a model with a unique
king of France. In that case, the new discourse referent y introduced by
the definite description has to refer to that particular object and both
the existence and the familiarity requirements are met. When there is
no king of France in the model neither the existence nor the familiarity
condition can be supported and presupposition failure is the result. If
there were several kings of France in the model, presupposition failure
would also be the result: the existence condition can be satisfied, but
the familiarity condition not. After all, there are no preceding sentences
which would allow one of the French monarchs to be singled out. As for
example (3) and its representation (drs 2 ; drs 6): suppose that a model
contains several men. The indefinite a man introduces a discourse ref-
erent referring to a male individual (not deterministically!) and in each
case the familiarity constraint connected with the man applies to that
particular male individual. So, the familiarity condition is satisfied per

20When we add contextual drss (as defined in section 6.7) to the language, we can
define Familiar(x,$) in Presuppositional drt as [ |Unique(x,$)] - (C/x) [v | v / x],
where [[C/x]]g = {g(z) | z % (C4 {x})}.
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possible extension. Notice that the definite description still introduces
a new discourse referent. The familiarity condition merely requires the
interpretation of this new referent to be previously ‘discussed’. Finally,
mixed cases as found in (5) pose no problems either. The embedded
description the man is treated just like the description in (3). Then it
is checked whether or not the wife of this man is familiar per choice
of man. So, either the man in question has a single wife and the pre-
supposition is satisfied, or the man in question does not have a single
wife and the presupposition is not satisfied (since the linguistic context
(= the first sentence of example (3)) does not mention any spouses).21

So, interpreting Determined as Familiar indeed enables us to deal with
examples (1), (3) and (5). Notice that we can define novelty of an object
as non-familiarity:22

Definition 8 (Novel)
Novel(x,%) = ¬[ |Familiar(x,%)]

21 Above we observed that the value set of a drs can be a ud in one model and
an ld in another. It is generally assumed that the ‘mental state’ of a hearer is not
represented by a single model, but rather consists of a set of (preferably partial)
models, called epistemic alternatives in Beaver 1992. To make the present proposal
fit in with this wider perspective, we need to generalize it into something like the
following: the familiarity of the representation of a CN is satisfied if it is either a ud
in all epistemic alternatives, or an ld in all epistemic alternatives and in that case
the context is invoked. Notice that the situation in which the representation is a ud
in one epistemic alternative and an ld in another, corresponds with the situation in
which it is not ‘known’ whether or not the relevant property is unique. The restriction
to epistemic alternatives would also allow us to make sense of Kadmon’s claim that
a definite can only refer to an object which is unique in all models, by restricting the
quantifier ‘all ’ to epistemic alternatives.
22 Notice that this treatment of indefinites is again related to the way we use indef-
inites according to Strawson 1950:49.

We use ‘a’ either when these conditions [the conditions cited in footnote 19, EK]
are not fulfilled, or when, although a definite reference could be made, we wish to
keep dark the identity of the individual to whom, or to which, we are referring.

The novelty condition defined here only does justice to the first disjunct of Strawson’s
characterization: specificity of indefinites is beyond the scope of this book. Notice,
incidently, that there is also another possibility, not mentioned by Strawson: the
speaker uses an indefinite NP since he assumes that the object he refers to is not
familiar to the hearer . This does not mean that the speaker is not familiar with
the object. An attractive possibility, which we will not pursue here, is to equate
specific uses of an indefinite with an indefinite which is familiar for the speaker but
novel for the hearer. This is in line with the analysis of specific indefinites proposed
by Ludlow and Neale 1990. They argue that an indefinite can be either weakly
or strongly specific. In both cases the speaker utters a sentence with a particular
individual in mind, but he assumes that the hearer will not realize that it is about a
single individual (weakly specific) or he intends or suspects that the hearer will not
be able to deduce who this particular individual is (strongly specific).
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If we translate the indefinite determiner using a novelty presupposi-
tion, then we predict that example (6) leads to presupposition failure in
any model in which there is only one tallest Frenchman.23 This tallest
Frenchman is familiar and, by assumption, the definite article should
have been used.

We started this section with a brief historical survey into the lin-
guistic notion of familiarity from which it became clear that it is more
involved than Heim’s version of it. A formalization of this wider no-
tion of familiarity was presented which turned out to subsume both the
uniqueness and the anaphoricity analyses discussed before. In this way,
the examples from the introduction could all be dealt with, without in-
voking restricted uniqueness or accommodation of missing antecedents.

Above we argued against an ambiguity for the definite article, but one
could say that even though Familiar is a single condition encompassing
several subcases, the ambiguity in some sense returns via the back-door
at a lower level. After all, the positive extension of Familiar(x,%) con-
tains a disjunction. Did we miss a generalization?

7.5 Determinedness is Salience

There is an informal discussion in Lewis 1979 concerning the treatment
of descriptions.24 Lewis suggests that a definite description refers to the
most salient element satisfying the descriptive content (Lewis 1979:348–
350). Lewis mentions the following example:

(7) The pig is grunting, but the pig with the floppy ears is not grunting.

This sentence can be uttered without any linguistic context, for instance,
when the speaker is walking past a piggery. So, the definite descriptions
are not used anaphorically. For (7) to be true, there have to be at least
two pigs, one of which is grunting, one of which is not. So, the definite
descriptions cannot be interpreted using (some contextual weakening)
of uniqueness. According to Lewis, (7) is true if the pig refers to the
most salient pig (and this most salient pig is grunting) while the pig with
the floppy ears refers to the most salient pig with floppy ears (and this
pig is not grunting). Lewis does not mention descriptions which refer
to unique objects, but it is not a major e!ort to see that they can also

23The assumption that novelty is a presupposition has the following consequences
for non-denoting indefinites: they give rise to presupposition failure. So, as things
stand, both a square circle and the square circle cause presupposition failure. An
alternative is to treat novelty not as a presupposition, but as part of the assertion.
In that case, ‘non-existing’ indefinites give rise to falsity, which is more in line with
classical approaches to indefinites.
24Lewis’ discussion of definite descriptions in terms of salience goes back to
Lewis 1973:111–117, and McCawley 1979.
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be understood in terms of salience. After all, if there is only one object
with the right properties, it has to be the most salient one with these
properties. In this section, we present a full, dynamic characterization
of salience. The funny thing is that this results in a condition which is
closely related to Familiar qua predictions, even though there are some
subtle, but important, di!erences.

We assume that each object in the domain of discourse has a ‘salience
weight’, and that a definite description refers to the object which has the
highest salience weight among the objects with the relevant properties
at that point. In the initial situation (say, the beginning of a discourse)
all objects are equally salient by assumption. One central question is
how an object increases in salience. Heim 1982, in a discussion of Lewis’
suggestion, o!ers the following possibility:25

A necessary condition of an utterance of a sentence S to promote
an object x to maximal salience is that S contain either an NP
that refers to x or a singular indefinite whose predicate is true of
x. (Heim 1982:21)

Since indefinites are interpreted non-deterministically in Presupposi-
tional drt, the increase of salience weight is done per case (assignment).
This marks an important departure from Lewis’ idea. He discusses the
following example:

(8) A cat is on the lawn.

And writes in a remark:

25A notion of salience increase based entirely on model-theoretic properties is at-
tractive, but will not work. Heim points to Partee’s marble sentences.

(†) a. I dropped ten marbles and found all of them, except for one.
It/The marble is probably under the sofa.

b. I dropped ten marbles and found only nine of them.
# It/The marble is probably under the sofa.

In (†.a) the description the marble can easily refer to the missing marble (even though
a pronoun, as in Partee’s example, is more natural) since the first sentence contains
an NP (one) referring to it. In (†.b) (the first sentence of which is semantically
equivalent with the first sentence of (†.a)) this is not unproblematic. That a de-
scription like the missing marble is possible in both cases is a di!erent matter: such
associative/anaphoric cases are discussed later on (notice that there is a most salient
missing marble). Another relevant pair of examples, derived from Quine and cited
in Evans 1977:159 is the following:

(‡) a. John owns a donkey. He beats it/the donkey.
b. John is a donkey-owner. # He beats it/them/the donkey(s).

In (‡.a) it/the donkey refers to the donkey mentioned in the first sentence, but in
the (‡.b) such a link is not easily established, even though the two first sentences are
semantically equivalent.
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What I said was an existential quantification; hence, strictly speak-
ing, it involves no reference to any particular cat. Nevertheless, it
raises the salience of the cat that made me say it. (. . . ) Thus al-
though indefinite descriptions —that is, idioms of existential quan-
tification— are not themselves referring expressions, they may raise
the salience of particular individuals in such a way as to pave the
way for referring expressions that follow. (Lewis 1979:350)

The version of salience defined below in no way requires an indefinite
to be used in such a way that there is a specific individual to which
the indefinite refers. This means that examples such as the following
provide no problems for the present version of salience:

(9) If a farmer has a farm-hand, then the farm-hand will feed the
animals.

Assume that the indefinites a farmer and a farm-hand are represented
by discourse referents x and y respectively. On the Presuppositional
drt interpretation of a conditional with respect to some assignment g,
all extensions h such that g{x, y}h and such that h(x) is a farmer which
has h(y) as farm-hand are relevant. So, in general, a range of values of
x and y are considered (that is: on the assumption that a given model
contains several farmers and several farm-hands). With respect to each
assignment h, the objects h(x) and h(y) become more salient, where the
duration of this increase in salience coincides with the life-span of the
referents. Given each extension of h, the discourse referent introduced in
the representation of the definite description the farm-hand is required
to refer to the most salient object which is a farm-hand, and without
additional context this is h(y).

One way to model salience in Presuppositional drt is as follows. We
extend the set of variables Var with a function-variable sw (‘salience
weight’), interpreted with respect to an assignment g as g(sw) # IND.
That is: g(sw) is some total function from D into the natural numbers.
Let me note immediately that there are also other, perhaps more elegant,
methods to mark salience. We can, for instance, impose some orderings
on the relevant objects. But since we are primarily interested in the
e"ects of a salience condition we stick to the simple addition of sw
here. We now interpret Presuppositional drt with respect to all finite
assignments whose domain includes sw. That is, we replace F (the set of
finite assignments, mapping finite subsets of Var to D) with F sw, where
F sw = {f # F | sw # Dom(f)}. To keep things simple, let us assume
that in the beginning of a discourse all objects are equally salient. This
corresponds with the element $sw of F sw, where Dom ($sw) = {sw}
and $sw(sw) is the constant function mapping every element of D to 1.
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How does an object get more salient? Let us make the minimal as-
sumption (following Heim’s quoted suggestion) that introducing a new
discourse referent leads to a re-assignment of sw. Thus, when we intro-
duce a new referent x given some assignment g, we not only move to an
assignment h such that g{x}h,26 but we also change the interpretation
of sw in such a way that:27

. h(sw)(h(x)) = g(sw)(h(x)) + 1
(the value of the new referent, h(x), rises in salience) and,

. *d # D(d $= h(x) + h(sw)(d) = g(sw)(d))
(all other elements of the domain remain as salient as they were).

Finally, we define the determinedness condition as Salient(x,%) (x is the
most salient %-er), with the following interpretation.

Definition 9 (Salient)
[[Salient(x,%)]]+ =

{g | *d # Val(x, [[%]]) (d $= g(x) + g(sw)(d) < g(sw)(g(x)))}
[[Salient(x,%)]]$ =

{g | 'd # Val(x, [[%]]) (d $= g(x) & g(sw)(d) 4 g(sw)(g(x)))}

So, Salient(x,%) is supported in a model M with respect to an assign-
ment g i! g(x) is more salient than all other elements in the value set
Val(x, [[%]]M,g) (that is: more salient than the other objects which sat-
isfy the descriptive content %), it is rejected if there is an object d which
satisfies the descriptive content % and is at least as salient as g(x).

Let us now illustrate this definition, once again for the examples
discussed in the introduction, beginning with (1) together with its rep-
resentation (drs 5), repeated below as (10) and (drs 8) respectively
(and with Determined interpreted as Salient).

(10) The king of France is bald.

26Which now abbreviates: Dom(g) = Dom(h) & {x} & $y % Dom(g)4 {sw} : g(y) =
h(y), thus allowing re-assigning values to sw.
27Naturally, this is a simplification, but for the present purposes this simple version
will do. We would like to stress, however, that the fact that the determination
of salience weights is independent of the salience interpretation of determinedness,
makes it easier to investigate the usefulness of more fine-grained definitions of sw.
For example, it is an easy exercise to define the updating of sw in such a way that the
main claims of centering theory are incorporated, which would entail, for instance,
that an entity referred to in subject position is more salient than one referred to in
object position (Grosz et al. 1995:214).
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(drs 8)
bald(y)

y
king of France(y)
Salient(y, king of France(y))

Let us assume once more that we interpret this drs in a model M with a
unique king of France —call him l— and at the beginning of a discourse.
Thus, king of France is an ud in M and at the moment of interpreta-
tion all objects are equally salient by assumption. In that case, y can
only refer to this l, and since l is the currently most salient king of
France, the existence and salience presuppositions are satisfied. If the
model represented the situation in which France has no king, neither the
existence nor the salience condition would be supported and presuppos-
ition failure would be the result. Similarly, if the model represented the
situation in which France has several kings. In that case the existence
condition would be satisfied, but the salience condition would not, since
—by assumption— all these kings of France would be equally salient.28

Now re-consider example (3) and its representation (drs 2 ; drs 6),
repeated below as (11) and (drs 9) respectively (again with Determined
interpreted as Salient).

(11) A man and a boy walk in the street. The man whistles.

(drs 9)

x, y
man(x)
walk(x)
boy(y)
walk(y)

;

whistle(z)

z
man(z)
Salient(z,man(z))

Let us assume that example (11) marks the beginning of a discourse
(thus, all objects are equally salient by assumption), and that we inter-
pret (drs 9) in a model M which contains two men, call them a and b
(thus, man in an ld in M). The indefinite a man introduces a referent x,
and this x can refer to either a or b. Thus, once we have interpreted the
first sub-drs of (drs 9) we have to consider two output-assignments:29

28According to the intuitions of Lewis 1973:116, however, example (10) would be
false in this situation.
29Ignoring the boy, which was only added to avoid pronominal reference, see footnote
3 above.
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ha: x % a
hb: x % b

A side-e!ect of these assignments is the increase in salience of the referent
of x. More specifically, ha maps sw to a function which maps a to a
higher salience weight than b (ha(sw)(a) > ha(sw)(b)) and vice versa
for hb (hb(sw)(b) > hb(sw)(a)). Now we interpret the second sub-drs
with respect to these output-assignments (recall that ; is interpreted as
relational composition). The presupposition triggered by the definite the
man introduces a fresh referent z standing for a man, and again z can
refer to either a or b. This means that we evaluate the salience condition
with respect to essentially four relevant assignments:

haa: x % a, z % a
hab: x % a, z % b
hba: x % b, z % a
hbb: x % b, z % b

Consider first haa. Does z refer to the most salient man with respect
to this assignment? The answer is yes, since z refers to a and this
man has been referred to previously and as a consequence haa(sw)(a) >
haa(sw)(b). Using this line of reasoning it is easily seen that the salience
presupposition is only satisfied with respect to the assignments haa and
hbb. Put di!erently, the salience presupposition is only satisfied if x and
z refer to the same man, and in this way the anaphoric link between a
man and the man is accounted for. The reader is invited to check that
example (5) poses no problems for the salience analysis either.

Salient(x,%) is closely related to Familiar(x,%). Either the value
set Val(x, [[%]]), corresponding with the CN under consideration, is a
singleton (it is a ud) and in that case the element of that singleton
is both familiar and the most salient one. Or the value set is not a
singleton, but consists of at least two elements instead (it is an ld). Then
the preceding linguistic context is needed: there must be an (indefinite)
antecedent to guarantee satisfaction of the familiarity as well as the
salience condition. We can also define an ‘inconspicuous’ constraint on
indefinites, which says that an indefinite has to refer to an inconspicuous
(not salient) individual. In this way, the use of an indefinite determiner
in an example like (6) is blocked.30

Di!erences between Familiar and Salient arise in the case of an ld for
which several antecedents are available. An example is (12).

(12) A black Chihuahua and a white one walk in the park. #The
Chihuahua barks.

30Again, specificity is beyond the scope of this condition. See footnote 22.
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If the Determined presupposition triggered by the Chihuahua is inter-
preted as Familiar, the presupposition is satisfied as the reader can easily
check. However, the Salient condition is not, since neither the black nor
the white chihuahua is more salient than the other, thus correctly pre-
dicting the oddity of the second sentence. A general advantage of Salient
over Familiar is that it is more flexible, since other relevant factors like
discourse structure and topic/focus distinctions can be dealt with by
‘fine-tuning’ the notion of salience increase. Above we assumed, fol-
lowing the qouted suggestion from Heim, that an object becomes more
salient if it has been referred to. However, one can easily imagine ways
in which salience increase is dealt with in a more fine-grained manner.
We already alluded to the insights from Centering Theory which state,
among other things, that objects in grammatical subject position are
more salient than objects in grammatical object position. In a sim-
ilar vein, one can imagine that focus-shifts promote the new focus to
maximal salience.31 The main point of this section, however, is that
interpreting Determined as Salient yields an intuitive and uniform inter-
pretation of the presupposition triggered by definite descriptions.

7.6 Discussion: Extending the Analysis

We started this chapter with the assumptions that (i) definite descrip-
tions are unambiguous and (ii) trigger existence and determinedness
presuppositions. We raised the question how this determinedness pre-
supposition should be interpreted and discussed four possible answers:
uniqueness, anaphoricity, familiarity and salience. We presented form-
alizations of these concepts in terms of Presuppositional drt and saw
that neither the uniqueness nor the anaphoricity interpretation does full
justice to the behavior of definite descriptions. In particular, the first
interpretation has problems with ‘anaphoric descriptions’, the second
with ‘unique descriptions’. We then presented a formalization of the
traditional notion of familiarity which looked promising, but arguably
did not fully meet the non-ambiguity assumption. We then turned to
the salience interpretation. The formalization of this concept in Presup-
positional drt does justice to our assumptions, and can deal with both
descriptions which are used anaphorically and descriptions referring to
unique objects. Moreover, in the case that there are several equally
prominent objects, the salience presupposition is not met (which seems
correct) while the familiarity presupposition is satisfied. A further ad-
vantage of the salience condition over the familiarity one is that it is

31For details on the precise formulation of such conditions see Grosz et al. 1995 and
the references cited therein.
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more flexible. In particular, the seperate assignment of salience weights
makes it possible to take factors like recency and topic-shifts into account
without touching on the salience condition as such.32

So far all we have done is define a semantic notion of determined-
ness underlying the analysis of definite descriptions. It is still a long
way from here to a realistic analysis of the semantics of definite NPs
in discourse. But, the salience condition seems to provide an excellent
starting-point for developing such an analysis. In this final discussion
section we back-up this claim by describing three extensions of the sali-
ence approach. In section 7.6.1 we discuss non-identity anaphora, with
the emphasis on bridging, and argue that these pose no specific prob-
lems for the salience approach as such. Thereafter, we argue that the
salience condition applies mutatis mutandis to all kinds of definite NPs
(section 7.6.2). And in section 7.6.3 we show that the salience condition
is also perfectly compatible with the deictic usage of definites.

7.6.1 Dependencies and Non-identity Anaphora

As far as anaphoric uses of definite descriptions are concerned, we have
only been looking at identity anaphora: the relation between the ana-
phoric description and its antecedent was one of referential identity. In
fact, we only looked at a specific kind of referential identity: namely
the case in which the description does not introduce new ‘information’
about its antecedent. Thus, in example (3) a man and the man refer to
one and the same man, and the definite description itself adds no new
information about this man.

Nevertheless, anaphoric descriptions can sometimes add information,
and this might pose problems for the present proposal. A well-known
type of example is the following, quoted from Zeevat 1992:407.

32The salience condition has one shortcoming which we have not discussed and which
arguably also plagues the other conditions. When Lewis 1979 introduced the notion
of salience, he immediately noted “(. . . ) the possibility that something might be
highly salient in one of its guises, but less salient in another.” Consider the following
example (without additional context):

A man and his son walk in the street. The man whistles.

Under the assumption that every son is a man, the value of the referent introduced
for his son will be an element of the value set of man as well. In other words: there
are two equally salient male objects. Nevertheless, intuitively it is obvious to which
one the man refers. The point is that a man should raise the salience of an object
as a man and not as a son, while his son should raise the salience of an object as
a son and not as a man. Lewis 1979 writes: “Possibly we really need to appeal to a
salience ranking not of individuals but rather of individuals-in-guises — that is, of
individual concepts.”
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(13) A man died in a car crash yesterday evening. The Amsterdam
father of four was found to have been drinking.

When the time has come to interpret the second sentence of (13), there
does not seem to be a ‘most salient’ Amsterdam father of four , so the
presupposition might fail. Zeevat notes that examples such as these
could be analyzed by distinguishing between the core, restrictive ma-
terial of the description —which in this case is like a male pronoun,
and notice that there is a most salient male person example (13)— and
the rest, which should be seen as ‘an adjectival non-restrictive modifier ’
(Zeevat 1992:411).33 So it seems that such ‘informative’ anaphors pose
no problems for the salience condition as such.

It is well known, however, that identity anaphora is only one of the
possible species of anaphora.34 Consider the following examples, from
Heim 1982 and Hintikka and Kulas 1985 respectively.

(14) a. John read a book about Schubert. He wrote a letter to the
author.

b. In every group, the unit-element commutes with any other
elements.

In (14.a) the author is anaphoric (in the sense that it depends on
its interpretation) on the book mentioned in the first sentence, but
clearly the relation is not one of identity. In (14.b) the unit-element
is anaphoric (in the same sense) on group, but again we do not want
to equate the unit-element with the mathematical structure it is part
of. Such anaphora have been called bridging anaphors (Clark 1977,
Clark and Haviland 1977) or associative anaphors (Hawkins 1978), since
an additional ‘bridge’ or ‘association’ is needed to account for the ana-

33It should be noted that such examples are limited in their occurrences. For in-
stance, they cannot easily be embedded in conditionals:

# If a man died in a car crash yesterday evening, then the Amsterdam father of
four was found to have been drinking.

An attractive hypothesis is that an anaphoric definite can only add information if the
antecedent is interpreted specifically. In Krahmer and Van Deemter 1997:89 this is
captured by the Informative Anaphors Hypothesis: A potential antecedent with
a non-specific interpretation, which is less informative than the anaphor under con-
sideration, does not qualify as a suitable antecedent for the anaphor, provided that
the relation between anaphor and potential antecedent is one of identity. A second
kind of identity anaphora which could be said to add some form of information about
their antecedent are so-called epithets, of which the bastard and the jerk are relatively
decent examples. Here as well, there is some evidence that epithets are a kind of emo-
tionally dressed-up pronouns (see Geurts 1994:47, Krahmer and Deemter 1997:102).
We shall not discuss the deviate use of these descriptions here.
34For a radical perspective on anaphora see Van Deemter 1991, 1992. Van Deemter
generalizes the notion of anaphora to include essentially all cohesion in text.
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phoric relation: books tend to be written by authors, and groups have a
unit-element. As we have seen, Christopherson was well aware of such
examples and did not see them as a problem for his familiarity thesis.
But as things stand in the present chapter, no interpretation of the de-
terminedness condition results in the right reading. The problem is that
the links between books and authors, and groups and unit-elements, are
not taken into account. What is needed is a general theory of depend-
encies (as Kracht 1994 calls it) and here the claim is that given such a
theory, the salience condition takes care of the rest.

What a dependency theory looks like and how it is constructed are
not questions which need to be answered by the semanticist, but obvi-
ously such a theory has to model the knowledge that books are written
by authors, that groups contain a unit-element, but also that mothers
have children, that restaurants have waiters and so on and so on. The
semanticist does have to say something about the interaction between
such dependencies and the semantic representation. Without wanting to
commit ourselves to it, let us discuss one proposal found in the semantic
literature to account for such dependencies, namely by using implicit
arguments.35 On this approach, the semantic representation of nouns
like author and unit-element contains a hidden argument (for the book
written by the author and for the group containing the unit-element).
Such hidden arguments can be seen as a kind of meaning-postulates
which are discounted into the lexicon. Explicit complements (like (au-
thor) of a book about Schubert or (unit-element) of the group of positive
rational numbers with multiplication) act as modifiers of the nouns, ‘dis-
closing’ and restricting the interpretation of the hidden argument.

Let us consider the following possibility: the definite article can op-
tionally trigger disclosure of the hidden argument and require it to be
salient as well. Reconsider example (14.a). Schematically, the combina-
tion of the article the with the CN unit-element [of a group], produces
the unit-element of the group.36 That is: the result is a complex de-
scription containing two presupposition triggers: for a group and for a
unit-element for that group. From here things can proceed as sketched
above for the man’s wife.

The problem with an approach using hidden arguments of CNs is that
it rests on the assumption that we can actually build our knowledge of
dependencies into the lexicon. For cases like unit-element this is defend-

35See De Bruyn and Scha 1988 and —in a dynamic framework— Dekker 1993a,
1993b and Van Deemter 1991, 1992. A di!erent, more general analysis of hidden
arguments can be found in Visser and Vermeulen 1996.
36This process should be optional, since for identity-anaphora (a unit-element. . . the
unit-element) the hidden argument has to remain hidden.
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able, but for ordinary non-mathematical words things are not so clear.
Another strategy might be to seperate world-knowledge (that books usu-
ally have authors, that groups have a unit-element) from the lexicon,
and use some kind of inference mechanism to derive dependencies.37

Whether or not dependencies can and need to be modeled as hidden
arguments remains to be seen, but for the present purposes it does not
really matter. The point is that once dependencies are taken into ac-
count, the salience condition is fully applicable again.

7.6.2 Definites and Salience

So far we have only discussed definite descriptions, but ultimately we
want to treat all definite NPs in this way. That is: we want to replace the
definite descriptions rule by the following general rule-scheme applying
to all definite NPs (and with Determined interpreted as Salient).

Definite NPs Rule — Scheme
Upon encountering a definite NP of the form ‘,’, replace it
with a new discourse referent x and prefix the current drs

with 2

x
,#(x)

Salient (x, ,#(x) )

Here ,#(x) is the representation of the definite , with a free occurrence
of x. In general: a definite NP triggers a presupposition which requires
existence and salience. In this chapter we have seen how this works for
definite descriptions and possessives (where ,’s - is treated as the - of
,). What about other definites?

The new rule treats a pronoun like he as presupposing the exist-
ence of a salient male individual; he is analyzed analogously to the male
individual.38 On the assumption that a model contains more than one
male individual, it is predicted that a pronoun like he is always used
in a context-dependent fashion, and refers to the most salient male in-
dividual at that point. In this way the standard drt rule (‘pick up
an accessible, previously introduced discourse referent’) is replaced by
the somewhat more specific ‘introduce a new discourse referent referring

37This is done in, for instance, Piwek and Krahmer 1998, where the proof-theoretic
perspective to presupposition projection discussed in the previous chapter is used to
tackle some of the problems associated with bridging anaphors.
38This is in contrast with Evans’ E-type pronouns, which are treated as descrip-
tions in disguise, but with a di!erent description for each occurrence of a pronoun,
depending on the context it occurs in. See, for instance, Evans 1977, Heim 1990,
Neale 1990, Van der Does 1994 and Van Rooy 1997a for discussion.
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to the currently most salient object which is of the right gender and
number’.

A PN like Louis presupposes the existence of a salient individual hav-
ing that name. In this way the PN rule in traditional drt (‘introduce a
new discourse referent as high as possible’) is replaced by a rule which
treats PNs like all other definite NPs. A PN is represented by a presup-
position at the level where it originates (as argued for in Zeevat 1991):
it introduces a new discourse referent which has to refer to the currently
most salient individual bearing that name. This seems to be a reas-
onable approximation of the way PNs are actually used. Usually the
combination of someone’s first name and surname is enough to identify
a person uniquely, and in that case no context is needed. But since
someone’s first name is not unique in general, the context is needed to
satisfy the salience condition in those cases.

Demonstratives can be understood as marked descriptions. The use
of a demonstrative determiner like this or that instead of the definite
article the usually indicates something (although demonstratives also
occur as stylistic variants of definite descriptions, see Maes 1991). It
can indicate contrast, especially when accompanied by a pitch accent.
Another typical use of a demonstrative determiner is to instruct the
hearer to look around and locate the relevant object, in particular when
combined with a ‘demonstration’ (,), as in (15).

(15) , That man is looking at you.

An initial hypothesis might be that a demonstrative NP semantically
behaves like a definite description, and that additional means (pointing,
intonation, etc.) lead to additional constraints on the meaning.

These remarks can be seen as a first step in the direction of a full-
fledged, uniform approach to definite NPs in discourse. Of course they
are informal and inconclusive, but at least they do show that the salience
condition is applicable to other definites as well.

7.6.3 Surroundings: The Dynamics of Pointing

So far, we only considered the linguistic context (the preceding dis-
course) but of course there is also a non-linguistic context. Here we
briefly discuss the connection between the salience condition and the
non-linguistic context, or surrounding as we shall call it. From a se-
mantic perspective we have to take care that there is a relation between
the surrounding and the semantical interpretation. Proposals to achieve
this can be found in Montague 1974a, Lewis 1979 and Kaplan 1989. We
follow the last mentioned here, and define a surrounding S as follows:
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Definition 10 (Surroundings)
If s is a speaker, a an addressee, 31, . . . , 3n are objects which are ‘apt for
pointing’, t is a time and p is a place, then a surrounding S is defined
as :

S = (s, a, (31, . . . , 3n), t, p)

We assume that 31, . . . , 3n are also elements of the domain of interpret-
ation. The interpretation of Presuppositional drt is modified by the
addition of S as a second semantic parameter to both [[.]]+M and [[.]]$M .
This means that [[%]]±M,S gives the set of pairs of assignments which sup-
port/reject % in a model M and a surrounding S. To refer to S we also
extend the language of Presuppositional drt: we add i, you, here and
now to the set of terms, and when x is a variable, then (, ) x) is a
drs. These extensions are interpreted as follows (recall that terms are
interpreted polarity-insensitive).

Definition 11

1. [[i]]S = s, [[you]]S = a, [[now]]S = t, and [[here]]S = p
2. [[, ) x]]+S = {(g, h) | g{x}h & h(x) = 3}

[[, ) x]]$S = {(g, g) | *h(g{x}h + h(x) $= 3)}

Notice that , ) x is interpreted as a specific assignment (chapter 2,
definition 20); a specific value (namely 3) is assigned to a variable x.
These additions make it possible to deal with sentences like the following:

(16) a. I am telling you about , that man here and now.
b. , That man is bald. He wears a wig.

Let us look at the second example in somewhat more detail. The Revised
Construction Algorithm produces the following drs for this sentence,
on the assumption that the act of pointing precedes the representation
of the demonstrative NP. Although this obviously is an idealization,
it seems plausible in the sense that intuitively the demonstrative NP
cannot be interpreted without the accompanying demonstration.

(drs 10)

, ) x ;

bald(y)
y
man(y)
Salient(y,man(y))

The act of pointing , in (16.b) is represented as , ) x, where x is a new
discourse referent and 3 is the object which is pointed at. If we assume
that man is an ld (the value set is not a singleton), then the context is
needed to guarantee that the salience condition is satisfied. In this case
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there is only possibility: 3 has to be a man. This means that when the
speaker points to an object which is not of the male species, the salience
presupposition is not satisfied and presupposition failure follows.39 This
indicates that the salience condition works for both the linguistic and
the non-linguistic context.

Another potential use of surroundings is for examples like the follow-
ing.

(17) The queen dislikes gossip-magazines.

Even though the predicate queen is applicable to a handful of women
in the world, it can be used as a ud in certain ‘surroundings’. In the
Netherlands, (17) is probably about Beatrix, while in Britain it is more
likely to concern Elizabeth. Queen is not a one-place predicate but a
three-place one, with additional arguments for a country and a period.
The use of the definite determiner in examples like (17) seems to invoke
a default which uses the surrounding to fill in the missing arguments:
the queen is interpreted as the queen of the here and now; the present
queen of the Netherlands for instance.

In sum, it seems fair to say that the determinedness presupposition,
interpreted in terms of salience is not only applicable to ‘ordinary’ def-
inite descriptions, but also paves the way for a more general theory of
definites. In this discussion section we have seen that bridging and deixis

39This touches on the distinction drawn in Donnellan 1966 between attributive and
referential uses of definites. The analyses of definite descriptions we pursued so far all
involve the attributive use: the relevant property is attributed to a certain individual.
According to Donnellan descriptions can also be used in a directly referential way,
an example is the following:

8 The man with the glass of vodka is looking at you.

The referential usage is especially prominent when the man in question is in fact
drinking water (and the hearer knows this). According to Donnellan the attributed
property is not really relevant in such cases: the hearer has no di"culty in finding out
to whom the speaker refers. Notice that in Presuppositional drt this example would
lead to presupposition failure when the man actually holds a glass of water. Does
this mean that we have to postulate an attributive-referential ambiguity for the? In
Kripke 1977 it is argued that this is not necessary. Kripke takes the attributive use as
basic, and argues that a form of pragmatic reasoning is used to generate the referential
use (see also Neale 1990 and Dekker 1997). In the present set-up this might go as
follows. In the above situation the example leads to presupposition failure, but the
hearer will reason roughly as follows: ‘there is no man with a vodka, but there is one
holding a glass of water in the region the speaker is indicating, and since water and
vodka are visually indistinguishable (even though their taste is a little di!erent) the
speaker probably refers to the man with the glass of water.’ We conclude that the
phenomenon of referential usage does not provide an insurmountable counterexample
to the analysis of descriptions in terms of salience.
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pose no problems for the salience condition as such, and that the salience
presupposition seems applicable to other definites besides descriptions.40

40Various puzzling examples remain. One of those is the following example, due to
Löbner 1986.

(†) He put his hand on her knee.

Neither his hand nor her knee needs to be related to a unique object or preceded
by an indefinite reference; presupposition failure seems inevitable. Nevertheless, this
example is perfectly natural. Things change when we shift our attention to other
body-parts. For example:

She broke his tooth in return.

Here his tooth really has to refer to a salient tooth. Consider also:

(‡) After that, they went to the cinema.

In this example, the cinema can be used without a salient cinema in the context.
But, this is di!erent for:

They should have gone to the restaurant.

Here we do have the feeling that a contextually salient restaurant is meant. Example
such as (†) and (‡) have bothered various people (for instance Löbner, Kadmon).
Perhaps they are best treated as exceptions.



8

Concluding Remarks

In this book we have studied presuppositions and anaphors. Both phe-
nomena have their proper place somewhere in the twilight zone between
semantics and pragmatics, and as a result they have been studied from
both angles. Nowadays, the traditional distinction between semantics
and pragmatics is becoming increasingly blurred. One reason for this
tendency may be the fact that phenomena such as those addressed in
this book appear to resist analysis in purely semantic or purely prag-
matic terms. But perhaps the distinction is somewhat arbitrary in the
first place. This seems to be indicated, for instance, by the fact that it is
notoriously di"cult to define what ‘semantics’ is and what ‘pragmatics’,
and to give a precise demarcation of the division of labour between these
two aspects of meaning.

In Levinson 1983 one can find an intriguing discussion of the prob-
lems encountered when trying to give a precise definition of pragmatics.
He notes that such a definition should at least cover context-dependent
aspects of meaning (Levinson 1983:9). It is interesting to note that
one important way in which dynamic semantics di!ers from traditional
(truth-conditional) semantics is precisely its emphasis on meanings in
context.1

It is no coincidence then, that dynamic semantics forms the backbone
of most of the work in this book. A second recurring theme of this
book is the usefulness of techniques from partial logic in the analysis
of the phenomena under consideration. The use of partiality can be

1Groenendijk et al. 1996a contains a good, informal discussion of the importance
of context change and the dynamic approach to meaning. They note that the real
novelty is not so much the emphasis on meanings in context, but the fact that the
construction of contexts is incorporated within a formal framework. They write in
the conclusion: The bite of it does not lie in metaphors, such as the slogan that
meaning is information change potential, but in providing logical tools to implement
and analyze these ideas.

225
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directly traced back to the Strawsonian definition of presupposing, which
says that the question of truth and falsity does not arise for a sentence
containing a failing presupposition.

In section 8.1 of this concluding chapter, we summarize the main
results of this book. In the preceding chapters, we have mentioned
many interesting points for future research. Rather than repeating all
of them, we single out the most important ones and briefly expand on
them. We end this chapter, and the book as well, with a final discussion
(section 8.2).

8.1 Summary

8.1.1 Anaphora

Theories of Anaphora in Discourse We started our investigations
in chapter 2, by looking at a number of approaches to anaphora in dis-
course which have been proposed in the past decades, and we have given
special attention to the way they relate to each other. For example,
we defined a meaning preserving map from the Logical forms of File
Change Semantics (fcs) to the Discourse Representation Structures of
Discourse Representation Theory (drt), thereby showing that fcs can
be embedded in drt. Additionally, this map can be seen as an altern-
ative, linguistically motivated method for constructing drss. Special
attention was paid to the quest for the theory of discourse semantics.
On the basis of our findings, combined with results from the literature,
we arrived at a systematic overview of some of the relevant possibilities.

A Solution for the Negation and Disjunction Problems All
the systems we discussed in chapter 2 do justice to most of the general-
izations in Karttunen 1976 about discourse referents and their life-span,
but none does justice to all of them. In particular, all the systems dis-
cussed have problems with umbrella- and bathroom-sentences, of which
(1) and (2) are examples:

(1) It is not true that John didn’t bring an umbrella. It was purple
and it stood in the hallway.

(2) Either there is no bathroom in this house, or it’s in a funny place.

All theories discussed in chapter 2 predict that the it pronouns cannot
have (an umbrella or bathroom as) an antecedent, which is clearly not
borne out by the facts. In chapter 3 it is argued that the problems
connected with negation and disjunction can be solved in one go, if the
classical law of double negation is restored in the dynamic set-up. We
have presented a system which does precisely that: Double Negation
drt. Its main departure from standard drt(-like) formalisms is that
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discourse referents which are introduced in the scope of two negations
remain accessible for future reference. In this way, single negations re-
main a plug for anaphoric binding, while double negations now act as
a hole for anaphoric reference. This is desirable for the treatment of
umbrella-sentences. This new treatment of negation paves the way for
re-defining disjunction, allowing discourse referents introduced in a neg-
ated disjunct to be picked up in the other disjunct, thus enabling a
treatment of bathroom-sentences. The interpretation of Double Nega-
tion DRT uses some standard techniques from partial logic: in particular
the distinction between positive and negative extensions (corresponding
with ‘active’ and ‘passive’ occurrences of discourse referents) and the
flip-flop operation assigned to negation.

8.1.2 Presupposition

Partial Logic and Presupposition The central question we raised
in chapter 4 concerned the role of partial logic in the treatment of presup-
positions. In recent years, a lot of attention has been paid to examples
involving the interaction between quantifiers and presuppositions. Prime
examples are (3) and (4), due to Karttunen and Peters 1979 and Heim
1983b respectively.

(3) Somebody managed to succeed George V on the throne of England.

(4) Every man who serves his king will be rewarded.

Recent work on presupposition has shown that the binding-problems
which Karttunen and Peters 1979 and Heim 1983b encounter with such
examples, can be solved within combined partial-dynamic systems. In
chapter 4 we have shown that these problems can also be solved in a
static system with a partial interpretation. We started from a static,
strong Kleene based interpretation of Partial Predicate Logic (ppl)
with Blamey’s presupposition-operator (transplication) added. In terms
of this mother of all partial logics, two other systems were defined:
Bochvar/weak Kleene based ppl and Peters/middle Kleene based ppl.
On the propositional level, each of these systems corresponds with a ‘tra-
ditional’ approach to presuppositions. It was shown that none of these
ppl interpretations su!ers from the binding-problem arising in Kart-
tunen and Peters 1979. Moreover, all three systems could handle the
quantificational examples discussed in Heim 1983b, predicting appro-
priate, weak presuppositions in each case. In other words: the examples
which play a central role in the recent dynamic-semantic approaches to
presuppositions can be dealt with in a static partial logic. There is no
immediate reason to ‘go dynamic’. To be sure: this is not to say that
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the move to dynamic semantics is not necessary for other reasons, for,
as we have seen in chapter 2, there are such other reasons.

We discussed two question related to this outcome. First, can we use
these results to construct a satisfactory, classical Montague grammar for
a fragment of English containing presupposition triggers? And second,
if we take it that the partial element in the analysis of presupposition is
still highly relevant, then as a consequence, so is the critique on it: can
we do something about this critique?

Partiality and Flexibility To begin with the latter question: one
general and often recurring point of criticism is that the partial approach
to presuppositions lacks flexibility. For example, the following pair of
examples illustrates that a presupposition triggered in the consequent of
a conditional projects, unless the presupposed proposition is asserted in
the antecedent. Thus, example (5.a), but not example (5.b), presupposes
that France has a king.

(5) a. If baldness is hereditary, then the king of France is bald.
b. If France has a king, then the king of France is bald.

However, once we give implication an interpretation in partial logic we fix
the projection predictions: a weak Kleene interpretation implies always
predicting that elementary presuppositions project from the consequent,
while a strong or middle Kleene interpretation implies never predicting
projection from the consequent.

To show that it is possible for an approach using partial logic to
achieve the required flexibility, a presupposition wipe-out device dating
back to Bochvar was discussed: the A operator. It was shown how this
operator can be used in a ‘floating A theory’. We have seen that this
approach allows us to give an account of cancellation of presuppositions
in the scope of a negation by throwing away inconsistent readings, and
that it helps in giving an account of cancellation in conditionals (such as
(5.b)) by throwing away readings which violate the informativity con-
straint.

Thus, we can use partial logic as the starting point for a flexible ac-
count of presupposition projection, where the machinery of partial logic
does the hard work, and general, well-defined pragmatic constraints fil-
ter out unwanted readings. In this way it gives a straightforward and
intuitive interpretation of the claim found in, for instance, Martin 1979
and Link 1986, that semantics and pragmatics should be ‘mutually sup-
portive’.

The main point of the floating A theory is to show that it is possible
to construct a theory of presupposition on the basis of a standard partial
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logic which makes flexible predictions about presupposition projection
without postulating any ad hoc ambiguities for the logical connectives.
We have developed this account in as much detail as required to make
this point. There is a lot of room for fine-tuning, and one important line
for future research is the full development of such a theory, in particular
concerning the preference order and the constraints. With respect to
the latter, and following Stalnaker and Van der Sandt, we have only
defined an informativity and a consistency constraint. In chapter 4 we
conjectured that more conditions besides these two have an influence
on presupposition projection. Of course, this is just as true for the
floating A theory as it is for, say, Van der Sandt’s presuppositions-as-
anaphors approach. It would be very interesting to find and formalize
these conditions and investigate their interplay with the underlying par-
tial logic. The floating A theory bears a certain resemblance with Van
der Sandt’s presuppositions-as-anaphors theory. For the sake of compar-
ison it might be interesting to ‘dynamify’ the floating A theory, which
can be done in two ways: either by following the recipe given in section
5.4.3 for dynamifying the static and partial version of Presuppositional
Montague Grammar, or by constructing the translation set for a given
sentence from its representation in Presuppositional drt as discussed
briefly in section 6.6. A final point for future research with respect to
the floating A theory we would like to mention is the following. It might
be interesting to replace the translation set by a single underspecified
representation which subsumes the possible readings. A particularly in-
teresting theory of underspecification from the current perspective is the
one developed in Muskens 1995a, in which an underspecified version of
classical Montague Grammar is presented which is perfectly compatible
with the Presuppositional Montague Grammar of chapter 5.

Presuppositions and Montague Grammar Another issue which
we addressed is the following. If the binding problem does not arise in
a more or less standard logic, albeit a partial one, then why do Kart-
tunen and Peters run into this binding problem? In chapter 5 we argued
that this might be due to the lack of proper partializations of Montague
Grammar at that time. Karttunen and Peters 1979 do not need par-
tiality since they switch to an essentially two-dimensional approach in
which each sentence of the fragment is translated into two expressions
of Montague’s Intensional Logic: one representing what is expressed (as-
serted) and one what is conventionally implicated (presupposed). But,
as Karttunen and Peters themselves note, this two-dimensionality is
the very source of their binding problem. In chapter 4 we concluded
that standard Partial Predicate Logic is a suitable vehicle for the se-
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mantic treatment of presuppositions, even when they occur under the
scope of quantifiers. Combined with the first decent Partial Montague
Grammar, developed in Muskens 1989, this paves the way for a presup-
positional extension of classical Montague Grammar, which combines
technical clarity with a decent analysis of presupposition. Such a Pre-
suppositional Montague Grammar was given in chapter 5, once again
with the emphasis on presupposition-quantification interaction. Presup-
positional Montague Grammar not only provides compositional deriv-
ations of the translations used in chapter 4, it also indicates what the
Montagovian presupposition-theories of Hausser 1976, Cooper 1983 and
Karttunen and Peters 1979 might have looked like if they could have
used a clean partialization of classical Montague Grammar. Moreover,
an easy recipe was presented to dynamify the system, thus bringing it
completely up to date.

8.1.3 Anaphora and Presupposition

Two Theories of Presupposition in drt In chapter 6 we intro-
duced Presuppositional drt. The language of Presuppositional drt is
the result of adding drss representing elementary presuppositions to
the language of Double Negation drt. The interpretation of Presuppos-
itional drt is a relatively straightforward combination of the interpreta-
tion of Double Negation drt and the middle Kleene based interpretation
of ppl.

We believe that the resulting system is interesting for various reas-
ons. To begin with, it o!ers a single framework in which two rather
di!erent approaches to presupposition can be modelled. On the level
of representations, Presuppositional drt is perfectly compatible with
the representations used by Van der Sandt in his presuppositions-as-
anaphors approach. On the level of interpretation, Presuppositional
drt is comparable with the combined partial and dynamic approaches
to presuppositions in the Karttunen and Heim tradition of Beaver and
—in particular— Van Eijck, be it that Presuppositional drt embodies a
di!erent treatment of negation and disjunction. We have seen that pre-
suppositions can be studied using Presuppositional drt in two di!erent
ways. We can continue in the Karttunen/Heim tradition and compute
the presuppositions of a drs % by calculating PR(%), that is by looking
at the cases when % is either True of False. On this method, Presuppos-
itional drt and middle Kleene based ppl make comparable predictions,
which should come as no surprise in the light of our findings in chapter
4. On the other hand, since the representations of Presuppositional
drt are perfectly compatible with those employed by Van der Sandt’s
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presuppositions-as-anaphors theory, we can also feed our drss to Van
der Sandt’s presupposition resolution algorithm.

The fact that we can associate two rather di!erent approaches to pre-
supposition with a single system enhances comparison between the two
approaches. However, Presuppositional drt is not only beneficial for
the sake of comparison, it actually leads to an improvement of Van der
Sandt’s theory. It was shown that merely defining Van der Sandt’s the-
ory on top of Presuppositional drt, and not on standard drt as usual,
has various advantages. In particular, it enables the interpretation of
presuppositional drss. As a result, the conditions on accommodation
(consistency, informativity) can be checked on the spot even if there are
still other unresolved presuppositions. As a result, there is no need to
calculate all logical possibilities (as done in Van der Sandt 1992), and in
many cases this leads to a reduction of the search space. Moreover, we
can restore the Strawsonian intuition that presupposition failure leads
to undefinedness by accommodating elementary presuppositions as pre-
suppositions. The di!erent treatment of disjunction embodied in Double
Negation drt simplifies the presuppositions-as-anaphors theory and im-
proves its predictions, since presuppositions which arise in a right-hand
disjunct can now be bound to passive discourse referents of the left-hand
disjunct. Finally, as far as presupposition-quantification interaction is
concerned, we saw that in Presuppositional drt it is no longer predicted
that (6) and (7) are equivalent.

(6) Every fat man pushes his bike.

(7) Every fat man who has a bike pushes it.

The presupposition triggered by his bike in (6) is still accommodated in
the scope of every, but in the process remains presuppositional, and this
destroys the equivalence.

Determinedness and Salience In chapter 7 we zoomed in on a spe-
cific kind of presupposition triggers: definite descriptions. Usually it is
assumed that definite descriptions presuppose existence, but it has often
been argued that this presupposition is too weak to capture the behavior
of definite descriptions. We therefore hypothesized that definites presup-
pose existence and something else: determinedness. We discussed four
possible interpretations of this determinedness presupposition, in terms
of uniqueness, anaphoricity, familiarity and salience. Formalizations of
these four concepts in terms of Presuppositional drt were presented
and each was judged on its merits. One central condition is that the
determinedness condition should apply to all definite descriptions alike,
following Löbner’s claim that the definite article is unambiguous. We
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argued that the salience interpretation of determinedness is our best
bet. On this view, a definite description the CN triggers the presuppos-
ition that there is an object d which has the properties expressed by CN
and moreover that this d is the currently most salient object with these
properties. The salience weight of objects is modelled using a function
variable sw, which refers to a function mapping objects in the domain
to natural numbers. As an object becomes more salient (for instance
because it was referred to by an NP), its salience weight increases. It
was shown that this works well for definite descriptions referring to in-
herently unique objects as well as for anaphoric definites.

Of course, defining a determinedness presupposition for definite de-
scriptions in terms of salience is one thing, developing a general theory
of definites based on this notion is quite another. To work from the sali-
ence notion towards such a theory, there are two general lines for future
research. The first concerns the notion of salience itself. In his discus-
sion of salience, Lewis 1979:348 mentions two complications without the
intention to overcome them. What happens if there is no most salient
object satisfying the descriptive content or if there are two? And what
if something is highly salient under one of its guises, but less salient
under another? In the previous chapter, the first question was answered
(this leads to presupposition failure), but the second was not addressed.
In fact, we take it that one important line for future research would be
to try and define salience not on individuals but on ‘individuals under
roles’. For this move, the work of Landman 1989 seems highly relevant.
A somewhat related point for future work connected to the notion of sa-
lience itself is the determination of salience weights. For the sake of sim-
plicity we merely followed the minimal suggestion from Heim 1982 that
an object increases in salience when it has been referred to by an NP. Of
course, in reality the assignment of salience weights is subject to many
di!erent factors. Fortunately the literature contains a lot of work in this
direction (Grosz et al. 1995 seems a good starting point) and moreover,
the separate definition of sw can easily be adjusted without touching on
the fundamentals of the salience presupposition. The second general line
of future research concerns the overall applicability of the salience pre-
supposition. As noted in chapter 7, it is our intention to take the salience
condition as starting point for a general, uniform theory of definite NPs.
In this respect, it was argued in the discussion section of the previous
chapter that the salience presupposition carries over mutatis mutandis
to definite NPs in general, and we also saw that the salience condition
is perfectly compatible with the deictic usage of definite descriptions.
We only hinted at the interaction between the salience condition and
bridging, but we take it that the work of Piwek and Krahmer 1998 on
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the interaction between world-knowledge and presupposition projection
provides a promising starting point for a full-fledged account of bridging,
which is perfectly compatible with the salience approach.

It has been observed that a general problem with any theory of def-
inites is that it really should be a theory of everything. After all, as
Neale 1990:10 observes, there is hardly a part of semantic theory which
has no influence on the behavior of definites. We have tried to separate
the presuppositional content of definites from all the rest, and thereby
were able to give a general interpretation to the salience condition. We
have illustrated that this condition seems applicable to all kinds of def-
inite NPs and to many of their uses. We feel certain that future work
along the lines mentioned above will not require significant changes to
the salience interpretation as such.

8.2 Discussion: Rounding O!

In this book, we have discussed a considerable number of approaches to
discourse anaphora and presupposition projection based on the partial
and/or dynamic view on meaning. It has not been our intention to add
completely new theories to the already considereable gamut of existing
theories. Rather we have been inspired by existing approaches which
aim at accounting for the behavior of presuppositions and/or anaphors,
making improvements where necessary and comparing the results, and
this led to a number of interesting insights. If this book contains a
single moral, then it is presumably this: a century after Frege intro-
duced the notion of presupposition and connected it with truth-value
gaps, partial logic still has a lot to recommend for itself. We have seen
that techniques from partial logic are the key to solving the negation
and disjunction problems of drt and related theories, that the notori-
ous binding problems of Karttunen and Peters and Heim can be solved
in an ordinary, static partial logic, and that Van der Sandt’s theory
of presuppositions-as-anaphors can benefit from partializing his repres-
entation language. While one could argue that the use of partiality in
Double Negation drt is merely a technicality to model the distinction
between active and passive discourse referents, the partiality plays a
key-role in our treatment of presupposition, motivated by our wish to
stick close to the Strawsonian intuition. The fact that the problems en-
countered when presuppositions and quantifiers interact can be solved in
static partial logic, can be taken as an indication that, at least for such
examples, there is no immediate need to turn to a dynamic framework.
Additionally, the discussion of Bochvar’s A operator has shown that the
traditional misconception that partial approaches to presupposition lack
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flexibility can be overcome. The outline of a floating A theory shows
that we can use standard static partial machinery as the foundation of
a simple and flexible theory of presupposition with a well-defined inter-
action with pragmatic conditions, which bears a certain resemblance to
the presuppositions-as-anaphors theory of Van der Sandt.
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